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Findings.

The legislature finds that automotive traffic in Washington's metropolitan areas is the major source of emissions of air
contaminants. This air pollution causes significant harm to public health, causes damage to trees, plants, structures, and
materials and degrades the quality of the environment.
Increasing automotive traffic is also aggravating traffic congestion in Washington's metropolitan areas. This traffic
congestion imposes significant costs on Washington's businesses, governmental agencies, and individuals in terms of lost
working hours and delays in the delivery of goods and services. Traffic congestion worsens automobile-related air pollution,
increases the consumption of fuel, and degrades the habitability of many of Washington's cities and suburban areas. The
capital and environmental costs of fully accommodating the existing and projected automobile traffic on roads and highways
are prohibitive. Decreasing the demand for vehicle trips is significantly less costly and at least as effective in reducing traffic
congestion and its impacts as constructing new transportation facilities such as roads and bridges, to accommodate increased
traffic volumes.
The legislature also finds that increasing automotive transportation is a major factor in increasing consumption of gasoline
and, thereby, increasing reliance on imported sources of petroleum. Moderating the growth in automotive travel is essential to
stabilizing and reducing dependence on imported petroleum and improving the nation's energy security.
The legislature further finds that reducing the number of commute trips to work made via single-occupant cars and light
trucks is an effective way of reducing automobile-related air pollution, traffic congestion, and energy use. Major employers
have significant opportunities to encourage and facilitate reducing single-occupant vehicle commuting by employees. In
addition, the legislature also recognizes the importance of increasing individual citizens' awareness of air quality, energy
consumption, and traffic congestion, and the contribution individual actions can make towards addressing these issues.
The intent of this chapter is to require local governments in those counties experiencing the greatest automobile-related air
pollution and traffic congestion to develop and implement plans to reduce single-occupant vehicle commute trips. Such plans
shall require major employers and employers at major worksites to implement programs to reduce single-occupant vehicle
commuting by employees at major worksites. Local governments in counties experiencing significant but less severe
automobile-related air pollution and traffic congestion may implement such plans. State agencies shall implement programs to
reduce single-occupant vehicle commuting at all major worksites throughout the state.
[1997 c 250 § 1; 1991 c 202 § 10.J

Notes:

Captions not law -- Effective date -- Severability -- 1991 c 202: See notes following RCW 47,50.010.
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Definitions.

Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter.
(1) "A major employer" means a private or public employer, including state agencies, that employs one hundred or more
full-time employees at a single worksite who begin their regular workday between 6:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. on weekdays for at
least twelve continuous months during the year.
(2) "Major worksite" means a building or group of buildings that are on physically contiguous parcels of land or on parcels
separated solely by private or public roadways or rights-of-way, and at which there are one hundred or more full-time
employees, who begin their regular workday between 6:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. on weekdays, for at least twelve continuous
months.
(3) "Major employment installation" means a military base or federal reservation, excluding tribal reservations, at which
there are one hundred or more full-time employees, who begin their regular workday between 6:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. on
weekdays, for at least twelve continuous months during the year.
(4) "Person hours of delay" means the daily person hours of delay per mile in the peak period of 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., as
calculated using the best available methodology by the department of transportation.
(5) "Commute trip" means trips made from a worker's home to a worksite during the peak period of 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.
on weekdays.
(6) "Proportion of single-occupant vehicle commute trips" means the number of commute trips made by single-occupant
automobiles divided by the number of full-time employees.
(7) "Commute trip vehicle miles traveled per employee" means the sum of the individual vehicle commute trip lengths in
miles over a set period divided by the number of full-time employees dLJring that period.
(8) "Base year" means the twelve-month period commencing when a major employer is determined to be participating by
the local jurisdiction, on which commute trip reduction goals shall be based.
(9) "Growth and transportation effiCiency center" means a defined, compact, mixed-use urban area that contains jobs or
housing and supports multiple modes of transportation. For the purpose of funding, a growth and transportation efficiency
center must meet minimum criteria established by the commute trip reduction board under RCW 70.94.537, and must be
certified by a regional transportation planning organization as established in RCW47.80.020.
(10)(a) "Affected urban growth area" means:
(i) An urban growth area, designated pursuant to RCW 36. 70A.11 0, whose boundaries contain a state highway segment
exceeding the one hundred person hours of delay threshold calculated by the department of transportation, and any
contiguous urban growth areas; and
(ii) An urban growth area, designated pursuant to RCW 36.70A.110, containing a jurisdiction with a population over seventy
thousand that adopted a commute trip reduction ordinance before the year 2000, and any contiguous urban growth areas.
(b) Affected urban growth areas will be listed by the department of transportation in the rules for chapter 329, Laws of 2006
using the criteria identified in (a) of this subsection.
(11) "Certification" means a determination by a regional transportation planning organization that a locally designated
growth and transportation efficiency center program meets the minimum criteria developed in a collaborative regional process
and the rules established by the department of transportation.
[2006 c 329 § 1; 1991 c 202 § 11.J

Notes:

Captions not law -- Effective date -- Severability --1991 c 202: See notes following RCW 47.50.010.
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counties and cities.

(1) Each county containing an urban growth area, designated pursuant to RCW 36.70A.110, and each city within an urban
growth area with a state highway segment exceeding the one hundred person hours of delay threshold calculated by the
department of transportation, as well as those counties and cities located in any contiguous urban growth areas, shall adopt a
commute trip reduction plan and ordinance for major employers in the affected urban growth area by a date specified by the
commute trip reduction board. Jurisdictions located within an urban growth area with a population greater than seventy
thousand that adopted a commute trip reduction ordinance before the year 2000, as well as any jurisdiction within contiguous
urban growth areas, shall also adopt a commute trip reduction plan and ordinance for major employers in the affected urban
growth area by a date specified by the commute trip reduction board. Jurisdictions containing a major employment installation
in a county with an affected growth area, designated pursuant to RCW 36.70A.110, shall adopt a commute trip reduction plan
and ordinance for major employers in the major employment installation by a date specified by the commute trip reduction
board. The ordinance shall establish the requirements for major employers and provide an appeals process by which major
employers, who as a result of special characteristics of their business or its locations would be unable to meet the
requirements of the ordinance, may obtain waiver or modification of those reqUirements. The plan shall be designed to achieve
reductions in the proportion of single-occupant vehicle commute trips and be consistent with the rules established by the
department of transportation. The county, city, or town shalf submit its adopted plan to the regional transportation planning
organization. The county, city, or town plan shall be included in the regional commute trip reduction plan for regional
transportation planning purposes, consistent with the rules established by the department of transportation in RCW 70.94.537.
(2) All other counties, cities, and towns may adopt and implement a commute trip reduction plan consistent with department
of transportation rules established under RCW 70.94.537. Tribal governments are encouraged to adopt a commute trip
reduction plan for their lands. State investment in voluntary commute trip reduction plans shall be limited to those areas that
meet criteria developed by the commute trip reduction board.
(3) The department of ecology may, after consultation with the department of transportation, as part of the state
implementation plan for areas that do not "'!ttain the nationa.1 am'bient air quality standards for carbon monoxide or ozone,
require municipalities other than those identified in subsection (1) of this section to adopt and implement commute trip
reduction plans if the department determines that such plans are necessary for attainment of said standards.
A

,
I

(4) A commute trip reduction plan shall be consistent with the rules established under RCW 70.94.537 and shall include but
is not limited to (a) goals for reductions in the proportion of single-occupant vehicle commute trips consistent with the state
goals established by the commute trip reduction board under RCW 70.94.537 and the regional commute trip reduction plan
goals established in the regional commute trip reduction plan; (b) a description of the requirements for major public and private
sector employers to implement commute trip reduction programs; (c) a commute trip reduction program for employees of the
county, city, or town; and (d) means, consistent with rules established by the department of transportation, for determining
base year values and progress toward meeting commute trip reduction plan goals. The plan shall be developed in consultation
with local transit agencies, the applicable regional transportation planning organization, major employers, and other interested
parties.
(5) The commute trip reduction plans adopted by counties, cities, and towns under this chapter shall be consistent with and
may be incorporated in applicable state or regional transportation plans and local comprehensive plans and shall be
coordinated, and consistent with, the commute trip reduction plans of counties, cities, or towns with which the county, city, or
town has, in part, common borders or related regional issues. Such regional issues shall include assuring conSistency in the
treatment of employers who have worksites subject to the reqUirements of this chapter in more than one jurisdiction. Counties,
cities, and towns adopting commute trip reduction plans may enter into agreements through the interlocal cooperation act or
by resolution or ordinance as appropriate with other jurisdictions, local transit agencies, transportation management
associations or other private or nonprofit providers of transportation services, or regional transportation planning organizations
to coordinate the development and implementation of such plans. Transit agencies shall work with counties, cities, and towns
as a part of their six-year transit development plan established in RCW 35,58.2795 to take into account the location of major
employer worksites when planning and prioritizing transit service changes or the expansion of public transportation services,
including rideshare services. Counties, cities, or towns adopting a commute trip reduction plan shall review it annually and
revise it as necessary to be consistent with applicable plans developed under RCW 36.70A.070. Regional transportation
planning organizations shall review the local commute trip' reduction plans during the development and update of the regional
commute trip reduction plan.
(6) Each affected regional transportation planning organization shall adopt a commute trip reduction plan for its region
consistent with the rules and deadline established by the department of transportation under RCW 70.94.537. The plan shall
include, but is not limited to: (a) Regional program goals for commute trip reduction in urban growth areas and all designated
growth and transportation effiCiency centers; (b) a description of strategies for achieving the goals; (c) a sustainable financial
plan describing projected revenues and expenditures to meet the goals; (d) a description of the way in which progress toward
meeting the goals will be measured; and (e) minimum criteria for growth and transportation efficiency centers. (i) Regional
transportation planning organizations shall review proposals from local jurisdictions to designate growth and transportation
efficiency centers and shall determine whether the proposed growth and transportation efficiency center is consistent with the
criteria defined in the regional commute trip reduction plan. (ii) Growth and transportation efficiency centers certified as
consistent with the minimum requirements by the regional transportation planning organization shall be identified in
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subsequent updates of the regional commute trip reduction plan. These plans shall be developed in collaboration with all
affected local jurisdictions, transit agencies, and other interested parties within the region. The plan will be reviewed and
approved by [the] commute trip reduction board as established under RCW 70.94.537. Regions without an approved regional
commute trip reduction plan shall not be eligible for state commute trip reduction program funds.
The regional commute trip reduction plan shall be consistent with and incorporated into transportation demand
management components in the regional transportation plan as required by RCW 47.80.030.
(7) Each regional transportation planning organization implementing a regional commute trip reduction program shall,
consistent with the rules and deadline established by the department of transportation, submit its plan as well as any related
local commute trip reduction plans and certified growth and transportation efficiency center programs, to the commute trip
reduction board established under RCW 70.94.537. The commute trip reduction board shall review the regional commute trip
reduction plan and the local commute trip reduction plans. The regional transportation planning organization shall collaborate
with the commute trip reduction board to evaluate the consistency of local commute trip reduction plans with the regional
commute trip reduction plan. Local and regional plans must be approved by the commute trip reduction board in order to be
eligible for state funding provided for the purposes of this chapter.
(8) Each regional transportation planning organization implementing a regional commute trip reduction program shall
submit an annual progress report to the commute trip reduction board established under RCW 70.94.537. The report shall be
due at the end of each state fiscal year for which the program has been implemented. The report shall describe progress in
attaining the applicable commute trip reduction goals and shall highlight any problems being encountered in achieving the
goals. The information shall be reported in a form established by the commute trip reduction board.
(9) Any waivers or modifications of the requirements of a commute trip reduction plan granted by a jurisdiction shall be
submitted for review to the commute trip reduction board established under RCW 70.94.537. The commute trip reduction
board may not deny the granting of a waiver or modification of the requirements of a commute trip reduction plan by a
jurisdiction but they may notify the jurisdiction of any comments or objections.
(10) Plans implemented under this section shall not apply to commute trips for seasonal agricultural employees.
(11) Plans implemented under this section shall not apply to construction worksites when the expected duration of the
construction project is less than two years.
(12) If an affected urban growth area has not previously implemented a commute trip reduction program and the state has
funded solutions to state highway deficiencies to address the area's exceeding the person hours of delay threshold, the
affected urban growth area shall be exempt from the duties of this section for a period not exceeding two years.
[2006 c 329 § 2; 1997 c 250 § 2; 1996 c 186 § 513; 1991 c 202 § 12.]

Notes:

Findings --Intent -- Part headings not law -- Effective date -- 1996 c 186: See notes following RCW
43.330.904.
Captions not law - Effective date -- Severability -- 1991 c 202: See notes following RCW 47.50.01 O.
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Growth and transportation efficiency centers.

(1) A county, city, or town may, as part of its commute trip reduction plan, designate existing activity centers listed in its
comprehensive plan or new activity centers as growth and transportation efficiency centers and establish a transportation
demand management program in the designated area.
(a) The transportation demand management program for the growth and transportation efficiency center shall be developed
in consultation with local transit agencies, the applicable regional transportation planning organization, major employers, and
other interested parties.
(b) In order to be eligible for state funding provided for the purposes of this section, designated growth and transportation
efficiency centers shall be certified by the applicable regional transportation organization to: (i) Meet the minimum land use
and transportation criteria established in collaboration among local jurisdictions, transit agencies, the regional transportation
planning organization, and other interested parties as part of the regional commute trip reduction plan; and (ii) have
established a transportation demand management program that includes the elements identified in (c) of this subsection and is
consistent with the rules established by the department of transportation in RCW 70.94.537(2). If a designated growth and
transportation efficiency center is denied certification, the local jurisdiction may appeal the decision to the commute trip
reduction board.
(c) Transportation demand management programs for growth and transportation efficiency centers shall include, but are not
limited to: (i) Goals for reductions in the proportion of single-occupant vehicle trips that are more aggressive than the state
program goal established by the commute trip reduction board; (ii) a sustainable financial plan demonstrating how the program
can be implemented to meet state and regional trip reduction goals, indicating resources from public and private sources that
are reasonably expected to be made available to carry out the plan, and recommending any innovative financing techniques
consistent with chapter 47.29 RCW, including public/private partnerships, to finance needed facilities, services, and programs;
(iii) a proposed organizational structure for implementing the program; (iv) a proposal to measure performance toward the goal
and implementation progress; and (v) an evaluation to which local land use and transportation policies apply, including parking
policies and ordinances, to determine the extent that they complement and support the trip reduction investments of major
employers. Each of these program elements shall be consistent with the rules established under RCW 70.94.537.
_

(d) A designated growth and transportation,efficiency center shall be consistent with the land use and transportation
elements of the local comprehensive plan.
(e) Transit agencies. local governments, and regional transportation planning organizations shall identify certified growth
and transportation efficiency centers as priority areas for new service and facility investments in their respective investment
plans.
(2) A county, city. or town that has established a growth and transportation efficiency center program shall support vehicle
trip reduction activities in the designated area. The implementing jurisdiction shall adopt policies, ordinances, and funding
strategies that will lead to attainment of program goals in those areas.
[2006 c 329 § 4.]
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Requirements for employers.

(1) State agency worksites are subject to the same requirements under this section and RCW 70.94.534 as private employers.
(2) Not more than ninety days after the adoption of a jurisdiction's commute trip reduction plan, each major employer in that
jurisdiction shall perform a baseline measurement consistent with the rules established by the department of transportation under
RCW 70.94.537. Not more than ninety days after receiving the results of the baseline measurement, each major employer shall
develop a commute trip reduction program and shall submit a description of that program to the jurisdiction for review. The program
shall be implemented not more than ninety days after approval by the jurisdiction.
(3) A commute trip reduction program of a major employer shall consist of, at a minimum (a) designation of a transportation
coordinator and the display of the name, location, and telephone number of the coordinator in a prominent manner at each affected
worksite; (b) regular distribution of information to employees regarding alternatives to single-occupant vehicle commuting; (c) a 'regular
review of employee commuting and reporting of progress toward meeting the single-occupant vehicle reduction goals to the county,
city, or town consistent with the method established in the commute trip reduction plan and the rules established by the department of
transportation under RCW 70.94.537; and (d) implementation of a set of measures designed to achieve the applicable commute trip
reduction goals adopted by the jurisdiction. Such measures may include but are not limited to:

(i) Provision of preferential parking or reduced parking charges, or both, for high occupancy vehicles;

(ii) Instituting or increasing parking. charges for single-occupant vehicles;
(iii) Provision of commuter ride matching services to facilitate employee ridesharing for commute trips;
(iv) Provision of subsidies for transit fares;

(v) Provision of vans for van pools;
(vi) Provision of subsidies for car pooling or van pooling;
(vii) Permitting the use of the employer's vehicles for car pooling or van pooling;
(viii) Permitting flexible work schedules to facilitate employees' use of transit, car pools, or van pools;
(ix) Cooperation with transportation providers to provide additional regular or express service to the worksite;
(x) Construction of special loading and unloading facilities for transit, car pool, and van pool users;
(xi) Provision of bicycle parking facilities, lockers, changing areas, and showers for employees who bicycle or walk to work;
(xii) Provision of a program of parking incentives such as a rebate for employees who do not use the parking facility;
(xiii) Establishment of a program to permit employees to work part or full time at home or at an alternative worksite closer to their
homes;
(xiv) Establishment of a program of alternative work schedules such as compressed work week schedules which reduce
commuting; and
(xv) Implementation of other measures designed to facilitate the use of high occupancy vehicles such as on-site day care facilities
and emergency taxi services.

(4) Employers or owners of worksites may form or utilize existing transportation management associations or other transportationrelated associations authorized by RCW 35.87A.010 to assist members in developing and implementing commute trip reduction
programs.
(5) Employers shall make a good faith effort towards achievement of the goals identified in RCW 70.94.527(4)(d).
[2006 c 329 § 5; 1997 c 250 § 3; (1995 2nd sp.s. c 14 § 530 expired June 30. 1997); 1991

C

202 § 13.]

Notes:

Expiration date --1995 2nd sp.s. c 14 §§ 511-523, 528-533: See note following RCW 43.19.1919.
Effective dates --1995 2nd sp.s. c 14: See note following RCW 43.19.1919.
Severability --1995 2nd sp.s. c 14: See note following RCW 43.19.1919.
Captions not law -- Effective date -- Severability -- 1991 c 202: See notes following RCW 47.50.01 O.
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Jurisdictions' review and penalties.

(1) Each jurisdiction implementing a commute trip reduction plan under this chapter or as part of a plan or ordinance
developed under RCW 36. 70A.070 shall review each employer's initial commute trip reduction program to determine if the
program is likely to meet the applicable commute trip reduction goals. The employer shall be notified by the jurisdiction of its
findings. If the jurisdiction finds that the program is not likely to meet the applicable commute trip reduction goals, the
jurisdiction will work with the employer to modify the program as necessary. The jurisdiction shall complete review of each
employer's initial commute trip reduction program within ninety days of receipt.
(2) Employers implementing commute trip reduction programs are expected to undertake good faith efforts to achieve the
goals outlined in RCW 70.94.527(4). Employers are considered to be making a good faith effort if the following conditions have
been met:
(a) The employer has met the minimum requirements identified in RCW 70.94.531 ;
(b) The employer has notified the jurisdiction of its intent to substantially change or modify its program and has either
received the approval of the jurisdiction to do so or has acknowledged that its program may not be approved without additional
modifications;
(c) The employer has provided adequate information and documentation of implementation when requested by the
jurisdiction; and
(d) The employer is working collaboratively with its jurisdiction to continue its existing program or is developing and
implementing program modifications likely to result in improvements to the program over an agreed upon length oftime.
(3) Each jurisdiction shall review at least once every two years each employer's progress and good faith efforts toward
meeting the applicable commute trip reduction goals. If an employer makes a good faith effort, as defined in this section, but is
not likely to meet the applicable commute trip reduction goals, the jurisdiction shall work collaboratively with the employer to
make modifications to the commute trip reduction program. Failure of an employer to reach the applicable commute trip
reduction goals is not a violation of this chapter.
(4) If an employer fails to make a good faith effort and fails to meet the applicable commute trip reduction goals, the
jurisdiction shall work collaboratively with the employer to propose modifications to the program and shall direct the employer
to revise its program within thirty days to incorporate those modifications or modifications which the jurisdiction determines to
be equivalent.
(5) Each jurisdiction implementing a commute trip reduction plan pursuant to this chapter may impose civil penalties, in the
manner provided in chapter 7.80 RCW, for failure by an employer to implement a commute trip reduction program or to modify
its commute trip reduction program as required in subsection (4) of this section. No major employer may be held liable for civil
penalties for failure to reach the applicable commute trip reduction goals. No major employer shall be liable for civil penalties
under this chapter if failure to achieve a commute trip reduction program goal was the result of an inability to reach agreement
with a certified collective bargaining agent under applicable laws where the issue was raised by the employer and pursued in
good faith.
(6) Jurisdictions shall notify major employers of the procedures for applying for goal modification or exemption from the
commute trip reduction requirements based on the guidelines established by the commute trip reduction board authorized
under RCW 70.94.537.
[2006 c 329 § 6; 1997 c 250 § 4; 1991 c 202 § 14.)

Notes:

Captions not law -- Effective date -- Severability - 1991 c 202: See notes following RCW 47.50.010.
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Commute trip reduction board.

(1) A sixteen member state commute trip reduction board is established as follows:
(a) The secretary of transportation or the secretary's designee who shall selVe as chair;
(b) One representative from the office of financial management;
(c) The director or the director's designee of one of the follOWing agencies, to be determined by the secretary of
transportation:
(i) *Department of general administration;
(ii) Department of ecology;
(iii) Department of commerce;
(d) Three representatives from cities and towns or counties appointed by the secretary of transportation for staggered fouryear terms from a list recommended by the association of Washington cities or the Washington state association of counties;
(e) Two representatives from transit agencies appointed by the secretary of transportation for staggered four-year terms
from a list recommended by the Washington state transit association;

(f) Two representatives from participating regional transportation planning organizations appointed by the secretary of
transportation for staggered four-year terms;
(g) Four representatives of employers at or owners of major worksites in Washington, or transportation management
associations, business improvement areas, or other transportation organizations representing employers, appointed by the
secretary of transportation for staggered four-year terms; and
(h) Two citizens appointed by the secretary of transportation for staggered four-year terms.
Members of the commute trip reduction board shall selVe without compensation but shall be reimbursed for travel
expenses as provided in RCW 43.03.050 and 43.03.060. Members appointed by the secretary of transportation shall be
compensated in accordance with RCW 43.03.220. The board /:las all powers necessary to carry out its duties as prescribed by
this chapter.
'
(2) By March 1, 2007, the department of transportation shall establish rules for commute trip reduction plans and
implementation procedures. The commute trip reduction board shall advise the department on the content of the rules. The
rules are intended to ensure consistency in commute trip reduction plans and goals among jurisdictions while fairly taking into
account differences in employment and housing density, employer size, existing and anticipated levels of transit selVice,
special employer circumstances, and other factors the board determines to be relevant. The rules shall include:
(a) Guidance criteria for growth and transportation efficiency centers;
(b) Data measurement methods and procedures for determining the efficacy of commute trip reduction activities and
progress toward meeting commute trip reduction plan goals;
(c) Model commute trip reduction ordinances;
(d) Methods for assuring consistency in the treatment of employers who have worksites subject to the requirements of this
chapter in more than one jurisdiction;
(e) An appeals process by which major employers, who as a result of special characteristics of their business or its
locations would be unable to meet the requirements of a commute trip reduction plan, may obtain a waiver or modification of
those requirements and criteria for determining eligibility for waiver or modification;

(f) Establishment of a process for determining the state's affected areas, including criteria and procedures for regional
transportation planning organizations in consultation with local jurisdictions to propose to add or exempt urban growth areas;
(g) Listing of the affected areas of the program to be done every four years as identified in subsection (5) of this section;
(h) Establishment of a criteria and application process to determine whether jurisdictions that voluntarily implement
commute trip reduction are eligible for state funding;

0) Guidelines and deadlines for creating and

updating local commute trip reduction plans, including guidance to ensure
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consistency between the local commute trip reduction plan and the transportation demand management strategies identified in
the transportation element in the local comprehensive plan, as required by RCW 36.70A.070;
0) Guidelines for creating and updating regional commute trip reduction plans, including guidance to ensure the regional
commute trip reduction plan is consistent with and incorporated into transportation demand management components in the
regional transportation plan;

(k) Methods for regional transportation planning organizations to evaluate and certify that designated growth and
transportation efficiency center programs meet the minimum requirements and are eligible for funding;
(I) Guidelines for creating and updating growth and transportation efficiency center programs; and
(m) Establishment of statewide program goals. The goals shall be.pesigned to achieve substantial reductions in the
proportion of single-occupant vehicle commute trips and the commute trip vehicle miles traveled per employee, at a level that
is projected to improve the mobility of people and goods by increasing the efficiency of the state highway system.
(3) The board shall create a state commute trip reduction plan that shall be updated every four years as discussed in
subsection (5) of this section. The state commute trip reduction plan shall include, but is not limited to: (a) Statewide commute
trip reduction program goals that are designed to substantially improve the mobility of people and goods; (b) identification of
strategies at the state and regional levels to achieve the goals and recommendations for how transportation demand
management strategies can be targeted most effectively to support commute trip reduction program goals; (c) performance
measures for assessing the cost-effectiveness of commute trip reduction strategies and the benefits for the state
transportation system; and (d) a sustainable financial plan. The board shall review and approve regional commute trip
reduction plans, and work collaboratively with regional transportation planning organizations in the establishment of the state
commute trip reduction plan.
(4) The board shall work with affected jurisdictions, major employers, and other parties to develop and implement a public
awareness campaign designed to increase the effectiveness of local commute trip reduction programs and support
achievement of the objectives identified in this chapter.
(5) The board shall evaluate and update the commute trip reduction program plan and recommend changes to the rules
every four years, with the first assessment report due July 1, 2011, to ensure that the latest data methodology used by the
department of transportation is incorporated into the program and to determine which areas of the state should be affected by
the program. The board shall review the definition of a major employer no later than December 1, 2009. The board shall
regularly identify urban growth areas that are projected to be affected by chapter 329, Laws of 2006 in the next four-year
period and may provide advance planning support to the potentially affected jurisdictions.
(6) The board shall review progress toward implementing commute trip reduction plans and programs and the costs and
benefits of commute trip reduction plans and programs and shall make recommendations to the legislature and the governor
by December 1, 2009, and every two years thereafter. In assessing the costs and benefits, the board shall consider the costs
of not having implemented commute trip reduction plans and programs with the assistance of the transportation performance
audit board authorized under **chapter 44.75 RCW. The board shall examine other transportation demand management
programs nationally and incorporate its findings into its recommendations to the legislature. The recommendations shall
address the need for continuation, modification, or termination or any or all requirements of this chapter.
(7) The board shall invite personnel with appropriate expertise from state, regional, and local government, private, public,
and nonprofit providers of transportation services, and employers or owners of major worksites in Washington to act as a
technical advisory group. The technical advisory group shall advise the board on the implementation of local and regional
commute trip reduction plans and programs, program evaluation, program funding allocations, and state rules and guidelines.
[2011 1st sp.s. c 21 § 26; 2006 c 329 § 7; 1997 c 250 § 5; 1996 c 186 § 514; 1995 c 399 § 188; 1991 c 202 § 15.)

Notes:

Reviser's note: *(1) The "department of general administration" was renamed the "department of enterprise
services" by 2011 1st sp.s. c 43 § 107.
**(2) Chapter 44.75 RCW was repealed by 2006 c 334 § 51.

Effective date -- 2011 1st sp.s. c

~1:

See note following RCW 72.23.025.

Findings -Intent -- Part headings not law - Effective date -- 1996 c 186: See notes following RCW
43.330.904.
Captions not law -- Effective date -- Severability -- 1991 c 202: See notes following RCW 47.50.01 O.
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Technical assistance.

(1) The department of transportation shall provide staff support to the commute trip reduction board in carrying out the
requirements of RCW 70.94.537.
(2) The department of transportation shall provide technical assistance to regional transportation planning organizations,
counties, cities, towns, state agencies, as defined in RCW 40.06.010, and other employers in developing and implementing
commute trip reduction plans and programs. The technical assistance shall include: (a) Guidance in single measurement
methodology and practice to be used in determining progress in attaining plan goals; (b) developing model plans and
programs appropriate to different situations; and (c) providing consistent training and informational materials for the
implementation of commute trip reduction programs. Model plans and programs, training, and informational materials shall be
developed in cooperation with representatives of regional transportation planning organizations, local governments, transit
agencies, and employers.
(3) In carrying out this section the department of transportation may contract with statewide associations representing
cities, towns, and counties to assist cities, towns, and counties in implementing commute trip reduction plans and programs.
[2009 c427 § 1; 2006 c 329 § 8; 1996 c 186 § 515; 1991 c202 § 16.J

Notes:

Findings -Intent -- Part headings not law - Effective date -1996 c 186: See notes following RCW
43.330.904.
Captions not law -- Effective date - Severability --1991 c 202:See notes following RCW 47.50.010.
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Use of funds.

A portion of the funds made available for the purposes of this chapter shall be used to fund the commute trip reduction board
in carrying out the responsibilities of RCW 70.94.537, and the department of transportation, including the activities authorized
under RCW 70.94.541 (2), and to assist regional transportation planning organizations, counties, cities, and towns
implementing commute trip reduction plans. The commute trip reduction board shall determine the allocation of program funds
made available for the purposes of this chapter to regional transportation planning organizations, counties, cities, and towns
implementing commute trip reduction plans. If state funds for the purposes of this chapter are provided to those jurisdictions
implementing voluntary commute trip reduction plans, the funds shall be disbursed based on criteria established by the
commute trip reduction board under RCW 70.94.537.
[2006 c 329 § 9; 2001 c 74 § 1; 1991 c 202 § 17.}

Notes:

Captions not law - Effective date -- Severability - 1991 c 202: See notes following RCW 47.50.010.
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Collective bargaining powers unaffected.

Nothing in chapter 329, Laws of 2006 preempts the ability of state employees to collectively bargain over commute trip
reduction issues, including parking fees under chapter 41.80 RCW, or the ability of private sector employees to collectively
bargain over commute trip reduction issues if previously such issues were mandatory subjects of collective bargaining.
[2006 c 329 § 3.]
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State leadership.

The legislature hereby recognizes the state's crucial leadership role in establishing and implementing effective commute trip
reduction programs. Therefore, it is the policy of the state that the department of transportation and other state agencies,
including institutions of higher education, shall aggressively develop substantive programs to reduce commute trips by state
employees. Implementation of these programs will reduce energy consumption, congestion in urban areas, and air and water
pollution associated with automobile travel.
[2009 c 427 § 2; 2006 c 329 § 10; 1991 c 202 § 18.)

Notes:

Captions not law -- Effective date -- Severability -- 1991 c 202:See notes following RCW 47.50.010.

...

II.
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Joint comprehensive commute trip reduction plan -

ra~\;;

1 VI. ..

Reports.

(1) The secretary of the department of transportation may coordinate an interagency board or other interested parties for the
purpose of developing policies or guidelines that promote consistency among state agency commute trip reduction programs
required by RCW 70.94.527 and 70.94.531 or developed under the Joint comprehensive commute trip reduction plan
described in this section. The board shall include representatives of the departments of transportation, *general administration,
ecology, and **community, trade, and economic development and such other departments and interested groups as the
secretary of the department of transportation determines to be necessary. Policies and guidelines shall be applicable to all
state agencies including but not limited to policies and guidelines regarding parking and parking charges, employee incentives
for commuting by other than single-occupant automobiles, flexible and alternative work schedules, alternative worksites, and
the use of state-owned vehicles for car and van pools and guaranteed rides home. The policies and guidelines shall also
consider the costs and benefits to state agencies of achieving commute trip reductions and consider mechanisms for funding
state agency commute trip reduction programs.
(2) State agencies sharing a common location in affected urban growth areas where the total number of state employees is
one hundred or more shall, with assistance from the department of transportation, develop and implement a Joint commute trip
reduction program. The worksite must be treated as specified in RCW 70.94.531 and 70.94.534.
(3) The department of transportation shall develop a jOint comprehensive commute trip reduction plan for all state agencies,
including institutions of higher education, located in the Olympia, Lacey, and Tumwater urban growth areas.
(a) In developing the joint comprehensive commute trip reduction plan, the department of transportation shall work with
applicable state agencies, including institutions of higher education, and shall collaborate with the following entities: Local
jurisdictions; regional transportation planning organizations as described in chapter 47.80 RCW; transit agencies, including
regional transit <;iuthorities as described in chapter 81.112 RCW and transit agencies that serve areas within twenty- five miles
of the Olympia, Lacey, or Tumwater urban growth areas; and the capitol campus design advisory committee established in
RCW 43.34.080.

......

(b) The joint comprehensive commute trip reduction plan must build on existing commute trip reduction programs and
pOlicies. At a minimum, the jOint comprehensive commute trip reduction plan must include strategies for telework and flexible
work schedules, parking management, and consideration of the impacts of worksite location and design on multi modal
transportation options.
(c) The joint comprehensive commute trip reduction plan must include performance measures and reporting methods and
requirements.

(d) The jOint comprehensive commute trip reduction plan may include strategies to accommodate differences in worksite
size and location.
(e) The joint comprehensive commute trip reduction plan must be consistent with jurisdictional and regional transportation,
land use, and commute trip reduction plans, the state six-year facilities plan, and the master plan for the capitol of the state of
Washington.

(f) Not more than ninety days after the adoption of the joint comprehensive commute trip reduction plan, state agencies
within the three urban growth areas must implement a commute trip reduction program consistent with the objectives and
strategies ofthe jOint comprehensive commute trip reduction plan.
(4) The department of transportation shall review the initial commute trip reduction program of each state agency subject to
the commute trip reduction plan for state agencies to determine if the program is likely to meet the applicable commute trip
reduction goals and notify the agency of any deficiencies. If it is found that the program is not likely to meet the applicable
commute trip reduction goals, the department of transportation will work with the agency to modify the program as necessary.
(5) Each state agency implementing a commute trip reduction plan shall report at least once per year to its agency director
on the performance of the agency's commute trip reduction program as part of the agency's quality management,
accountability, and performance system as defined by RCW 43.17.385. The reports shall assess the performance of the
program, progress toward state goals established under RCW 70.94.537, and recommendations for improving the program.
(6) The department of transportation shall review the agency performance reports defined in subsection (5) of this section
and submit a biennial report for state agencies subject to this chapter to the governor and incorporate the report in the
commute trip reduction board report to the legislature as directed in RCW 70.94.537(6). The report shall include, but is not
limited to, an evaluation of the most recent measurement results, progress toward state goals established under RCW
70.94.537, and recommendations for improving the performance of state agency commute trip reduction programs. The
information shall be reported in a form established by the commute trip reduction board.
[2009 c 427 § 3; 2006 c 329 § 11; 1997 c 250 § 6; 1996 c 186 § 516; 1991 c 202 § 19.J
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Notes:

Reviser's note: *( 1) The "department of general administration" was renamed the "department of enterprise
services" by 20111stsp.s. c43 § 107.
**(2) The "department of community, trade, and economic development" was renamed the "department of
commerce" by 2009 c 565.

Findings --Intent -- Part headings not law -- Effective date -- 1996 c 186: See notes following RCW
43.330.904.
Captions not law - Effective date -- Severability -1991 c 202:See notes following RCW 47.50.010.
State vehicle parking account: RCW 43.01.225.
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Parking revenue -

Uetmmons.

Definitions.

The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter.
(1) "Guaranteed ride home" means an assured ride home for commuters participating in a commute trip reduction program
who are not able to use their normal commute mode because of personal emergencies.
(2) "Pledged" means parking revenue designated through any means, including moneys received from the natural resource
building, which is used for the debt service payment of bonds issued for parking facilities.
[1993 c 394 § 2.)

Notes:

Finding - Purpose - 1993 c 394: "The legislature finds that reducing the number of commute trips to work
is an effective way of reducing automobile-related air pollution, traffic congestion, and energy use. The
legislature intends that state agencies shall assume a leadership role in implementing programs to reduce
vehicle miles traveled and single-occupant vehicle commuting, under RCW 70.94.521 through 70.94.551.
The legislature has established and directed an interagency task force to consider mechanisms for funding
state agency commute trip reduction programs; and to consider and recommend policies for employee
incentives for commuting by other than single-occupant vehicles, and policies for the use of state-owned
vehicles.
It is the purpose of this act to provide state agencies with the authority to provide employee incentives,
including subsidies for use of high occupancy vehicles to meet commute trip reduction goals, and to remove
existing statutory barriers for state agencies to use public funds, including parking revenue, to operate,
maintain, lease, or construct parking facilities at state-owned and leased facilities, to reduce parking subsidies,
and to support commute trip reduction programs." [1993 c 394 § 1.]
A

..
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State vehicle parking account.

There is hereby established an account in the state treasury to be known as the "state vehicle parking account." All parking
rental income resulting from parking fees established by the department of enterprise services under RCW 46.08.172 at stateowned or leased property shall be deposited in the "state vehicle parking account." Revenue deposited in the "state vehicle
parking account" shall be first applied to pledged purposes. Unpledged parking revenues deposited in the "state vehicle
parking account" may be used to:
(1) Pay costs incurred in the operation, maintenance, regulation, and enforcement of vehicle parking and parking facilities;
(2) Support the lease costs and/or capital investment costs of vehicle parking and parking facilities; and
(3) Support agency commute trip reduction programs under RCW 70.94.521 through 70.94.551.
[2011 1sl sp.s. c 43 § 253; 1995 c 215 § 2; 1993 c 394 § 5.)

Notes:

Effective date - Purpose - 20111st sp.s. c 43: See notes following RCW 43.19.003.
Finding -- Purpose -- 1993 c 394: See note following RCW 43.01.220.
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V.L

1

Use of public funds.

State agencies may, under the internal revenue code rules, use public funds to financially assist agency-approved incentives
for alternative commute modes, including but not limited to carpools, vanpoots, purchase of transit and ferry passes, and
guaranteed ride home programs, if the financial assistance is an element of the agency's commute trip reduction program as
required under RCW 70.94,521 through 70.94.551. This section does not permit any payment for the use of state-owned
vehicles for commuter ride sharing.
[1995 c 215 § 1; 1993 c 394 § 6.1

Notes:

Finding - Purpose --1993 c 394: See note following RCW 43.01 ,220.
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Exemption.

All state higher education institutions are exempt from RCW 43.01.225.
[1993

c 394 § 7.)

Notes:

Finding - Purpose - 1993 c 394: See note following RCW 43.01.220.
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RCW 43.01.236
Commute trip reduction -

Institutions of higher education -

Exemption.

All institutions of higher education as defined under RCW 28B.10.016 are exempt from the requirements under RCW
43.01.240.
[1998 c 344 § 8; 1997 c 273 § 3; 1995 c 215 § 5.]

Notes:

Intent - Findings -- 1998 c 344: See note following RCW 288.10.029.
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WAC 468-63-010
Purpose.
(1) Background and purpose. This section describes the background of the commute trip reduction (CTR) law (RCW
70.94.521 through 70.94.555) and the purpose of these rules.
(a) Program history and goals. Washington state's laws relating to commute trip reduction (CTR law) were adopted in
1991 and incorporated into the Washington Clean Air Act as RCW 70.94.521 through 70.94.551. The intent of the CTR law is
to reduce automobile-related air pollution, traffic congestion, and energy use through employer-based programs that
encourage the use of alternatives to the single-occupant vehicle traveling during peak traffic periods for the commute trip.
Strategies such as these that encourage travelers to use the transportation system more efficiently are generally known as
transportation demand management (TOM). In 2006, the Legislature amended the CTR law to make the program more
efficient and effective.
(b) Purpose of rules. These rules are intended to ensure consistency in CTR plans and goals among jurisdictions while
fairly taking into account differences in employment and housing density, employer size, existing and anticipated levels of
transit service, special employer circumstances, and other factors the board determines to be relevant.
(2) Program overview. This section describes some general considerations for affected jurisdictions and employers.
(a) Existing eTR programs. Those jurisdictions with an existing CTR ordinance as of March 1,2007, and the employers
within those jurisdictions, shall continue to operate their existing CTR programs as necessary to comply with the requirements
of the existing eTR ordinance, until the time that the jurisdiction adopts changes to its CTR ordinance to respond to changes in
the CTR law and the planning requirements in these rules.
(b) Relation to other transportation demand management requirements. The state encourages local jurisdictions to
make existing transportation demand management (TOM) requirements compatible with the requirements of RCW 70.94.521
through 70.94.555 and these rules. Several jurisdictions have implemented TOM requirements for employers or developers
through the permitting of new facilities under the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA), or through development
requirements under the Growth Management Act (GMA). The state recognizes that jurisdictions may use TOM to satisfy
different goals than those in the CTR law because of other considerations. The state encourages jurisdictions to review
existing and proposed TOM requirements that are based on SEPA and GMA and make them compatible with the CTR law
where feasible. The state intends for property owners to be treated equitably and that, wherever possible, jurisdictions reduce
the conflict, duplication and higher cost of separate or conflicting TOM requirements at the same major employer worksite. To
this end, the state recommends that TOM development requirements be measured using the same instruments,
methodologies, and reporting requirements used for employers subject to the jurisdiction's CTR ordinance.
(c) Interjurisdictional cooperation. The state intends that, to the extent possible, jurisdictions in affected urban growth
areas enter into cooperative arrangements for the implementation of their CTR plans. Such arrangements may be made with
the county, other cities, transit agencies, regional transportation planning organizations, or other entities, as appropriate. The
arrangements may be entered into through interlocal agreements or contracts. The advantages of such arrangements include
stretching the limited resources available for implementing CTR plans and facilitating consistent treatment of employers across
jurisdictional boundaries.
(d) Cooperation among affected employers. The state encourages affected major employers to enter into cooperative
arrangements with other affected major employers in their immediate vicinity for the development and implementation of CTR
programs. These arrangements could be through the formation of transportation management associations (TMAs) , or they
could be less formal. The advantages of such cooperation include economies of scale, the potential for sharing resources, and
the formation of a larger grouping of employees, making ridesharing arrangements or special transit services easier.
(e) State agency leadership. RCW 70.94.547 recognizes the state's crucial leadership role in establishing and
implementing effective commute trip reduction programs, and intends for the department of general administration and other
state agencies, including institutions of higher education, to aggressively develop substantive programs to reduce commute
trips by state employees. The interagency board created in RCW 70.94.551 is responsible for developing policies and
guidelines to promote consistency among state agency commute trip reduction programs and for developing the state's
leadership role.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 70.94.537.07-05-065, § 468-63-010, filed 2/20107, effective 3/23/07.]
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WAC 468-63-020
Definitions.
(1) Definitions. The definitions in this section apply throughout these rules.
I

(a) Statutory definitions. The terms listed in this subsection are defined in the CTR statutes (RCW 70.94.521 through
70.94.555).
(i) "A major employer" means a private or public employer, including state agencies, that employs one hundred or more fulltime employees at a single work site who begin their regular work day between 6:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. on weekdays for at
least twelve continuous months during the year.
(ii) "Major employment installation" means a military base or federal reservation, excluding tribal reservations, at which
there are one hundred or more full-time employees, who begin their regular workday between 6:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. on
weekdays, for at least twelve continuous months during the year.
(iii) "Person hours of delay" means the daily person hours of delay per mile in the peak period of 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., as
calculated using the best available methodology by the department of transportation.
(iv) "Commute trip" means trips made from a worker's home to a worksite during the peak period of 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.
on weekdays.
(v) "Proportion of single-occupant vehicle commute trips" means the number of commute trips made by single-occupant
automobiles divided by the number of full-time employees.
(vi) "Commute trip vehicle miles traveled per employee" means the sum of the individual vehicle commute trip lengths in
miles over a set period divided by the number of full-time employees during that period.
(vii) "Growth and transportation efficiency center" means a defined, compact, mixed-use urban area that contains jobs or
housing and supports multiple modes of transportation. For the purpose of funding, a growth and transportation efficiency
center must meet minimum criteria established by the commute trip reduction board under RCW 70.94.537, and must be
certified by a regional transportation planning organization as established in RCW 47.80.020.
(viii) "Affected urban growth area" means:
(A) An urban growth area, designated pursuant to RCW 36. 70A.11 0, whose boundaries contain a state highway segment
exceeding the one hundred person hours of delay threshold calculated by the department of transportation, and any
contiguous urban growth areas; and
(B) An urban growth area, designated pursuant to RCW 36. 70A.11 0, containing a jurisdiction with a population over
seventy thousand that adopted a commute trip reduction ordinance before the year 2000, and any contiguous urban growth
areas.
(ix) "Certification" means a determination by a regional transportation planning organization that a locally designated growth
and transportation efficiency center program meets the minimum criteria developed in a collaborative regional process and the
rules established by the department of transportation.
(b) Terms defined by rule. The terms listed in this subsection are defined herein and apply throughout these rules.
(i) "Goal" means a purpose toward which efforts are directed.
(ii) "Target" means a quantifiable or measurable value that is expressed as a desired level of performance, against which
actual achievement can be compared in order to assess progress.
(iii) "Drive-alone" means single-occupant vehicle.
(iv) "Single-occupant vehicle" means a motor vehicle, including a motorcycle, occupied by one person for commute
purposes. If there are other passengers occupying the motor vehicle, but the ages of these passengers are sixteen or under,
the motor vehicle is still considered a "single-occupant vehicle" for measurement purposes.
(v) "Nondrive-alone travel" means travel by a method other than single-occupant vehicle. Travel avoided by telework,
alternative work schedules, or condensed work weeks shall also be considered as nondrive-alone travel.
(vi) "Base year value" means the measured values of the proportion of single-occupant vehicle commute trips and
commute trip vehicle miles traveled per employee at a major employer worksite, on which commute trip reduction targets for
the major employer worksite shall be based.
•
(vii) "Jurisdiction's base year measurement" means the proportion of single-occupant vehicle commute trips by CTR
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commuters and commute trip vehicle miles traveled per CTR commuter on which commute trip reduction targets for the local
jurisdiction shall be based. The jurisdiction's base year measurement, for those jurisdictions with an affected urban growth
area as of March 1,2007, shall be determined based on employee surveys administered in the 2006-2007 survey cycle. If
complete employee survey data from the 2006-2007 survey cycle is not available, then the base year measurement shall be
calculated from the most recent and available set of complete employee survey data.
(viii) "Affected employee" means a full-time employee who begins his or her regular workday at a major employer worksite
between 6:00 and 9:00 a.m. (inclusive) on two or more weekdays for at least twelve continuous months, who is not an
independent contractor, and who is scheduled to be employed on a continuous basis for fifty-two weeks for an average of at
least thirty-five hours per week.
(ix) "CTR commuter" means a resident or employee in an affected urban growth area who is a participant in the city or
county's commute trip reduction program, including any growth and transportation and efficiency center ("GTEC") programs,
implemented to meet the city or county's established targets.
(x) "Commute trip vehicle miles traveled per CTR commuter" means the sum of the individual vehicle commute trip lengths
in miles over a set period divided by the number of CTR commuters during that period.
(xi) "Major employer worksite" means the physical location occupied by a major employer, as determined by a local
jurisdiction.
(xii) "Voluntary employer worksite" means the physical location occupied by an employer who is voluntarily implementing a
CTR program.
(2) Identification of CTR jurisdictions. This section establishes the process to be used by WSDOT to determine the
state's affected urban growth areas and lists the state's affected urban growth areas.
(a) Process to detennine affected urban growth areas. WSDOT shall use the definition of an affected urban growth area
in RCW 70.94.524 to determine the list of affected urban growth areas. WSDOT shall use the most recent set of valid and
available data that covers the entire state highway system to calculate the one hundred person hours of delay threshold for
state highway segments. WSDOT shall use the most recent geographical information for the state's urban growth areas as
provided by the department of community, trade and economic development, or its successor.
(b) Listing of affected urban growth areas. The cities and counties within or containing an affected urban growth area, as
determined by WSDOT, are:
(i) Clark County and the cities of Camas, Vancouver, and Washougal;
(ii) King County and the cities of Algona, Auburn, Beaux Arts, Bellevue, Black Diamond, Bothell, Burien, Clyde Hill,
Covington, Des Moines, Federal Way, Hunts Point, Issaquah, Kenmore, Kent, Kirkland, Lake Forest Park, Maple Valley,
Medina, Mercer Island, Newcastle, Normandy Park, Pacific, Redmond, Renton, Sammamish, SeaTac, Seattle, Shoreline,
Tukwila, Woodinville, and Yarrow Point;
(iii) Kitsap County and the cities of Bainbridge Island, Bremerton, and Port Orchard;
(iv) Pierce County and the cities of Bonney Lake, DuPont, Edgewood, Fife, Fircrest, Gig Harbor, Lakewood, Milton, Orting,
Puyallup, Ruston, Steilacoom, Sumner, Tacoma, and University Place;
(v) Snohomish County and the cities of Arlington, Bothell, Brier, Edmonds, Everett, Lake Stevens, Lynnwood, Marysville,
Mill Creek, Monroe, Mountlake Terrace, Mukilteo, Snohomish, and Woodway;
(vi) Spokane County and the cities of Airway Heights, Liberty.Lake, Millwood, Spokane, and Spokane Valley;
(vii) Thurston County and the cities of Lacey, Olympia, and Tumwater;
(viii) Whatcom County and the cities of Bellingham and Ferndale; and
(ix) Yakima County and the cities of Selah, Union Gap, and Yakima.
(c) Listing of affected urban growth areas exempted from CTR requirements for a period not exceeding two years
from March 1, 2007. The cities or counties within an affected urban growth area, as determined by WSDOT, but which the
legislature in RCW 70.94.527(12) has exempted from CTR requirements for a period not exceeding two years from March 1,
2007, are:
(i) Benton County and the cities of Kennewick, Richland, and West Richland; and
(ii) Franklin County and the city of Pasco.
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(d) Notification of cities, counties, and regional transportation planning organizations (RTPOs) required to adopt
CTR plans. WSDOT 'shall notify the cities, counties, and RTPOs that are determined to be in the affected urban growth areas.
Cities and counties in the affected urban growth areas shall identify the major employers, if any, within their boundaries. Only
those cities and counties containing a major employer in the affected urban growth area within the boundaries of their official
jurisdiction shall be required to adopt a local CTR plan. Only those regional transportation planning organizations whose
planning territory encompasses a city or county required to adopt a local CTR plan shall be required to adopt a regional CTR
plan.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 70.94.537.07-05-065, § 468-63-020, filed 2120/07. effective 3/23/07.]
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WAC 468-63-030
Program goals and measurement.
(1) Program goals. This section establishes the goals and targets for the eTR program that every city and county shall seek
to achieve at a minimum for the affected urban growth area within the boundaries of its official jurisdiction. Every two years,
the state shall measure the progress of each jurisdiction and region toward their established targets for reducing drive-alone
commute trips and commute trip vehicle miles traveled per eTR commuter. Local and regional goals and measurement
methodologies shall be consistent with the measurement guidelines established by WSDOT and posted on the agency's web
site.
(2) Statewide minimum program goals and targets. The goals and targets of local jurisdictions for their urban growth
areas shall meet or exceed the minimum targets established in this section.
(a) The first state goal is to reduce drive-alone travel by eTR commuters in each affected urban growth area. This will help
urban areas to add employment and population without adding drive-alone commute traffic. The first state target based on this
goal is a ten percent reduction from the jurisdiction's base year measurement in the proportion of single-occupant vehicle
commute trips (also known as drive-alone commute trips) by eTR commuters by 2011.
(b) The second state goal is to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases and other air pollutants by eTR commuters. The
second state target based on this goal is a thirteen percent reduction from the jurisdiction's base year measurement in
commute trip vehicle miles traveled (VMT) per eTR commuter by 2011.
(3) Local program goals and targets. Local jurisdictions shall establish goals and targets that meet or exceed the
minimum program targets established by the state. The goals and targets shall be set for the affected urban growth area in the
city or county's official jurisdiction, and shall be targets for the year 2011 based on the base year measurement for the urban
growth area.
(a) Each local jurisdiction shall implement a plan designed to meet the urban growth area targets. Progress will be
determined every two years based on the jurisdiction's performance in meeting its established drive-alone commute trips and
VMT targets. Local jurisdictions shall establish base year values and targets for each major employer worksite in the
jurisdiction. However, the targets may vary from major employer worksite to major employer worksite, based on the goals and
measurement system implemented by the jurisdiction. Variability may be based on the following considerations:
(i) Previous engagement in trip reduction programs by the employer;
(ii) Current conditions, policies and services designed to reduce drive-alone travel in the vicinity of the major employer
worksite;
(iii) Planned investments, services, policy changes and other strategies designed to reduce drive-alone travel in the vicinity
of the major employer worksite;
(iv) Transit access to the employer worksite and frequency of transit service during peak periods in the vicinity of the major
employer worksite;
(v) Potential for ride matching internally and with other employers in the area;
(vi) Bicycle and pedestrian access to the major employer worksite; and
(vii) Ability to implement compressed work week schedules and/or teleworking.
(b) The base year values for major employer worksites with an existing eTR program as of March 1,2007, shall be
determined based on employee surveys administered in the 2006-2007 survey cycle. If complete employee survey data from
the 2006-2007 survey cycle is not available, then the base year values shall be calculated from the most recent and available
set of complete eTR employee survey data. The local eTR plan shall use data from the same survey cycle to establish base
year values for major employer worksites to ensure consistency.
(c) In their local CTR plans, local jurisdictions shall communicate what local, regional and state benefits would be gained if
the established targets were achieved. Benefits may include but are not limited to projected changes in transportation system
performance, projected reductions in emissions of pollutants, projected reductions in energy consumption, and projected
benefits for economic development. Regional transportation planning organizations (RTPOs) and WSDOT shall provide
applicable data, if available, to assist this analysis.
(4) Goals for employers. Regardless of the variations in major employer worksite targets that a jurisdiction implements.
each major employer worksite shall be accountable for attaining the targets established by the jurisdiction. However, if major
employer worksites are meeting the state requirements and giving a good faith effort as defined in ReW 70.94.531, local
jurisdictions may not penalize the major employer for not meeting established targets.
(5) Voluntary employer worksites. In the local eTR plan, local jurisdictions shall indicate whether voluntary employer
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worksites that agree to measure will be counted in the calculation of the jurisdiction's progress toward its established targets.
Regardless of whether the local jurisdiction chooses to count voluntary employer worksite measurements toward the area
goal, jurisdictions shall continue to track results for those employer work sites that agree to measure.
(6) Other local strategies for achieving the goals. Jurisdictions may choose to institute trip reduction strategies for
residents and employees in the urban growth area who are not affected by the local eTR ordinance. The progress of these
efforts may be used in the jurisdiction's calculation of its progress toward its established urban growth area targets, if it is
measured in a manner that is consistent with the measurement guidelines established by WSDOT and posted on the agency's
web site.
(7) Regional goal-setting. The RTPO in its regional eTR plan shall establish regional eTR program goals and targets.
The regional program goals and targets shall be developed based on a compilation of the local jurisdiction goals and targets in
the region.
(8) Conditional review of targets. WSDOT shall evaluate the minimum state goal and target standard at least once every
four years to determine whether, based on the current and planned level of support by transit agencies, local jurisdictions, and
other service providers, the targets are attainable in each jurisdiction. As part of its evaluation, WSDOT shall determine the
circumstances that have affected the ability of jurisdictions to meet the targets, including whether or not sufficient services and
support for trip reduction have been provided.
(9) Local jurisdictions shall not be penalized for not meeting their established four-year targets if they are implementing a
plan that meets state requirements and if WSDOT determines that there are circumstances beyond the jurisdiction's control
that prevented attainment of the targets.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 70.94.537.07-05-065, § 468-63-030, filed 2/20/07, effective 3/23/07.)
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WAC 468-63-040
Local commute trip reduction plan.
(1) Purpose and process.
(a) Purpose of local eTR plan. The state's intent in requiring local CTR plans is to ensure that CTR program goals and
targets help jurisdictions achieve their broader transportation and land use goals, and that the jurisdiction in turn develops
services, regulations, policies and programs that support the trip reduction investments of major employers. This can be
achieved by integrating the local CTR plan and program with other transportation and land use plans and programs, and
collaborating with local service providers, interest groups, and others to develop effective trip reduction strategies. Nothing in
these rules is intended to change the requirements for local comprehensive plans developed under the Growth Management
Act. The state intends for the CTR planning process to provide a new perspective on the local comprehensive plan; while a
jurisdiction may choose to update or amend its comprehensive plan based on the outcome of the CTR planning process,
nothing in these rules requires it.
(b) Plan development process. RCW 70.94.527(4) requires local CTR plans to be developed in consultation with local
transit agencies, the applicable RTPO, major employers, and other interested parties.
(i) Consultation. The local jurisdiction shall invite, as appropriate, representatives of major employers, local transit agencies,
the applicable RTPO, business associations and economic development organizations, nonprofit transportation and land use
advocacy organizations, pedestrian and bicycle advocacy organizations, public health agencies, tribal governments, and
residents, employees and businesses that will be affected by the CTR plan to participate in the development of the local CTR
plan. The state intends for the invited partners to work collaboratively with the local jurisdiction by providing data and plans and
discussing opportunities, including new and reprioritized investments and policy changes, to reduce drive-alone commute trips
in the jurisdiction and increase transportation access to affected major employer worksites.
(ii) State role. WSOOT shall provide information to support local CTR plan development. This information shall include
employer and jurisdiction base year values, calculated from CTR survey data, state highway system performance data, and
other information as appropriate. WSOOT shall also provide technical assistance to support implementation of the local CTR
plan, which may include but is not limited to:
(A) Printing and processing of state CTR survey forms;
(B) Creation of survey reports and customized data reports;
(C) On-line survey set-up and assistance;
(0) On-line annual report set-up and assistance; and
(E) Program reviewer and survey training.
(iii) Regional role. It is critical that the local jurisdiction collaborate with the applicable RTPO in the development of its local
CTR plan. By working closely with the RTPO, the local jurisdiction can produce a CTR plan that meets state requirements and
is consistent with the regional CTR plan.
(iv) Public outreach. The local jurisdiction shall follow, at a minimum, a comparable process to the local requirements and
procedures established for purposes of public outreach for comprehensive plan development, adoption, or amendment,
including public notices and public meetings and hearings.
(c) ConSistency and integration with other plans, programs and local requirements. RCW 70.94.527(5) requires local
CTR plans to be consistent with applicable state and regional transportation plans and local comprehensive plans. RCW
70.94.527{5) also requires local CTR plans to be coordinated and consistent with those of adjoining jurisdictions or related
regional issues to ensure consistency in the treat'ment of employers who have worksites in more than one jurisdiction. The
local jurisdiction shall review the local comprehensive plan to ensure that it is consistent with the local CTR plan. If the local
jurisdiction determines that the local comprehensive plan needs to be updated or amended to be consistent with the local CTR
plan, the local jurisdiction shall identify in the local CTR plan what changes may be needed and when the changes will be
made. The local jurisdiction shall use the regional CTR planning process as a means to discuss regional issues with adjoining
jurisdictions. The local jurisdiction shall follow the administrative guidelines established by WSOOT and posted on the
agency's web site to ensure consistency in the treatment of employers who have worksites in multiple jurisdictions.
(d) Plan review and approval. RCW 70.94.527(1) requires the local CTR plan to be submitted to the RTPO and be
included in the regional CTR plan.
(i) Schedule. In order for a local jurisdiction to receive state CTR program funding in the 2007-2009 biennium, the CTR
board must receive the final draft of the local CTR plan by October 1, 2007. For biennia after 2007-2009, the CTR board must
receive updated CTR plans by March 31 every two years thereafter if updates to the local CTR plan have been made or if a
jurisdiction is adopting a local CTR plan for the first time.
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(ii) RTPO review. RCW 70.94.527(5) requires the RTPO to review the local CTR plans. Local jurisdictions shall submit the
final draft of their local CTR plans to the applicable RTPO by the date specified by the RTPO, so that the RTPO may review
the plans before submission to the CTR board. The RTPO will review the local CTR plan to determine its consistency with the
regional CTR plan and state requirements.
(iii) Determination of consistency. RCW 70.94.527(7) requires the RTPO to collaborate with the CTR board to evaluate the
consistency of local CTR plans with the regional CTR plan. When the RTPO submits its regional CTR plan to the CTR board, it
shall also submit any final drafts of local CTR plans in the region and recommend to the CTR board which local CTR plans are
consistent with the regional CTR plan and state requirements.
(iv) Approval by CTR board. RCW 70.94.527(7) requires local CTR plans to be approved by the CTR board in order to be
eligible for state CTR funding. The CTR board shall review the final drafts of local CTR plans and communicate its findings in
writing to the submitting RTPO within one hundred twenty days following receipt of the plans. If the CTR board approves a
local CTR plan, the local jurisdiction shall then adopt the local CTR plan by ordinance and begin to implement the plan and
any other necessary changes to local ordinances, plans, or programs. If the CTR board rejects a local CTR plan, it shall
communicate its reasoning and recommendations for improvement to the submitting RTPO. The RTPO shall then work with
the local jurisdiction to improve the local plan. Jurisdictions may submit a revised local CTR plan to the RTPO and CTR board
in the schedule jointly established by the RTPO and the CTR board.
(v) Appeal. If a local CTR plan is not approved by the CTR board, the local jurisdiction may choose to appeal the decision
to the secretary of transportation or his/her designee within sixty days of the board's decision by submitting a written request
for appeal to the secretary of transportation or his/her designee. The secretary of transportation or his/her designee shall
consider the appeal within sixty days of the jurisdiction's request. If the secretary of transportation or his/her designee grants
the appeal, the local CTR plan shall be considered valid by the CTR board and RTPO. If the secretary of transportation or
his/her designee denies the appeal, the local jurisdiction is not eligible for state CTR program funding until its revised plan is
submitted and approved by the CTR board.
(e) Plan update cycle. According to RCW 70.94.527(5), local jurisdictions shall review their local CTR plans annually and
revise them as necessary to be consistent with applicable plans developed under RCW 36.70A.070. The local CTR plan shall
be updated at least once every four years, in order to establish new four-year targets and program strategies and update other
elements as needed.
(2) Required plan elements. RCW 70.94.527(4) requires affected local governments to adopt CTR plans consistent with
the rules and deadlines established by WSDOT. The state intends for local jurisdictions to use information in existing plans
and programs, such as the local comprehensive plan, unified development codes, the transportation improvement program,
economic development plans, and others, as much as possible in order to develop the local CTR plan. The local CTR plan is
required to meet the requirements specified in these rules, but local jurisdictions may choose to adjust the scope of their local
CTR plans as needed to make them more effective. The local CTR plan shall describe how the CTR program will help achieve
the jurisdiction's broader land use and transportation goals.
The local CTR plan shall contain the following elements:
(a) Description of land use and transportation context. JurisdiCtions shall evaluate the significance of local land use and
transportation conditions, characteristics and trends to describe the most critical factors to the success of CTR.
The plan shall highlight the existing and future land use and transportation conditions and characteristics considered most
critical by the jurisdiction and evaluate the degree to which existing local services, policies, regulations, and programs, as well
as any documented future investments, will complement the trip reduction efforts of CTR employers. Jurisdictions may choose
to broaden the scope of their local CTR plan by developing a jurisdiction-wide analysis, rather than focusing only on major
employers.
The plan shall evaluate the existing barriers to the success of the CTR program, and identify how the jurisdiction and its
partners can overcome these barriers. The state intends for the plan to be a mechanism through which employers can
describe what policy changes, services and support they need to make their CTR programs more effective.
The plan shall also discuss cross-boundary issues, such as pass-through commute patterns or larger regional issues, and
how these affect the local CTR plan.
(b) Goals and targets. The plan shall establish the jurisdiction's CTR goals and targets and show how achievement of
these goals and targets will contribute to the jurisdiction's other adopted land use and transportation goals. The plan's goals
and targets shall be established at a level that meets or exceeds the state minimum standard described in WAC 468-63-030,
Program goals and measurement. The plan shall describe the base year values and numerical targets for each major
employer worksite required to participate in the CTR program.
(c) Measurement methodology for determining base year values and progress toward meeting goals and targets.
The plan's measurement methodology shall be consistent with the measurement guidelines established by WSDOT and
posted on the agency's web site.
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(d) Description of local services and strategies for achieving the goals and targets. The plan shall describe what local
services and strategies will be implemented to achieve the plan's goals and targets, and how these services and strategies will
support the CTR programs of major employers. Strategies may include, but are not limited to:
(i) Modifications of local policies and regulations, including the transportation concurrency system, street design standards,
parking, and zoning;.
(ii) Investments in services and facilities, including transit services, non motorized facilities and amenities; and
(iii) Marketing and incentives.
Transit agencies shall work with counties, cities and towns as a part of their six-year transit development plan established
in RCW 35.58.2795 to take into account the location of major employer worksites when planning and prioritizing transit service
changes or the expansion of public transportation services, including rideshare services (RCW 70.94.527(5».
(e) Description of requirements for major employers. The plan shall describe the requirements for major employers that
will be outlined in the local ordinance. The plan shall also describe the program that the local jurisdiction will offer to its
employees and how this contributes to the success of the overall plan. The plan shall also identify the major employer
worksites, including affected state agency locations, within the jurisdiction's affected urban growth area and any major
employment installations.

(f) Documentation of consultation. The plan shall include documentation from the local jurisdiction that verifies
consultation with employers, transit agencies and others to develop the plan. If the CTR plan includes new or reprioritized
transit service beyond that identified in the six-year transit development plan as a strategy to meet the goals and targets, the
plan shall include acknowledgement from the applicable transit agency that it supports the transit element of the plan and has
agreed on a plan to fund future service investments. If the plan submittal to the CTR board does not include acknowledgement
of support from the applicable transit agency, then the new or reprioritized transit service element of the plan shall not be
considered as a valid strategy to meet the plan's goals and targets.
(g) A sustainable financial plan. The plan shall describe the funding revenues from public and private sources that are
reasonably expected to be available, as well as the expected costs, to implement the plan and achieve its goals and targets. If
a jurisdiction identifies program elements that are not necessary to the success of the plan, but would support the plan and are
beyond expected resources, the plan shall describe the level of funding that would be needed to implement the program
element and how it would contribute to the success of the plan.
(h) Implementation structure. The plan shall describe how the various strategies identified in the CTR plan will be
implemented, either by the local jurisdiction, its partners, or its contracting partners, and when the elements of the plan are
expected to be implemented. If the local jurisdiction decides to update its comprehensive plan to be consistent with the CTR
plan, it shall describe which elements need updating and when the update will occur.
(i) Growth and transportation efficiency centers. If the jurisdiction has designated a growth and transportation efficiency
center, the local jurisdiction shall summarize and incorporate the GTEC program plan into the local CTR plan in the next
update of the plan.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 70.94.537.07-05-065, § 468-63-040, filed 2/20/07, effective 3/23/07.1
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WAC 468-63-050
Regional commute trip reduction plan.
(1) Purpose and process.
(a) Purpose of regional eTR plan. The state's intent in requiring regional eTR plans is to ensure that the region develops
a consistent, integrated regional strategy for meeting eTR goals and targets. The region shall use existing plan information as
much as possible to determine how the eTR program can help the region achieve its transportation goals. The state intends
for eTR services and strategies to be prioritized in regional funding programs.
(b) Plan development process. ReW 70.94.527(6) requires the regional eTR plan to be developed in collaboration with
all affected local jurisdictions, transit agencies, and other interested parties within the region.
(i) Collaboration. The RTPO shall invite, as appropriate, local jurisdictions, local transit agencies, major employers,
business associations and economic development organizations, nonprofit transportation and land use advocacy
organizations, pedestrian and bicycle advocacy organizations, public health agencies, tribal governments, and others as
necessary to participate in the development of the regional eTR plan's goals, targets and strategies.
(ii) Development of regional GTEe criteria. The RTPO shall develop minimum land use and transportation criteria for
GTEes in collaboration among local jurisdictions, transit agencies, major employers, and other affected parties as part of the
regional eTR plan. The state intends for minimum land use and transportation criteria for GTEes to be developed as early in
the regional planning process as possible.
(iii) Regional role. The state intends for the RTPO to coordinate the local and regional eTR planning process, and work
closely with local jurisdictions to ensure consistency in all of the plans. The RTPO shall provide data and technical assistance
to local jurisdictions to aid the development of their local eTR plans.
(iv) Planning framework. The state intends for local plans to follow a planning framework established by the RTPO.
However, the state recognizes that during the initial planning phase in fiscal year 2007, development of local and regional eTR
plans will be a concurrent, iterative process. Thus the state intent that RTPOs lead the planning process.
(c) Identification of lead agencies. The regional eTR plan shall describe which entities will be implementing the eTR
program for each city and county, as determined locally. This description shall include an identification of lead agencies and
the expected contractual relationships for program administration.
(d) Consistency and integration with other plans, programs and local requirements. ReW 70.94.527(6) requires the
regional eTR plan to be consistent with and incorporated into transportation demand management (TOM) components in the
regional transportation plan (as required by ReW 47.80.030). The regional eTR plan shall be consistent with TOM
components in the regional transportation plan. The regional eTR plan shall be incorporated by the RTPO into the regional
transportation plan by December 31 , 2008.
(e) Plan review and approval. According to ReW 70.94.527(6), regions without an approved regional eTR plan shall not
be eligible for state eTR funds.
(i) Schedule. For jurisdictions in the region to receive eTR program funding, the eTR board must receive final draft regional
eTR plans by October 1, 2007, and by March 31 every two years thereafter, if updates have been made to the regional eTR
plan or if the RTPO is adopting a regional eTR plan for the first time.
(ii) Submittal. ReW 70.94.527(7) requires RTPOs to submit their regional eTR plans, related local eTR plans, and certified
GTEe programs to the eTR board. By October 1,2007, and by March 31 every two years thereafter, the RTPO shall submit
the regional eTR plan, all local eTR plans in the region, and GTEe certification reports to the eTR board. Local and regional
eTR plan submittals shall include documentation of support from the applicable transit agencies if the plans include a transit
element.
(iii) Determination of consistency. ReW 70.94.527(7) requires the RTPO to collaborate with the eTR board to evaluate the
consistency of local eTR plans with the regional eTR plan. When the RTPO submits local eTR plans to the eTR board, it
shall also submit its determination of which local eTR plans are consistent with the regional eTR plan and meet state
requirements. If any plans are not consistent or do not meet state requirements, the RTPO shall describe its reasoning and
what changes need to be made to the plan before it is approved. The eTR board shall use the RTPO recommendation during
its review of the local and regional eTR plans.
(iv) Approval. According to ReW 70.94.527(7), regional eT~ plans must be approved by the eTR board to be eligible for
state eTR funding. The eTR board shall review the regional eTR plan and notify the RTPO in writing whether it approves or
denies the plan. If the regional eTR plan is approved, jurisdictions in the region are eligible for state eTR funding. If the
regional eTR plan is not approved, the eTR board shall state its reasoning and recommendations for improvement to the
RTPO. The RTPO may then choose to SUbmit its revised plan to the eTR board by the deadline established by the eTR board
or to appeal the decision.
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(v) Appeal. If a regional eTR plan is not approved by the eTR board, the RTPO may choose to appeal the decision to the
secretary of transportation or his/her designee within sixty days of the board's decision by submitting a written request for
appeal to the secretary of transportation or hislher designee. The secretary of transportation or his/her designee shall consider
the appeal within sixty days of the RTPO's request. If the secretary of transportation or his/her designee grants the appeal, the
regional eTR plan shall be considered valid by the eTR board. If the secretary of transportation or his/her designee denies the
appeal, the region is not eligible for state eTR program funding until a revised regional eTR plan is submitted and approved by
the eTR board.

(f) Annual progress report. ReW 70.94.527(8) requires RTPOs with a regional eTR plan to submit an annual progress
report to the eTR board at the end of each state fiscal year. The RTPO is required to submit a progress report to the eTR
board by June 30, 2008, and every year thereafter. The report shall describe progress in achieving the regional eTR goals and
targets and shall highlight any problems being encountered in achieving the goals and targets. The information shall be
reported in a form established by the eTR board.
(g) Plan update cycle. The regional eTR plan shall be updated concurrent with the schedule for the regular update of the
regional transportation plan or in order to establish new regional goals and targets and incorporate information from updated
local eTR plans.
(2) Required plan elements. ReW 70.94.527(6) requires affected RTPOs to adopt a regional eTR plan consistent with the
rules and deadlines established by WSDOT.
The regional eTR plan shall contain the following elements:
(a) Description of land use and transportation context. The state intends for RTPOs to evaluate the significance of
regional land use and transportation conditions, characteristics and trends to highlight factors that are considered critical to the
success of the regional eTR plan.
The plan shall discuss the existing and future land use and transportation conditions and characteristics considered most
critical by the RTPO and evaluate the degree to which existing local services, policies, regulations, and programs, as well as
any documented future investments, will complement the trip reduction efforts of major employers and help employer
programs be more effective.
The plan shall evaluate the existing barriers to the success of the eTR plan, and identify how the RTPO and its partners
can overcome these barriers.
The plan shall also discuss cross-boundary issues, such as pass-through commute patterns or extra-regional issues, and
how these affect the regional plan.
(b) Minimum criteria for growth and transportation efficiency centers. The RTPO shall adopt minimum transportation
and land use criteria that are appropriately scaled to the regional context. The RTPO may establish either absolute or relative
criteria. The regional criteria may include, but are not limited to: .
(i) Consistency with local and regional eTR plans and local comprehensive plans;
(ii) Support achievement of goals in the regional transportation plan;
(iii) Minimum existing and/or target density thresholds (Le., activity density, population density, or employment density);
(iv) Minimum and maximum geographic sizes;
(v) Existing and targeted levels of transit service;
(vi) Existing and targeted commute trip mode splits;
(vii) Current and forecasted level of delay on state and regional facilities of significance;
(viii) Number of employees and/or residents;
(ix) Maximum parking development ratios for new commercial and residential development;
(x) Pricing strategies affecting parking demand (commuter and transient); and
(xi) Bicycle and pedestrian accessibility.
(c) Regional program goals and targets. The plan shall describe the established eTR goals and targets for each of the
region's affected urban growth areas and designated GTEes. The plan shall also describe the entire region's goals and targets
for eTR and how the regional goals and targets relate to the local goals and targets. The plan shall describe how the regional
eTR goals and targets will help the region achieve its other transportation goals.
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(d) Description of how progress will be measured. The plan shall describe how the measurement of local eTR plan
progress will be used to assess regional progress toward eTR goals and targets. The plan's measurement methodology shall
be consistent with the measurement guidelines established by WSDOT and posted on the agency's web site.
(e) Description of regional strategies for achieving the goals and targets. The plan shall describe what regional
services and strategies will be implemented to achieve the plan's goals and targets, and how these services and strategies will
support major employer programs and local eTR plans. The r~gional services and strategies may include modifying regional
funding allocations and program prioritization criteria to support the regional eTR plan.

(f) A sustainable financial plan. The plan shall describe the funding revenues from public and private sources that are
reasonably expected to be available, as well as the expected costs, to implement the plan and achieve its goals and targets. If
a RTPO .identifies program elements that are not necessary to the success of the plan, but would support the plan and are
beyond expected resources, the plan shall describe the level of funding that would be needed to implement the program
element and how it would contribute to the success of the plan.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 70.94.537.07-05-065, § 468-63-050, filed 2/20/07, effective 3/23/07.]
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WAC 468-63-060
Growth and transportation efficiency centers.
(1) Purpose and process.
(a) Purpose and objective of the growth and transportation efficiency center (GTEC) program. The state's goal for
the GTEG program is to provide greater access to employment and residential centers while increasing the proportion of
people not driving alone during peak periods on the state highway system. Counties, cities and towns may designate existing
or new activity centers as GTECs in order to establish a transportation demand management (TDM) program in the
designated area. The purpose of the rules pertaining to GTECs is to provide a consistent framework for local jurisdictions to
exercise their authority to implement a GTEC via comprehensive plans, development regulations, and transportation
investments that support population growth and economic development, transportation-efficient land uses, and transportation
demand management strategies.
The state intends for GTECs to be developed in a collaborative planning process that builds upon the information in local
and regional CTR plans as well as other existing plans and programs such as the local comprehensive plan, unified
development codes, the transportation improvement program, economic development plans. The state intends for the
development of the GTEC program plan to be informed by and coordinated with the development of local and regional CTR
plans.
The state intends to focus state program resources provided for GTECs in those urban areas that can provide the greatest
current or future benefits for highway system efficiency.
(b) Jurisdictional coordination. The state encourages jurisdictions to discuss interjurisdictional issues and evaluate the
possibility of creating a cross-boundary GTEC. While these rules refer to the actions of a single city or county in deSignating a
GTEC, nothing in these sections shall prohibit jurisdictions from cooperating to designate GTECs that cross jurisdictional
boundaries. Jurisdictions designating a cross-boundary GTEC shall adopt consistent ordinances and enter into a
cooperational partnership to implement the GTEC program.
(c) Consistency for employers. Major employers that are affected by the base CTR program, when located within a
designated GTEC, shall only be required to fulfill one set of requirements, if the GTEC program and base eTR program
requirements vary. Jurisdictions that allow major employers to follow the requirements of the GTEC, rather than the base CTR
program, shall ensure that major employer worksites are measured in a manner that allows accountability for the worksite and
is consistent with the measurement guidelines established by WSDOT and available on the agency's web site.
(d) Designation and certification. RCW 70.94.537(2) requires WSDOT to establish methods for RTPOs to evaluate and
certify that designated GTECs meet the minimum requirements and are therefore eligible for funding.
(i) Minimum land use and transportation criteria. RCW 70.94.537(2) requires WSDOT to establish guidance criteria for
GTECs. Minimum land use and transportation criteria for GTECs shall be developed by the RTPO in collaboration with local
jurisdictions, transit agencies, major employers, and other affected parties as part of the regional CTR plan. The regional CTR
plan may include a map that depicts which areas of the region meet the criteria.
The state's intent is to constrain funding resources to those areas that have the greatest potential to reduce singleoccupant vehicle commute trips on the state highway system in the future. The state will use the RTPO certification of the
GTEC's potential system benefits as part of its funding prioritization process.
(ii) Eligibility and designation process. To be eligible for certification as a designated "growth and transportation efficiency
center," the jurisdiction must submit a GTEC certification application to the applicable RTPO that:
(A) Describes how the GTEC meets the minimum land use and transportation criteria established by the RTPO as part of
the regional CTR plan;
(8) Includes a copy of the GTEC program plan and the required elements identified in this rule;
(C) Identifies when and how the GTEC program plan will be incorporated into future updates or amendments of the
applicable local comprehensive plan; and
(D) Includes letters of support for the GTEC program plan from partners that are expected to contribute resources to the
plan or intend to work with the local jurisdiction to develop future strategies and funding resources for the GTEC.
(iii) Schedule. For GTEC programs to be eligible for state CTR program funds, the CTR board must receive GTEC
certification reports, or local jurisdiction requests for appeal, for new or updated GTEC programs by October 1, 2007, and by
April 1 every two years thereafter.
These rules do not constrain the ability of local jurisdictions to designate a GTEC at any time, or for RTPOs to certify new
or updated GTECs at any time.
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GTEC program plans may be updated annually to reflect changing conditions and new information. However, substantial
changes to the program plan, including reductions in targets, densities, and investments, may be made no more than once
every biennium. RTPOs may require local jurisdictions to update GTEC program plans as part of the regional CTR plan
update. Substantially modified GTEC program plans shall be resubmitted to the RTPO for recertification.
(iv) Certification. RCW 70.94.528 (1)(b) requires designated GTECs to be certified by the applicable RTPO to be eligible for
state funding. The RTPO shall evaluate the jurisdiction's GTEC certification application to determine if the proposed GTEC
meets the requirements outlined in this rule. The RTPO shall, in partnership with the local jurisdiction and WSOOT, evaluate
how achievement of the GTEC goal would affect the performance of the state highway system and the regional transportation
system.
Within sixty days following receipt of the jurisdiction's application, the RTPO shall issue a certification report to the
jurisdiction that either certifies or declines to certify the GTEC. The certification report shall state the rationale for the decision
and describe in quantitative terms how the GTEC addresses state and regional highway deficiencies, and what benefits for the
transportation system the GTEC is projected to provide. The RTPO shall provide a copy of the certification report and the
GTEC program plan report to the CTR board.
(v) Appeal. RCW 70.94.528 (1 )(b) allows jurisdictions denied certification of a designated GTEC by an RTPO to appeal the
decision to the CTR board. If the RTPO declines to certify a GTEC when requested by the local jurisdiction, the local
jurisdiction may appeal the decision to the CTR board within sixty days following receipt of the RTPO's certification report. The
CTR board will hear the appeal within sixty days of a jurisdiction request.
If the CTR board concurs with the RTPO decision, the jl:lrisdiction's GTEC will not be eligible for state funding. The local
jurisdiction may then choose to implement the GTEC (while ineligible for state funding) or revise its application and request
RTPO certification during the next biennial budget cycle. If the CTR board overrules the RTPO and certifies the GTEC, then
the jurisdiction's GTEC will be eligible for state funding if it is designated within one hundred twenty days following receipt of
the notice of the state GTEC funding allocation.
(vi) Adoption. The jurisdiction shall "designate" the GTEC by adopting the GTEC program plan via official resolution or
ordinance within one hundred twenty days following receipt of the notice of the state GTEC funding allocation. If the jurisdiction
does not designate the GTEC program plan within this deadline, then it will not be eligible for any state or regional funding
intended for GTEC programs for the current biennium.
(vii) Funding. State funding for GTECs shall be allocated by the CTR board, based on the board's funding policy developed
pursuant to RCW 70.94.544.
(2) GTEe program plan.
(a) Program development process. RCW 70.94.528 (1)(a) requires the GTEC program plan to be developed in
consultation with local transit agencies, the applicable RTPO, major employers, and other interested parties.
(i) Collaboration. The local jurisdiction shall invite, as appropriate, representatives of major employers, property managers,
local transit agencies, the applicable RTPO, business associations and economic development organizations, nonprofit
transportation and land use advocacy organizations, pedestrian and bicycle advocacy organizations, public health agencies,
tribal governments, and residents, employees and businesses that will be affected by the GTEC to participate in the
development of the GTEC program plan. The local jurisdiction and its invitees shall discuss the findings of the gap analysis
portion of the plan and collaboratively develop the program's goals, targets, and program strategies.
(ii) Informal review. The local jurisdiction shall give collaborating entities and those entities affected by the GTEC
designation an opportunity to review the draft program plan before it is released to the public and submitted for certification to
the RTPO.
(iii) Public outreach. The local jurisdiction shall follow, at a minimum, a comparable process to the local requirements and
procedures established for purposes of public outreach for comprehensive plan development, adoption, or amendment,
including public notices and public meetings and hearings.
(b) Required elements. RCW 70.94.528 (1)(c) requires the TOM program elements in the GTEC to be consistent with the
rules established by WSOOT.
The state intends for GTECs to be developed in a collaborative planning process that builds upon the information in local
and regional CTR plans as well as other existing plans and programs, such as the local comprehensive plan, unified
development codes, the transportation improvement program, and economic development plans. The state intends for the
GTEC program plan to be a focused planning element that is coordinated with the local and regional CTR plan.
The GTEC program plan shall describe local conditions and use projections of future growth to define the scope of the
problem that the GTEC goals and strategies are designed to address.
The GTEC program plan shall contain the following elements:
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(i) Executive summary. The GTEC program plan shall include an executive summary of the jurisdiction's vision for the
GTEC, how the GTEC relates to the base CTR program, how the plan's success will affect transportation access to and within
the center, and states:
(A) The GTEC program goals and targets;
(B) The GTEC target population;
(C) Proposed program strategies, including policy and service changes needed to execute the plan and proposed land use
strategies to support the plan; and
(D) Key funding and service partnerships.
(ii) Background information. The GTEC program plan shall include:
(A) A description of the geographic boundaries of the GTEC;
(B) Documentation that the GTEC is located within the jurisdiction's urban growth area; and
(C) A brief description of the jurisdiction's vision for the GTEC, including information from the local comprehensive plan,
other transportation plans and programs, and funded transportation improvements.
(iii) Evaluation of land use and transportation context. Jurisdictions shall evaluate the Significance of local conditions,
characteristics and trends to determine which factors are most critical to the success of the plan. The RTPO, local transit
agencies, state agencies and other appropriate entities shall assist this process by providing data and plans and discussing
issues with jurisdictions.
The local jurisdiction shall evaluate existing conditions and characteristics and projected future conditions and
characteristics. The jurisdiction may choose to evaluate, but is not limited to, the following issues:
(A) Existing conditions and characteristics. These may include, but are not limited to:
(I) Existing land uses, including the general location and extent of housing, commerce, industry, recreation, open spaces,
public utilities, public facilities, and other land uses, and population densities and building intensities, with particular attention to
mix of land uses and proximity of residential and employment locations.
(II) Existing transportation network, including:
• Major origins and destinations of trips, including traffic impacts of activity to, from and within a GTEC to state-owned
transportation facilities, if adequate information is available from WSDOT to support this evaluation;
• Transit service network and level of service including unused capacity and facilities, service deficiencies and needs, if
adequate information is available from transit agencies to support this evaluation;
• Available capacity and performance of other HOV systems serving the GTEC, if adequate information is available from
transit agencies and WSDOT to support this evaluation;
• Public and private parking capacity, pricing, and development standards (minimums, maximums, and incentives to reduce
parking);
• Significance of the use of and deficiencies in the street, sidewalk, and trail/bicycle path network for bicyclists and
pedestrians and deficiencies in end of trip facilities (e.g., bike parking, storage and showerllocker facilities) necessary to
support bicyclists and pedestrians;
• Estimated commute mode share in the GTEC for transit, rideshare, bike and walk for all employers;
• Number and size of CTR-affected employers and commute mode share by CTR employees; and
• Local and regional transportation demand management strategies available to businesses in the GTEC, including
incentives and programs that promote nondrive-alone travel.
(III) Local and regional economic development plans.
(B) Projected future conditions and characteristics. Jurisdictions shall use eXisting data, plans and programs to describe
anticipated changes in the future. Jurisdictions shaUuse projections of future growth to evaluate how it will affect transportation
access and economic development in the GTEC. Factors may include, but are not limited to:
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(I) Projected population and employment growth for at least ten and twenty years;
(II) Projected changes in land use types and intensities for at least ten and twenty years;
(III) Forecasts of traffic, delay, mode share, and parking needs for at least ten years to provide information on the location,
timing, and capacity needs of future growth, as well as to describe the costs to accommodate growth under the status quo (for
example, describing the projected parking costs, delay, and other costs that will be incurred from future growth); and
(IV) Identification of jurisdiction plans, policies and capital programs for the provision of infrastructure, services and
amenities to support planned growth and reduce single-occupant-vehicle trips, including additional transit routes, HOV
capacity, pricing strategies and non motorized facilities and amenities.
(iv) Gap analysis. Using the information gathered in discussion of the existing and projected future conditions and
characteristics, the local jurisdiction and its partners shall evaluate the degree to which existing and future services, policies,
and programs will be sufficient to maintain or improve transportation access and increase the proportion of nondrive-alone
travel as the area grows. This evaluation shall describe the gaps between what services, policies and programs will be
available versus what may be needed to address the projected conditions. The jurisdiction's evaluation of its own policies,
programs, and regulations shall include, but is not limited to an evaluation of land use and transportation regulations, including
parking policies and ordinances, streetscape design standards, development requirements, concurrency policies, level of
service standards, assessment of impact fees, and zoning, to determine the extent that they can reduce the need for drivealone travel and attract and maintain a mix of complementary land uses, particularly uses that generate pedestrian activity and
transit ridership.
(v) Description of program goals and measurements. The state's goal for the GTEG program is to provide greater access to
employment and residential centers while increasing the proportion of people not driving alone during peak periods on the
state highway system. The GTEG program plan's established goals and targets shall be more aggressive than the minimum
goal for the urban growth area established by the jurisdiction, in accordance with RGW 70.94.528(1). The GTEG's established
goals and targets shall be designed to maintain or improve transportation access and increase the proportion of nondrivealone travel as the area grows. The goals and targets shall be designed to support achievement of local and regional goals for
transportation and land use.
(A) Goals and targets. Jurisdictions shall have flexibility in establishing GTEG goals and targets, as long as the targets are
certified by the RTPO to be more aggressive than the minimum drive alone and VMT targets for the eTR program established
by the state. The RTPO shall certify that the GTEG program targets meet this standard if the GTEe program target is to
reduce, on a relative or absolute basis, more drive-alone trips or more vehicle miles traveled than the minimum base GTR
program target in the urban growth area.
The GTEG targets shall be expressed in terms of changes from a base year value.
The RTPO shall determine in the GTEG certification report if the GTEG program target meets the standard defined in RGW
70.94.528(1), and work with WSDOT to evaluate how attainment of the target will affect the performance of the state highway
system.
(8) Performance measures. The GTEG program plan shall describe the methodology for measuring the program's
performance. The program's performance shall be measured at least once every two years after the base year measurement
in order to assess progress toward the established GTEG goals and targets. The program's measurement methodology shall
be consistent with the GTEG guidelines established by WSDOT and listed on the agency's web site.
(vi) Description of program strategies. Using the gap analysis evaluation, the local jurisdiction and its partners shall identify
what new or revised services, policies and programs may be needed in order to meet the GTEG's established goals and
targets.
The local jurisdiction shall consult with appropriate representatives of local transit agencies, the applicable RTPO, business
associations and economic development organizations, nonprofit transportation and land use advocacy organizations, public
health agencies, and residents, employees and businesses that will be affected by the GTEG so that they may provide their
perception of what services, policies and programs are needed to meet the GTEG's established goals and targets. The state's
intent is for the discussion to be an open, collaborative process, and for all of the parties to think about how they may be able
to improve their own services, policies and programs, or develop stronger partnerships, in order to support the GTEG's
established goals and targets.
The GTEG program plan shall identify the target population that will be the focus of the plan, as well as the services,
policies and programs that will be needed in order to meet the GTEG's established goals and targets. These may include new
services, policies and programs or improvements to existing services, policies and programs. The state recognizes that
program strategies will vary across the state, depending on local conditions, needs, partnerships, and resources.
The GTEG program plan may include but is not limited to the following strategies:
(A) Improvements to policies and regulations;
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(8) New services and facilities; and
(C) New marketing and incentive programs.
(vii) Financial plan. The GTEC program plan shall include a sustainable financial plan that demonstrates how the
jurisdiction plans to implement the GTEC program to meet its goals and targets. The plan shall describe resources from public
and private sources that are reasonably expected to be made available to carry out the plan, and recommend any innovating
financing techniques consistent with chapter 47.29 RCW, including public/private partnerships, to finance needed facilities,
services, and programs. The plan shall specifically describe when and how the expected funding resources will fund the plan's
strategies. The plan shall describe how locally derived funding resources will be leveraged as a match to state GTEC program
funds allocated through the CTR board according to its funding policy. The plan shall describe the jurisdiction's contingency
plan if anticipated funds do not become available to support the plan. Jurisdictions may consider using other state TDM
funding resources, including the trip reduction performance program, the vanpool investment program, the rideshare tax credit,
and the regional mobility grant program, in funding their GTEC programs.
(viii) Proposed organizational structure for implementing the program. The GTEC program plan shall identify the
organization or organizations that are proposed to administer the GTEC program. The plan shall describe the roles of the local
jurisdiction's partners by describing who will implement the various strategies identified in the plan and when the elements of
the plan are expected to be implemented. If the jurisdiction will update its comprehensive plan to be consistent with the GTEC
program plan, it shall describe which elements need updating and when the update will occur.
(ix) Documentation of public outreach. The GTEC program plan shall document the level and frequency of outreach and
consultation with local transit agencies, the applicable RTPO, major employers, and other affected parties in the development
of the GTEC program plan. The jurisdiction may choose to include letters of support from business associations, developers,
employers and others as documentation of consultation. When submitting the plan to the RTPO for certification, the local
jurisdiction shall include letters of support from those partners that are expected to contribute resources to the plan or intend to
work with the local jurisdiction to develop future strategies and funding resources for the GTEC.
(x) Description of relationship to local CTR plan. Jurisdictions shall describe the relationship of the GTEC program plan to
the base CTR program in the local CTR plan. The narrative shall include information about what the GTEC plan adds beyond
the requirements and strategies in the base CTR program, and the expected benefits of the GTEC plan for the base CTR
program.
(3) Support for GTECs.
(a) Prioritization. RCW 70.94.528 requires transit agencies, local governments, and RTPOs to identify certified GTECs as
priority areas for new service and facility investments in their respective investment plans. Transit agencies, local
governments, regional transportation planning organizations, and the state shall identify certified growth and transportation
efficiency centers as priority areas for new service and facility investments in future updates of their investment plans, as
required by RCW 70.94.528(1). Periodically, the CTR board shall evaluate the degree to which prioritization of GTECs has
occurred.
(i) Transit development plan. The local transit agency shall examine and revise funding prioritization policies, recognizing
funding constraints and competing priorities, in order to meet the state's intent to prioritize certified GTECs for investments in
facilities, services, and amenities in its transit development plan.
(ii) City and county six-year comprehensive transportation programs. The city or county shall examine and revise funding
prioritization policies, recognizing funding constraints and competing priorities, in order to meet the state's intent to prioritize
certified GTECs for investments in facilities, services, and amenities in its comprehensive transportation program.
(iii) Regional transportation plan. The RTPO shall examine and revise funding prioritization policies, recognizing funding
constraints and competing priorities, in order to meet the state's intent to prioritize certified GTECs for investments in facilities,
services, and amenities in its regional transportation plan.
(iv) State plans. WSDOT, the department of community, trade, and economic development, the transportation improvement
board and the public works trust fund shall examine funding prioritization policies, recognizing funding constraints and
competing priorities, in order to meet the state's intent to prioritize certified GTECs for investments in facilities and services as
part of state plans and programs.
(b) Integration. The GTEC program plan shall be incorporated into other plans and programs, including local
comprehensive plans and transportation improvement programs, as they are updated after January 1, 2008.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 70.94.537.07-05-065. § 468-63-060, filed 2/20107, effective 3/23/07.]
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WAC 468-63-070
Opt-in, additions, and exemptions.
(1) Criteria and process for opt-in. ReW 70.94.537 (2)(h) requires WSDOT to establish criteria and a process to determine
whether jurisdictions that voluntarily implement eTR are eligible for state funding. Jurisdictions that are not required to
implement eTR may volunteer to participate in the program. The state eTR board is not required to provide state eTR
program funding to jurisdictions that opt-in. WSDOT shall provide technical assistance to opt-in jurisdictions that meet the
requirements of these rules. The state intends for each jurisdiction participating in eTR to implement a consistent set of
requirements for employers. Therefore, jurisdictions that opt-in to the eTR program shall follow the requirements of the rules,
with the following exceptions listed below.
(a) Local CTR plan. Voluntary jurisdictions may, instead of developing a stand-alone eTR plan meeting the planning
requirements described in these rules, develop an amendment to the transportation element of the local comprehensive plan.
The amendment shall contain the following:
(i) Goals and numerical targets for reductions in the proportion of single-occupant vehicle commute trips and vehicle miles
traveled per eTR commuter for the area established by the jurisdiction;
(ii) An assessment of current conditions and how attainment of the program goal can help the jurisdiction meet its broader
growth and transportation goals;
(iii) A description of local services that will help the jurisdiction and its employers meet the goals and targets;
(iv) A description of the reqUirements for employers;
(v) A determination of the base year value and how progress toward meeting the program goal will be measured, consistent
with the measurement guidelines issued by WSDOT; and
(vi) A description of how the program will be funded and administered.
The jurisdiction must adopt the comprehensive plan amendment and adopt an ordinance implementing the eTR
requirements described in the comprehensive plan to be considered an opt-in eTR jurisdiction.
(b) State technical assistance. After an opt-in jurisdiction provides confirmation to the eTR board that a eTR ordinance
has been adopted and the jurisdiction has updated its comprehensive plan to include eTR plan information, the jurisdiction
shall be eligible to receive a comparable level of technical assistance that WSDOT provides to other jurisdictions required to
adopt and implement eTR plans.
(2) Criteria and procedure for RTPOs to propose to add urban growth areas. ReW 70.94.537 (2)(f) requires WSDOT
to establish criteria and procedures for RTPOs in consultation with local jurisdictions to propose to add urban growth areas. In
their regional eTR plans, RTPOs may propose to add urban growth areas to the eTR program. The proposal shall list the
jurisdictions in the urban growth area proposed to be added, and shall include documentation of the jurisdiction's consent to be
added to the eTR program. If the proposed additions are accepted by the eTR board, the identified, consenting jurisdictions in
the added urban growth areas shall be considered as opt-in jurisdictions. The opt-in jurisdictions shall be eligible to receive a
comparable level of technical assistance that WSDOT provides to other jurisdictions required to adopt and implement eTR
plans. The state eTR board is not required to provide state eTR program funding to jurisdictions that opt-in.
The eTR board shall consider proposed additions to the eTR program as part of its review of the regional eTR plan. In
order for a jurisdiction to be approved as an opt-in jurisdiction through the regional eTR plan, the regional eTR plan shall
include the following elements for each opt-in jurisdiction:
(a) Goals and numerical targets for reductions in the proportion of single-occupant vehicle commute trips and vehicle miles
traveled per eTR commuter established by the proposed jurisdiction for the urban growth area and its employers;
(b) An assessment of current conditions and how attainment of the program goal can help the proposed jurisdiction meets
its broader growth and transportation goals;
(c) A description of local services that will help the proposed jurisdiction and its employers meet the goals and targets;
(d) A description of the requirements for employers;
(e) A determination of the base year value and how progress toward meeting the program goal will be measured,
consistent with the measurement guidelines issued by WSDOT; and
(f) A description of how the program will be funded and administered.
(3) Criteria and procedure for RTPOs to propose to exempt urban growth areas. ReW 70.94.537 (2)(f) requires
WSDOT to establish criteria and procedures for RTPOs in consultation with local jurisdictions to propose to exempt urban
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growth areas.
(a) Exemption criteria. In order for their urban growth area to be exempted, jurisdictions must document in the submittal of
their local eTR plan that they meet the following criteria:
(i) Development of a local eTR plan that meets the requirements in these rules;
(ii) The jurisdiction is not currently experiencing any problems with traffic congestion or traffic safety; and
(iii) The jurisdiction has not received any state transportation funding, including grant funding, for transportation
improvements in the urban growth area within two years of the submittal of the local eTR plan;
(b) Exemption application process. A jurisdiction that seeks an urban growth area exemption shall notify its RTPO as
part of the submittal of its local eTR plan. If the RTPO concurs with the urban growth area exemption request, the RTPO will
submit the urban growth area exemption request with the regional eTR plan to the eTR board. The urban growth area
exemption request shall describe why the exemption is justified.
RTPOs shall submit any urban growth area exemption requests to the eTR board by October 1,2007, or by March 31
every two years thereafter. The eTR board may consider urban growth area exemption requests at other times.
The eTR board shall consider the proposed urban growth area exemption while reviewing the regional eTR plan, and
approve or deny the urban growth area exemption. The eTR board shall state the reasoning for its decision and communicate
the information in writing to the RTPO.
If the eTR board grants the urban growth area exemption, the jurisdiction is exempt from the requirements of the eTR law
until the regional eTR plan is updated and the exemption is reevaluated.
If the eTR board denies the urban growth area exemption, the jurisdiction may appeal the decision to the secretary of
transportation or his/her designee within sixty days of the board's decision by submitting a written request for appeal to the
secretary of transportation or his/her designee. The secretary of transportation or his/her designee shall consider the appeal
within sixty days of the jurisdiction's request. If the secretary of transportation or his/her designee grants the appeal, the
exemption shall be granted by the eTR board. If the secretary of transportation or hislher designee denies the appeal, the
jurisdiction is required to follow the eTR requirements and the regional eTR plan must reflect the inclusion of the jurisdiction's
eTR plan.
(c) Reevaluation of exemption. As part of the regional eTR plan update, RTPOs, in consultation with local jurisdictions,
shall reevaluate any exempted urban growth areas to assess whether the conditions that qualified the area for the exemption
have changed. For each proposed urban growth area, the RTPO shall discuss its reasoning for a continued exemption or
removal of exemption with the eTR board, and the eTR board will decide whether or not a change is warranted.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 70.94.537.07-05-065, § 468-63-070, filed 2120107, effective 3/23/07.]
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RCW 82.70.010
Definitions. (Expires July 1, 2013.)
The definitions in this section apply throughout this chapter and RCW 70.94.996 unless the context clearly requires otherwise.
(1) "Public agency" means any county, city, or other local government agency or any state government agency, board, or
commission.
(2) "Public transportation" means the same as "public transportation service" as defined in RCW 36.57A.010 and includes
passenger services of the Washington state ferries.
(3) "Nonmotorized commuting" means commuting to and from the workplace by an employee by walking or running or by
riding a bicycle or other device not powered by a motor.
(4) "Ride sharing" means the same as "flexible commuter ride sharing" as defined in RCW 46.74.010, including ride sharing
on Washington state ferries.
(5) "Car sharing" means a membership program intended to offer an alternative to car ownership under which persons or
entities that become members are permitted to use vehicles from a fleet on an hourly basis.
(6) "Telework" means a program where work functions that are normally performed at a traditional workplace are instead
performed by an employee at his or her home at least one day a week for the purpose of reducing the number of trips to the
employee's workplace.
(7) "Applicant" means a person applying for a tax credit under this chapter.
[2005

c 297 § 1; 2003 c 364 § 1.)

Notes:

Effective date - 2005 c 297: See note following RCW 82.70.025.

~

Effective date -- Contingency - Captions not law - 2003 c 364: See notes following RCW 82.70.020.
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RCW 82.70.020
Tax credit authorized. (Expires July 1, 2013.)
(1) Employers in this state who are taxable under chapter 82.04 or 82.16 RCW and provide financial incentives to their own or
other employees for ride sharing, for using public transportation, for using car sharing, or for using nonmotorized commuting
before July 1, 2013, are allowed a credit against taxes payable under chapters 82.04 and 82.16 RCW for amounts paid to or
on behalf of employees for ride sharing in vehicles carrying two or more persons, for using public transportation, for using car
sharing, or for using non motorized commuting, not to exceed sixty dollars per employee per fiscal year.
(2) Property managers who are taxable under chapter 82.04 or 82.16 RCW and provide financial incentives to persons
employed at a worksite in this state managed by the property manager for ride sharing, for using public transportation, for
using car sharing, or for using nonmotorized commuting before July 1, 2013, are allowed a credit against taxes payable under
chapters 82.04 and 82.16 RCW for amounts paid to or on behalf of these persons for ride sharing in vehicles carrying two or
more persons, for using public transportation, for using car sharing, or for using non motorized commuting, not to exceed sixty
dollars per person per fiscal year.
(3) The credit under this section is equal to the amount paid to or on behalf of each employee multiplied by fifty percent, but
may not exceed sixty dollars per employee per fiscal year. No refunds may be granted for credits under this section.
(4) A person may not receive credit under this section for amounts paid to or on behalf of the same employee under both
chapters 82.04 and 82.16 RCW.
(5) A person may not take a credit under this section for amounts claimed for credit by other persons.
[2005

c 297 § 3; 2003 c 364 § 2.]

Notes:

Effective date - 2005 c 297: See note following RCW 82.70.025.
Effective date - Contingency - 2003 c 364: "This act is necessary for the immediate preservation of the
public peace, health, or safety, or support of the state government and its existing public institutions, and takes
effect on July 1, 2003, but only if Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 2231 becomes law by July 1, 2003. If
Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 2231 does not become law by July 1, 2003, this act is null and
void." [2003 c 364 § 13.] Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 2231 was signed into law by the governor on
May 19, 2003.
Captions not law - 2003 c 364: "Captions used in this act are not part of the law." [2003 c 364 § 14.]
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RCW 82.70.025
Application for tax credit. (Expires July 1,2013.)
(1) Application for tax credits under this chapter must be received by the department between the first day of January and the
31st day of January, following the calendar year in which the applicant made payments to or on behalf of employees for ride
sharing in vehicles carrying two or more persons, for using public transportation, for using car sharing, or for using
non motorized commuting. The application shall be made to the department in a form and manner prescribed by the
department. The application shall contain information regarding the number of employees for which incentives are paid during
the calendar year, the amounts paid to or on behalf of employees for ride sharing in vehicles carrying two or more persons, for
using public transportation, for using car sharing, or for using non motorized commuting, the amount of credit deferred under
RCW 82. 70.040(2)(b)(i) to be used, and other information required by the department. For applications due by January 31,
2006, the application shall not include amounts paid from January 1,2005, through June 30, 2005, to or on behalf of
employees for ride sharing in vehicles carrying two or more persons, for using public transportation, for using car sharing, or
for using nonmotorized commuting.
(2) The department shall rule on the application within sixty days of the deadline provided in subsection (1) of this section.
(3) The department shall disapprove any application not received by the deadline provided in subsection (1) of this section
regardless of the reason that the application was received after the deadline.
(4) After an application is approved and tax credit granted, no increase in the 'credit shall be allowed.
[2005 c 297 § 2.)

Notes:

Effective date -- 2005 c 297: "This act is necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace,
health, or safety., or support of the state government and its existing public institutions, and takes effect July 1,
2005." [2005 c 297 § 6.]
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Penalty. (Expires July 1,2013.)

Any person who knowingly makes a false statement of a material fact in the application required under RCW 82.70.025 for a
credit under RCW 82.70.020 is guilty of a gross misdemeanor.
[2005

c 297 § 4; 2003 c 364 § 3.]

Notes:

Effective date - 2005 c 297: See note following RCW 82.70.025.
Effective date -- Contingency - Captions not law -- 2003 c 364: See notes following RCW 82.70.020.

H
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RCW 82.70.040
Tax credit limitations. (Expires July 1, 2013.)
(1)(a) The department shall keep a running total of all credits allowed under RCW 82.70.020 during each fiscal year. The
department shall not allow any credits that would cause the total amount allowed to exceed two million seven hundred fifty
thousand dollars in any fiscal year. This limitation includes any deferred credits carried forward under subsection (2)(b)(i) of
this section from prior years.
(b) If the total amount of credit applied for by all applicants in any year exceeds the limit in this subsection, the department
shall ratably reduce the amount of credit allowed for all applicants so that the limit in this subsection is not exceeded. If a credit
is reduced under this subsection, the amount of the reduction may not be carried forward and claimed in subsequent fiscal
years.
(2)(a) Tax credits under RCW 82.70.020 may not be claimed in excess of the amount of tax otherwise due under chapter
82.04 or 82.16 RCW.
(b)(i) Through June 30,2005, a person with taxes equal to or in excess of the credit under RCW 82.70.020, and therefore
not subject to the limitation in (a) of this SUbsection, may elect to defer tax credits for a period of not more than three years
after the year in which the credits accrue. No credits deferred under this subsection (2)(b)(i) may be used after June 30, 2008.
A person deferring tax credits under this subsection (2)(b)(i) must submit an application as provided in RCW 82.70.025 in the
year in which the deferred tax credits will be used. This application is subject to the provisions of subsection (1) of this section
for the year in which the tax credits will be applied. If a deferred credit is reduced under subsection (1)(b) of this section, the
amount of deferred credit disallowed because of the reduction may be carried forward as long as the period of deferral does
not exceed three years after the year in which the credit was earned.
(ii) For credits approved by the department after June 30, 2005, the approved credit may be carried forward to subsequent
years until used. Credits carried forward as authorized by this subsection are subject to the limitation in subsection (1)(a) of
this section for the fiscal year for which the credits were originally approved.
(3) No person shall be approved for tax credits under RCW 82.70.020 in excess of two hundred thousand dollars in any
fiscal year. This limitation does not apply to credits carried forward from prior years under subsection (2)(b) of this section.
(4) No person may claim tax credits after June 30, 2013.
(5) Credits may not be carried forward other than as authorized in subsection (2)(b) of this section.
(6) No person is eligible for tax credits under RCW 82.70.020 if the additional revenues for the multimodal transportation
account created by Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 2231 are terminated.
[2005 c 297 § 5; 2003 c 364 § 4.]

Notes:

Effective date - 2005 c 297: See note following RCW 82.70.025.
Effective date -- Contingency - Captions not law

~-

2003 c 364: See notes following RCW 82.70.020.
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RCW 82.70.050
Fund transfer. (Expires January 1, 2014.)
(1) The director shall on the 25th of February, May, August, and November of each year advise the state treasurer of the
amount of credit taken under RCW 82.70.020 during the preceding calendar quarter ending on the last day of December,
March, June, and September, respectively.
(2) On the last day of March, June, September, and December of each year, the state treasurer, based upon information
provided by the department, shall deposit to the general fund a sum equal to the dollar amount of the credit provided under
RCW 82.70.020 from the multimodal transportation account.
[2003 c 364 § 5.]

Notes:

Effective date - Contingency -- Captions not law -- 2003 c 364: See notes following RCW 82.70.020.
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RCW 82.70.060
*Commute trip reduction task force report. (Expires July 1, 2013.)
The *commute trip reduction task force shall determine the effectiveness of the tax credit under RCW 82.70.020, the grant
program in RCW 70.94.996, and the relative effectiveness of the tax credit and the grant program as part of its ongoing
evaluation of the commute trip reduction law and report to the senate and house transportation committees and to the fiscal
committees of the house of representatives and the senate. The report must include information on the amount of tax credits
claimed to date and recommendations on future funding between the tax credit program and the grant program. The report
must be incorporated into the recommendations required in **RCW 70.94.537(5).
[2005 c 319 § 138; 2003 c 364 § 6.]

Notes:

Reviser's note: *(1) The "commute trip reduction task force" was renamed the "commute trip reduction
board" by 2006 c 329 § 7.
**(2) RCW 70.94.537 was amended by 2006 c 329 § 7, changing subsection (5) to subsection (6).
Expiration date -- 2005 c 319 § 138: "Section 138 of this act expires July 1, 2013." [2005 c 319 § 146.]
Findings - Intent - Part headings - Effective dates -- 2005 c 319: See notes following RCW 43.17,020.
Effective date -- Contingency -- Captions not law - 2003 c 364: See notes following RCW 82,70,020,
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RCW 82.70.070
Administration. (Expires July 1, 2013.)
Chapter 82.32 RCW applies to the administration of this chapter.
[2003 c 364 § 7.)

Notes:

Effective date -- Contingency - Captions not law - 2003 c 364: See notes following RCW 82.70.020.
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WAC 458-20-261
Commute trip reduction incentives.
(1) Introduction. This rule explains the various commute trip reduction incentives that are available. First, RCW 82.04.355
and 82.16.047 provide exemptions from business and occupation (8&0) tax and public utility tax on amounts received from
providing commuter ride sharing and ride sharing for persons with special transportation needs. RCW 82.08.0287 and
82.12.0282 provide sales and use tax exemptions for sales or use of passenger motor vehicles as ride-sharing vehicles.
Finally, chapter 82.70 RCW provides commute trip reduction incentives in the form of 8&0 tax or public utility tax credit,
effective July 1,2003, in connection with ride sharing, public transportation, car sharing, and non motorized commuting.
(2) 8&0 tax and public utility tax exemptions on providing commuter ride sharing or ride sharing for persons with
special transportation needs. Amounts received in the course of commuter ride sharing or ride sharing for persons with
special transportation needs are exempt from the business and occupation tax and from the public utility tax. RCW 82.04.355
and 82.16.047.
(a) What is "commuter ride sharing"? "Commuter ride sharing" means a car pool or van pool arrangement, whereby one
or more fixed groups:
(i) Not exceeding fifteen persons each, including the drivers; and
(ii) Either:
(A) Not fewer than five persons, including the drivers; or
(8) Not fewer than four persons, including the drivers, where at least two of those persons are confined to wheelchairs
when riding;
Are transported in a passenger motor vehicle with a gross vehicle weight not exceeding ten thousand pounds, excluding
any special rider equipment. The transportation must be between their places of residence or near such places of residence,
and their places of employment or educational or other institutions. Each group must be in a single daily round trip where the
drivers are also on the way to or from their places of employment or educational or other institutions.
(b) What is "ride sharing for persons with special transportation needs"? "Ride sharing for persons with special
transportation needs" means an arrangement, whereby a group of persons with special transportation needs, and their
attendants, is transported by a public social service agency or a private, nonprofit transportation provider, in a passenger
motor vehicle as defined by the department of licensing to include small buses, cutaways, and modified vans not more than
twenty-eight feet long. The driver need not be a person with special transportation needs.
(i) What is a "private, nonprofit transportation provider"? A "private, nonprofit transportation provider" is any private,
nonprofit corporation providing transportation services for compensation solely to persons with special transportation needs.
(ii) What is "persons with special transportation needs"? "Persons with special transportation needs" are those
persons, including their personal attendants, who because of physical or mental disability, income status, or age, are unable to
transport themselves or to purchase appropriate transportation.
(3) Retail sales tax and use tax exemptions on sales or use of passenger motor vehicles as ride-sharing vehicles.
RCW 82.08.0287 and 82.12.0282 provide retail sales tax and use tax exemptions for sales and use of passenger motor
vehicles as ride-sharing vehicles.
(a) What are the requirements? The requirements are that the passenger motor vehicles must be used:
(i) For commuter ride sharing or ride sharing for persons with special transportation needs; and
(ii) As ride-sharing vehicles for thirty-six consecutive months beginning from the date of purchase (retail sales tax
exemption) and the date of first use (use tax exemption). If the vehicle is used as a ride-sharing vehicle for less than thirty-six
consecutive months, the registered owner must pay the retail sales tax or use tax.
(b) Additional requirements in certain cases. Vehicles with five or six passengers, including the driver, used for
commuter ride sharing must be operated within a county, or a city or town within that county, which has a commute trip
reduction plan under chapter 70.94 RCW in order to be exempt from retail sales tax or use tax. In addition, for the exemptions
to apply, at least one of the following conditions must apply:
(i) The vehicle must be operated by a public transportation agency for the general public;
(ii) The vehicle must be used by a major employer, as defined in RCW 70.94.524, as an element of its commute trip
reduction program for their employees; or
(iii) The vehicle must be owned and operated by individual employees and must be registered either with the employer as
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part of its commute trip reduction program or with a public transportation agency serving the area where the employees live or
work.
Individual-employee owned and operated motor vehicles require certification that the vehicle is registered with a major
employer or a public transportation agency. Major employers who own and operate motor vehicles for their employees must
certify that the commute ride-sharing arrangement conforms to a car pool/van pool element contained within their commute trip
reduction program.
(4) 8&0 tax or public utility tax credit for ride sharing, public transportation, car sharing, or nonmotorized
commuting. Effective July 1,2003, RCW 82.70.020 provides a credit against 8&0 tax or public utility tax liability for ride
sharing in vehicles carrying two or more persons, for using public transportation, for using car sharing, or for using
non motorized commuting.
(a) Who is eligible for this credit?
(i) Employers in Washington are eligible for this credit, for amounts paid to or on behalf of their own or other employees, as
financial incentives to such employees for ride sharing, for using public transportation, for using car sharing, or for using
non motorized commuting.
(ii) Property managers who manage worksites in Washington are eligible for this credit, for amounts paid to or on behalf of
persons employed at those worksites, as financial incentives to such persons for ride sharing, for using public transportation,
for using car sharing, or for using non motorized commuting.
(b) What is "ride sharing"? "Ride sharing" means a car pool or van pool arrangement, whereby a group of at least two but
not exceeding fifteen persons, including the driver, is transported in a passenger motor vehicle with a gross vehicle weight not
exceeding ten thousand pounds, excluding any special rider equipment. The transportation must be between their places of
residence or near such places of residence, and their places of employment or educational or other institutions. The driver
must also be on the way to or from his or her place of employment or educational or other institution. "Ride sharing" includes
ride sharing on Washington state ferries.
(c) What is "public transportation"? "Public transportation" means the transportation of packages, passengers, and their
incidental baggage, by means other than by charter bus or sight-seeing bus, together with the necessary passenger terminals
and parking facilities or other properties necessary for passenger and vehicular access to and from such people moving
systems. "Public transportation" includes passenger services of the Washington state ferries.
(d) What is "car sharing"? "Car sharing" means a membership program intended to offer an alternative to car ownership
under which persons or entities that become members are permitted to use vehicles from a fleet on an hourly basis.
(e) What is "nonmotorized commuting"? "Non motorized commuting" means commuting to and from the workplace by an
employee, by walking or running or by riding a bicycle or other device not powered by a motor. "Nonmotorized commuting"
does not include teleworking, which is a program where work functions normally performed at a traditional workplace are
instead performed by an employee at his or her home, at least one day a week for the purpose of reducing the number of trips
to the employee's workplace.

(f) What is the credit amount? The amount of the credit is equal to the amount paid to or on behalf of each employee
multiplied by fifty percent, but may not exceed sixty dollars per employee per fiscal year.
(g) What is a "fiscal year"? A "fiscal year" begins at July 1st of one year and ends on June 30th of the following year.
(h) When will the credit expire? The credit program is scheduled to expire July 1, 2013.
(i) What are the limitations of the credit?
(i) For periods after June 30, 2005:
(A) The credit may not exceed the amount of 8&0 tax or public utility tax that would otherwise be due for the same fiscal
year.

(8) A person may not receive credit for amounts paid to or on behalf of the same employee under both 8&0 tax and public
utility tax.
(C) A person may not take a credit for amounts claimed for credit by other persons.

(0) Total credit received by a person against both 8&0 tax and public utility tax may not exceed two hundred thousand
dollars for a fiscal year. This limitation does not apply to credits deferred from prior fiscal years as described in (i)(i)(G) and (H)
of this subsection.
(E) Total credit granted to all persons under both 8&0 tax and public utility tax may not exceed two million seven hundred
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fifty thousand dollars for a fiscal year, including any credits carried forward from prior fiscal years as described in (i)(i)(G) of
this subsection.
(F) No credit or portion of a credit denied, because of exceeding the limitations in (i)(i)(O) or (E) of this subsection, may be
used against tax liability for other fiscal years, subject to (i)(i)(G) and (H) of this subsection.
(G) A person, with B&O tax and public utility tax liability equal to or in excess of the credit for a fiscal year, may use all or
part of the credit deferred prior to July 1, 2005, for a period of not more than three fiscal years after the fiscal year in which the
credit accrued. No credit deferred under this (i)(i)(G) may be used after June 30, 2008. The person must submit an application,
as provided in U)(i)(A) of this subsection, in the fiscal year tax credit will be applied, and the credit must be approved by the
department before use. This application is subject to eligibility under (i)(i)(E) of this subsection for the fiscal year tax credit will
be applied. If a deferred credit is subject to proportional reduction under U)(i)(O) of this subsection, the amount of deferred
credit reduced may be carried forward as long as the period of deferral does not exceed three years after the year the credit
was earned.
(H) For deferred credit approved by the department after June 30, 2005, the approved credit may be carried forward to
subsequent years until used. The limitation described in (i)(i)(E) of this subsection does not apply to such deferred credit
approved after June 30, 2005.
(I) No person is eligible for the tax credit, including the deferred tax credit authorized under (i)(i)(G) and (H) of this
subsection, after June 30, 2013.
(J) No person is eligible for tax credit if the additional revenues for the multimodal transportation account created under
RCW 46.68.035(1), 82.08.020(3), 82.12.045(7),46.16.233 (2), and 46.16.690 (created by the Engrossed Substitute House Bill
No. 2231, chapter 361, Laws of 2003) are terminated.
(ii) For periods prior to July 1, 2005:
(A) The credit may not exceed the amount of B&O tax or public utility tax that would otherwise be due for the same fiscal
year.
(B) A person may not receive credit for amounts paid to or on behalf of the same employee under both B&O tax and public
utility tax.
(C) A person may not take a credit for amounts claimed for credit by other persons.
(0) Total credit received by a person against both B&O tax and public utility tax may not exceed two hundred thousand
dollars for a fiscal year. This limitation does not apply to credits deferred from prior fiscal years as described in (i)(ii)(G) of this
subsection.
(E) Total credit granted to all persons under both B&O tax and public utility tax may not exceed two million two hundred fifty
thousand dollars for a fiscal year, including any credits carried forward from prior fiscal years as described in (i)(ii)(G) of this
subsection.
.
(F) No credit or portion of a credit denied, because of exceeding the limitations in (i)(ii)(O) or (E) of this subsection, may be
used against tax liability for other fiscal years, subject to (i)(ii)(G) of this subsection.
(G) A person, with B&O tax and public utility tax liability equal to or in excess of the credit for a fiscal year, may defer all or
part of the credit for a period of not more than three fiscal years after the fiscal year in which the credit accrued. Such person
deferring tax credit must submit an application in the fiscal year tax credit will be applied. This application is subject to eligibility
under (i)(ii)(E) of this subsection for the fiscal year tax credit will be applied.
(H) No person is eligible for the tax credit, including the deferred tax credit authorized under (i)(ii)(G) of this subsection,
after June 30, 2013.
(I) No person is eligible for tax credit if the additional revenues for the multi modal transportation account created under
RCW 46.68.035(1), 82.08.020(3), 82.12.045(7),46.16.233 (2), and 46.16.690 (created by the Engrossed Substitute House Bill
No. 2231, chapter 361, Laws of 2003) are terminated.

U) What are the credit procedures?
(i) For periods after June 30, 2005:
(A) Persons applying for the credit must complete an application. The application must be received by the department
between January 1 and January 31, following the calendar year in which the applicants made incentive payments. The
application must be made to the department in a form and manner prescribed by the department.
(B) An application due by January 31,2006, must not inClude incentive payments made from January 1,2005, to June 30,
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2005.
(C) The department must rule on an application within sixty days of the January 31 deadline. In addition, the department
must disapprove an application not received by the January 31 deadline. Once the application is approved and tax credit is
granted, the department is not allowed to increase the credit.
(0) If the total amount of credit applied for by all applicants in a fiscal year exceeds the limitation as provided in (i)(i)(E) of
this subsection, the amount of credit allowed for all applicants is proportionally reduced so as not to exceed the limit. The
amount reduced may not be carried forward and claimed in subsequent fiscal years, except as provided in (i)(i)(G) of this
subsection.
(ii) For periods prior to July 1, 2005:
(A) Persons apply for the credit, by completing a commute trip reduction reporting schedule and filing it with the excise tax
return covering the period for which the credit is claimed. The commute trip reduction reporting schedule is available upon
request from the department of revenue.
(8) Credit must be claimed by the due date of the last tax return for the fiscal year in which the payment to or on behalf of
employees was made.
(I) Credit not previously claimed may not be claimed for the first time on supplemental or amended tax returns filed after the
due date of the last tax return for the fiscal year in which the payment to or on behalf of employees was made.
(II) If the department of revenue has granted an extension of the due date for the last tax return for the fiscal year in which
the payment to or on behalf of employees was made, the credit must be claimed by the extended due date.
(C) Once the statewide limitation of two million two hundred fifty thousand dollars is reached in a fiscal year, no further
credit will be available for that fiscal year. Credit is permitted by the department of revenue on a first-come-first-serve basis.
Credit claimed after the statewide limitation is reached may be deferred to the next three fiscal years before the credit expires.
(k) Examples. The following examples identify a number of facts and then state a conclusion. These examples should be
used only as a general guide. The tax results of other situations must be determined after a review of all of the facts and
circumstances.
(i) An employer pays one hundred eighty dollars for a yearly bus pass for one employee. For another employee, the
employer buys a bicycle helmet and bicycle lock for a total of fifty dollars. These are the total expenditures during a fiscal year
of amounts paid to or on behalf of employees in support of ride sharing, using public transportation, using car sharing, and
using nonmotorized commuting. The employer may claim a credit of sixty dollars for the amount spent for the employee using
the bus pass. Fifty percent of one hundred eighty dollars is ninety dollars, but the credit is limited to sixty dollars per employee.
The employer may claim a credit of twenty-five dollars (fifty percent of fifty dollars) for the amount spent for the employee who
bicycles to work. Even though fifty percent of two hundred thirty dollars, the amount spent on both employees, works out to be
less than sixty dollars per employee, the credit is computed by looking at actual spending for each employee and not by
averaging the spending for both employees.
(ii) An employer provides parking spaces for the exclusive use of ride-sharing vehicles. Amounts spent for signs, painting,
or other costs related to the parking spaces do not qualify for the credit. This is because the credit is for financial incentives
paid to or on behalf of employees. While the parking spaces support the use of ride-sharing vehicles, they are not financial
incentives and do not involve amounts paid to or on behalf of employees.
(iii) As part of its commute trip reduction program, an employer pays the cab fare for an employee who has an emergency
and must leave the workplace but has no vehicle available because he or she commutes by ride-sharing vehicle. The cab fare
qualifies for the credit, if it does not cause the sixty-dollar limitation to be exceeded, because it is an amount paid on behalf of
a specific employee.
(iv) An employer pays the property manager for a yearly bus pass for one employee who works at the worksite managed by
the property manager. The property manager in turn pays the amount received from the employer to a public transportation
agency to purchase the bus pass. Either the employer or the property manager, but not both, may take the credit for this
expenditure.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 82.32.300 and 82.01.060(2). 06-01-026, § 458-20-261, filed 12/13/05, effective 1113106. Statutory Authority: RCW
82.32.300, 82.04.4453 and 82.16.048. 00-11-097, § 458-20-261, filed 5/17/00, effective 6/17100; 99-08-035, § 458-20-261, filed 3/31/99, effective
5/1199.)
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Draft Measurement and Evaluation Guidelines April 21, 2009
1.0 Introduction
The purpose of these guidelines is to describe procedures that WSDOT and the CTR
Board expects cities, counties, and RTPOs to follow in measuring and evaluating the success of their CTR plans. WSDOT and the CTR Board considers these procedures to be
necessary to fulfill the requirements of the CTR law (RCW 70.94.521-555) and CTR
program rules (Chapter 468-63 WAC), and are intended to provide consistent measurement and evaluation of the CTR program among jurisdictions, regions, and the state.
These guidelines establish procedures for:
• Determining baseline drive alone and vehicle miles traveled (VMT) per employee
values for cities, counties, regions, and employers,
• Setting goals and targets, and
• Measuring progress in meeting goals.
A separate document, CTR Guide to Employee Surveys, which is available on WSDOT's
website (http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/TDM/CTR), provides guidelines on using and administering CTR employee surveys and alternative measurement methods.

1.1

History of CTR in Washington State

Washington State's Commute Trip Reduction (CTR) Law was adopted by the 1991 Legislature and incorporated into the Washington Clean Air Act as RCW 70.94.521-551.
The intent of the CTR program was to improve air quality, reduce traffic congestion, and
reduce the consumption of petroleum fuels by working with major employers to encourage their employees to meet their commuting needs without driving alone.
The 1991 CTR law applied to employers with 100 or more full-time employees at a single worksite who are scheduled to begin their workdays between 6:00 and 9:00 a.m.
weekdays, and that were located in counties with populations of over 150,000 (by 2006,
this included Clark, King, Kitsap, Pierce, Snohomish, Spokane, Thurston, Whatcom, and
y akima counties). The 1991 law established goals for reducing the proportion of single
occupant vehicle (SOV*) commute trips and commute VMT by the employees of affected
employers on a graduated schedule based on when they entered the program. After performance of a baseline measurement, employers were required to make a good faith effort to achieve the following four goals:
• 15% reduction in 2 years
• 20% reduction in 4 years
* With the passage of the CTR Efficiency Act the term drive-alone has now replaced the

use of single occupancy vehicle (SOV). The remainder of these guidelines will refer to
drive-alone instead of SOV.
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•
•

25% reduction in 6 years
35% reduction in 12 years

An initial CTR Task Force was appointed by then-Governor Booth Gardner pursuant to
the requirements ofRCW 70.94.537. The primary responsibility of the CTR Task Force
was to establish guidelines for the development of CTR plans by affected local jurisdictions. As part of this effort, the CTR Task Force also established guidelines for measuring
progress toward achieving goals set by the CTR law, and for evaluating the effectiveness
of the CTR program.
In 2006, the Legislature passed the CTR Efficiency Act, based upon recommendations
from the CTR Task Force in its 2005 legislative report. The most significant amendments to the CTR law included:

• Changing definition of effected areas. The new CTR law changed the focus of
the program from counties with at least 150,000 people to contiguous urban
growth areas experiencing the greatest levels of congestion. This change caused
some cities to no longer be affected by CTR, and some employers in unincorporated parts of several counties to no longer be affected by CTR.

• Increasing planning coordination among local, regional, and state levels. The
new CTR law established a state CTR planning framework that requires local jurisdictions to establish drive-alone and VMT reduction goals for themselves and
for each of the employers in their jurisdictions. Regional transportation planning
organizations (RTPOs) and the state are also required to establish goals.

• Creating the Growth and Transportation Efficiency Center (GTEC) program. The new CTR law gave local jurisdictions the option to establish Growth
and Transportation Efficiency Centers (GTECs), where they may implement customized trip reduction programs and transportation-efficient land use policies that
go beyond the requirements of the base CTR program.

•

Changes from CTR Task Force to CTR Board. The new law streamlined the
CTR Task Force into a smaller, more policy-oriented CTR Board. It reduced the
size of the task force to 16 members and established it as a permanent board to review and approve local and regional plans, develop the program funding allocations and the state plan, and provide general policy guidance for the program.

This edition of the CTR measurement and evaluation guidelines reflects changes to the
CTR program resulting from these amendments and WSDOT's rules for the program
(Chapter 468-63 WAC). These changes include:
•

Elimination of credits.

•

Change in goal setting (from statute to local plans, more flexibility in setting
goals, and evaluation at jurisdiction level rather than at worksite level).
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2.0 Measurement and Evaluation of eTR Programs
2.1

Overview of Measurement and Evaluation Process

WSDOT has developed a process for establishing the goals and tracking progress toward
the targets.
1. WSDOT sets the minimum statewide goals for reductions in drive-alone and
VMT per employee from the baseline to the goal year, as required in statute and
rule.
2. WSDOT calculates baseline data for employers and each jurisdiction based on
the CTR surveys in the baseline survey cycle. WSDOT provides this information, along with calculations that show the minimum statewide goals, to jurisdictions.
3. Local governments establish goals (percentage reductions) for employers, jurisdictions, and any sub-areas in their CTR plans. The jurisdiction goals are an
aggregate of the employer goals. In aggregate, the jurisdiction goals must meet
minimum state goals. Local governments then provide goals to WSDOT.
4. Regional transportation planning organizations (RTPOs) establish regional
goals in the regional CTR plan based on local CTR plans. RTPOs then provide
goals to WSDOT.
5. The CTR Board approves local and regional CTR plans.
6. WSDOT inputs data into the CTR database from local and regional jurisdictions
on goals. Using the baseline data, goals, and number of employees, WSDOT
provides an estimate of the trips and VMT per employee to reduce as targets for
employers and jurisdictions. Tpis information is provided in the Baseline Report.
7. Data from the 2009-2010 survey cycle is used to measure progress in 20092010.
8. Data from the 2011-2012 survey cycle is used to determine whether goals and
targets were met.
9. The process begins again with new goals, using 2011-2012 as a baseline.

2.2

CTR Goals and Targets

These guidelines distinguish between goals and targets.
• A goal is a percentage change desired from a measured base level of drive-alone
rate or commute VMT per employee. For example, a goal may be to reduce the
drive-alone rate by 10%. The goals are determined as part of development of
CTR plans and generally will not change over the measurement period.
• A target is the drive alone rate or VMT/employee rate that an employer or jurisdiction is aiming for. Targets can also be presented as the VMT or number of
drive alone trips that will need to be reduced to meet identified goals. Unlike
goals, targets (when presented as VMT or trip reductions needed) may change
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over the measurement period based on changes in travel behavior and/or number
of employees. This will be described in more detail later in these guidelines.

2.2.1 CTR Goals
The CTR rules (WAC 468-63-030) establish the minimum goals for the CTR program.
These results indicate a minimum 10% reduction in proportion of all trips that are drive
alone trips in 2011 compared to the baseline, and a minimum 13% reduction from the
baseline measurement in commute trip VMT per CTR commuter by 2011.
2.2.2 Good Faith Effort
WAC 468-68-030 states that each major employer shall be accountable for attaining the
targets established by the jurisdiction. However, if a major employer is meeting the state
requirements and giving a good faith effort as defined in RCW 70.94.534, its local jurisdictions may not penalize the employer for failing to meet established goals in 2011.
Similarly, WAC 468-68-030 states that the state may not penalize local jurisdictions for
failing to meet their established targets in 2011, if the jurisdiction is implementing a CTR
plan that meets state requirements and there are circumstances beyond the jurisdiction's
control that prevented attainment of the targets.

2.2.3 Survey Cycle
The current CTR program spans the 2006 to 2012 time period, and includes three survey
cycles:
• Baseline Survey Cycle: October 1,2006 to December 31, 2008
• Progress Survey Cycle: January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2010
• Goal Survey Cycle: January 1,2011 to December 31, 2012

2.2.4 Steps In Assessing Progress
Five steps are followed to determine whether employers, jurisdictions, regions, and the
state have met drive alone and VMT reduction goals.
1. Determination of baseline drive alone and VMT/employee rates in the baseline
survey cycle.
2. Identification of goals for reducing drive alone trips and VMT.
3. Determination of targets to meet drive alone and VMT reduction goals
4. Evaluation of progress in meeting goals in progress survey cycles.
S. Determination of whether goals have been met in the goal survey cycle.
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2.3

Baseline Values

Baseline values are the starting point from which future progress in reducing drive alone
trips and VMT/employee will be compared. Jurisdictions will need baseline values in
order for WSDOT to assess progress in reducing drive alone trips and VMT. Table 1
presents roles for establishing baseline values.

Table 1. Establishing Baseline Drive Alone and VMT Values
Procedure for Establishing Baseline Values
Employers
WSDOT calculates baseline drive alone and VMT values for
employers using the baseline survey cycle data and provides
this to jurisdictions. Some employers who are not affected by
CTR may voluntarily choose to participate in ajurisdiction's
commute trip reduction plan. The local CTR plan must indicate
whether the voluntary employers will be counted toward the
goals.
Jurisdictions
(Cities/Counties)

Calculated by WSDOT as an aggregate of the baseline survey
data for all employers in the jurisdiction. The baseline drivealone rate will be the weighted average drive alone rate for CTR
worksites. VMT per employee will be the weighted average
VMT per employee at CTR worksites. In both cases, weighting
is based on the number of employees at each work site.
Where the jurisdiction plan indicates that voluntary employers
are included in the plan, the average will include these voluntary
sites. The plan may include results for all voluntary worksites,
or exclude results for all voluntary worksites, but not include
some whik excluding others. Regardless of whether the voluntary employer worksite measurements are counted toward the
area goal, jurisdictions shall continue to track results for those
employer worksites that agree to measure.

State or Region

Calculated by WSDOT as the weighted average of the baseline
values for CTR worksites within the state or region. This calculation is performed by weighting the worksite base values by
their total employment throughout the state or region, and then
averaging them.
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See Frequently Asked Questions at the end ofthese guidelines for answers to the following questions:
•

Which employees are to be included in baseline survey data and performance assessment?

.' . <~AnYt9thers·jteed~~>
2.4

Goals for Reducing Drive Alone Trips and VMT

The state, regions, and local jurisdictions set drive alone and VMT reduction goals. Table 2 below summarizes goal setting roles and responsibilities. Details on establishing
regional, jurisdiction, and employer goals follow.

Table 2. CTR Goals and Goal Setting Responsibilities
Goals and Responsibilities
State
State responsibility: State establishes minimum drive-alone
and VMT/employee goals that every region and jurisdiction
must seek to achieve at a minimum in their CTR plans. The
state can also support jurisdictions in their goal-setting processes, including helping with variable goal-setting.
Drive alone trips: minimum 10% reduction in proportion of
all trips that are drive alone trips in 2011 compared to baseline.

Regions

Jurisdictions
(Cities/Counties)

Employers

VMT/employee: minimum 13% reduction from the baseline
measurement in commute trip VMT per CTR commuter by
2011.
RTPO responsibility: RTPOs establish goals for reductions
in the proportion of drive-alone commute trips and the commute trip VMT per employee for their region. These goals
must meet the minimum state goal.
Jurisdiction responsibility: Cities and counties must establish jurisdiction level goals for reducing drive alone trips and
VMT/employee that are greater than or equal to state goals.
Setting goals for employers in jurisdictions: Cities and
counties must also establish goals specific to employers.
These may differ from employer to employer within the affected urban growth area, as long as the aggregate of these
employer goals and targets meet the minimum state goal.
Employer responsibility: Employers must make a good
faith effort to achieve the goals established by cities and
counties, as described in section 2.2.2.
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2.4.1 Establishment of Regional Goals
Regional goals must meet the minimum state goal, and be documented in the RTPO's
CTR plan. The state has set a goal to reduce drive alone work trips by 10 percent, and
VMT/employee by 13 percent by 2011. WSDOT can assist regions with this process by
calculating the regional program goals as weighted averages of the local jurisdiction
goals. This calculation will be performed by weighting the worksite goals by their total
employment throughout the region and then averaging them.

2.4.2 Establishment of Employer and Jurisdiction Goals
Jurisdictions will establish both employer-specific goals and jurisdiction goals. Jurisdictions have two options for establishing goals for their affected UGA and for individual
.
employers or major employer worksites.
Option A: Set the same goal across the urban growth area
Using the planning values provided by WSDOT, a jurisdiction establishes one operational goal for all affected worksites within the entire urban growth area.
Option B: Set different goals for different major employer worksites or sub-areas
Jurisdictions have the option of setting different goals for different subareas or major employer worksites within the urban growth area. For example, a jurisdiction could set a
higher goal for its downtown and a lower goal for an area of lower density and transit
services. The jurisdiction might also choose to set different goals based on the types or
size of employers in a particular area or on a subarea's employers' demonstrated commitment to CTR. The variable goals, weighted by employment, must add up to at least
the minimum goal established by the state. Table 3 provides an example of how a jurisdiction has set different goals for different areas within a jurisdiction (downtown area and
the rest of the jurisdiction) to meet the jurisdiction-level goals.

Table 3. Example of Setting Different Reduction Goals For Sub-Areas Within a Jurisdiction
Baseline
Drive
Alone Rate
Downtown
61%
Area
Rest of
75%
Jurisdiction
EntireJu70%
risdiction
*Example assumes no change

EmpJoyment

Baseline
Drive
Alone
Trips

Reduction
Goal

Target
Drive
Alone Rate

Target
Drive
Alone
Trips*

7,000

4,250

13%

53%

3,697

13,000

9,750

9%

68%

8,903

10%

63%

12,600

.'

20,000

14,000

in employment.

As shown in Table 3, the jurisdiction has an overall jurisdiction-level goal to reduce the
drive alone trip rate by 10 percent, which would result in reducing drive alone trips from
14,000 in the baseline to 12,600 to meet the target. This jurisdiction has decided to set a
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higher drive alone reduction goal for the downtown area (13 percent) than the rest of the
jurisdiction (9 percent). These different targets have been set so the resulting total drive
alone trips (3,697 plus 8,903) is the same as would be realized if both areas had reduced
the drive alone trip rate by 10 percent (12,600).
Jurisdictions can also set goals that vary from major employer work site to major employer work site. Similar to the jurisdiction example presented above in Table 3, the
combined trip and VMT reductions must together meet the goals of the jurisdiction as a
whole.
In developing variable employer or sub-area goals, the jurisdiction should consider these
and other characteristics of sub-areas, or major employers or worksites:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Previous engagement in trip reduction programs;
Potential for reducing drive alone trips or VMT;
Current conditions, policies and services designed to reduce drive alone travel in
the vicinity;
Planned investments, services and policy changes and other strategies designed to
reduce drive-alone travel;
Transit access and frequency of transit service during peak periods;
Potential for ride-matching internally and with other employers in the area;
Bicycle and pedestrian access; and
Ability to implement compressed work week schedules and/or tele-working.
Planned construction projects.

The jurisdiction and employer should work together to identify the existing conditions at
the work site and the available or planned tools and options that can help the employer
achieve its goals. Jurisdictions must provide WSDOT with a list of its worksites or subareas, and which goals apply to each (if goals vary between worksites/employers/subareas).
See Frequently Asked Questions at the end of these guidelines for answers to the following questions concerning setting goals:
•

Can a jurisdiction include residents in its goals?

•

Why should a jurisdiction consider setting different goals for different employers?

•

What does a jurisdiction need to do if it wants to set different goals for different
worksites within its affected UGA?

•

How can WSDOT assist jurisdictions in setting goals?

• ·«Anyothersneeded?»
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2.5

Establishing and Adjusting Targets

2.5.1 Establishment of Targets
Once cities, counties, and regions have established goals for reducing the proportion of
drive-alone commute trips and VMT per employee in their CTR plans for employers and
jurisdictions, (e.g., 10 percent reduction in drive alone rate, and 13 percent reduction in
VMT/employee), targets will be calculated by WSDOT using the CTR survey database.
WSDOT sends a report to jurisdictions called the Baseline Report indicating baseline
drive alone and VMT/employee rates, as well as targets.
Targets are based on the baseline survey,
goals, and number of employees. Target
drive alone rates, and VMT/employee rates
are determined by reducing the baseline
drive alone and VMT/employee rates according to the goals, and these remain the
same throughout each survey cycle. As described in the sidebar, targets can also be
presented as trips or VMT reductions needed to reach the goal, although these targets
may change as subsequent surveys are analyzed, as described in the section below.

2.5.2 Adjustments to Targeted Trips
or VMT to Reduce

What Are Targets?
Targets in the CTR program represent the desired drive alone and VMT/employee rates that
employers, jurisdictions, or regions are aiming
for in 2011-2012. For example, an employer's
baseline drive alone rate is 69% and the VMT
rate is 12 miles/employee. If this employer's
goal is to reduce the drive alone rate by 10%
and VMT/employee by 13%, the target drive
alone rate is 62.1 %, and the target VMT rate is
10.4 miles/employee.
The target may also be presented as the estimated number of trips and VMT/employee that
will need to be reduced to meet the goal. For
example, an employer may need to reduce
drive alone trips by 100 and VMT by 800 by
the 2011-2012 goal survey cycle to meet drive
alone and VMT goals.

When targets are presented as trip or VMT
reductions needed (e.g. number of drive
alone trips to reduce), they may change from
one survey cycle to the next based on
changes in travel behavior or employment from survey cycle to survey cycle.

Table 4 below shows an example of how the targeted trips to reduce to meet the goal
changes based both on changes in drive alone trips from the progress survey cycle, and
also the number of employees. In all three examples below, the drive alone rate is reduced from 70% in the baseline to 68% in the progress survey cycle. But because employment is different under the three examples, both the number of drive alone trips and
trips that will need to be reduced to meet the target drive alone rate are different in each
example.
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t
smg Progress Survey Daa
T a hi e 4. Example 0fU'PIda ted D'
rive Al one T arge ts U·
Drive
Employ- EmployDrive
Drive Alone Targets
Alone
Alone
ment
ment
Trips to
Rate
Trips
Change
Rate
Reduce
Baseline Survey Cycle
(2006-2008)

1000

-

70%

700

63%

70

Three Sample Progress Survey Results (2009 to 2010)
No Employment
Change

1000

0

68%

680

63%

50

" Reduction in Number of Employees
(-20%)

800

-200

68%

544

63%

40

Increase in Number
of Employees (+20%)

1200

+200

68%

816

63%

60

2.6

Determining Progress in Meeting Goals and Targets

After the 2009-2010 progress survey cycle, WSDOT will send a progress report to help
jurisdictions see how they are making progress toward meeting their goals. Then, two
years later after the 2011-12 goal survey cycle is completed, WSDOT will calculate
drive alone trip rates and VMT/employee using travel behavior and employment from the
2011-12 survey. WSDOT will use this data to assess whether jurisdictions have met
goals for drive alone trips and VMT per employee.
WSDOT does not determine progress in meeting goals for individual employers or
worksites, but provides jurisdictions with survey results for worksites so the information
can be used by jurisdictions for planning and assessment purposes, and shared with employers.

2.6.1 How Changes in Employment or Worksites Effects Progress in Meeting Goals and Targets
Over the course of the program period (2007 to 2012), the number of employees and employers in a jurisdiction will likely change. To simplify and increase the transparency of
the analysis, WSDOT's approach is to compare drive alone and VMT rates in both the
progress (2009-10) and goal (2011-12) survey cycles against the 2007-2008 baseline
measurement, regardless of changes in employment and number of worksites. In other
words, if new worksites or employees enter or leave the jurisdiction after baseline measurements are taken, the same baseline measurements will continue to be used to assess
changes in drive alone and VMT/employee rates. Section 2.5.2 - A4Justments to Target-
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ed Trips or VMT to Reduce provides an overview of how changes in employment affect
targeted trips to reduce.

WSDOt recognizes that when ajurisdiction has new worksites enter the program during
either the progress or goal survey cycles, these new worksites will have their own incoming drive alone and VMT rates. Depending on those drive alone or VMT rates, the
jurisdiction may have more difficulty in achieving targeted jurisdiction-level drive alone
and VMT rates during the goal survey cycle since they will have less time to work with
the individual worksites to improve their rates. To help jurisdictions partially understand
how changes in employment may have affected the number of drive alone trips that needed to be reduced, in WSDOT's employer and jurisdiction reports we will include a table
indicating how employment has changed in the jurisdiction over the program period.
Since the number of trips that will need to be reduced depends on the number of employees and goal rates, an increase in employment may result in more trips that will need to be
reduced, while a reduction in employment may result in fewer drive alone trip reductions
needed to meet goals.
For new worksites entering the program in the 2011-12 goal survey cycle, the survey data
may also be used to establish a baseline for those worksites for potential future commute
trip reduction programs.

2.6.2 How To Change Drive Alone and VMT Reduction Goals
Over the course of the program period (2007 to 2012), it is possible that a jurisdiction
may want to change its goals for the percentage of drive alone trips and VMT/employee
it plans to reduce. To change goals, jurisdictions will need to update their CTR plans and
have the updated plans approved in the same manner they were originally approved
(through their RTPO and then the CTR Board).
See Frequently Asked Questions at the end of these guidelines for answers to the following questions concerning determining progress in meeting goals:
•

How is progress determined if jurisdictions do not receive the minimum number
of completed surveys for some employers or work-sites?

•

Can worksites be exempt from measurement requirements?

~:l?2if%~~Y:~~~;:F~~$'ie~a:~4~*
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
DETERMINING BASELINE VALVES
Which employees are to be included in baseline survey data and performance assessment?

A separate document, erR Guide to Employee Surveys, provides guidelines on administering CTR employee surveys and alternative measurement methods. Please contact
WSDOT's Commute Trip Reduction team for the latest guide to employee surveys. The
CTR Board has established a policy that all baseline values for a worksite should be
based on data representing all of the site's employees (or a sample drawn to represent all
employees). This is a change from the previous CTR program, in which worksites had the
option to use data just from their full-time employees who arrive at work between 6 a.m.
and 9 a.m.
However, the Board recognizes that some sites have only surveyed affected employees
for their baseline data. For the sites that only surveyed affected employees for their baseline survey, the assessment of future progress will be based on affected employees only.
WSDOT is looking for consistency within the baseline-pro gress-goal survey cycles and
our analysis and assessment of survey return rates are based on number of surveys distributed.
'
As part of the 2011-12 survey cycle, WSDOT may require worksites to survey all employees to both assess performance (either for all employees or only affected employees,
depending on which were surveyed for the baseline), and potentially set a new baseline
for the year 2011-12, subject to further discussions with the CTR Board and jurisdictions.
SETTING GOALS
Can a jurisdiction include residents in its goals?

WSDOT intends to work with any jurisdiction that wants to include the performance of
residential-based programs in calculation of the jurisdiction's goals. However, in developing goals and baselines, it will be important to avoid double-counting with the
worksite-based CTR program. Any jurisdiction that wishes to include residential programs in the base CTR program should contact WSDOT to discuss their measurement
approach.
Why should ajurisdiction consider setting different goals for different employers?

A jurisdiction should consider setting different goals for different employers, and
WSDOT can assist jurisdictions in this process. Examples of reasons why jurisdictions
might want to vary goals include the following:
•

To establish goals that are more realistic for individual employers or worksites
based on their potential capability to reduce drive alone work trips and VMT.
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-

)

•

To reflect new commute programs or infrastructure that may result in greater potential reductions in drive alone trips or VMT for one employer compared to another.

•

Because some employers may have already tapped into the "low hanging fruit" as
far as trip reductions, and may therefore find it more challenging to achieve further reductions than other companies.

If goals vary between worksites or employers, jurisdictions will need to provide WSDOT
with a list of its worksites and which goals apply to each.

What does a jurisdiction need to do if it wants to set different goals for different worksites
within its affected UGA?
If a jurisdiction chooses to establish different goals for different worksites within its affected UGA, whether grouped by sub-area or not, it must inform WSDOT of the goal that
applies to each site in the UGA. WSDOT will use this information when determining
whethe
.
.

Howc

From: Lagerberg, Brian

Sent: Friday, January 22,2010 3:52 PM

WSDO To: Cotton, Keith; Leotta. Kathy
individ Subject: RE: Basic question about setting and evaluating goal for jurisdicof the j tions

ior for

We did not use fill in for the analysis as the fill in rate distorted the
data for the analysis.
works it We have always used fill in for goal attainment as a way to ensure
worksit high response rates. If we did something different now, we would lose
the incentive.

**********
How is From: Cotton. Keith
pleted Sent: Friday. January 22. 20103:48 PM

To: Lagerberg, Brian: Leotta, Kathy
Subject: RE: Basic question about setting and evaluating goal for jurisdictions

That seems to make sense. I have some vague recollection that in the
past, our statewide results did not include fill-in - that it was only done
for employers - but that could a mistaken vague impression. We
should carry forth with whatever is logical to us. Since fill-in compen-
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jurisdictions, and jurisdictions with WSDOT, to pursue the temporary exemption of
worksites from measurement requirements.
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1.0 Introduction
The 1991 Legislature passed the state's Commute Trip Reduction (CTR) Law as part of the
Washington Clean Air Act (RCW 70.94.521-551). In this legislation, the Legislature intended to
improve air quality, reduce traffic congestion, and reduce the consumption of petroleum fuels
through employer-based programs that encourage the use of alternatives to the single-occupant
vehicle (SOV) for commute trips. The Legislature modified the law in 2006, with passage of the
CTR Efficiency Act, which altered the program's goals to more directly:geal with congestion and
delay issues.

Chaoge~:::'FQrexample,

the term drive
The Efficiency Act contains both technical and substantive
alone has replaced SOY (Single Occupant Vehicle). These dtiidelines~e.ct the 2006 revisions,
" ,
.
serving as a reference manual.

Statement of Purpose
The Washington State CTR Board adopted the CTR ImpI~i;nt(rii~tion Guidelines tohelp
jurisdictions and employers prepare, implement, and prom()fe;their CTR plans and programs.
The information contained in these guidelipe,s can be found in tb~;Revised Code of Washington
(RCW 70.94.521-555) and Washington AdmlnistJ::at~ve Code (WAC 468-63-010 through 468-63070).
.. ..
...

Table 1.
The acronyms referred;~jn this dogument are incI~ded in Table 1 below.
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TMA
TMO
TMP
TRPP
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UGA
VMT
WAC
WSDOT

Urban Growth Area
Vehicle-miles traveled
Washington Administrative Code
Washington State Department of Transportation

CTR Affected Areas
The following entities shall adopt a CTR plan and ordinance for major employers in the specified
area by a date designated by the CTR Board:
/ti
,i'"

Each county containing an Urban Growth Area (UGA), ~a:~h city within an UGA
with a state highway segment exceeding the 100 person;;hours'oflQj::lay threshold
calculated by the department of transportation, as yV;~1l as,those p6rJ;i{)ps of counties
,,' "
and/or cities located in any contiguous urban gr,oWfh IareasJ,
Any jurisdictions located within an UGA wjtlfa population greater thail;1;Opoo that
adopted a CTR ordinance before the year 2000;, as well itS, ,any jurisdiction 'w}:tIiin the
contiguous IUGAI boundaries, o r " > ; ; " ,/i'
,
Any jurisdiction containing a major employment irl~t~Jation in a county with an affected
UGA.

•

•

•

~jc

The list of affected jurisdictions and growth'areas'IS,£9ntained in
468-63-020(2).
Washington State Department of Transportation CWSD()::r)~taff will respond to any questions on
whether a jurisdiction or gro\V,th area is affectoo, u~h thls;l~~,'i

Guiding Pf~illles

1.1

Share~r!!sponsibmtyfof re€luc~ng ~irppllution and congestion among employers,
enwl:oY~:;~9 goveril~n,t agencies;'
• "Cooperationin:i~plemel'itmg the law.
~' :,iJ,Swployer flexibiliitr,. Localgo.vernment CTR plans recognize that "one size does not
'titaJl," and allow employers to develop transportation programs and provide incentives
that'Wjll,be the mosrif{fective at reducing trips to and from their worksites.
• Stateag~nfY leadersJ,lip role. In order to be effective, state and local government
agenciesat.l:'subject'to the requirements of the law. Federal agencies are subject to the
requirements qftlle law under Executive Order applying local standards affecting federal
worksites. The Legislature intends state agencies to take a leadership role to develop
and implement effective CTR programs.
• Coordination with regional transportation planning organizations (RTPO).
Because of the strong link between CTR, land use and growth management
requirements, the Guidelines call for coordination with regional transportation planning
organizations (RTPOs) in deVeloping and implementing CTR plans.
• A broad range of benefits. CTR plans and programs must be developed with clear
benefits to the community, employers, and employees, including reduced greenhouse gas
emissions and air pollution, traffic congestion, and energy consumption.
•
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r Comment [cws5]: Chris. isn't this
really "'each city within an urban growth
area containing a state highway segment.
. and any city within an urban growth
I area contiguous to such growth areas, and
any county containing such cities and
I growth areas, ,hall adopt a commute trip
reduction plan .. ,? It is not the counties
I that define the program scope, but the
cities that have the congested segments.or
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1.2

Focus on specific modes for efficiency. Eliminating motor vehicle trips presents the
most effective way to meet clean air, traffic congestion, and energy goals through CTR.
Therefore, CTR participants should give priority to alternative modes such as
teleworking, walking, bicycling, and compressed work weeks.

Authority and Consistency

1.2.1 Authority
The law provides for the creation of the CTR Board and theTechllical Advisory Group
(TAG), and outlines the roles and authority for both committees, aIi(i<for WSDOT and the
local jurisdictions.
II

RCW 70.94.521- 555:
The Commute Trip Reduction Board
The Board shall:
• review progress toward implementing C~plans and programs and the costs
and benefits of CTR ;p~sJmd programs"';!;",.
• make recommendationk;Jo'~~
.slature and'~e, governor by December I,
2009, and every two yeats t h e r , .
::
• review and evaluate loca(and reg1~WnUGr,R4tl~ns
• in asses,sipf; toe costs and b~efits, consi4ef'the costs of not having
imIJlieinenteiY9fR plans and'l)rograms .
• exarn~ne other'tfansportation dfunand management (TDM) programs
natiotlaUy an~itlcorporate thoseJIndings into its recommendations to the
,Legislattlrej"'C'i'?
i'

~

'".

Te~h~t'Ad~iS~fY

The
roup
i. The CTR Bom;(t;,Shall inersonnel with appropriate expertise from state,
Ji\;'~egional, and lo~iigovernment, private, pUblic, and nonprofit providers of
tmnliportation setv;ices, and employers or owners of major worksites in Washington
to~Ct,1W a technia,lu advisory group. The Technical Advisory Group (TAG) shall
advisetnt\Boarq:on the implementation of local and regional CTR plans and
programs;prq.gtam evaluation, program funding allocations, and state rules and
guidelines.: i
The Washington State Department of Transportation
WSDOT shall provide technical assistance to regional transportation planning
organizations, counties, cities, and towns, the department of general administration,
other state agencies, and other employers in developing and implementing CTR
plans and programs. The technical assistance shall include:
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(a) Guidance in single measurement methodology and practice to be used in
determining progress in attaining plan goals
(b) developing model plans and programs appropriate to different situations
(c) providing consistent training and informational materials for the implementation
of CTR programs
WSDOT shall provide model plans and programs, training, and informational
materials, developed in cooperation with representatives of regional transportation
planning organizations, local governments, transit agencie!,>009 employers.

Jurisdictions

Each jurisdiction implementing a CTR plan und~tihis chfi'~ter, or as part of a plan or
ordinance developed under RCW 36.70A.070,;jq,aifreview ea'ctl.cmployer's initial
CTR program to determine if the program isclikefy to meetthe aP1;llicable goals. The
jurisdiction shall notify the employer of its findings. If the jurisdictiotlJinds that the
program is not likely to meet the appJicabieCTR goals, the jurisdictiot},l\\1i1l work
. .
with the employer to modify the program asn'7cs§aiy:
The jurisdiction shall complc,te review of each enll}Wyer's initial CTR program
within ninety (90) days of
""':;::~~{,<? "/

WAC 468-63-010

Commute Trip ,Requction Rules
The rules areirit.endCtl~o ensure consistency in
plans and goals among
jurisdictio~~ while fairi~ taking into account differences in employment and housing
density; em'pd!Jyer size,existing and anticipated levels of transit service, special
employer circoms1:i,lnceS, .and.{)ther factors the Board determines to be relevant.
II

6;~i~ances

CTR
and
RCW 70.94.5Z7t1)

Pl~ Developed by Local Jurisdictions

., '
The ordinance must establish ilic'requirements for major employers. The ordinance also
mUSlt~pell out an app¢.als process by which major employers may obtain waiver or
modifica~ion of thos(requirements. A model ordinance is available from WSDOT.

Pla~;~~~1ige,de~igned

The
to achieve reductions in the proportion of drive-alone trips
and be consis'tei:i{ with the rules established by WSDOT. The county, city, or town shall
submit its adopted plan to their regional transportation planning organization. The
county, city, or town plan shall be included in the regional CTR plan for regional
transportation planning purposes, again consistent with the rules established by
WSDOT. Please refer to the Planning Guidelines for more information on the entire
planning process.
Local jurisdictions should recognize that, at this time, the only legally binding aspects of the
guidelines are those that restate the requirements of the state CTR law or the CTR rules.
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1.2.2 Consistency
The intent of these guidelines is to ensure that employers facing similar circumstances are treated
consistently, regardless of the jurisdiction in which they are located.
These guidelines are the primary means for ensuring consistent treatment of employers. The
specific mechanisms to ensure consistency include:
•
•
•

A model ordinance on which local CTR ordinances should be basett
Direction regarding appeals, exemptions and penalties;; .
Methods for determining employers' progress toward the$~~lS"and the reporting
requirements with which affected employers must comJ!ilY
i,i

1.3 Consistency Among TDM Requiremen~~r'
,

.'

.

Jurisdictions should make all TDM efforts compatl~leUw:jth the tyguirements of RcjV70.94.52 1551 , WAC 468-63-010 through 468-63-070, and these guideli~:' Jurisdictions should also
review existing and proposed local TDM requirements ancf,ij~e them compatible with the CTR
law where feasible. This can include el
ts based on enviib ental reviews, transportation
DM measur . '..
on other policies,
management plans for new development, .
programs, or goals. TDM requirements focUs
loyers andid;eveJopers should correspond
with performance goals rather than specific eTR p
ments.Jurisdictions should actively
attempt to reduce the conflict, duplication, andico~tSthat
owners and employers might
experience in complying
.
requirementf~t a given Wbrksite.
Jurisdictions shouldti~tl,~ sa
measuring progress in diffgf~n,t Ti
programs shouW,be. to the exWnt . ·
place the J)ilirriITial'bilr'dtln PoSS)"
please
to the Me!is~ment

ruments, met~qologies, and reporting requirements for
rams. Sufveying for transit pass programs or other
:'Coffii)ined with other measurement requirements to
employers. For more information on measurement issues,

'C-' ,,-~

CTR Pladsilu;~required to b~'q9nsisteAi with local jurisdiction comprehensive plans, as well as
with the app .
Regional<CTR Plan. For more information on planning requirements and
consistency, pIe refer to the.cTR Planning Guide.

1.4

Inter-jurisdi(.~ilal

Cooperation

The CTR Board recommends cooperative implementation of CTR plans through inter-local
agreements or contracts, in order to:
• Achieve economies of scale with respect to administrative and implementation costs
• Achieve consistency among local ordinances and municipal codes
• Provide consistent treatment of affected employers with worksites in multiple
jurisdictions

-10-

This recommendation is made both to stretch the limited resources available for implementing
the CTR law and to facilitate consistent treatment of employers across jurisdictional boundaries.
Significant economies of scale can be achieved through cooperation. In addition, minimizing the
number of entities administering and enforcing CTR plans will likely increase the consistent
application of ordinance and plan requirementsl.

1.5 Cooperation Among Affected Employers
~

Affected employers are encouraged to enter into cooperative arrangemeffiswith other affected
employers in their immediate vicinity for the development, implementation and promotion of
CTR programs in order to take advantage of economies of scale,stIar~Q resources, and increased
opportunities for forming ridesharing or special transit services:Thesl5~ilIlgements could be
through the formation of transportation management org~atjbj1s (TMOsir . transportation
management associations (TMAs), or they could be les\,;Joffirai. This woul
particularly
.
appropriate for smaller affected employers.'
it

1.6 Growth and Transportation Efficiency

''';,

C~~~f~~GTEC)

RCW 70.94.528
A county, city, or town may, as part of its CTR plil!i,Prsignate existipg~ctivity centers listed in
its comprehensive plan or new activity centers. as gro\Aitl;i
transpOrtation efficiency centers
(GTECs), and establish a transJJortation demand rnanagem6gram in the designated area.
The jurisdiction shall develop its transportation demand management program for the GTEC in
consultation with locaJ transit agencies, the appliccibl.eJIegional transportation planning
organization, major emplbY6t;s, ami:oth,c;:r)nterestedptl.lties.
,

.: ..'
'.'.

.

,".

Please refeF,f~theGTEC Program,Guideli~esfor specific information on implementation of a
GTEC. .
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Comment [cws7]: Chris. not to
mention potentially making more money
available for the jurisdictions. What if we
charged. or held back, $X pcr CTR
contract with the sate, to cover our
contracting costs but really as an
incentive to jurisdictions to coopemtc
mther than have sepamte contracts?
Fewer contracts, more bucks go out the
door. Peer pressure. Just a thought. would i
probably cause an uutcry, might cause
'
conflict. Back when this was all county~
based, we could have done this with a
floor of one "free" contract per county,
but probably not now.

2.0 Implementation Guidelines
2.1 Preamble
The purpose of this chapter is to provide standard language and definitions for jurisdictions to use in
the development and administration of local eTR ordinances and thereby ensure consistent
application of the law throughout the state of Washington.

2.2 General Goals and Objectives
The State eTR Board recommends that local jurisdictions' eTR ploos andmdinances be consistent
with the following general goals and objectives:
'

2.2.1 General goals

automob;~e~tfmeratede~kand

1. Reduce greenhouse gases, reduce
water poll,ution, relieve
traffic congestion, reduce energy consumption, angir~uce pollution-related health
problems.,
f ::"
2. Reduce peak period motor vehide;tijps and the amouilti~fyehicle miles traveled (VMT)
associated with commute trips.:";·';;", .
,
3. Make optimal use of existing and future if~ll~~tion systems to minimize costs and
preserve business opportunities in Wilshingtoh Sfat~i> . '
4. Treat affected empIQyl\:.t~in a fair and reasonable mahner and consistently across
mUltiple jurisdActlons':/;r
..'.
.'
5. Maintain c
.
y acrd~~ithe various plfjns tind program elements from the CTR
Board, as well a
f counties, dt!¢§, or towns sharing common borders or
':fl~qi~fQtytfi issues.
common e ional
6. M'
burden6filocal jurisdictions and affected employers in
'. ieving e
.' "s."".
'k :li~r9mote consiste~.amongj~sdictions statewide with respect to implementing the
GTRlaw.
..
i

.

2.2.2 Objectives
1.

To require all affected employers to develop and implement eTR programs that will:
a.
Reduce the VMT per employee and/or the proportion of drive alone commute
trips from the base value established by the jurisdiction.
b.
Inform and educate employees about commute alternatives.

2. To establish:
a.

Drive alone and VMT targets for each CTR-affected employer.
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b. A methodology for measuring progress toward meeting CTR goals that is consistent
with state measurement guidelines
c. Methods and practices for assuring consistent treatment of employers who have
worksites subject to the requirements of CTR ordinances in more than one
jurisdiction.
d. A process by which affected employers may obtain exemptions from or
modifications to CTR ordinance requirements.
e. A method for establishing altemative goals for affected employers who cannot meet
the goals because of the unique nature of the organization..
f. A method for establishing altemative goals for affecte4etnployer worksites that
undergo changes that contribute substantially to traffrccpqgestion consistent with the
methodologies published by the CTR Board.
.
.'..

2.3

Definitions

2.3.1

Affected employee

A full-time employee who begins his or her regular work~,ah single worksite between 6:00
and 9:00 a.m. (inclusive) on two or more weekdays per weekJor at least 12 continuous months,
who is not an independent contractor, and:vvho is scheduled tobeemployed on a continuous
basis for 52 weeks for an average of at least 35 hours per week. Te~r:Jefined by rule WAC 46863-020(b)

2.3.2

Affected emploJer

A major employer, m~or emploYn;!ent installation,. or major worksite that is required to have a
CTR program as a result i9fthe loc~ljurisdiction's i?,rwnance and CTR Plan.
"

2.3.3

; ; ,:~.

"i "

Affe.ptf!4Wban'gpt]wth 'are'll

a.' •Anurhan'gt0wth ai-ga;i~signated pursuant to RCW 36. 70A.l1 0, whose boundaries
contain a stai'e'highwaysCgrnent exceeding the one hundred person hours of delay
threshold calculated by th~department of transportation, and any contiguous urban
.growth areas; and
b. An
an growth'!lrea, designated pursuant to RCW 36. 70A.ll 0, containing a
JUrI .... n witha'population over seventy thousand that adopted a CTR ordinance
before' the~ear 2000, and any contiguous urban growth ~rea~.

2.3.4

Comment [cws8]: •. Chris, you also

Agen~

,
,

i may want to dctine them. I think the

!

l affected jurisdictions. but I'm not sure

i

i Comment [cws9]: Chris, I find no

j
j
,
:

, counties that contain such areas are also

An organization or individual who represents the private employer, public agency, nonprofit
organization, developer, or property manager and is charged with managing the worksite or CTR
Program.

2.3.5

(
i

! reter to "affected jurisdictions" and so

j

~~=~~==;

! use of this term in the document at
i all. I think there is merit to having
i agents but then the gudellnes

i. ._should
......__...__._._,talk
. . about....."them.
.... ..._. __. . .... ...."... ... j

Alternative mode

_.~._._M.~_

Any method that reduces the number of vehicle trips needed for employees to commute to work
to perform work for an employer. Examples of alternative modes include:
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_.~_

~_

~

_.~~_

f

..
..
II
II
II
II

e
II

2.3.6

Vanpool
Carpool
Transit
Rail
Walking
Biking
Compressed Work Week (eliminates a commute trip)
Telework (when it eliminates a work trip and does not just shift it to a different time of
day)

Alternative work schedules

A schedule similar to a compressed work week which may help' to eliriti~te work trips outside of
the typical work 5-day-per-week Monday-through-FridaYW9fk
schedule fO;liiaffected
employees.
.
.
~

2.3.7

Base y e a r y , / '

The twelve-month period commencing when a maS~
by the local jurisdiction, on which CTR goals shall be

2.3.8

Base year value

.'

i

0

•

loyer i~il)letermined to bi:}J)articipating

.

The measured values of the proportion oUliri~!i>ccupant vehicU;'Col;rupute trips and commute
trip YMT per employce at a major employeriWork~ije'fouwhich CTR'targets for the major
employer worksite shall be based. Normally aiworksiiecwillilll~asute these values during its base
year.

2.3.9

Carpoql> . . .

A motor vehicle occupi'd'}
together for the majority or
trip for theq¢~~*'i"
~.-

wo ;~:~ix people, andc,~hom must be of licensing age, traveling
i<:;~~itJ;ip, tlu\t t~duces at least one motor vehicle commute

. ;'~::.1;?,..

.~;

'Y',:<-'~

.f

2.3.1fJf~,:.i Car sharingh;:~

A membets:n!p program int~naed to
an alternative to car ownership under which persons or
entities that'beQQme member~ilre permitted to use vehicles from a fleet on an hourly basis.

2.3.11

C~i;fEx~cutiV;'Officer (CEO)

A CEO is the highest~~king official at an employer worksite, who mayor may not be the
company CEO, who has contract and policy signing authority for the affected worksite. This
term is understood to encompass other official designations or job titles.

2.3.12

Co-located worksite

A single employment location, such as an office building or office development, occupied by one
or more state agencies where the total employment at the site is 100 or more employees. This
definition is specific to worksites housing state agencies.

2.3.13

Commute trip
- 14·

Trips made from an employee's home to a worksite, including trips that the employee would
have made if not avoided through teIeworking or use of compressed workweeks.

2.3.14

Commute Trip Reduction (CTR) commuter

An employee who either works at an affected worksite (whether the employee is affected or not),
or who is targeted by GTEC's implementation plan as either an employee who works within the
GTEC boundary, or as a resident within the GTEC boundary.

2.3.15

Commute vehicle miles traveLed per person (VMT)f"

The distance employees travel to work (one-way) in a motor vehiClf':idivided by the vehicle
occupancy, summed across all employees and then divided by):he rni'ttiper of employees. For
passenger cars, trucks, vans, and motorcycles, WSDOT will cal}ulateme:,vehicle occupancy
from measurement data using CTR Board guidelines. For;,blls~s',WsDot'wm assume an
average occupancy of 25 persons. Bicycling, walking, ,ti~in ridership, and theayoidance of
commute vehicle trips via telework and use of compr~ssed worl\weeks, will not bec9nsidered as
. .
using motor vehicles.

2.3.16

Compressed work week

,

A specific type of alternative work schedu~e!ijn accordance wtil\,ep1ployer policy, that regularly
allows a full-time employee to eliminate at'l~st.C\nf: work day everyi~WiP' weeks by working
longer hours during the remaining days, resti~ting m:fewer commute'trlps by the employee. This
definition is primarily intended to include weekly an.d'bi~\\i~klyart'~ngements, the most typical
being four lO-hour days pet;w.eel<, or 80 hoursinnfne days:''6iirt'lt may also include other
arrangements as long as.ti1ey res\lllip fewer commute trips.
,,'

2.3.17

CTR plan

A document prepared by aparticipa'ti'ng,;jllrisdictioll or RTPO that outlines the current land use
and transportatiof\cpntext, sets'pr.ggramgoals,.d!::scribes the overall program outline, and
outlinespvailable furidiqg'for impl$1,entation. The plan is not required to include a section
descr~b~g or outlining aGTEC, asrh~d\,!c1aration of this type of center is voluntary and may be
donlbyL~ptract with WSDOT..
. .'

2.3.18

CTRjJrogram

An employer's str£t~g\es to reduce employees' drive alone use and YMT per ~mployeei.

,.----"---------,
! Comment [cwsl0]:
f

2.3.19

U:':".ll.':'.'.~"p!."~:.:?,", __"._

Custom bus or buspooL

A commuter bus service arranged specifically to transport employees to !Work.

2.3.20

Dominant mode

The mode of travel used for the greatest distance of a commute trip.

2.3.21

Xrcf"annual

report!! or "employer plan" or "employer

Drive-alone trip

A trip taken in a single-occupant vehicle, or where the only passengers in the vehicle are children
under the age of 16.
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Cornment [cwsll]: Chris, tllis is
defined but never referenced elsewhere in

2.3.22

Drive-alone rate

The number of commute trips made by employees in a vehicle by themselves or with family
members under 16, divided by the total number commute trips to that worksite in the same
period of time. This term has replaced SOY rate.

2.3.23

Delay

Any traffic-related event which causes the duration of a commute trip to run longer than would
be the case if the commuter were traveling at posted speeds.

2.3.24

Eligible t r i p s , , ,

The commute trips taken by employees at the CTR affected orYoluntaty worksite(s) and are
measured using the approved WSDOT measurement ~ethodolog~.
'

2.3.25

Employer

A sole proprietorship, partnership, corporation, un',
orated a,ssociation, coop~t:ve, joint
venture, agency, department, district, or other individ"or entili)";,whether public, rton-profit, or
, ; ~ i;'

:";:: ili';:::e:':::ption .. ..":;:,~.

A waiver from CTR program requirementi;gfatit:~'t9 an employ~fbyca local jurisdiction, based
on unique conditions that apply to the emplo~,er ot~1df~p~ent site','

2.3.27

Financial inC(1n'f

§

A policy, procedure, capifal in
" ,,' nt, or payment intended to provide employees a financial
gain if they commuteifa:ways other'ihan by driving.'alone, or a disincentive if they do drive alone.
For example, these may int,\lllde, b~ar~ not limitedtb:

• providitiz'~'fl'e~transitpas~
• red~ci'ng t~~pa~ char~jf:9r rideshare vehicles

• recid~ii'Ig the cost of a:~fansportation service such as a transit pass or van pool fare
• paYin~"~'ilRembersh~fee for a car sharing program
•
•

•
2.3.28

providing ~fu~loy~e§alternative work week schedules
providing a dir;'grcash payment for commute trips made by walking or biking
reducing the distance an employee travels to work by reassigning their work location to a
worksite eloser to their home.

Flex-Time

An employer policy that provides work schedules that allow individual employees flexibility in
choosing the start and end time but not the total number of their working hours!.

r Comment [cws14]: Chris. topic is

i referenced only once. in 2,7.8. but the
j

2.3.29

term is never used outside of this

L~:~~,~,~,i.?.~.:«"..

Goal
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. . .....~ ............,

The percentage reduction in drive alone commutes or the number of miles to be reduced in order
to achieve targets.

2.3.30

Good faith effort

Employers are considered to be making a good faith effort if the employer meets all of the
foHowing conditions (as identified in RCW 70.94.534(2»:
B

II

B

B

The employer has met the minimum requirements identifi~d in RCW 70.94.531
The employer has notified the jurisdiction of its intent to,t'ubstantially change or
modify its program and has either received the approy~;of the jurisdiction to do so
or has acknowledged that its program may not be appr0'ved without additional
modifications
The employer has provided adequate info~~i9n and documentation of
implementation when requested by the j u r i s d i c t i o n ' , .
The employer is working collaboratively~ith its jurisdiction to cohtinue its existing
program or is developing and implemintitlg progrlUll,modifications likely to result
in improvements to the program over an ame¢ upn'n length of time
, .i' ;: ;.;~ ~

2.3.31

Growth and transportation fffficiency ce~t~it§tGTEC)

A defined, compact, mixed-use urban areatth~tc{mtains jobs or hQllfoj\lg,and supports multiple
owth and'ttarisportation efficiency
modes of transportation. For the purpose offun:d' "
center must meet minimum criteria establishci!l by t,,,,soard uhder RCW 70.94.537 and
must be certified by a regiot;Jaltransportation planning orgJrii~6n as established in RCW
47.80.p2Q, See the GTEc::.Prog'(~fu
Guidelines for
more infotrilation .
. i"
-t
"
<,-,~

~

Dmment [cwslS]: Say anything

here about for purpose of state support in

measurement for those not funded?

2.3.32

'-~

GTEC ceftifj,cation

A determination by a regid';w. tranSp<)rtajionplanning organization that a locally designated
growth and tpmSPo,ltMion efficit;}llCY center program meets the minimum criteria developed in a
collaborati;ve regiorlal'ptocess andtl:Je rules established by the department of transportation.
WAC~.~'S-63-020(a) See; the GTECPrqgram Guidelines for more information.

2.3.33

'Implementation

An employer'S:ia~tivities to acbieve the CTR goals and targets established by the jurisdiction.

2.3.34

Jurisdicfio.n:s base year measurement

The proportion of drivy,alone commute trips by CTR commuters, and the average commute trip
vehicle miles traveled per CTR commuter, on which WSDOT bases CTR targets for the local
jurisdiction.

2.3.35

Major employer

A private or public employer, including state agencies, that employs 100 or more full-time
employees at a worksite who begin their regular work day between 6:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. on
weekdays for at least 12 continuous months during the year.
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2.3.36

Major employment installation

A military base or federal reservation, excluding tribal reservations, at which there are 100 or
more full-time employees, who begin their regular work day between 6:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. on
weekdays, for at least 12 continuous months during the year.

2.3.37

Major worksite

A building or group of buildings that are on physically contiguous parcels of land or on parcels
separated solely by private or public roadways or rights-of-way, and at Which there are 100 or
more full-time employees, who begin their regular work day betweew<5100a.m. and 9:00 a.m. on
. .
weekdays, for at least 12 continuous months.

2.3.38

Measurement week

For the CTR survey, the period of time about which emplo'yeesreport their commute
~ nformati onl.
.
.

Comment [cws16]: Not referenced
elsewhere in the document, have nol
looked for aliases

2.3.39

Mode

The commute method or commute alternative used by en$}qyees, such as drive alone motor
vehicle, rideshare vehicle (carpool, vanp(01), transit, ferry, biQycle, compressed work week
(alternative work schedule), teleworking.
alking.
.

2.3.40

Mode split

/ii'.>

The percentage of commute trips that employees maKiu~ilt~Yi!,fious commute modes. These
percentages sum to 100 pe}'c~~;lto account foiaUtommute tPips

Non-drive~~lone 't:d;ez

2.3.41

Travel by a mode other tl1an'<irive alone. vehicle. TraVel avoided by telework, alternative work
schedules or compressed w6rkweeks:iie:c9I1sidered non drive-alone travel..

2.3.42.

Peak Period

The holfirSfrom 6:00 to 9:00 a.m. (ine1tlsive), Monday through Friday, except legal ~olidaysi.

2.3.43

i

iP~aly'period Trtp.

little rewriting there could eliminate

Performance

The reduction in the number of commute vehicle trips to the work location and the reduction in
the commute vehicle miles traveled by employees at the specified work location(s).

2.3.45

Comment [cws18]: Chris, this term
is used only in defining 2.3.42 and
2.3.44, and in goals 2.2.1. #2. I think a

Any employee trl~j:w.hich deI~:Yers an employee to his or her worksite to begin his or her regular
workday betweenff.O~i~n?i9:00 a.m. (inclusive), Monday through Friday, except legal holidays.

2.3.44

Comment [cws17]: Not referenced
elsewhere in the document.

Person hours of delay

The daily person hours of delay per mile in the peak period of 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., as
calculated using the best available methodology by the department of transportation.
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2.3.41 and 2.3.42. unless there is missing
text that should refer to these three.

2.3.46

Reduced drive alone rate

The measured changes in the number of commute trips made by employees in a drive alone
vehicle. The reduced drive alone rate can be calculated by comparing a base year value for the
drive alone rate with a subsequent value for the drive alone rate.

2.3.47

Reduced VMT

The measured changes in the number of vehicle miles traveled per employee. Reduced VMT can
be calculated by comparing a base year value for VMT with a subseque!l~value for VMT.

2.3.48

Ridematching or commuter matching service ..

A system that assists in matching commuters for the purpose ofi6brrrltmt\ng ~ogetheli. Statewide,
.
this service is provided through Rideshareonline.com.

2.3.49

Single-occupant vehicle

,

A motor vehicle, including a motorcycle, occupieckl;!Y,one persoJ;l for commute pUrj;J,qses. This
term is now equivalent to drive-alone and has been rep~ed bYidPv,e-alone vehicle;'

2.3.50

Target

.

.

A quantifiable or measurable value that is~p.ressed as a desireail~yel of performance, against
which actual achievement can be comparedin"orjier ~o assess progr{l.~~;

2.3.51

Transportation Demand

Ma~qge~e~~fT.~A1i)

i'"

Reducing the use of singll':,;oe'cUpa,nt vehicles and"vehicle-miles traveled, through a coordinated
program of regulations"ruarketing{infrastructure investment and provision of alternative travel
commute options toredike and reshape demand on ,the transportation system.

2.3.52

Telework or telecommUting

2.3.53

Transpohqtlon Management Program (TMP)

A progratI1ivVnerei~{)rkfunctions:it1l.at are norm~lly performed at a traditional workplace are
insteadi~rformed by ani~i1'\Ploye{tatllis or her home, or a work center that is located closer to an
emploY~iYishome than his or,her workplace, for the purpose of reducing the number of commute
trips to th~i~ployee's worki!'lace. Working for a few hours at home or a work center, and then
commuting t6:iv9rk, does not'~educe the number of commute trips and is not counted as telework
in calculating aim;og.e split, d1ve-alone rate, or average VMT per employee.

A program in which the property owner or manager is required, by a city's ordinance, to develop
a commute program that encourage the tenants to use alternatives to driving alone in order to
reduce congestion and reduce a.m. and p.m. peak hour trips coming to their pUilding.

2.3.54

Transit

A multiple-occupant vehicle operated on a for-hire, shared-ride basis, including bus, ferry, rail,
shared-ride taxi, shuttle bus, or vanpoo!.

2.3.55

Transportation Management Organization/Association (TMOITMA)
19
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A citizen or business group organized to promote transportation solutions in a known geographic
area.

2.3.56

Vanpool

A vanpool is a vehicle occupied by five to 15 people traveling together for their commute trip
that results in the reduction of at least one motor vehicle commute trip.

2.3.57

VMT per employee

.' '.'

VMT per employee is the sum of individual motor vehiclecommute,tOplengths in miles made
by employees over a set period, divided by the number of employe~sduring that period.

2.3.58

Week

A week is a seven-day calendar period, starting on Mond!l'yiandcontinuing tb~ough Sunday.

2.3.59

Weekday

i , ....

A weekday is any day of the week except Saturday orrS9n,day.

2.3.60

Writing (written/in writing)

"

The original signed and dated documents:;Facsimile (fax) or e1e~<:mic mail transmissions are a
temporary notice of action that must be for1~\v'ed'l?y~the original sfgjiediUnd dated document via
mail or delivery.
,v;;/
;;<

2.4 Local Jurisdic,tion

C-r.a flan
1

2.6.1

jUrisdietf6~i~fe~q,un~~tt~e,.cTR la~'s~~ll' adopt a CTR plan and ordinance by a date

Each
specifiedi6y the CTR B'6ln;d.,
The

..

.

10~:1 iOtR plan will in;i~~:
1. iii~ssment ot'The land use and transportation

2. Ba~elil)e goa~and targets
3. Descrip~9If of planned local services and strategies for achieving the goals and
targets .i' .
4. Requirements for major employers
5. Documentation of consultation
6. A sustainable financial plan
7. Implementation structure
8. Optional: Growth and transportation efficiency centers

The county, city, or town shall submit its adopted plan to the regional transportation planning
organization. The county, city, or town plan shall be included in the regional CTR plan for
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regional transportation planning purposes, consistent with the rules established by the department
of transportation under RCW 70.94.537 and published as WAC 468-63-010 through 468-63-070.
Newly affected jurisdictions have 180 days to submit their plan to their Regional Transportation
Planning Organization for review.
All other counties, cities and towns may adopt and implement a CTR plan consistent with
department of transportation rules established under RCW 70.94.537. Tribal governments are
encouraged to adopt a CTR plan for their lands. State investment in voluntary CTR plans shall be
limited to those areas that meet criteria developed by the CTR Board.)i>
If a local jurisdiction designates a GTEC after the adoption of tQ~'i16qaLCTR plan, the GTEC
plan should be incorporated into the local CTR plan in the ne.((i~tplan &p~te.
"

For more information on the requirements and process
the CTR Planning G u i d e l i n e s . '

".,',

jd{~ieati~g a CT;'~~"please refer to
' ,

2.4.2 CTR program for local j urisdiction;m;lci~ees,i"':

o~i'(

Any jurisdiction adopting a CTR ordinanc,e with at least
,eted employer must implement a
program at each of its own employee workijtes,that meet t h e ' i~ion of affected employer. If
the jurisdiction has no such worksite(s), a prograni,tllust be impleme/ited at the worksite with the
largest affected employee popUlation. The jutisdictio~'Wi!L~ubmit the program to the
jurisdiction(s) in which its affected worksites are lodlted\v'it\1li1;l isix months after the adoption of
the applicable CTR ordinance{iSJ,'>The local jurisdiction will implement a CTR program within
' " .'
six months after submittal.
j'?i""

',', ..

2.4.3 Annua} reP9rt to the
,,',,' ," i','"

Ctk"BClard,

, ,'.,

Each regional transport~1\o~ planriirigNganization (RTPO) implementing a regional CTR
program:.spall submit an armul\l progre$,feport to the CTR Board established under RCW
70.94.537/:rjie report shall b~'due at the end of each state fiscal year for which the program has
been implerrlei:lt~d. The report'\i'hall describe progress in attaining the applicable CTR goals and
shall highlight anY'l)roblems tieing encountered in achieving the goals. The information shall be
reported in a formes~blished by the CTR Board RCW 70.94.527[8].
Costs incurred by all government agencies, including but not limited to cities, counties, transit
agencies, RTPOs, municipal planning organizations (MPOs), and the state, shall also be reported
to the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) and will be released as part of
the CTR program evaluation.

2.5 Recommended Administrative Procedures
2.5.1 Goodfaith effort
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Employers implementing CTR programs are expected to undertake good faith efforts as defined
by RCW 70.94.534(2).
Each jurisdiction shall review at least once every two years each employer's progress and good
faith efforts toward meeting their CTR goals as outlined in the local CTR Plan. If an employer
makes a good faith effort, but is not likely to meet their applicable CTR goals, the jurisdiction
shall work collaboratively with the employer to make modifications to the CTR program
designed to meet those goals. However, the jurisdiction should also keep in mind that the CTR
Board will not be evaluating results on an employer-by-employer basis/bUt rather by evaluating
the jurisdiction as a whole. Failure of an employer to reach the ap .. ' able CTR goals is not
considered a violation. If an employer fails to make a good faitQ'
, and fails to meet the
applicable CTR goals, the jurisdiction shall work collaborativ~~ witn tpe"employer to propose
modifications to the program and shall direct the employer!~p reyise its prQgt",am within thirty
j/'; "
.'
days to incorporate those modifications.

failu;~;~yran

Each jurisdiction implementing a CTR plan may j '
Ities for
employer to implement a CTR program or to modify 1
"lam. No major. tmployer may
CTR goals. Jurisdictions shall
be held liable for civil penalties for failure to reach the ap
notify major employers of the procedures for applying for goay1lJ.odification or exemption from
the CTR requirements. These procedures will be set through thejUrjsdiction' s standing policy on
program appeals. Further information on appe'a'~'~'Ji~ted below. ConSistent with the goals of
the program, however, it is WSDOT's and the CTR'B.Q!P.'~'§ strong preference that the
jurisdiction and the employer resolve issues at'llie loCal r~vet'

2.5.2 Employer

pr,9gres;';e~~~t procedu~~s
r

.

re~)~

}1,(3)(c) a
reporting of employer programs and
"'WSr>:tq;i?:4flferprets this to mean no less than once every
two years,.
'"
.' loyer surVey cycle. WSDOT will provide a form template
to
:,~9I1
their'~gress
.
to use .;<f~'employers
';';;
i ;,

u-'-"

--"

v

Thereq~;~S~t:nts for the pro~~ss report shall also be consistent with information necessary for a
rigorous asses~nt of the sta~~wide costs and benefits of the CTR law. As part of the progress
reporting, affeded~ployerS:'will be asked, but not required, to complete a survey on costs
associated with thlarhnini§tiation of the CTR program at their worksites (except as specified
below in the Docume:flr'Review and Program Modifications section). This cost survey will be
sent directly to WSDOT for evaluation purposes and will be kept confidential to the extent
possible but will be subject to public disclosure. Cost information on specific employers will not
be released to local jurisdictions or any other party without prior notification of the employer.
When evaluation results are released by WSDOT, cost information will be reported only in
aggregate form, and no single employer or worksite will be identifiable. RCW 70.94.537[5]

2.7.3 Employers with worksites in multiple jurisdictions
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Employers and jurisdictions are to work collaboratively and in good faith so that the
administrative burden on employers implementing CTR programs at worksites in mUltiple
jurisdictions can be lessened.
Employers with worksites subject to CTR requirements in multiple jurisdictions may request that
a consistent program reporting and/or survey date(s) be established for all or any of its worksites
in all or any of the affected jurisdictions.
Employers may also request that the appropriate jurisdictions collabotate;.d\tring the program
review process and/or that jurisdictions accept a single CTR program'{or alfof the employer's
worksites if it can be determined that the proposed CTR progrru;n.is·li$~ly to achieve the
." . . ,"
applicable CTR goals at each of the worksites.
At least 60 days prior to the first scheduled program reppftirigdate for the ~~~()yer in a given
calendar year, employers must make such requests in.\\iriting to the jurisdictionii~lth the largest
number of the employer's worksites or to the jurisdic.tlliln with the,largest number'Q~ith~
employer's employees. The employer must send copi~~;t)fthq~ttest to all other jurisdictions
where the employer has a worksite subject to CTR requir~et!ts.
Requests from state agencies with worksi~esiQmultiple jurisdr@~ms are to be made to and
coordinated by the State Department of Generar~J1istration' sStateAgency CTR program
staff, who will work collaboratively with thiirequestlng'fti.t;:l1cy ancl;~ith all jurisdictions
;"./'., f
involved.
,

J

,J >

.

~

"

The jurisdiction receiving the oitgmal request shall be the coordinating jurisdiction and shall
establish a process so tba,t a solutioniacceptable to the Cjffected jurisdictions and the employer can
be reached. The process must convt;ll\< within 30 daYs' from the date the employer's request is
received and shaJI.b~, compiete&withfnil)QidaYs efreceiving the original request.
,>"i"'>ii ~""fl,/'
;:'
-. ,

2. 7.4 'A;peal of
i

<;,,>

admink~trativ/4eCisions
'~<,"'

The appeals process should b~iconsistent with the overall appeals process of the jurisdiction.
Affected employers u}ay appeal administrative decisions regarding exemptions, modification of
goals, CTR program eI~:tnents, and violations as provided in the local jurisdiction's ordinance.
Employer issues with
program outlined through the CTR planning process should be raised
through the public hearing process associated with adopting the plan.

the

2.7.5 Penalties
The local jurisdiction may impose civil penalties in the manner provided in RCW 7.80 for
violations. Penalties may be appealed as provided for in the local jurisdiction's ordinance.

2.7.6 Document review and program modifications
23·

The jurisdiction shall review each employer's CTR program description and/or annual report
within 90 days of submittal. If the jurisdiction is unable to review the employer's CTR program
description within 90 days, it shall notify the employer in writing of its intention to extend the
review period for up to 90 days. The implementation date for the employer's CTR program will
be extended an equivalent number of days.
The jurisdiction shall review each employer's program description and report to determine if the
program is likely to meet the applicable CTR goals, based upon RCW.7(X94.534[3]. The
jurisdiction will notify the employer of any comments or suggestedJllodifications. The
jurisdiction may suggest or require program modifications withinifheiit'ollowing guidelines:
1. If the employer is making a good faith effort as define\li~.nikCw 7~~~~:5?4[2], no further
..
action is r e q u i r e d . . . / " i . i , "
2. If an employer has not made a good faith effort ~i'defined in RCW 70.94.5'J4t~], the
jurisdiction shall work collaboratively with the"'>'
er toi~~opose modific~t~psto the
program and shall direct the employer to revise its'
aIT1!iVithin 30 days.
'
3. The jurisdiction may require further information regar \l;\program offerings to the
employees participating in the CTR pfp$ram and any cont~IJ,Orary metric of their use.

"< .'

2.7.7 Employer exemptions
A jurisdiction may grant an.cmp;loyer exemption ~pa worksit~;f;om all CTR program
requirements or penaJtie~ifofa~cular worksit~. If the employer can illustrate how the
business conditions, aJ1lq;organiz~U9~al factors att~e worksite make it infeasible for that worksite
to implement even tl'le'i~lTIum rtiuirements of ai(j;rR program. Examples of conditions which
may qualify a worksite fot "~e~tip.n?include batlkruptcy; financial reorganization; significant
employee re~1\Pt,i.()Jl~; Qr a pr .a~tedia6dfi~tn~eiby a significant portion of the worksite's
employet;~( " , . , .. .
,

ThetI~~l~~ of an exempti~,should ~e looked at in light of the CTR Plan.

If the conditions
warranting:tyeexemption are<~ipermanent change of status, the jurisdiction should be
determining wl~ther a plan amendment is more appropriatelhan a worksite exemption.

sh~if~::remaU!i'~ffected

even jf the number of exempted employees causes the
The worksite
worksite to fall belov/t1'itt threshold. The worksite has the "burden of proof' to justify the
request. All exemptions should contain a time frame, and should be reviewed by the jurisdiction
prior to the end of that time frame.

2.7.8 Employee exemptions
At an employer's request, a jurisdiction may exempt certain affected employees from the
requirements of a CTR program. This is known as an affected employee adjustment, and may be
granted for employees who meet certain criteria. For example:
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'" Employees or groups of employees whose employers require them to drive alone to work
as a condition of employment.
II
Employees or groups of employees whose employers require them to use personal
vehicles to perform their jobs.
.. Employees who work variable shifts throughout the year and who do not rotate as a group
to identical shifts.
When evaluating requests for employee exemptions, jurisdictions shall consider:

.
II
II

Flexibility in scheduling start t i m e s ; / :
The availability of teleworking, compressed workwe~l{af:il:iltemative work schedule
The number of employees on similar schedules; antf
..
The need for private vehicles to perform work;,
.

When determining the total number of affected emRJ;oyees at the worksite, the'cWll!oyer shall
include the exempt employees in the count. For moredpformation on the survey prGcess and the
ernent Guidelines. ,"
selection of the population to survey, please refer to th~r"

2.7.9 Record keeping
The local jurisdiction and the employer shaIlagri~H;mthe record . . g requirements as part of
the accepted CTR program within the requirelllentsl~i'
ordinance. The local jurisdiction
will not request additional or different records except as
itt required modification of the
employer's CTR program.(seeDQcument Review and Program Modifications section above).
The local jurisdiction~aIl not reqjlire proprietary' jnformation, including personal identification
of individual employees/iThe 10calJurisdiction wn\.acknowledge the need for consistent record
keeping by employers withiworksi~e~~P\Jl~ltiple jurisdictions.

2.7.10 TechhicaI guidance laW. support
Technlcal guidance and support may ~e provided directly by staff of the local jurisdiction or
other organi~tions, agencies; or consultants as contracted by the local jurisdiction.
The local jurisdi~~n shall work collaboratively with affected employers to provide basic
services to help empl<?yers set up and maintain their CTR programs and to reach the applicable
program goals. Jurisdictions are considered to be working collaboratively with employers if, at a
minimum, the following basic services are provided:
I. Written information on basic requirements of the CTR ordinance and an explanation
of how the plan is intended to achieve its goals/target;
2. Provide employee transportation coordinator (ETC) basic training on CTR within 6
months of becoming an ETC.
3. Employers must notify jurisdictions immediately when the ETC has changed and
must provide updated contact information. The jurisdiction will maintain the list of
ETCs and their contact information.
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4. Informational materials that explain a range of measures and activities that may help
the employer achieve the CTR goals of the ordinance;
5. Forms for annual progress reports;
6. Guidance for employers to prepare their CTR program descriptions and annual
program reports;
7. Support for employee surveys or alternative data collection processes;
8. Review of an employer's CTR program including a determination of whether the
employer is acting in good faith to meet the goals established by the CTR law;
9. Professional assistance in developing, implementing, andloli:modifying an employer's
CTR program;
",/
1O. Regular opportunities for an employer's ETC to netwi}tRWith other local ETCs; and
11. Promotional material such as posters, clip art, or atiic1es which will assist the
employer in implementing a worksite CTR pr(}gfi).m.
After the initial training offered to ETCs at no chargt(,;~~riodic,and regular trafn11fgshould be
provided for which the local jurisdiction, state, andie~pioyers may share the case': /

organiza~;~~:(,f~~s)rrransport:tion

2.7.11 Transportation Management
Management AssociationsfJMAs)
·f

c

"

TMOs, TMAs, or other business partnership!Sm~Ydi::v~l()p a single program that describes the
common program elements. The program will be coqsistentsyith local jurisdiction's
requirements. Each emploYt1J; all remain accol,lIwil:lle for'tfie'sticcess of its own program and its
.
own compliance with theJlifrs" , nal requirem¢nts.
,

'

~.
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Commute Trip Reduction
Model Ordinance
This model ordinance is intended to provide a co,ll'$f«fehtframework which local jurisdictions can
use to draft and, as necessary, amend local CTR::qrg'inanees" RCW 70.94.527[4] requires that
local eTR plans and ordinances be consisteutJ\yitll'the guide1in~s established by the eTR Board,
including this model ordinance.A'r,>i
ii

," ,,'

~ .'

,

;

~wn ordinance'dr~ting

It should be recognized that each j
}'. n has its
guidelines, and this
will be reflected in the final eTR ordinaiie~;'iJ;hat are adopted. Most bac'kgr:ound or supporting
information or finding of fact is contained iil'!~:~over letter transmitting thlor(jinance to the local
legislative authority for adoption. If deemed ne6,e~sary, a preamble or staterrientof fact or intent
may precede the main body d£ the ordinance for tfre'purpose of declaring legislativeintent or
reciting a finding of fact but g~n~rully is not includecfitt!t sestt01iPf an ordinance. All
statements that do not have the f6t¢¢'i(yfl~w are kept to a'miU;inlumihthe ordinance. 'fhestatute
(ReW 70.94.527) requires that the'plilrt~ ,dopted by ordin;~~.e and that the plan, not th~:i;.
ordinanc
de goals. Theoret,\'"
that the ordin'
would need to do is adopt'the
plan, th
cessary to adop
ing actions ,.rpinance (as in land
"
de vel
codes, etc.), ~t,ithe
'pn of the jUffSQi9tion's legal adviser.
, ·.l.lfisdicti,)th an existingf~TR or '~e may neeeVto"adjust the language in
model put
d here rrl;;~rper to meet drMting r "reiJlen.ts for repia~~ or adjusting the
iQrdinance. ~W~DOT re~~lIlmends that jufi~9!
nsco~!1I~ with thetf;i~gal,counsel as to
form'pH~ .
bmittirtgi!his ordi~pce.';'
":,,';x'
ii

i

Ofi~~S~pf a~g~sIM@,~i>

'/;

thi~model ordinand~!~the~~ction

';,ijor purposes
. ..lion within
and some
'~spction headingS';have be~n~S'Jy()w1~:~f?j9-face type, ail'npugh this is m)ttypically used in
i

ordf~~~~:nnat S~~t;~~~~' Def
ifdiii

Section

OJ~

ns

;':;;;;;:;~r;ity/c'l>d~1Y) eT~~j~fl
'Sf.

"Section 3.

;:("

61;8 Goals i';;':;",.

R~~~~nsible (~fty/eounty) Agency(s)
Sectt'6Q.;p. Appii~bility
SectionSG :F.iRequi~ments for Employers
S~c:ftiDn 4.

Section 7.
Section 8.
Section 9.

Keeping
edule and Process for eTR Reports
Enforcement

Section 10. Exemptions and Goal Modifications
Section 11. Appeals
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Commute Trip Reduction Program
LOCAL GOVERNMENT MODEL ORDINANCE

"

Ordinance Number - - - - -

,:
;'

·,·,'i·/~{

An ordinance adopting the (city/countyl;~~~~i~t'tripreduction'
) plan and implementing
o note that the
measures as required by RCW 70.9"t~2~;. , [Note: It may be nece .
jurisdiction's code is being amended (jFr~;~~w section is being crerl ,ttl
~';;~';:'i'

Finding: This ordinance kconsistent with

~~'70.94.521.,555, as amen~~~~:'>

Be It Ordained By The Councif.();f~_ _ _ _ _ _..",......_....:....,,-,,-,--_ _

Section 1.

Definitions

thep~~~~:o£this.ordinance, the fonowih~;~finitions s~ail':a~pIY in the interpretation anq: ..

For
enfore"of this ()rdinance:
d" ;i': '

..~;':;.:.i·:~}i:,;

1.,~~:;::£~::~ ~l~~:,:~~t '"

~""

"','"

a
".ia:fnj:i~i~y)usive)6rt:two or ..e weekdays for . east twelveJ~1\tiruous rtf .' ::who is not
an inaep~~nt contt~pr. S~ijonal agriculturalen;tployees, incfu~~ seasfynil employees
of processor~;?f agricl1ttll~al.,pr6ducts, are excluded!f~om the count '(}f,~ected employees.
,t:iMected Employer!!:meansan:emploYet:that employs onlY hundred (100) or more full-time
'e'~ttloyees at a singi~~9rksit~'c6v~red by_~c:ommute T;F~,Reduction Plan who are
sched~~~ed to begin theirft}gular W01!~"day betw~,G1QQ a.nlt!i;a:nd 9:00 a.m. (inclusive) on
two or1rtS<;1re weekdays fot:ii(l~ast tw~lytt continu~us:mt)~iii1~. Construction worksites, when
the expected duration of thet4:ilstructiola~iless than t;6'years, are excluded from this
definition. (Also see definitiori:ti:femployef:)'"

~~~s com~~~e'transportation

3. "Alternative Mode'; .means any
of
other than that in which the
single-occupant motot'Niepicle is thcl:dominant mode, including telecommuting and
compressed work week st~~dules i~~Hey result in reducing commute trips.

Schedules·,''::m:~~'~rograms

4. "Alternative Work
such as compressed work week schedules that
eliminate work trips for affected employees.
5. "Base year" means the twelve-month period which commences when a major employer is
determined by the jurisdiction to be participating within the CTR program. The
(City/County) uses this twelve-month period as the basis upon which it develops commute
trip reduction goals.
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6. "Base year survey" or "baseline measurement" means the survey, during the base year, of
employees at a major employer worksite to determine the drive-alone rate and vehicle miles
traveled per employee at the worksite. The jurisdiction uses this measurement to develop
commute trip reduction goals for the major employer;irfhe baseline measurement must be
implemented in a manner that meets the requir9rt1enisspecified by (City/County).

includirt'i'fu~tor(tY9le, occupied by two to six people of

7. "Carpool" means a motor vehicle,
at least 16 years of age traveling toge
a minimum of one motor vehicle c

ortheir commtlts! trip, resulting in the reduction of
1r~p.
. .

8. "Commute Trips" mean trips rWta~,~~r~m a worker's home to a wOrksite (inclusive) on
weekdays.

" X ",:.",

9. "CTR" is the abbreviation of Commute

•

,

t~~;Reduction<

10. "CTR Program" means arr,enw1oyer's strategie~t9ir~duce'e1Jlployees' drive
.., .
and average VMT per empfo;i~~,i:i;

com

H

alone commutes

"pvehicle miles trd~ei~~:p~rternpIOyee!l me~s'i1he sum of the individuai:i~el;1lcle
,0l1zgths in miles ovett\sefp~!ligd divided by'tb:!}1J,umber of full-time
..
duri'Hg~a~ period.
",i;"" ,

12. flCompr~fs1tii.Work WJfi?~':fl!leans an altem~tive woJ'k)~phedule, in atciJrgance with employer
,/i' ':'()P91i~y, that r~aTly allo\.V:Bifl full-time emrJlo:y~yto:ellmi~~at least ()n~,~orkday every

':"?"

';1iW9;j.v~ks by woqqng longer'hours during theiX4maining days;:fesulting ilr'f¢~er commute
tripsbytheemploy~:, Thistle'finition is primarily intended to incluge weeKlY and bi-weekly
arrangemebt$:~i.tl1e mos~nr.p~ei~i~irg four 10-hour &!ys or 80 hourS'lllJli,ne days, but may

also include

iC'

;aITange~~rtts:,>
"

",;'-

~~'

'

13:;~¢~tom BUS/Bu;~J~1ffi!flea~s

al1'aIlge~

empiQ.)f~es to work. "

14. "Domin~rltMode" means

Alone"~~ap.s

h"'i'hrvl",

of tia\rol used for

15. "Drive
a motor veb{(jle
including a motor6Yrc~.'
16. "Drive Alone Trips"

.

"

specifically to transport

trli'~~:test

distance of a commute trip,

oc~~~j~~it?,yone (1) employee for commute purposes,
..

me~,commut~!~ips made by employees in single occupant vehicles.

17. "Employee Transportation Cfl"',. '. 'tor (ETC)" means a person who is designated as
responsible for the developme~t,; implementation and monitoring of an employer's CTR
program.
18. "Employer" means a sole proprietorship, partnership, corporation, unincorporated
association, cooperative, joint venture, agency, department, district, or other individual or
entity, whether public, non-profit, or private, that employs workers.
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19. "Exemption" means a waiver from any or all CTR program requirements granted to an
employer by (citylcounty) based on unique conditioI!s that apply to the employer or

employment site.

20. "Flex-Time" is an employer policy that provo
employees flexibility in choosing the start '
hours.
;;Y~i

schedules allowing individual
ut not the number of their working

21. "Full-Time Employee" means a{p~'6k othe;tIlaJl an indeperf~lltcontractor, whose position
is scheduled on a continuous b~s18ifQl)2 weeks for an averageofi(itleast 35 hours per week.
22. "Good Faith Effort" means that an empI6~e(has met the minimum requirements identified
in RCW 70.94.531 andtl;tis ordinance, andi~;;~orking'collaboratively wlth:,(City/County) to
continue its existing CTR:;Pfogram or is devei6pi,llg and iwplementing progrmn
modifications likely to resiIttin. improvements to'it~:C'D~a;'r0gram over an agreetl:upon

length

Oft;;:,:

means active pu,suft',

emplo:~;i~~;, ~TR

goals of RCW '::',

-55Sq~~'~his ordinance a~:evi
i/l{y appointm
an employee
ttahs~~tion coordt~t?r (ETC), distnqution'tjl$f;\f()rmation to,;J:~loyees regarding
alternatlves;to drive ar~,commuting, aM commen&roent of otheJ:Ji1Ieasures according to
ii'i».t~ approvecl:eJ'R progr~':!lnd schedule. i/f;:;;~,C':::iii:'i:i';i
' ," ,

"""2~~;:i'~:~~19r;empIOyer",means~;Private or publi;~~;loyer, in~i~~~g §tate a~ert~ies, that

employs Qttc,hundreGPl; ~or~ir~ll-time employee~;!it a single wor~tti3}vhoiare scheduled to
begin their re~Jar work lfa~betweien 6:00 a.m. andi~fOO a.m. on we$~days for at least
(~welve continuou!r.months:.f;'
": i":';
":'ii;", .
;eii
';~;

25.

"

,

'~MdJo.r employer wofksiff :' or "affected e;nii' tJ1)orksi;i;~:(j!i~'worksite" means the
phy~iii~dJocation occupi~§by a ma:jQtit:mployer;f~s/d:~teJ;~~ed by the local jurisdiction.
'r,J-

',J

'~i':C

,

'-~'J':i'~:i"/<
"

26. "Major e;nPffJyment instaliatioi;t'! means a}niytary base or federal reservation, excluding
tribal reservations., or other locat~bns as desl~a~~tby (City/County), at which there are one

hundred or moreartected emploYee~~
,

.. r

,.

'

27. "Mode" means the m~an~!pf transportation used by employees, such as single-occupant

motor vehicle, ridesharevelude (carPool or vanpool), transit, ferry, bicycle, walking,
compressed work week sche(Jijle:;uidtelecommuting.
::/.;c·
,
,

28. "Notice" means written communication delivered via the United States Postal Service with
receipt deemed accepted three days following the day on which the notice was deposited
with the Postal Service unless the third day falls on a weekend or legal holiday in which case
the notice is deemed accepted the day after the weekend or legal holiday.
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29. "Peak Period" means the hours from 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. (inclusive), Monday through
Friday, except legal holidays.

30. "Peak Period Trip" means any commute trip that delivers the employee to begin his or her
regular workday between 6:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m.i~inClllsive), Monday through Friday,
,,;»,.;i
except legal holidays.
31. "Proportion of Drive Alone Trips" or " 'v;;:Alpne Rdi~::;means the number of commute
trips over a set period made by emp,§in'gte occupanpy vehicles divided by the
number of potential trips taken q)';Jlt~ployees' worKIng duringith~t period .

32. "Ride Matching Service" means a sy
purpose of commutiqg together.

.which assists in matchintti9.qtmuters for the
,

.;:

33. "Teleworking" or "Tele~Q uting" means th~;u~e.of telep~<:mes, computers;':qnpther similar
technology to permit an e
~e to work fromihki~~,,~~it)f~ting a commutetnp~ or to
work from a work place clos t'<tiflDJIle, reducing tn~dfs1ance traveled in a commute,trip by
at least half.
'~;;:~,:;'~~
v

,i::o.{':;:C';'-'

34. "Tr::a1f;ft;f'~6
~jp1ultiple-occupanhyehiele;.~perated on a f6t~llire, shared-ride basis,
inelttdil)g.bus, pas~g~r ferry, rail, shat;~d-ride:i~, shuttle bus;i0t!yanpool.

Demad~Management (ihM)"Ill~iUlS~Qrpad

"Transportd'ttCf;l
range;o'f.strategies that are
'ii!:;~~ly interie~d to redu0~i~d reshape demaIl;~':!m the tf~portation sYst~.

u;;~~;~:t'

.n;:/~ge,merJ;<~,sSociation

g;~up:~'yIppl;;~rs

36.
(TMlj·il.means a
or an
',/
association
enti
.
mployers in a defined geographic;¥ea. A TMA may
. };~;':rrepresent emp ""with· .'~~~}~imits or maylt,.~ve a sphere br'influence that
; ,i:e::x;tends beyond cff,,:liquits.
i'yy

37.

"V~~f)qol" means a vehic~iqccupl~~;;t>yfrom fr~~:i{~)itOfift~~n(l5) people traveling
togethet·rortheir commute'~p, resuirl~jn the reductf(}u,of a minimum of one motor
.. ,
'.. '
.
vehicle trIp;'>

38. "Vehicle Miles fft~led (VMT) P~C;l}mployee:;f~~ans the sum of the individual vehicle
commute trip lengtfl~.:fnmiles rna'
emploYees over a set period divided by the number
of employees during t
riod.
ii'

39. "Week" means a seven-day CaJ.~ll~ff'eri
Sunday.

starting on Monday and continuing through

40. "Weekday" means any day of the week except Saturday or Sunday.
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41. "Writing," "Written," or "In Writing" means original signed and dated documents. Facsimile

(fax) transmissions are a temporary notice of action that must be followed by the original
signed and dated document via mail or delivery.

Section 2.

(City/County) CTR Plan

...

,

J~3~ed empr~~,s

in the (city's!county's)
The goals established for the jurisdiction
iinmertt (X) are"incpTIJorated herein by reference.
Commute Trip Reduction Plan set forth· .
(City/County) staff is directed to rna .
corrections for typografl1i\cal errors, include any
graphical materials for information;
:C;o~plete the Commute Trip:~~guction Plan.

Section 3. CTR GOALS

3.1 Commute Trip Reducti(lln Goals
,.

,

;,

(city 's!county ,s) goals for reductions,itlthe proportions 6f:d.f;ive-alone ,commute trips 'an,d yehicle
miles traveledper employee by affecte(f.~~ployers in (cityistc''3f1:nty's) jurisdiction, major' /.
employmel1r:ljlst~:n;ations, and other ar~s'd€t ated by (city/coif;fi,ty) are hereby establishedby,:" /'
(city 'S/C;liufJlY's) CTR;~Uan incorporated'Q:Y (
Jl~,2 above). TIl" goals establish the desire~;'/
level of'~rfq!fmance f'otl~CTR progranl~its efiij~y,jn (city!cou
..

:tnt; (City!co~~~~:Wi11 set t~~i~~~ividual work~tte,gOal~

<i':;WQ~)t~can contribute to (citYfs!c.ounty's) oveni~tig

"';:~i'ected empl~;;:~*s"based on how the

'stablrSrU:~!d)n the CT[{:cplf\~.".The goals
will appetU:asa compon~nt of tlie;a;ffected employer;;{approved iiitp!~!illentatioil;~ja:n outlined in
(Section 6 li~lefv).·
'"
.. ,
..

3J~"Commute Tl'ip:R~ducti6JJ1~dtill~:lt~r Affected~ll)pIOyerS
1)

~ drive-aJone:~~V~T gO;Us.for~{:~~!>WPIOye~~l1)'(c1ty/county) are hereby
est~lf!~ished as set forth:jpthe Ct~4:nan inco~~t~by,;t;Section 2 above).
,;:'»

"<

·:;'1:;~'('/

"

2) If the go~~,for an affect~J'~hwloyer
ly affected employer are not listed in the CTR
Plan, they's'hall be establishedi"li!y (city!c
,at,a level designed to achieve
(city's!county\s;):overall goalsfof'the juris f "n and other areas as designated by
(citylcounty). (cityl.fJQunty) shall provide written notification of the goals for each affected
employer worksite J:)~.providing th~;information when (city!county) reviews the
employer's proposed pto£Fam an4incorporating the goals into the program approval
'
issued by (citylcounty).

ci?/

Section 4.

Responsible (City/County) Agency(s)

The (city!county) agency(s) responsible for implementing this ordinance, the CTR Plan, and the
(city!county) CTR program should be ident(fied together with any authority necessary to carry
out such responsibilities such as rule-making or certain administrative decisions.
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Section 5.

Applicability

The provisions of this ordinance shall apply to any affected employer within the geographic
limits of the CTR Plan adopted in (Section 2 abq,vffl;>

5.1 Notification of Applicability

(city's!county's);~~t'biishedPubiib notifica~0h'for adoption of an
ordinance, a notice of avaihtbHit§ipf a summary of this ordin~n~e, a notice of the
requirements and criteria for affectoo'~mployers to comply with'tneordinance, and
subsequent revisio"fls shall be publishe~';atJeast once in (cityfs!countYr~i}officiaI
newspaper not morethan 30 days after ii~~~ge of this ordinance or re~jsions.

1) In addition to

2) Affected employers 16&~ted in (city!county)i~t~\tp receive,written notificatiOll·that they
are subject to this ordinatl~~/;~~uch notice shall'b~'addr~S~il to the company's'cpef
executive officer, senior om '
, R program m@~ger, or registered agent attn::!
wor. ·~".Such notification s~. t~vide 90 days for'tfie~ffected employer to perfo1'llla
b, , ,iie!:iiit~svrement consisterttwith't]lytpeasurementrequirements specified by
..
:.~~JtYtcouniyf' .
...
3)

Affitt~ti employ~:that, for whatev~,reasori:':ca6,n9t receive ~dtlte within 30 days of

passage of.the ordinaJjc~and are eitherbgtifiedo~,~ntify themserV:e~Fo (city!county)
,within 90 Bays of the p~$~ge of the ordinall~iWl:lf b~'~l1ted an extension to assure up
.i;:f~i~days wltb~,.which ~~;perform a basellrte::rheasuremen~'consistent wi(~"'tfie
m~as.ent n~qltil'ements:~pecified by (cityJc~unty).
.

loye;~;~b~t:ha~~;np:t been identified' or. do not identffy:the~selves within 90

. e of ('
din~/ .
d do not perl~rm a baseline;rheasurement
easu
."
' nts specified by (city!county) within 90 days
<;;~Q1 the passage .' .....•ordi' ,i~eare in!)~!lti9n of thf~i'Ot;.dlnance.
5) If'ati'¢fected employ~i~as alreat}~1'performt5d'~fli>a8elin~'Iileasurement, or an alternative
acceptable to (City/COUllty), under 'W.e;yious iteratiOtls:CJf this ordinance, the employer is
not requited" to perform anomer baselirte:;measurement.
.".' .
.'

,

.:'

5.2 Newly Affected E'rpployers
'~'-,f

".

-

;-'i':

~~~:~~finiti~p1~f "affected employer" in this ordinance must identify
themselves to (citylcoun&}'W'~tfliO:90 days of either moving into the boundaries outlined
in the CTR Plan adopted in'!~S~ttion 2 above) or growing in employment at a worksite to
one hundred (l00) or moreafrected employees. Employers who do not identify
themselves within 90 days are in violation of this ordinance.

1) Employers meeting

2) Newly affected employers identified as such shall be given 90 days to perform a baseline
measurement consistent with the measurement requirements specified by (city!county).
Employers who do not perform a baseline measurement within 90 days of receiving
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(
written notification that they are subject to this ordinance are in violation of this
ordinance.
3) Not more than 90 days after receiving written notiftcation of the results of the baseline
measurement, the newly affected employer sl},aU ;develop and submit a CTR Program to
(City/County). The program will be develop:~(rJv' constilta~ion with (city/county staff
listed in Section 4 above) to be consiste~tl~tfitk~"goals of the CTR Plan adopted in
(Section 2 above). The program sh be;~}Jlemettl~d,Jl0t more than 90 days after
approval by (City/County). Empl "
,>;hO' QO not iiri~l~,p1ent an approved CTR Program
according to this schedule are ,ill';¥t:olatlOriof thif) ordin~h~:and subject to the penalties
",' ,
outlined in (Section 9.4) belpr'W;,>

5.3 Change in Status as an Affected'E'~f)iloyer
Any of the following chakg;~s. in an
program requirements:
1) If an employer initially

employe~;§'~~Ws wilipQ.ange the empl~yex:'sCTR .

desiguate~~s an affected e~pl~yer no longer employs one

','
hu~~e(l;{.1092 or more affected,~m~kiy~es and expects'ngtto employ one hundred Ci~)
~r;~bie'aff~~~,~mployees for tM~nati~1Y~lve (12) montM ••i!:hat employer is no longer,
·~tl;'lllf;fticted empt~yef. It is the responsibilrty;iQii,the employet:~~notify (city/county) that'h
is no longer an affeC~~ employer. The,burdC'rl';" oof lies WItH,; employer.

,
,-

,.'

,If the s~~:~pIOY~~'~.s to the lev~i:i0to~~:~':
" 100) or ill
loyees w~n the sa:~:,twelve (12) md~~(that em~lj
, ed an
:c~e~emplo'y6ilifor th~;~~tire 12 months ~h4" will be subj,the sam:~;~rogram
requi~~ls as oth~~if\ff~tt:4 employers.
'

"'iff:::;.:"

, ':',.,3) If the same:~U;tployer(i .. ' "it~;~p((.J~vel of one hu~dred (100) or ~df~ affected
employees twelY~.(l2) orfupJ;e mdnt~~rrp.fter its charfg~ in status to an "unaffected"
/eplployer, that ernll1!Jyer sha1Ji~ treat~&ia~!~tlewly aff~cle~ymployer and will be subject
tci:tl;lf( same program'.r~lll~irementsAs oth~iiri~tY;,affecteq;employers.

OPtion~I:·i .

"';;:"

'i;;t: ,
i

as.gpproved (in Section 2 above) designates
' ,z the geographic limits of the plan. lfthe
the employerqS,4jfected basrJ~:~f1locatio"
CTR Plan affeckthe employerhilSed on a.{iication within a Growth and Transportation
Efficiency Center, dp;d.the employer meets the criteria laid out for that Center, then the
Center's requirements·~?ll apply.

4) This seciion,only applies w'hfinr,rhe CTR:

Section 6.

Requirements fOf.'Employers - RCW 70.94.531

An affected employer is required to make a good faith effort, as defined in RCW 70.94.534(2)
and this ordinance, to develop and implement a CTR program that will encourage its employees
to reduce VMT per employee and drive alone commute trips. The CTR program must include
the mandatory elements as described below.
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6.1 Mandatory Program Elements
Each employer's CTR program shall include the fol1<)wing mandatory elements:

1) Employee Transportation

CoordinatOl)"i'~~C) .

The employer shall designate an E "10yee;r.rransporttJ1ipn Coordinator (ETC) to
administer the CTR program. Tl1ei~d!dtdesignee:s:iIlame, location, and telephone
ed phYS'ical1y or eleciro~cally at each affected
number must be prominently"
worksite. The ETC shall ovt~~~aIJ elements of the employei:S:CTR program and act as
liaison between the employer anl(~~t)!/county). The objectiveis.to have an effective
transportation cootdinator presence at'~~)1 worksite; an affected employer with mUltiple
sites may have one~T~ for all sites. ..,
.

2) Information Distributi~'~,

Infol1]1~tion about altema;;~~]6~,f alone COm~dl1i!lg as weIras a summary of~

el1!~l~y~r:~;:Q::rR Program shafipe' Pfoyi~ed to employee~:~r least once a year and to new,
e~ployeesat'thetime of hire. The sunim~,ofthe employet1~ CTR Program shall alsQ'
'bes~l;}mitted t(y'trJi~!county) with i1ie,empr(jf~~fliprogram desG1r\ption and regular report.

H

6.2

Additio~'~I:P1"()gra~:'~ie~ents

'Ji;;~<ji\iOn;~ ~!peci~t~gram elemen;s ~scribed ~bc;~e,;lJe employ<*'sCTR

pro'gr~t1~hall inct~~~ ad<ljtlpnal elements as rr~ed to meet C1"~,go~s/Elements may
includ~,'i' '. e not riootj'l~\t6;;tW~ or more of the'following:
" ",
"d'

;~

n;1:;/>

),i.i'i~)

~~h3~~ ;~;;;"

.

prentj'~;~r~i~~;~~fri1!igh-occupam;y vehicles

;:Il)" Reduced parK:£;pargesi'f9t",'l1igh-bC~1i!C)" vehid~$;/

c) g:Ip§tituting or incrd~~!Ilg parKt'~g,charges f'Oidrlvf!alptle commuters;
d) pf~v~sion of commuterJide mate:ljj'Qg services 'to"facilitate employee ridesharing for
comftltlte trips;
'/'"
'i> ,
e) ProvisioD'Qf subsidies f6rJ'~jl, transit;'",ii)riIlDPOol fares and/or transit passes;
f) Provision'6f:vans or buses'fQt:employe~:ridesharing;
g) Provision of s~~idies for c~~ols, walking, bicycling, teleworking, or compressed
schedules;

~'·<·;"~.c"

",;,i.i,

h) Provision of incey{t~~~Jor e~~l~yees that do not drive alone to work;
i) Permitting the use of tFi~;em~;6yer's vehicles for carpooling or vanpooling;
j) Permitting flexible work:s~hedules to facilitate employees' use of transit, carpools, or
vanpools;
k) Cooperation with transportation providers to provide additional regular or express
service to the worksite;
l) Construction of special loading and unloading facilities for transit, carpool, and
van pool users;
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m) Provision of bicycle parking facilities, lockers, changing areas, and showers for
employees who bicycle or walk to work;
n) Provision of a program of parking incentives such as a rebate for employees who do
not use the parking facilities;
/!;rirr<
0) Establishment of a program to permit e
'" ees to'w,()rk part- or full-time at home or
at an alternative worksite closer to th
hich reduces commute trips;
r;rs<;hedules, such as a compressed work
p) Establishment of a program of alte .r,r
q)

:;~:e~~~i~~d~~~t~~rm:lUte d~g~~d to ;~~iif~tethe use of high-occupancy

vehicles, such as on-site
are facilities" emergenc5/~i services, or guaranteed
ride home programs;'
,,' .
.
/ .' .'
r) Charging employees for parkil1g~rfll!d/or the elimination offre~rp¥king; and
s) Other measures that the employer~~ves wil1r~educe the nunib~~rand length of
commute trips m<:l,~e to the site.
~';;i,' .
, .

6.3 eTR Program Report

an_r~escription

t~eL~p~cl8Fa,m

~~~:la,rprogress report with

Affected empJpyers shall review
and file a
(city/countji~;j;~~r,9ance with the fd~at'pf~;"'tded by (city/cdiljJty).

The CTf{I~~gr:am R:p~ijl~n,d Descriptio~l~tltlid~~;tfte:rstrategies to 6i~1mdertaken by an
employer to 'acru¥ve the c6~lJte trip reduct1'on goals' t~1Jl\ereportiniM~od. Employers are
,l!raged to cOJ:)$jder innov~v,~ strategies arid.comprl~~rPt~g~fll1l elem~ri't~r~~amanner that
.
it their '16~~~ion, siter~racteristics, brtSiKt~ss' type: .
, ployeesi"~~IP!lting needs.
;~ furthef'ehcourage(it rlt) cooperate wittl;¢~ch other toi~ltt}TIent prQ~am elements .

.. ···At a

minim:~:~Jl\llPlo:~J.~ram Report a~d·lileSCriPtion :~~~ti~~e

1) a generand~~iptidn1Jfrthe ernpl~yment site lotation, transpOli~tion characteristics,

employee pmi~iItg availal}ility, oti:$Jt~pJllenities, ~n;9 surrounding services;
'Z},' the number of enlPloyees,ra;fle~ted b)i'rill~iGq;R prograr~r:~nd the total number of
rr~rnployees at thesti~;\rrj;Y... .'
3) ddCt,llnentation on co~~1iancer~he mand~i~~;~TR program elements (as
descri~¢ in Section 6.!];1~.
....
4) descriptitDh of any additia~~l elemen1;~i
I:!~ed in the employer's CTR program (as
',,/r
described in:Section 6.2); M!(J.
5) a statement ofo:rganization~}cQmmitm~~t to provide appropriate resources to the
program to meettbyemployer'§,established goals.
i

v

6.4 Biennial Measure of

E~~J~~>,Commute Behavior

In addition to the baseline measurement, employers shall conduct a program evaluation as a
means of determining worksite progress toward meeting CTR goals. As part of the program
evaluation, the employer shall distribute and collect Commute Trip Reduction Program
Employee Questionnaires (surveys) at least once every two years, and strive to achieve at least a
70% response rate from employees at the worksite.
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Section 7.

Record Keeping

Affected employers shall maintain a copy of their approv~cl,CTR Program Description and
Report, their CTR Program Employee Questionairet~su;lts,and ~ll supporting documentation for
the descriptions and assertions made in any CTli,f" "to~(city/county) for a minimum of 48
months. (city/county) and the employer shall a "," n th~<re.cord keeping requirements as part of
the accepted CTR program.
il':.:,';"

Section 8.

Schedule and

pr'~'~or ctR . prOgramj~~l?riPtion and Report

8.1 Document Review
(city/county) shall providy the employer with'witten notification if a CTR'pr:ogram is
deemed unacceptable. ,e,
tification must gj'\>~i}:ause frn)iany rejection. rf't~~!.~mployer
receives no written notifica' ."of extension of th~ji~Yi~ ' , d of its CTR prdgTfl!Il or
comment on the CTR progra ':9t~J;}ual report wittihl '. i' .ays of submission, the'~Jli{~loyer's
program orannual report is deemedi~cepted. (city/county).may extend the review pe~lDd up
to 90:$;:~~'~ll1plementation dat~ fot~Fmployer's CTR;,program will be extended an
equi, ent nurnbef'ofdays./'
.. '

8.2 Scbedul~>::i

H

,,;'l1p'~ review ofi~hiemployet!s'jnitial CTR program.Ccityldjunty) shall esh~~hshthe
emptay"

iC

I

(city/coUl

/,:i.;
-oF;,;';

'--i·~'~'i:1..;:i:~'}:;

regularnjpprtingtlate. This report w~fl.be providedi'(i'flJorm proVided by
'consistelii'liwith',Jion 6.3) above. "
, ,
- :'c;l:;<'{r:~(i

S~;Modification df!~~R Pr
d'·j·~>i:;i _

A{{Y:;~fected employ'

ii

ts

SUb~~~fe~~;~;f6'i~~iO'/counryJ'aff)~m10dification of CTR

requife~nts. Such requ$imay beirtmted if OIi~'0f,thc JoJldvving conditions exist:
. r

,.'~'/_'r

>;:O",,,{c

.' -:::

~,

r, "

demonstt~te it w~u}d'Oe unable to comply with the CTR program
elements fGr;;tcasons beyond>tMe controlb~;t!wemployer, or

1) The empl()yer can

'-(ii-~!{i-;

2) The employer ~d~';~~monstrate
complirihce with the program elements would
constitute an undueib~9ship.;"

tbat

(city/county) may ask

thee:p16jryr,~~~:~~bstitute a program element of similar trip reduction

potential rather than grant the e#loyer's request.

8.4 Extensions
An employer may request additional time to submit a CTR Program Description and Report,
or to implement or modify a program. Such requests shall be via written notice at least 30
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days before the due date for which the extension is being requested. Extensions not to exceed
90 days shall be considered for reasonable causes. (city!county) shall grant or deny the
employer's extension request by written notice within)O working days of its receipt of the
extension request. If there is no response issued t " :;~n:\ployer, an extension is
Fe;cempt an employer from any
automatically granted for 30 days. Extensions
responsibility in meeting program goals. E
anted d~ to delays or difficulties with
any program element(s) shall not be cause
pj,pg or failing to implement other
". g dat~:~kflll not be adjusted permanently as
program elements. An employer's reg..
a result of these extensions. An emploY
d~lreportirig:.date may be extended at the
. .. . . .
discretion of (city!county).
i.

8.5 Implementation of Employer's

CTR~ogram
<,/~,i

Unless extensions are granted, the employ~?~ I implem~nt its approv~d;~l'R program,
including approved progr(Wl.!ll0difications, no .~re than}~O days after recefvjqg written
notice from (city!county) that;ttleiProgram has beefl;~pprQ.~Q:Qr with the expinltl§l1of the
.
program review period withoutieceiving notice frofrj;c~ltyli:ounty).
,'; ::~: i';'~~

i ,,; .,'

Section!9~/
int~~~ment
",;';.;"'"c'"";'/
9.1

Compliatt~
~

,;'

,,'

sectiorl\;~mpliance shalPo;~e,?i

·<·)Pqrpurposes oftpis
...'
ii'i.! '.
1) ';"BIlII~iYlpleme~hl:1;l~ in gOQdJaith all mandatOry program ele)11epts as wetlras'provisions in
theapprIDved CTR.Br,()gr~:Description and Rel!lort;
·:i:;:·:;·!;;'i ... ·/
2) ProvidirtgA!)P!TIpleteGt;rR'Program Descriptionavd Report on tIi~i¥~g,llar reporting date;
...
and
.......... ... '
" .
."
", ,

'3.) Distributing an&collecting:t;h:e CTR;Pf~g~L\m Employ~ Questionaire during the
ispheduled survey ti1ire;period:. i

9.2

.. . .

.' .

prog~airi;~Pdification ~~ieria
The fOllowin~c~~teria for aChie~i~ggOaIS fd~:~l>per employee and proportion of drive
alone trips shall be.~pplied in detebuining requi~ernents for employer CTR program
modifications:
.' .
. .
.' .

1) If an employer meets dtljer or bo.1n.goals, the employer has satisfied the objectives of the

CTR plan and will not be reg aired to improve its CTR program;
2) If an employer makes a good faith effort, as defined in RCW 70.94.534(2) and this
ordinance, but has not met the applicable drive alone or VMT goal, no additional
modifications are required.
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3) If an employer fails to make a good faith effort as defined in RCW 70.94.534(2) and this
ordinance, and fails to meet the applicable drive alone or VMT reduction goal,
(city!county) shall direct the employer to revise its program within 30 days to come into
compliance with the measures defined by RCW;,'70;94.534(2), including specific
recommended program modifications. In re~ ~. ~: totllerecommended modifications, the
employer shall submit a revised CTR Pr'J!j~8criptioriand Report, including the
'.,' ires, \\iJ:11'lln 30 days of receiving written
requested modifications or equivalent
notice to revise its program. (city!c.
) thall revieW'yt\le revisions and notify the
employer of acceptance or rejec~ig~
~tvevised progfiU;n~ If a revised program is not
accepted, (city!county) will s '.,. '. itten notiee to ,that effeCf,t~)the employer within 30
days and, if necessary, requ·'.~,~-pployer to attend a conferel'iJ.~e with program review
staff for the purpose of reaching ~{' ensus on the required prdgrapl. A final decision
on the required pr9gram will be issue
,writing by (city!county)with,in 10 working days
of the conference. '
.
. ,
9.3 Violations
; ,

The follo",!il1 g constitute

~

,

' -' , ,

violat~6~~~F'.lihe.deadlines esta&Jlshed in this ordinance are rtci~iJllet:
"

,~;:·f;:

H

c:

~'.'

";.!i;Jj{;':

2. Fail~r~;~Pi,perfor~';(~~eline measur~ent, in&l~b),g:

~~~tfryt;rs n~;;~¥tf~{)r

have;~~ntui~i~herri~~t,,~~ (city)cqu~ty2within

that
to
90
. / .. days oftil~ordinance being adopted and that do not p;eu<;>rm a baseline
~1heasurem'e~'90nsistent with the require~ents specifiedl;>Yi(city/county) within 90
d~ysifrom tl1euetificatton or self-identification;
," .
b. Emplo'y~~ not i~~t;\tifi~dt;(',~elf-identified within 90 days of the ordinance being
adopted~dthat dO:;tl~J perfonrnvbaseline measurement consistent with the
requiremems;;s,pecifietliby( city/co~N.l)i), .within cJP/d(j;ys from the adoption of the
ordinance;
i;i;~!;,o' "e:,ii;';:J;,;/ ,;:, '
·~Lh

3.

velop

{","!Of""

,i';""

and/or~~~!}lit on ~r~~i~complet~CTR program;

im~1~tIl,ent app;~~~CTR ';~~~~ffi,

4. Failure to
an
unless the program elements that are
carried out can fyei;s~own througl'f'£luantifiable evidence to meet or exceed VMT and drive
alone goals as speCifleqin ordinance;
5. Submission of false

or'fraUdUlebi'd~ta in response to survey requirements;

6. Failure to make a good faith'effort, as defined in RCW 70.94.534 and this ordinance; or
7. Failure to revise a CTR program as defined in RCW 70.94.534(4) and this ordinance.
9.4 Penalties
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1) No affected employer with an approved CTR program which has made a good faith effort

may be held liable for failure to reach the applicab!~ drive alone or VMT goal;
2) Each day of failure to implement the progr
"'6ttstj.tute a separate violation, subject
to penalties as described in RCW 7.80. [
ordiIfance should either include a
county agency adopt such a
schedule of fines or direct that the res'
schedule by whatever process the'~/col.mty
uses.~':"
",,:'
"

,

not'~ii:~le cj'~itPenaltie~'lf!iCJ.ilure

3) An affected employer shall
for
to implement an
element of a CTR program was;~~"result of an'inability to re~hagreement with a
certified collective bargaining agen1:qJilder applicable laws where the issue was raised by
the employer and pursued in good faith;>Jlnionized employers shall tie, presumed to act in
good faith complian:ce if they:
" ,"
/"

reCog~i~~'l!niOn

provisi~"pf t;lu~:~~oyerls

p;d~that is

a) Propose to a
any
CTR
subject to bargaining as'wfmed by the Natiort~~:Otbor Relations Act; and'

r.,;:c,r

b).;:.a';'

1h~ union of the exi~te~c;'~~'the statute and'~he;mandates of the CTR pr~~J' ..

. ,/"i~pproved"~${city!county) and'advis'e'~e,union that the'fij;€lposal being made is
tiecessary (or,'(~~n}-pliance with state law'(RQW 70.94.53t)J<,;,

" "

, An affectel~thPt9yer mii~;~emU~~:~9j!y/county) to grant an exemptidn:'f~(jm all CTR program
,requirements od)~Thalties fo~i~'particiillIfiiworksite. The.employer mtist'demonstrate that it
W~uld experience ilrl4ltehardsh~p,in complying with the requirements of the ordinance as a
resUl~'Qf the charactedsucp of its' hil$iness, its'wtiltkJorce, orAts location(s). An exemption
may iJe:~,!-nted if and on1~;a~'Jhe afreciex' employe~'d~m<mstJiat~s that it faces extraordinary
circumstalrqe,s, such as ba~ptcy, and'i$:upable to lrhpl~ment any measures that could
reduce theprQRortion of drive'~,o"!1e trips"~~'YMT per employee. Exemptions may be
granted by (crfyZtfpLinty) at any thke',based o~j'~l)t1;e1l notice provided by the affected
employer. The nhdee should clearljl,explain tI!l~;tbnditions for which the affected employer
is seeking an exemptibnfrom the requirements;'of the CTR program. (city!county) shall grant
or deny the request wit'liiti,SO days ofreceipt of the request. (city!county) shall review
annually all employers rec~~~JIlg exemptions, and shall determine whether the exemption will
be in effect during the followmgprogram year.
10.2 Employee Exemptions
Specific employees or groups of employees who are required to drive alone to work as a
condition of employment may be exempted from a worksite's CTR program. Exemptions
may also be granted for employees who work variable shifts throughout the year and who do
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not rotate as a group to identical shifts. (city/county) will use the criteria identified in the
CTR Board Administrative Guidelines to assess the validity of employee exemption requests.
(city!county) shaH grant or deny the request within 30 days of receipt of the request.
(city!county) shall review annually all employee exemPtion requests, and shall detennine
whether the exemption will be in effect during tllt}.fo1l6wing program year.

10.3 Modification of CTR Program Goals

<tKJ«\tlle(~i'B'/county)':llwdify its CTR program goals.
Such requests shall be filed in;
'hg at least 60 days prior:tothe date the worksite is
required to submit its prognfn1 ,.:' ription or aimual report. The.goal modification
request must clearly explain whyth~;¥"orksite is unable to achiev~!t.he applicable goal.
The worksite must also demonstrate t~~i~t has implemented all oftne:~lements contained
in its approved CTR;~rogram.

1) An affected employer may requ

2) The (city/county) will re\*i~i.V;,,~nd grant or de~Y:;te.queit~f~Jgoal modificatib~~ in
accordance with procedur~~.~Plfriteria identified in! the CTR Board GuidelineS:~(3) An
emplQxcr may not request a rho~cation of the applic~tJle goals until one year afte(
city/~~ttii~~;approval of its initial pro~am description or annual report.

Sectr'~;·~~~.: AP~eal~"""

[N~te: .. The c;tY'(}'Y'founty;b~u,~d insert language whichlfeta~ls its pro~s for affected
.. :;. eBlpl9yers to appeat·adminisfi;~tlve decisions. 1J~ilanguage;·~ltould detail.'\V"g.",m hear the
"J .. appeakti~l4pes for'i~ an aPpeal, and the criteria by whicltappeals wm:1)e]udged.]
--'c",:'.;i".':"
- " ,
. ,.
- " ,.
;-~ '~.

'j!;'1~~!osing Phras~~f~~)~gaI"
jA1~hment A: Cit"" '.

y
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eTR Program Funding Allocation Policy (2011 update)
The CTR Board believes that the state of Washington is a primary partner in providing the
financial resources necessary to ensure success of the CTR program, and recognizes the
importance of providing a base level of employer support. As such, the Board believes that the
Washington State Department of Transportation should allocate base CTR funding to local
jurisdictions in accordance with the following principles:
1) The highest priority for state funds is to support programs, projects, and activities that
reduce drive-alone commute trips and vehicle miles traveled (VMT) per employee to
worksites affected by the CTR Efficiency Act.
2) The state should minimize the requirements it places on local jurisdictions that receive
state CTR funds, and should allow local flexibility in how funds are spent, so long as
there is accountability and transparency.
3) The state should provide counties with a base allocation to support the costs of required
program activities, and the maintenance of existing trip reduction performance. The base
allocation should be based on the number of worksites in the county at the time that
WSDOT staff asks for an update before each funding cycle. Each county's base
allocation should not fall below an annual minimum, with the amount to be defined by
the CTR Board before each biennium's CTR program funding allocation is developed.
4) Resources beyond the base allocation should be distributed on the basis of the projected
number of trips to be reduced from the 2007-2008 baseline to meet minimum state goals
for reducing drive-alone commute trips and VMT per employee by the 2011-2012 survey
cycle. These resources are intended to fund strategies identified in the local CTR plan
that can help the jurisdiction meets its goals. The planned trips reduced allocation should
be added to the base allocation to determIne the total allocation to a county.
5) After the 2009-2010 progress measurement is complete, the CTR Board will review local
and regional progress and work collaboratively with local jurisdictions and regional
transportation planning organizations (RTPOs) to improve programs and plans. As part
of this, the CTR Board will discuss how additional resources or statewide policy changes
could lead to greater progress. In 2013, the CTR Board will evaluate if cities and
counties have met the goals established in their CTR plans for 2011-2012. The Board will
continue to work with RTPOs and local jurisdictions as they begin to develop new plans
and programs in 2013.

6) If cities within a county receive a direct allocation from the state, funding to these cities
will be allocated proportionally, based on the city's share of the county's total worksites
and projected trips reduced to meet local goals.
7) Additional funding would be required for new cities and counties entering the CTR
program for the first time (not grandfathered in 2009). Those funds shall cover start up
costs and continued program implementation. Existing funds should not be diverted to
cover the start-up costs for new cities and counties. The CTR Board will seek additional
funding from the legislature to support start up costs and program implementation for
new cities and counties. If additional funding is not provided, then the CTR Board
proposes that these new areas be exempted from CTR implementation. This policy
would require a change in the Washington Administrative Code 468-63-070 Section3Criteria and Procedure for RTPOs to propose to exempt urban growth areas.
8) Any new cities and counties entering the program should not begin the program on a
different schedule than existing cities and counties; new areas should begin the program
when the program cycle resets for the entire program.
9) The CTR Board will review the effectiveness of this policy in 2013 and work with
implementers to recommend changes for future funding cycles.
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Joint Comprehensive
Commute Trip
Reduction Plan
Commute Trip Reduction Plan for State Agencies in Thurston County

Interagency Commute Trip Reduction Board
3/24/2011

Preface
In 2009 the Legislature passed the Commute Trip Reduction for State Agencies Act, which aims
to increase the leadership role of state agencies. The law requires state agencies located in the
urban growth areas of Olympia, Lacey and Tumwater to participate in a "Joint Comprehensive
Commute Trip Reduction (CTR) Plan." The CTR plan is designed to reduce commute drivealone trips and vehicle miles traveled to state agency worksites.
The Interagency CTR Board appointed a task force to develop the State Agency CTR Plan for
Thurston County, with instructions to build on the existing guidelines adopted by the Board.

State Leadership Role
The legislature hereby recognizes the state's crucial leadership role in establishing and
implementing effective commute trip reduction programs. Therefore, it is the policy of the state
that the department of transportation and other state agencies, including institutions of higher
education, shall aggressively develop substantive programs to reduce commute trips, by state
employees. Implementation of these programs will reduce energy consumption, congestion in
urban areas, and air and water pollution associated with automobile travel.
RCW 70.94.549 Transportation Demand Management - Intent - State Leadership
The Washington State Legislature, State Agencies, and Institutions of Higher Education
recognize the crucial leadership role they have to develop and implement effective commute trip
reduction (CTR) programs. Successful CTR programs will reduce drive alone commute trips,
enhance agency sustainability plans, ensure transportation-friendly location of state worksites,
encourage ridesharing, walking and cycling, and will support the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions, the Governor's Climate Change Initiative and Wellness Initiative for state employees.
State Agencies and Institutions of Higher Education demonstrate their commitment to the goals
and mission of CTR by allocating resources and funding in their budget planning process.
State leadership role, adopted by the Interagency CTR Board 3/08/2007
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Background
The CTR Law in Washington
In 1991 the Legislature passed the Commute Trip Reduction (CTR) Law and incorporated it into
the Clean Air Act. The aim of the law is to reduce traffic congestion, air pollution and
dependence on foreign oil. The law requires public and private employers in the nine most
populated counties that have 100 or more employees in a single worksite to implement a
program designed to reduce the number of drive-alone vehicles commuting to the worksite. It
mandates that state agencies take a leadership role in this process.
In 2006 the Legislature passed the CTR Efficiency Act defining "affected" worksites as those
with 100 or more state employees, regardless of how many agencies are co-located at the site.
Finally, in 2009 the Legislature again strengthened the law with the CTRfor State Agencies Act
that aims to increase the leadership role of state agencies. The law requires state agencies located
in the urban growth areas of Olympia, Lacey, and Tumwater to participate in a "Joint
Comprehensive CTR Plan" designed to reduce the, drive-alone commute trips and vehicle miles
traveled (VMT) to state agency worksites.

Additional Benefits
Implementing CTR programs at state worksites has the
added benefit of affecting several other Washington
initiatives. Reducing the number of drive-alone trips and
vehicle miles traveled reduces greenhouse gas emissions
that contribute to climate change. RCW 70.235.050
requires state agencies to track, reduce and report
progress on greenhouse gas emissions.
In addition, walking and bicycling help reduce obesity
and lead to healthier employees. Reducing the number of
vehicles and VMT from roadways helps to sustain roads
and highway infrastructure. These initiatives lead to
improved economic vitality of communities and the state.

About 60 percent Washington
adults were either overweight
(36 percent) or obese (24
percent) in 2006. Obesity
rates have more than doubled
since 1990, which is similar to
national rates. Source:
Washington State Nutrition &
Physical Activity Plan, DOH,
2008

Commute Trip Reduction goals
CTR employers are to reduce their drive alone and VMT rates 10 percent and 13 percent
respectively, from their baseline rates within four years.
State agency leadership
The Legislature recognized the importance of the state's leadership role and included
expectations in the law that state agencies will implement effective CTR programs. The top two
elements present in every successful CTR program are management leadership and an active,
enthusiastic, employee transportation coordinator (ETC).
Leadership in state agencies is demonstrated when top management:
• Advocates for bicycle and pedestrian facilities, bus shelters, bus routes and other land use
strategies to the jurisdictions and Intercity Transit.
• Allows and encourages the CTR coordinator and/or ETC to attend and participate in CTR
trainings and networking sessions.
• Allows the use of the agency's e-mail or intranet site to distribute CTR information.
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Authorizes the ETC to serve on the agency's or cluster's CTR committee.
Considers the goals of the CTR program in facility management, including decisions to
locate to new buildings, negotiations on leases, advocating for decisions and improvements
that support CTR.
Coordinates with management at nearby CTR worksites to ensure cooperation on CTR issues
including shared site facilities, parking, and other amenities such as bicycle racks or showers.
Dedicates agency funds to support the CTR program.
Dedicates time for CTR initiatives beyond "5 percent as needed" by including CTR duties in
.
the ETC's job description.
Incorporates CTR strategies into agency policies such as climate change, sustainability,
wellness and reducing the employees' and agency's carbon footprint. CTR works best when
it is not treated as a stand-alone program.
Ensures that midlevel management understands and consistently implements the agency's
CTR program across all parts of the agency.
Positions the CTR coordinator within the agency that facilitates easy access to top
management.
Promotes employee use of transit for business trips utilizing the STAR Pass on Intercity
Transit service or provides transit passes or fare reimbursement when traveling to other
counties, particularly to Pierce or King Counties.
Provides the CTR coordinator the opportunity to brief management about CTR efforts.
Recognizes model behavior by acknowledging progress and achievements made by
employees for trying an alternative for the first time and for longtime alternative mode
commuters.
Supports the agency's CTR coordinator and ETC by assisting in the promotion of local and
statewide promotional campaigns and "Smart Commute Fairs."
Understands and stays informed about the benefits of a strong CTR program to the
organization; its employees; and to local, state and national goals.
Understands the importance of the role of the biennial CTR survey and ensures measures are
taken to achieve the minimum response rate (70 percent) by agency employees.
Volunteers the agency as a "CTR affected worksite" and takes a leadership role within a
cluster especially for the newly affected worksites.

Thurston regional eTR team
Employers in Thurston County are fortunate to have the backing of a strong CTR team. The
partnership includes the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT); Thurston
Regional Planning Council (TRPC); Intercity Transit; the cities of Olympia, Lacey and
Tumwater; and Thurston County.
The State Agency CTR program at WSDOT works with an Interagency CTR Board to develop
policies and guidelines that promote consistency among state agencies. TPRC administers the
CTR program on behalf of Olympia, Lacey, Tumwater and Thurston County. Intercity Transit
provides worksites with marketing materials for all modes, has a strong vanpool program and is
the leader for commute promotions such as Wheel Options and the Bicycle Commuter Contest.
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The Joint Comprehensive CTR Plan
The Joint Comprehensive CTR Plan (hereafter referred to as the "CTR plan"), provides guidance
to state agencies located within the urban growth areas of Olympia, Lacey and Tumwater. The
Interagency CTR Board appointed a task force to ensure that the directives outlined in the law
are included in the CTR plan and have been met.

The CTR Plan:
./ Builds on existing CTR programs and policies. The Interagency CTR Board has adopted
policies designed for consistency among state agencies. See
www.ctr.wa.gov/employers/Guide.htm .
./ Includes strategies for telework and flexible work schedules .
./ Includes strategies for parking management.
./ Considers the impacts of worksite location and design on multimodal transportation options .
./ Includes performance measures and reporting methods and requirements .
./ Is consistent with jurisdictional and regional transportation, land use, and CTR plans; the
state six -year facilities plan; and the master plan for the capitol of the state of Washington.
The CTR plan for state agencies in Thurston County shall be implemented by the worksites
within 90 days of its adoption by the Interagency CTR Board or by July 1, 2011.

Required strategies when implementing a CTR program
The nine strategies outlined below are required by the CTR law; the local ordinances of
Olympia, Lacey, or Tumwater; or as a component of this CTR plan. The strategies are designed
to encourage state employees to consider other means of commuting to work besides driving
alone.

1. Designate an employee transportation coordinator (ETC)
The CTR law requires each worksite to appoint an ETC. The ETC's name, location and
contact information must be displayed in a prominent manner.
State agencies with more than one worksite or with worksites in more than one county are
required to appoint a CTR coordinator (CTRC) for the agency. The CTRC is the agency's
CTR spokesperson and the main contact with the state agency CTR program manager at
WSDOT. The worksite ETCs are accountable to the agency's CTR coordinator. In agencies
with one worksite the CTRC would also be the employee transportation coordinator.
If an agency has multiple worksites, especially with worksites in more than one county, each
worksite must have an ETC that is able to assist employees with commute information. The
agency is encouraged to appoint a CTR committee with the CTRC acting as chair and the
worksite ETCs as primary members.
While the CTRC is accountable for the agency's overall CTR program, it is the responsibility
of the agency's head and top management to ensure that a CTR program is adopted and
implemented and that the agency's CTR policies apply to all of its employees.
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Responsibilities of the CTRC, ETC, and agency management (note: in agencies with one
worksite, the ETC and CTRC are interchangeable):

Duties
Administer the agency's CTR subsidy program where
applicable
Annually present information to agency leadership
regarding the agency's CTR program's progress and
challenges

CTRC

ETC

X

X

Assist ETCs of newly affected worksites in the
development of the new worksite's CTR program to
ensure it is consistent with the agency's CTR program

X

Attend ETC training within six months of being
appointed
Communicate CTR information to worksite employees
Coordinate CTR elements and strategies with other
agencies within the agency's CTR geographic area
(cluster)
Distribute commute mode information to employees,
especially to new hires
Ensure that the agency has adopted and implemented
a substantive CTR program that is in compliance with
the Joint Comprehensive CTR Plan
Host a "Smart Commute Fair" at the worksite or with
other worksites within the cluster
Participate in local and statewide promotional
campaigns such as Wheel Options and the Bicycle
Commuter Contest
Provide a STAR Pass to employees based at Thurston
County worksites
Provide agency CTR information to ETCs (where
applicable)
Provide information regarding a worksite's program to
the agency's CTRC (if applicable)
Provide WSDOT with recommendations for changes to
the CTR program
Understand the SAFE-Ride program & inform
employees about it
Survey employees every two years or as directed by the
local jurisdiction or designee
Submit CTR program reports as requested by the local
jurisdiction or designee, signed by management

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

Management

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
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2. Implement a set of measures designed to reduce drive-alone commuting to the
worksite. (RCW 70.94.531)
a) Commute modes - transportation options: Information about alternative commute
modes must to be included in the agency's CTR program. Note: not all alternative modes
may be available to all employees at all w,orksites.
Alternatives to driving alone include: (See appendix for definitions)
• Bicycle
• Carpool
• Compressed workweek schedule
• Walk
• Telework
• Transit (bus, train, light rail, ferry)
• Vanpool
The commute modes that worksites promote depend on:
• Land use (the location of the worksite and the amenities surrounding it.) For
example, it would not make sense to promote riding the bus if there is no service
close to the worksite. On the other hand, if the worksite is located near a transit route
and/or close to neighborhoods and trails, then transit, bicycling and walking would be
the modes to promote.
• Locations of the employees' homes (i.e., the distance they commute). For example,
if most of the employees live a long distance from the worksite and/or the worksite is
not close to neighborhoods, it would not be productive to put a lot of effort into
promoting walking or bicycling to work. Promoting vanpooling, riding the bus,
carpooling and telework would provide better results.
b) Compressed workweek schedule
Executive Order 01-03 requires agencies to adopt
a written policy that defines specific criteria and
procedures for flexible work hours more
commonly'known as a compressed workweek
schedule. The policy shall require the agency to
consider an employee's request to work flexible
hours in relation to the objectives of the
Executive Order and the agency's operating,
business, and customer needs.

"Therefore, due to the clear
advantages to both agencies
and employees, the legislature
finds that flexible-time work
schedules should be utilized by
agencies to the maximum
extent possible. (RCW
41.04.390)
II

Compressed workweek schedules are an alternative work arrangement that regularly
allows full-time employees to eliminate at least one work day every two weeks by
working longer hours during the remaining days, resulting in fewer commute trips by the
employee.
• Compressed workweek schedules have the additional benefit of increasing an
agency's accessibility to their customers.
• Compressed workweek schedules are a low or no-cost program for the agency to
implement.
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The most popular compressed work week schedules are:
o Four lO-hour days (typically called "4/1 Os") and the fifth day off
o 80 hours in nine days (typically called "9/80s") with the tenth day off
o Other schedules include seven days in two weeks and three days a week

Flexible Work Hours guidelines: www.ctr.wa.gov/employers/Guide.htm
c) Emergency Ride Home (funded by the State Agency CTR program at WSDOT and
available to all state employees assigned to a worksite in Thurston, Pierce, King, Spokane
and Snohomish counties)
Employees indicate that one reason they choose to drive alone is because they fear they
would be without transportation should they have an emergency during the workday. The
emergency ride home program is the employee's "smart commuting insurance policy."
The emergency ride home program in Thurston and Pierce counties is called the State
Agency Free Emergency (SAFE)-Ride Home. It provides employees who use a commute
alternative a free taxi ride in emergency situations or when they unexpectedly have to
work overtime. The ride takes the employee to his or her home, to their child's school or
daycare center, or to a park and ride location where their vehicle is parked.
Secondary stops are allowed (i.e. to pick up a sick child or a prescription), but only if preapproved by the agency. An employee is eligible if he or she took the bus, train, or ferry,
carpooled, vanpooled, bicycled or walked to work that day. An employee may use up to
eight emergency ride home trips per year, of which four may be for unscheduled
overtime.
Subject to agency approval, employees may use a state vehicle for their emergency ride
home if the emergency does not include picking up a non-state employee-such as a sick
child or spouse-and the employee is not too sick or distraught to drive. The use of state
vehicles is encouraged when the emergency is for unscheduled overtime.
Emergency Ride Home program guidelines: http://www.ctr.wa.gov/employers/Guide.htm
d) Financial subsidies
State law (RCW 43.01.230) allows agencies to develop and implement a financial
subsidy program that encourages trip reduction among its employees. Agencies may use
internal funds or parking fees collected from owned or leased facilities to fund the CTR
subsidies. When an agency offers a subsidy, its CTR program must provide agencyspecific subsidy information that complies with the subsidy tracking guidelines adopted
by the Interagency CTR Board.
There are two types of subsidies an agency may offer:
• Non-taxable transit subsidy (for commuting by transit or vanpool). In order to qualify
as non-taxable, the subsidy must be provided with a voucher or a monthly transit
pass.
• Taxable cash subsidy (for commuting by carpool, walking, or bicycling). Note: Any
time an employee receives a cash subsidy - no matter the mode - it is taxable.
Subsidy and Use of State Funds guidelines: www.ctr.wa.gov/emp!oyers/Guide.htm
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e) Flex-Time
Flex-time offers employees varying times to arrive and depart from work without
changing the number of their daily work hours. While flex-time does not in itself
eliminate drive alone commuting, it can assist state agencies in meeting commute trip
reduction (CTR) goals because it enables employees to take advantage of ridesharing.
Flex-time is a cost-free strategy that assists agencies in meeting their CTR goals.
f) Parking Management
State agency worksites must review the parking guidelines adopted by the Interagency
CTR Board and, where appropriate, implement a parking management program based on
the guidelines. When agencies are co-located in a building or group of buildings with a
common parking area, they must consider implementing a shared, zoned parking program
as outlined in the parking guidelines. In addition, agencies must consider implementing
either a mandatory or voluntary employee parking fee. Any parking fees collected may be
used to support the agency's CTR program- most notably, to support financial subsidies
to employees who don't drive alone to work.

Parking facilities are a major cost to the state, and parking conflicts are among the most
common problems facing local governments, lessors, the public and, in the case of state
facilities, state agencies. Such problems can often be defined either in terms of supply
(too few parking spaces available) or management (available facilities are used
inefficiently and should be better managed). Management solutions tend to be better than
expanding supply not only because they are less costly, but also because they support
more strategic planning objectives and CTR goals.
Most parking management strategies have modest individual impacts (typically reducing
parking requirements by 10-15 percent), but their impacts are cumulative and synergetic.
A comprehensive parking management program that includes an appropriate combination
of cost effective strategies can usually reduce parking requirements by 20-40 percent.
The Washington State Legislature, bearing in mind the cost of parking, passed legislation
in 1995 restricting the amount of parking an agency may lease for its employees. The
intent was to reduce the state's subsidization of employee parking. In addition, the law
states that where there are fewer parking spaces than employees, managers must not be
given preference to the parking. (RCW 43.01.240 (3» (link)
Implementing a parking management program is therefore a key component of any CTR
program. When there is an abundance of free employee parking, employees tend to drive
alone to work. Parking programs provide preferential parking for carpools and vanpools,
determine if parking will be assigned or zoned, establish where visitors may park and for
how long, establish whether or not employees pay for parking and, if so, whether it is
mandatory or voluntary, etc.
.
Parking guidelines: www.ctr.wa.gov/employers/guide.htm

g) STAR Pass
The State Agency Rider (STAR) Pass is a state-funded transit benefit (through a
partnership between the St~te and Intercity Transit) available to state employees assigned
to a worksite in Thurston County. State employees who work in Thurston County can
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ride fare-free on any Intercity Transit route, including the express service between
Tacoma and Olympia.
Employees with state photo II) or a state-issued STAR Pass card receive a validating
STAR Pass sticker. This allows the employee to use their II) as a transit fare "flash" pass
when using Intercity Transit service.
STAR Pass holders who commute to and from Thurston County on Pierce Transit, Mason
Transit or Grays Harbor Transit are eligible for a transit subsidy through the State
Agency CTR Program at WSDOT.
Agencies must implement a STAR Pass policy or develop an agreement with the
employee to ensure that the STAR Pass is returned to the agency when an employee
leaves state government or transfers to another agency. Once an employee is no longer
employed by the state, they are no longer entitled to use the STAR Pass. The STAR Pass
is a benefit paid by the state with a monthly value of $30 (2011). Agencies are
responsible for making sure the STAR Pass is not used illegally.
STAR Pass information: www.ctr.wa.gov/employees/starpass.htm
h) Telework

Telework is the use of digital technologies to allow people to work from a location other
the central office (bringing work to people rather than bringing people to work).
Executive Order 01-03 (link) requires agencies to adopt a written policy that defines
specific criteria and procedures for telework. The policy requires the agency to consider
an employee's request to telework in relation to the objectives of the Executive Order and
the agency's operating, business and customer needs.
Telework is an effective work option for employer CTR plans. It eliminates commute
trips and helps reduce transportation-related greenhouse gas emissions. For state
agencies, telework is also a cost-effective strategy that can be used to reduce office
facilities, parking spaces, sick leave and turnover. It increases productivity and improves
morale. Telework is an important element of an agency's continuity of operations plan
(COOP) for use during disasters caused by weather, fire, earthquakes, damaged buildings
due to pipes breaking, terrorist attacks, etc. Telework may be a short-term solution for
accommodating an employee who is capable of working but unable to come to the main
worksite, allowing agencies to keep valuable employees in key positions and to maintain
productivity.
Worksites must review the telework and flexible work hours schedule guidelines adopted
by the Interagency CTR Board and review Executive Order 01-03, Establishing a Strong
Telework and Flexible Work Hours Program to Help Reduce Traffic Congestion and
Improve Quality of Life.
If current policies are in place within the agency, management should offer telework and
flexible work hour schedules as an alternative commute option. If a policy is not in place,
contact the Interagency CTR Board for assistance.
Telework guidelines: www.ctr.wa.gov/employers/Guide.htm
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3. Communicate to employees about commute options
The CTR law and local CTR ordinances require that commuting information be distributed to
employees on a regular basis. Employees must be frequently exposed to messages that
remind them of their CTR program, as well as the benefits of using an alternative to driving
alone. New employees must be informed about alternative mode options and the agency's
CTR program as soon as possible after they are hired.
Communication methods include:
• Commuter information center: The CTR law requires that CTR worksites display
commuter information. The displays must have information on alternative commute
options and promotional material. In Thurston County, materials are provided by
Intercity Transit.
• E-mail: E-mail is an effective tool to distribute information about alternative commute
options, promotional campaigns and commute fairs to all the employees in the agency.
• Flyers and posters: Material posted on bulletin boards or other highly visible sites are
valuable in keeping the CTR program in front of employees. Material should be posted at
least quarterly or as required in local CTR ordinances.
• Intranet: Establishing a CTR site on the agency's intranet is an effective tool for
communicating to employees about the agency's CTR program, upcoming events and
other CTR activities.
• New employee orientation - required: Agencies are required to provide new employees
with information about the agency's CTR program and specific alternative modes for the
worksite. Orientation sessions for new employees are an opportunity to distribute the
agency's CTR program information and commute options that promote alternatives to
driving alone.
• Presentations to work groups and management teams: Recognizing that the
communication methods described above are only partially effective, worksites can
emphasize information distribution and communication about alternative commute
options through presentations to small work groups and management teams. In addition,
small group presentations are more effective at educating employees about how to
accomplish the desired behavior changes, which is to reduce drive-alone trips.
4. Promote ridematching strategy: RideshareOnline.com
Helping employees find a partner(s) for ridesharing is an important role of the ETC.
RideshareOnline.com is an online tool that provides free, comprehensive ridematching
assistance.
RideshareOnline.com provides tools that help agencies make their trip reduction efforts more
effective, efficient and accountable, and help employees save money, time and the
environment. The system offers carpool and vanpool ridematching and a suite of tools to
assist local groups promote trip reduction, recruit and motivate participants, track results and
give customers access to more and better transportation options.
ETCs can use RideshareOnline.com rather than establishing an in-house database that they
must maintain themselves. Employees can enter their information and organize ridesharing
on their own or an ETC can limit the ridematching search to employees just at his or her
worksite. The ridematching side of RideshareOnline.com is easy to use and requires minimal
if any ETC support to be effective.
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The comprehensive CTR program management side of the tool, however, requires more ETC
time commitment and engagement. After attending training on how to administer
RideshareOnline.com, ETCs can personalize the tool to include agency promotions, CTR
tracking for subsidies and incentives, and agency-wide messaging to CTR program
participants. Workshops utilizing the complete RideshareOnline.com program management
tool will be provided to state worksites in Thurston County by WSDOT, Intercity Transit or
your local jurisdiction or designee.
Visit the RideshareOnline.com website: www.RideshareOnline.com

5. Make a good faith effort toward achievement of the goals
Agencies must make a "good faith effort" to meet the established CTR goals for reducing
drive-alone trips and vehicle miles traveled. Per the law, agencies cannot be penalized if they
do not meet the drive alone and vehicle'miles traveled goals as long as they are making a
good faith effort.
The CTR law defines "good faith effort" as:
• Meeting the minimum requirements of the CTR law and the plan.
• Notifying the jurisdiction or designee of its intent to substantially change or modify its
program.
o An agency must receive the approval of either the jurisdiction or designee to do
so, or acknowledge that its program may not be approved without additional
modifications.
• Providing adequate information and documentation of implementation when requested by
the jurisdiction or designee.
• Working collaboratively with its jurisdiction or designee to continue its existing program,
or developing and implementing program modifications likely to result in improvements
to the program over an agreed upon length of time.
• Meeting other requirements outlined in local ordinances such as collaborating with other
worksites.

6. Collaborate with other state worksites
Collaborating with worksites located in your geographic area is a requirement of this plan
and local ordinances. Four geographic areas or clusters have been established in the urban
growth areas of Olympia, Lacey, and Tumwater. Worksites within each cluster are to work
together to determine strategies that will help to reduce drive-alone commuting within the
cluster.

The four clusters are:
Capitol Campus and downtown Olympia
West Olympia
Tumwater
Lacey
Most of the worksites within each identified cluster have similar land use and transportation
options and a unique opportunity to collaborate on strategies that encourage non-drive alone
commuting by state employees to the cluster.
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Land use and facility strategies for the cluster to consider are:
• ATMs, cafeterias, cleaners, etc.- identify where are they located, i.e. in the building or
within close proximity
• Bicycle racks or cages (preferably covered)- identify if and where they are located
• Bus stop(s)- identify which bus routes and stops are close to the worksite(s)
• Loading/unloading areas for transit, carpools and vanpools- identify their location(s)
• Preferential parking for vanpools and carpools- identify where they are located
• Showers and lockers- identify where these facilities are located and determine if there are
some that can be shared by worksites.
• Sidewalks, paths and/or trails leading to the worksite-identify their location(s)

7. Report and survey
Measuring the impacts of CTR programs
across the state provides important
information on the program's success,
especially to the Legislature. Reporting
employer programs to the local jurisdiction
periodically allows both the employer and
the local jurisdiction to determine what
program strategies work most effectively
and provides insight for program
improvements.

The 2009 CTR survey data tells us that
nearly 28,000 vehicles are removed from
the roadways every weekday morning.
The same survey data indicates that
greenhouse gas emissions were reduced
by 27,490 metric tons due to 62 million
vehicle miles traveled reductions made by
CTR participants. The drive alone rate at
24 state agencies decreased from 74.2% in
2007 to 71.8% in 2009.

Reporting requirements and methods
Agencies new to CTR must provide an initial CTR program report to the local jurisdiction or
designee and to the state agency CTR program for review within 90 days of the adoption of
the CTR plan. The initial report will utilize the WSDOT annual report form or an alternate
form if directed by the jurisdiction. The agency's initial CTR program will be reviewed and
approved by the local jurisdiction or designee and by the State Agency CTR program at
WSDOT. In succeeding years, the local jurisdictions or designee will provide guidance to the
agencies for the CTR reports.
Surveying
Measuring the progress made in reducing the rate of employees driving alone to work and
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) per employee is imperative so that agencies and jurisdictions
can determine the effectiveness of their CTR programs. Worksites must use a WSDOTapproved CTR survey to determine their drive-alone and VMT rates.
CTR employers are to reduce their drive alone and vehicle miles traveled rates to.percent
and 13 percent respectively, from their baseline rates within four years.
The CTR law requires worksites to survey their employees once every two years. The first
survey determines the worksite' s baseline and is the data used to measure the progress made
in reducing drive-alone and VMT rates in future years. Note: The newly affected worksites
will administer their baseline CTR surveys in the fall of2011.
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A 70 percent minimum response rate is required for valid survey results. The agency must
take adequate measures to ensure it meets this minimum response rate. Strong support by
agency top management plays an important role in this regard.
Worksites will be sent a CTR survey report that will provide valuable information on the
commuting habits of its employees. In addition to the drive-alone and VMT rates the report
identifies mode splits and greenhouse gas emissions. The report provides information on the
types of strategies that the worksite might implement that could result in fewer drive-alone
commute trips to the worksite.

8. Attend networking meetings and trainings
Networking meetings offer agencies valuable tools and information sharing. CTR meetings
and trainings are offered throughout the year by the county CTR administrators, Intercity
Transit, the State Agency CTR program at WSDOT, and/or the local jurisdictions. ETCs
must attend at least two networking sessions each year. In addition, local CTR ordinances
require that new ETCs receive CTR training within six months of their appointment.

9. Present the agency's eTR program annually to top management
Keeping the agency's management well informed about the CTR program helps gain support
for CTR program strategies. Management support for CTR programs is a vital element for a
successful CTR program while demonstrating the state's leadership role.
RCW 70.94.551 (4) requires agencies to report their CTR program's performance, progress
and recommendations for improvement annually to the agency's top management. The
performance, progress data and clues for recommending improvements can be found in the
CTR survey report.

Submit recommendations for CTR program improvements to WSDOT every other
year.
WSDOT is required to compile the CTR data and recommendations into a report to the
Governor and the Legislature. The performance and progress data are collected by WSDOT
from the CTR surveys. Agencies must send their recommendations for improvement to
WSDOT, where they are compiled for the report. Clusters are encouraged to meet to
determine recommendations that could result in fewer drive-alone trips to the cluster. A
separate section will be devoted to recommendations to improve mobility in the clusters.
Guidelines for agency reporting: www.ctr.wa.gov/employers/Guide.htm
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Implementation Strategies
State Agencies currently affected by eTR with no newly affected worksites
State agencies that are currently affected by the <1:TR law (i.e., have already implemented a CTR
program for their agency and have no new worksites in Thurston County) must review this CTR
plan and their CTR program to ensure they are consistent. In addition, worksites will be expected
to participate in activities associated with their cluster. This may include taking a leadership role
within the cluster by assisting state worksites new to CTR.
State Agencies currently affected by eTR and adding additional worksites
State agencies that are adding new worksites due to the 2009 legislation must first review this
CTR plan and their CTR program to ensure they are consistent and amend their CTR program to
include the new worksites. Agencies with multiple worksites-especially agencies with
worksites outside Thurston County-must ensure that they have appointed a commute trip
reduction coordinator (CTRC) as outlined above under "Employee Transportation Coordinator."
In addition, the agency may choose to take a leadership role within a cluster by assisting the
agencies new to CTR.
Reminder: The CTRC is accountable to the agency's top management. It is important that the
agency's overall CTR program is applicable for all of the agency's employees at CTR-affected
worksites. Agencies are encouraged to include all of their statewide worksites in their CTR
program.
State Agencies new to commute trip reduction per the 2009 legislation
Per the 2009 State Agency CTR Act, state agencies located in the urban growth areas of
Olympia, Lacey and Tumwater must implement a CTR program at their worksite(s) following
the directives of this CTR plan.
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CTR Program Check List
The agency's eTR Program must include:
o Employee transportation coordinator (ETC). If the agency has more than one worksite or
worksites in more than one county, the agency must also appoint a CTR coordinator
(CTRC).
o A set of strategies designed to reduce the number of drive alone commute trips to the
worksite. Strategies include:
o Commute mode strategies for bicycling, carpooling, riding transit, vanpooling or
walking
o Compressed work schedule and Flex-Time - could require a separate agency
policy
o .Emergency Ride Home: SAFE-Ride Program
o Financial Subsidies - could require a separate agency policy
o Parking management - could require a separate agency policy
o STAR Pass Program
o Telework - could require a separate agency policy
o Communication Plan
o RideshareOnline.com
The eTR Program must enable the agency to:
o Attend CTR trainings and networking sessions
o Collaborate with other state agencies within the CTR Cluster
o Participate in local and statewide CTR campaigns and commute fairs
o Present the CTR program to agency management yearly
o Provide reports to the local jurisdictions or designee when requested
o Provide recommendations for program improvements to WSDOT when requested
o Show a good faith effort towards reducing the drive alone commute trips to the worksite
o Survey employees every other year as instructed by the local jurisdiction or designee
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Appendix A: Links
CTR Law and State Agencies

State Agencies: RCW 70.94.551 0-6)
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=70.94.551
• (1): Interagency CTR Board
• (2): Co-located CTR programs
• (3): Joint Comprehensive CTR Plan
• (4): Reporting initial CTR program to WSDOT for review
• (5): Reporting CTR Program to agency directors
• (6): Biennial report requirements from WSDOT to Governor and Legislature

Leadership Role for State Agencies: RCW 70.94.547
http://apps.leg.wa.govIRCW/default.aspx?cite=70.94.547

CTR Law requirements for employers: RCW 70.94.531
http://apps.leg.wa.govIRCW/default.aspx?cite-70.94.531
State Agency CTR Website: www.ctr.wa.gov/
Interagency CTR Board/Joint Comprehensive CTR plan task force:
www.ctr.wa.gov/CTRboard.htm

Options for State Employees: www.ctr.wa.gov/employees/
•
•
•

STAR Pass: www.ctr.wa.gov/employees/starpass.htm
SAFE-Ride: www.ctr.wa.gov/employees/saferide.htm
Bicycle Cages on the Capitol Campus: www.ctr.wa.gov/employeeslbike.htm

Tools for State Agency Commute Trip Reduction Coordinators:
www.ctr.wa.gov/employers/
• Resources
• Programs
• Helpful Information
CTR Administrator for Thurston County
• Thurston Regional Planning Council (TRPC): www.thurstoncommute.org
Transit Agencies
• Grays Harbor Transit: www.ghtransit.com
• Intercity Transit: www.intercitytransit.com
• King County Metro: http://metro.kingcounty.gov/
• Mason Transit: www.masontransit.org
• Pierce Transit: www.piercetransit.org
• Sound Transit: http://www.soundtransit.org
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Mode Support:
• Agency policies - guidelines adopted by the Interagency CTR Board: compressed work
schedule, flexible hours, parking fees; parking programs, subsidies, telework, and use of
agency vehicles for emergency ride home or commuting:
www.ctr.wa.goy/employers/guide.htm
• Bicycle Alliance of Washington: www.bicyclealliance.org/
• Bicycle cages on Capitol Campus: www.ctr.wa.gov/employees/bike.htm
• Cost calculator (Intercity Transit): www.intercitytransit.comlpage.cfm?ID=calculator
• Pedestrian & Bicycle Information Center: www.bicyclinginfo.org/
• RideshareOnline.com (rideshare matching for carpools, vanpools, walking, bicycling)
www.RideshareOnline.com
• State Agency Free Emergency (SAFE)-Ride (emergency ride home program for
employees using alternative commute modes) www.ctr.wa.gov/employees/saferide.htm.
• State Agency Rider (STAR) Pass (fare-free bus pass for all Intercity Transit routes, plus
vouchers for commuting on Pierce, Mason, and Grays Harbor transit)
www.ctr.wa.gov/employees/starpass.htm
• STEPS to a Healthier WA (Thurston County): www.co.thurston.wa.us/healthlsteps/
• Telework Toolkit from Kitsap County
• Thurston County Bicycle map:
http://www.tmc.org/programs/transportation/bike+map/index.htm
• Walkable Neighborhoods: www.walkscore.com/
Associations and Organizations
• Association for Commuter Transportation (ACT): www.actweb.org/
• Best Workplaces for Commuters: www.commuterchoice.gov/
• Pierce County CTR: www.co.pierce.wa.us/pc/abtus/ourorg/pwu/ctr/ctr.htm
• Victoria Transport Policy Institute: www.vtpi.org
• Washington State Ridesharing Organization: www.wsro.net/ and www.wheeloptions.org.
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APPENDIX B: Definitions
For the purposes of this Joint Comprehensive CrR Plan, these definitions shall apply:

Affected employee (state): A full time employee is one who works 35 hours or more a week
and is scheduled to begin his/her regular work day at a single worksite between 6:00 am and 9:00
am (inclusive) on two or more weekdays for at least twelve (12) continuous months. Independent
contractors working for a state agency are not considered an affected state employee.
Affected employer (state agency): A worksite that employs one hundred (100) or more state
employees who are scheduled to begin their regular work day between 6:00 am and 9:00 am
(inclusive). In addition, state agencies, no matter their size or work hours that are located in the
urban growth area of Olympia, Lacey or Tumwater are affected.
Alternative commute mode: Any commute transportation options where a single occupant
vehicle is not the dominant mode. Includes carpool, vanpool, transit, walking, bicycling,
telework, and compressed work weeks and result in the reduction of drive alone commute trips.
Base year: The time period from which progress towards meeting the drive alone and vehicle
miles traveled goals shall be based. The base year is established using a WSDOT approved CTR
survey.
CTR coordinator (CTRC): Designated by state agencies as the main CTR contact person to the
State Agency CTR Program at WSDOT. The CTRC may also serve as the agency's employee
transportation coordinator (ETC).
CTR law: The section of the Washington Clean Air Act adopted to accomplish commute trip
reductions (RCW 70.94.521-551).
CTR ordinance: Local city or county ordinance that regulates and administers the CTR
Programs of affected employers or worksites.
CTR program: An employer's strategies to reduce single occupant vehicle use and vehicle
miles traveled per affected employee.
Commute mode: Means of transportation used by employees, including single occupant
vehicles, carpools, vanpools, transit, bicycling, walking, teleworking or working a compressed
work schedule.
Compliance: Fully implementing all provisions of an accepted/approved CTR program or
meeting or exceeding the goals of the CTR Ordinance.
Dominant commute mode: The mode of travel used for the greatest distance of a commute trip.
Drive-alone trips: Trips made by employees in single occupant vehicles.
Drive-alone rate: the percent of drive alone trips made to a worksite, over a specified length of
time, derived from the state's CTR survey.
Employee transportation coordinator (ETC): A designated person who is typically an
employee of the affected employer and who is accessible to a worksite's employees in order to
carry out the CTR requirements of the CTR Law and the CTR Ordinance. The ETC also acts as
the employer's liaison with the jurisdiction and other CTR administrators such as transit agencies
and the State Agency CTR Program Manager at WSDOT.
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Fulltime employee: A person other than an independent contractor, scheduled to be employed
on an average of 35 hours a week on a continuous basis for 52 weeks or more.
Good faith effort: Recognized if an employer has met the minimum requirements identified in
RCW 70.94.531 and the CTR Ordinance of the relevant local jurisdiction and is working
collaboratively with the jurisdiction or its agent to continue its existing CTR program or is
developing and implementing modifications likely to result in improvements to its CTR program
over an agreed upon length of time.
High occupancy vehicle (HOV): A motor vehicle (including motorcycles) occupied by more
than one employee for commuting purposes.
Incentive: Strategies designed to motivate or encourage employees to use alternative commute
modes. Examples: financial subsidies, promotional items used to promote participating in a
commuter campaign and preferential parking for carpools and vanpools.
Interagency CTR Board: Chaired by WSDOT, the Board's mandate is to develop and adopt
CTR policies and guidelines that promote consistency among state agencies.
Mode: The type of transportation used by employees.
Single occupant vehicle (SOV): A motor vehicle, including motorcycles, occupied by one
employee for commute purposes.
Subsidy for state employees: Financial assistance provided as an incentive to state employees
who do not drive alone to/from the worksite. Alternative commute modes include walking,
bicycling, transit, carpools and vanpools. Note: Employees are not provided financial assistance
(subsidy) for telework or compressed workweek schedules because these work options are
considered incentives in themselves.
Transportation Demand Management (TDM): The application of strategies and policies to
reduce travel demand (specifically that of single-occupancy private vehicles), or to redistribute
this demand in space or in time.
Urban growth area (UGA): designated pursuant to RCW 36.70A.IlO, is an area whose
boundaries contain a state highway segment exceeding the one hundred person hours of delay
threshold calculated by the department of transportation, and any contiguous urban growth areas;
and an urban growth area containing a jurisdiction with a population over seventy thousand that
adopted a commute trip reduction ordinance before the year 2000, and any contiguous urban
growth areas
Vehicle miles traveled (VMT): The number of miles traveled per person per vehicle (length of
the trip divided by the number of people in the vehicle). Example: a single occupant vehicle that
travels 10 miles to work has a per-person VMT of 10 miles. If there are two people in the
vehicle, the VMT per rider is 5 miles.
Vehicle miles traveled per employee (VMT Rate): The sum of individual vehicle commute
trip lengths made by affected employees over a set period of time divided by the number of
affected employees working at the worksite during that period of time.
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APPENDIX C: Commute Modes/Transportation Options
Bicvcling and Walking
Bicycling and walking offers several benefits for employees who live reasonable distances from
their worksites. Walking and cycling produce no pollution, consumes no fossil fuel, and are
important travel options for employees. Walking and cycling may provide an essential link to
transit connections where there are no bus stops near the employee's worksite or home.
Bicycling and walking are often overlooked as commute options.

Bicycling and walking eliminate a motor vehicle trip.
If applicable, the CTR Cluster will communicate to the local jurisdiction the importance of the
development of bicycle lanes adjacent to the major and minor arterials in the area. All Intercity
Transit buses (except the Dash) have bicycle racks for two bicycles. Bicycles are not allowed
inside the vehicles.
To accommodate bicycle commuters, covered bicycle racks, showers and lockers at the worksite
are recommended. If the worksite has no showers or lockers available, the cluster should
determine what is available for those who bicycle or walk such as bike racks, cages, etc. or
nearby facilities that do have showers and lockers.
Carpooling
Carpooling is one of the most flexible, affordable and convenient ways for employees to
commute.

A carpool is a vehicle occupied by 2 to 6 people sharing the ride to
work and resulting in the reduction of at least one vehicle commute
trip. (CTR Guidelines)
Additional conditions of a carpool:
People under 16 years old commuting in a carpool do not count as a member of the carpool
because they do not eliminate a vehicle trip.
o Taking children to and from day care or school does not constitute a carpool if there is only
one adult in the vehicle who is traveling to work because no vehicle trip is eliminated.
o Not all members of the carpool need to be state employees.
o Family members commuting together are considered a carpool.
o The driver of the carpool vehicle must be a state employee if the vehicle is to be parked in a
state worksite parking lot.
o Agencies may choose to allow different configurations for carpools. However, to qualify as a
carpool on the state CTR survey, more than half of the individual's trip must be made with
two (2) or more persons over the age of 16 in the vehicle.
o Specific building policies may apply, i.e. that all carpoolers must be located in the same
building.

o

An agency must determine how they will manage carpool parking. If there is paid parking, will
the carpoolers receive free or discounted parking? On days when the members do not carpool,
will the vehicle be allowed to park the vehicle in a carpool/vanpool designated space? If there is
paid parking, will the agency provide the carpool members vouchers for a specified number of
days to park on days they must drive alone?
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Example 1: In order to qualify to park in the designated carpool/vanpool spaces, each carpool
must have a minimum of two employees assigned to the worksite and must commute together for
at least 51 percent of their commute distance.
Example 2: Carpool partners do not have to work in the same building to qualify as a carpool or
to park in a carpoollvanpool reserved space. However, if the carpool vehicle is to be parked in a
carpool space, the driver must be employed at the worksite and must carpool on the days the
vehicle is parked in a carpool/vanpool reserved space. Note: Two-person carpool arrangements
do not have to have reserved parking. They could be required to park in the employee's general
parking areas.
Example 3: Capitol Campus: Carpools must register through the Department of General
Administration's Office of Parking Services. The cost for parking for a two-person carpool will
be split between the employees through payroll deduction. A three or more person carpool may
park free of charge in a reserved carpoollvanpool space. Employees may purchase day parking
passes to use on days they must drive alone. All employees in the carpool must be employed on
the Capitol Campus. Agencies may choose to provide a small number of daily parking passes for
employees who used an alternative commute mode.
Example 4: Where there are co-located parking programs, regulations for carpool parking will
be noted in the parking plan or program.
Compressed workweek schedule
See Flexible Work Hours Policy Guidelines at www.ctr.wa.gov/employers/Guide.htm.
A compressed workweek schedule is one of the simplest and most cost-effective ways of
reducing drive-alone trips.
A compressed workweek is an alternative work schedule that reduces
the number of days an employee works within a given period while
working longer hours during the remaining workdays. This option
completely eliminates at least one trip every two weeks
Agencies can implement compressed workweek schedules if it is suitable to the agency's
mission and the employee's position and work duties. Eligible employees, working with their
supervisor and within agency policy, will select their work schedule. The most common
compressed work week schedules are: 4/40 (four. 10-hour days per week) or a 9/80 (80 hours in 9
days, the 10th day off) schedule.
A compressed workweek schedule totally eliminates commute trips. When a compressed
schedule is combined with other alternative modes, significant.reductions can be made.

Flex time
Flex time allows an employee, subject to agency guidelines, to select their daily starting and
ending times that are outside ofthe agency's normal 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. work hours.
Employees must be present during the agency's core period during the day. Allowing flexibility
in the work schedules of eligible employees makes it easier for them to participate in timesensitive travel modes such as carpools, vanpools, and public transit.
By allowing employees to select their start times, peak arrival times can be spread out, reducing
local congestion. The key to flex time is that employees select their own schedule subject to
agency approval.
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Telework
See Telework Guidelines at www.ctr.wa.gov/employers/Guide.htm.
Teleworking allows employees to reduce or eliminate commute trips by working at home or a
satellite office, usually one to two days a week.
Teleworking includes the use of telephones, computers or other
technology that allows an employee to workfrom home or from a
workplace closer to home, reducing the distance traveled in a
commute trip thus reducing a commute trip.
Agencies can implement teleworking arrangements when it is suitable to the agency's mission
and employee's position and work duties. Note: Teleworking does not have to include the use of
a computer. It may be that not all of the agencies in a Cluster CTR Program are able to offer
telework to their employees.
Transit
Public transit is an important element of the transportation system in many cities and is a viable
commute option for many employees.
Transit is a multiple-occupant vehicle operated on a for-hire, shared
ride basis, including bus, train, ferry, shuttle bus, and vanpool. Transit
is actually a broad array of services and facilities, from fixed route to
demand response to rail andferry service.

Transit agencies that provide bus and/or van pool service to and from
Thurston County:

o
o
o
o
o
o

Grays Harbor Transit: www.ghtransit.com
Intercity Transit: www.intercitytransit.com
King County Metro: http://metro.kingcounty.gov/
Mason Transit: www.masontransit.org/
Pierce Transit: www.piercetransit.org
Sound Transit: http://www.soundtransit.org

Intercity Transit, Thurston County's public transportation provider, serves Olympia, Lacey,
Tumwater, and Yelm. Intercity Transit provides bus service to Pierce County where passengers
can connect with service to SeaTac, Seattle, and areas to the north.
Intercity Transit also provides:
• Community van program
• Customer service staff will prepare custom trip plans with all the information the customer
needs to successfully make his or her trip on the bus
• Dial-A-Lift service for people with disabilities that prevent them from riding regular buses
• Free one-on-one travel training: a "travel coach" works with new bus riders one-on-one until
they are comfortable riding the bus alone
• On-line trip planner: provides individualized trip plans online
• Promotional brochures: ridesharing, specific services, transit guide, etc.
• Vanpool program for regional, long-distance commuters
• Transportation program for Welfare to Work recipients
Page 21
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For information, contact Customer Service at 360-786-1881 or visit www.intercitytransit.com
The State Agency Rider (STAR) Pass is available to state employees who are assigned to a
worksite in Thurston County. The STAR Pass program is a partnership between the State and
Intercity Transit that allows state employees in Thurston County to ride any Intercity Transit bus
route without charge, including express service between Tacoma and Olympia. A STAR Pass
sticker affixed to the employee's state photo ID identifies them as a STAR Pass holder when
presented to Intercity Transit drivers.
STAR Pass holders who commute to Thurston County on the Olympia Express Route on Pierce
Transit buses, Mason Transit or Grays Harbor Transit are eligible for a transit subsidy through
the State Agency CTR Program at WSDOT.
For information about the STAR Pass go to www.ctr.wa.gov!employees/starpass.htm

Vanpoolinq
Because they keep more vehicles off the road than carpools, vanpools are an even more efficient
way to commute. Vanpools work best for commute distances of more than 10 one-way miles.
A vanpool is a vehicle occupied by 5-15 people sharing the ride to and
from work and resulting in the reductzon of a minimum of one vehicle
trip. (CTR Guidelines)
.

In Washington State, vanpool programs are owned and operated by the local transit agencies.
The transit agencies supply, insure and maintain the vanpool vehicles for qualified groups of
commuters. The cost of the vanpool usually is divided among the riders. Where there is a large
pool of employees, vanpooling is a viable commute alternative. Riders in the vanpool must either
work or live in the county of their vanpool provider. Intercity Transit, Pierce Transit, King
County Metro, Mason Transit, and Grays Harbor Transit all operate vanpools that commute to
worksites in Thurston County.
It is important to specify how vanpool parking will be implemented. The driver of the vanpool

must be employed at the worksite in order to park the van at the worksite. If there is paid
parking, determine whether or not the vanpool receives free or discounted parking and whether
or not vanpool members will be provided with free or discounted parking. For example on the
Capitol Campus vanpools do not pay a parking fee and members may purchase day passes for
days they do not to vanpool.
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STATE AGENCY LEADERSHIP ROLE
The Washington State Legislature, State Agencies, and Institutions of Higher Education
recognize the crucial leadership role they have to develop and implement effective
commute trip reduction (CTR) programs. Successful CTR programs will reduce
commute trips, enhance agency sustainability plans, ensure transportation friendly
location of state worksites, encourage ridesharing, walking and cycling, support the
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and support the Governor's Wellness Initiative
for state employees. State Agencies and Institutions of Higher Education demonstrate
their commitment to the goals and mission ofCTR by allocating resources and funding in
their budget planning process.
Therefore, state agencies and institutions of higher education shall aggressively develop
and implement substantive CTR programs to reduce commute trips by state employees.
These programs shall be designed to enhance agency sustainability plans, ensure that
state facility locations encourage ridesharing for employees and customers, reduce energy
consumption and congestion in urban areas, and reduce air and water pollution associated
with automobile travel. Allocation of agency resources and funding to CTR programs
during agency budget planning is a key indicator of an agency's commitment to the goals
and mission ofCTR.

Examples of how state agencies and institutions of higher education can model employer
leadership in commute trip reduction include:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Incorporate CTR statements into their mission, strategic and sustainability plans.
Provide funding and resources for CTR in the agency budget.
Provide public communication and support for CTR by state and agency leaders.
Show consistent recognition of CTR activities, champion commuters, ideas, events,
etc. from senior management teams.
Offer consistent CTR program elements to all agency employees not just those
located in CTR affected worksites.
Locate state facilities in urban areas and near local bus routes.
Co-locate agency worksites together to coordinate CTR programs.
Co-located state worksites coordinate CTR program elements.
Participate in the local or statewide CTR planning process.

Interagency CTR Board
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WORKSITE DESIGNATION
STATE AGENCIES& INSTITUTIONSOF HIGHER EDUCATION
For purposes of designation and implementation, it is important that local jurisdictions
treat state agencies the same as non-state employers (public or private). Once a state
worksite has been designated as an affected CTR worksite, it must follow the same rules
as all other employers and report to, and work with, the local jurisdiction.

Note: To ensure that no extra administrative burden is placed on the jurisdictions, the
newly added element that state agencies must report yearly using the GMAP process will
be tracked by the Department of Transportation (WSDOT). State worksites are expected
to report this element in their CTR reports to their jurisdictions.

o

A "CTR affected state worksite" is a state-owned or leased building or group of
buildings with a total of 100 or more state employees of one or more agencies.

o

A "common location" for state agencies can be a single worksite/building or multiple
worksites/buildings as determined by the local jurisdiction in collaboration with
WSDOT and the affected agencies. Examples:
• One building housing a single state agency with 100 or more employees.
• One building with a total of 100 or more state employees and two or more
agencies. (Examples: Natural Resource Building, GA Building, Legislative
Building in Olympia, the ELG Building in Tumwater, Ecology Building in Lacey)
• Two or more buildings in close proximity with 100 or more state employees and a
single agency. (Examples: DOH in Tumwater, ESD in Olympia, DSHS Blake
East & West in Lacey, DSHS in Tacoma)
• Two or more buildings that collectively house at least 100 state employees
~ssigned to two or more agencies. (Example: Point Plaza West in Tumwaterfour agencies)
• College and Institutional Campuses - mUltiple buildings. (Examples: Universities
and Community Colleges, Western and Eastern State Hospitals, Rainier School)
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INTRODUCTION

The Commute Trip Reduction (CTR) Efficiency Act, adopted by the Legislature in 2006 requires
the State to assume a leadership role in CTR programs. One way mandated to foster leadership
is to have state co-located worksites with one hundred or more state employees, no matter how
many agencies, implement a CTR program.
The State Agency Co-location CTR Plan was adopted by the Interagency CTR Board in
compliance with RCW 70.94.551 (2) that states "state agencies sharing a common location in
affected urban growth areas where the total number of state employees is one hundred or more
shall, with assistance from the Department of Transportation develop and implement ajoint
commute trip reduction program."
The State Agency Co-location Commute Trip Reduction Plan (herein referred to as the "Colocation CTR Plan") outlines the basic program elements and supporting strategies that are to be
included in CTR programs located at worksites with one hundred or more state employees
regardless ofthe number of state agencies. The Co-location CTR Plan will provide consistency
among state worksites that house one hundred or more state employees and more than one
agency and will be the basis upon which the CTR Co-Located Programs are developed and
implemented.
"Affected urban growth areas" referred to in RCW 70.94.524 means:
o An urban growth area, designated pursuant to RCW 36.70A.II0, whose boundaries contain
a state highway segment exceeding the one hundred person hours of delay threshold
calculated by the department of transportation, and any contiguous urban growth areas; and
o An urban growth area containing ajurisdiction with a population over seventy thousand that
adopted a commute trip reduction ordinance before the year 2000, and any contiguous urban
growth areas
State worksites in the urban growth areas in Clark, King, Kitsap, Pierce, Snohomish, Spokane,
Whatcom and Yakima counties are affected by this definition. All state worksites in the urban
growth areas of Olympia, Lacey and Tumwater in Thurston County, no matter their size, are
CTR affected per 2009 legislation. (RCW 70.94.551 (3»

The Interagency CTR Board adopted the definition for a CTR affected state worksite as
follows:

o

A "CTR affected state worksite" is a state-owned or leased building or group of buildings
with a total of 100 or more state employees of one or more agencies.

o

A "common location" for state agencies can be a single worksitelbuilding or multiple
worksites/buildings as determined by the local jurisdiction in collaboration with GA,
WSDOT and the affected agencies. Examples:
a. One building housing a single state agency with 100 or more employees.
b. One building with a total of 100 or more state employees and two or more agencies.
Examples: Natural Resources Building, General Administration Building, Legislative
Building in Olympia, Edna L Goodrich Building in Tumwater, and the Ecology Building
in Lacey.

Co-Located CTR Plan
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c. Two or more buildings in close proximity with 100 or more state employees and a single
agency. Examples: Department of Health in Tumwater, Employment Security in
Olympia, DSHS Blake East & West in Lacey, DSHS in Tacoma.
d. Two or more buildings that collectively house at least 100 state employees assigned to
two or more agencies. Example: Point Plaza West in Tumwater - four agencies.

Note: local ordinances may have additional elements that would apply.
State Leadership Role (As adopted by the Interagency CTR Board, 3/07)
The Washington State Legislature, State Agencies, and Institutions of Higher Education
recognize the crucial leadership role they have to develop and implement effective commute trip
reduction (CTR) programs. Successful CTR programs will reduce commute trips, enhance
agency sustainability plans, ensure transportation-friendly location of state worksites, encourage
ridesharing, walking and cycling,and w ill support the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions,
the Governor's Climate Change Initiative and Wellness Initiative for state employees. State
Agencies and Institutions of Higher Education demonstrate their commitment to the goals and
mission ofCTR by allocating resources and funding in their budget planning process.
Therefore, state agencies and institutions of higher education shall aggressively develop and
implement substantive CTR programs to reduce commute trips by state employees. These
programs shall be designed to enhance agency sustainability plans, ensure that state facility
locations encourage ridesharing for employees and customers, reduce energy consumption and
congestion in urban areas, and reduce air and water pollution associated with vehicle travel.
Allocation of agency resources and funding to CTR programs during agency budget planning is
a key indicator of an agency's commitment to the goals and mission ofCTR.
CTRPROGRAMSTRUCTURE
1. The Co-Located CTR Program will have an opening statement of why the CTR program
has been developed, i.e. "X has developed this CTR Program in response to the CTR Law
(RCW 70.94.521-551), requirements ofthe City ofY, and the guidelines from the
Governor's CTR Board and the Interagency CTR Board."
2. The Co-Located CTR Program will have a statement of its intent, i.e. "The CTR Law
benefits our community by protecting the environment, enhancing our resources and
maintaining and improving our quality of life. Each agency in this CTR program is
committed to reducing the number of single occupant vehicles traveling to the worksite by
encouraging employees to use alternatives to driving alone. Alternatives include walking,
bicycling, carpooling, vanpooling, riding the;bus, train or ferry, working a compressed work
schedule or teleworking."
Note: All state employees at the worksite should be eligible to participate unless there is a
significant reason to not include all state employees.
3. The Co-Located CTR Program will state the CTR Program Goals:
o Reduce vehicle-generated air and water pollution.
o Reduce vehicle-generated energy consumption.
o Reduce traffic congestion.
Co-Located CTR Plan
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o

Optimize the use of existing and future transportation systems, minimize costs and
preserve resources.

.

4. Program Administration shall be through a complex-wide CTR Committee. The CTR
Committee could be a subcommittee of the Tenants Committee or Parking Committee and
must include representation from all agencies. The membership is to include both
management and staff. One agency will take the lead as the main contact to the State
Agency CTR Program Manager at the Department of Transportation (WSDOT) and the local
jurisdiction. The lead agency's role may rotate on a specified schedule of not less than two
years in order to complete a full reporting and employee surveying cycle.
5. CTR Committee Structure
o Members: Each agency or group of agencies is to be represented by on-site CTR
Representatives, Employee Transportation Coordinators (ETC), and/or members of the
worksite's Parking Committee. If the worksite has a number of small agencies, they may
choose to have one representative among them. All members' contact information is to
be submitted to the State Agency CTR Program Manager at WSDOT and the local
jurisdiction for inclusion in email alerts, invitations to training, local events, networking
sessions, etc.

o

Lead Agency Role: The lead agency role may rotate among the participating agencies
determined through a process or a rotation cycle. The lead agency shall serve at least two
years (to complete a full CTR survey cycle) and will be the main contact to the local
jurisdiction and the State Agency CTR Program at WSDOT. When there is a change in
the lead agency, the jurisdiction must be notified of who the new lead is as soon as this
change is determined.

o

Meetings: The committee must meet at least quarterly once the CTR program is fully
implemented. Additional meetings are to be held for special events such as Wheel
Option Campaigns, Bike to Work and transportation fairs, CTR employee surveying and
producing the CTR reports to the local jurisdiction.

6. Committee Responsibilities
o Employee Surveys: Conducted every two years or as directed by the local jurisdiction.
Each agency will survey its own employees and have its own worksite ID number issued
by WSDOT. The CTR Committee will ensure that all agencies participate and that the
surveys process is conducted consistent with the instruction received from the local
jurisdiction. To be valid, agencies must achieve a seventy percent response rate. Each
agency will receive its own survey report. The highest ranking official of each agency at
the worksite will be required to sign the report. Agencies may choose to have the agency
head be the signer.

o

CTR Program Reports: Each worksite will be required to provide a CTR Program
Report to the local jurisdiction on a form designated by the jurisdiction. Each
jurisdiction determines if the report is to be annual or every two years. (Note: a list of the
counties reporting cycles will be included in the appendix.) All agencies will be
identified and included in the report. The highest ranking official of each agency located
in the co-located site, the agency head, or an authorized designee ofthe agency will be
required to sign the report.

Co-Located CTR Plan
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The CTR report shall be a collaboration of the CTR Committee and each agency's CTR
Representative. The Program Report shall distinguish where agencies differ from one
another, such as in number of employees, incentives, subsidies, telework and flextime
policies, etc. Ifworksites are comprised of multiple buildings, the Program Report shall
report on building differences that pertain to the questions and issues being reported on.
For example, if showers are available to one building's employees but not to another, this
should be reflected in the report.

o

Event Planning: Plan and implement participation in Wheel Options campaigns, bicycle
commuter contests, worksite commuter fairs, etc.

o

Info.rmation Sharing: A process to provide alternative commuting information to all
employees at least yearly or as defined in the local CTR Ordinance.

o

Signature Page: List the agencies at the worksite, and the dates signed. The signature
page may be signed by the highest ranking official of each agency located in the colocated site, the agency head or an authorized designee of the agency.

CTR PROGRAM ELEMENTS
Each Co-Located CTR Program must contain the following requirements of the law:
1. Designation of a transportation coordinator and the display ofthe name, location, and
telephone number in a prominent manner. The co-located worksite display must list a
contact for each of the agencies.
2. Regular distribution of information to employees regarding alternatives to drive alone
commuting. The CTR committee will have this responsibility.
3. Survey employees every two years and submit a CTR report to the local jurisdiction.
4. Implement a set of measurers designed to achieve the applicable CTR goals adopted by
the local jurisdiction.
Program measurers may include, but are not limited to: RCW 70.94.631 (3)
o Provision of preferential parking or reduced parking charges, or both, for high
occupancy vehicles.
o Instituting or increasing parking charges for single-occupant vehicles. (Note: see
RCW 41.80 regarding collective bargaining agreements on parking charges.)
o Provision of commuter ride matching services to facilitate employee ridesharing for
commute trips.
o Provision of subsidies for transit fares.
o Permitting the use of the employer's vehicles for carpooling or vanpooling.
o Permitting flexible work schedules to faGilitate employees' use of transit, carpools, or
vanpools
o Cooperation with transportation providers to provide additional regular or express
service to the worksite.
o Construction of special loading and unloading facilities for transit, carpool, and
vanpool users.
Co-Located CTR Plan
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o
o
o
o
o

Provision of bicycle parking facilities, lockers, changing areas, and showers for
employees who bicycle or walk to work.
Provision for program of parking incentives such as a rebate for employees who do
not use the parking facility.
Establishment of a program to permit employees to work part or full time at home or
at an alternative worksite closer to their homes.
Establishment of a program of alternative work schedules, such as compressed work
week schedules, which reduce commuting.
Irnplementation of other measures designed to facilitate the use of high-occupancy
vehicles such as on-site day care facilities and emergency taxi services.

5. Make a good faith effort towards achievement ofthe goals. This includes:
o Meeting the minimum requirements (1 - 4 above).
o Notifying the jurisdiction of its intent to substantially change or modify its program
and has either received the approval of the jurisdiction to do so or has acknowledged
that its program may not be approved without additional modifications.
o Providing adequate information and documentation of implementation when
requested by the jurisdiction.
o Working collaboratively with its jurisdiction to continue its existing program or is
developing and implementing program modifications likely to result in improvements
to the program over an agreed upon length of time.
o Other elements contained in local ordinances."
COMMUTE OPTIONS

The Co-Located CTR Program must describe options to drive alone commuting. These include,
carpool, vanpool, taking the bus, ferry or train, walking, bicycling, telework, and flexible work
schedules. Not all options may be available to all employees and some, such as telework and
flexible schedules, may be regulated by agency policy. (See Appendix)
CTR PROGRAM SUPPORTING ELEMENTS

To be effective, commute options must be supported by agency management, local jurisdictions
and transit agencies, the worksite CTR Committee and the following:
CTR Subsidies
State law (RCW 43.01.230) allows agencies to offer CTR subsidies to employees who use
alternative commute modes. Each agency must provide the funding for the CTR subsidies it may
offer using either internal funds or parking fees collected at leased facilities. Agencies may
develop and implement a financial subsidy program that encourages significant trip reductions
among its employees. The Co-Located CTR Program must provide agency-specific subsidy
information that follows the Subsidy Tracking Guidelines adopted by the Interagency CTR
Board. See: www.ctr.wa.gov/employers/guide.htm.
There are two types of subsidies an agency may offer: a non-taxable transit subsidy (bus,
vanpool, train, or ferry) and a taxable cash subsidy (carpool, walking, bicycling). In order to be
non-taxable, the subsidy must be provided via voucher, monthly transit pass or ticket books.
The Co-Located CTR Program must list the subsidies provided by each agency within the body
of the program. Details of each agency's subsidy program are to be included in an appendix.
Co-Located CTR Plan
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Ride Matching Assistance - RideshareOnline.com
Ride matching assistance is an important asset to an effective commute trip reduction program.
RideshareOnline.com provides free, comprehensive ride match assistance to anyone who lives or
works in Washington State. Its database contains commuters from the entire state, providing the
user a wide range of potential carpools or vanpools.
CTR representatives are encouraged to use this service instead of establishing an in-house
database that they must maintain themselves. RideshareOnline.com can provide complex, state
wide matches. Individuals can enter their infonnation and receive matches on their own or, if
preferred, the CTR representative can limit the ride match search to employees just at his or her
worksite. The CTR representatives can personalize Rideshareonline.com to include employer
promotions and incentives. The large pool of individuals in the state ride match database
provides additional support for internal efforts.
For more information visit the RideshareOnline website - www.RideshareOnline.com.

Emergency Ride Home Program (ERH)
See Emergency Ride Home Program Guidelines www.ctr.wa.gov/employers/guide.htm
A common objection employees have to using alternative commute options is that in the event of
a personal emergency during the workday - with themselves or their families - a personal
vehicle would be needed. An emergency ride home program can be thought of as a "smart
commuting insurance policy." ERH is available in all of the CTR affected counties.
Typically, ERH provides a free taxi ride to state employees in emergency situations or when
unplanned overtime is required. The ride may b~to the employee's home, child's school,
doctor's office or a park and ride lot. Secondary stops are allowed (i.e. to pick up a sick child or
a prescription),but only if pre-approved by the agency. An employee is eligible ifhe/she has
taken the bus, carpooled, vanpooled, bicycled or walked to work that day. The number of
emergency ride home trips is limited to between four and eight rides per employee per year with
only half allowed due to unscheduled overtime. Subject to agency approval, state vehicles may
be used as long as the emergency does not include picking up a non-state employee, such as a
sick child or spouse, and the employee is not too sick or distraught to drive.
The Co-Located Worksite's CTR Program must outline how the ERH will be implemented, i.e.
what process an employee would follow in the case of an emergency.
AMENITIES AT THE WORKSITE

o

Bike racks or bike cages
Bicycle racks or bike cages - preferably covered - provide a place for the bicycle commuter
to park or store a bicycle. The worksite CTR program should describe the facility options
available to bicycle commuters, including, if allowed, inside the building - and where.

o

ShowerslLockers
Showers and lockers offer walkers and bicyclists a place to change clothes before reporting
to work. If none are located in the worksite, provide information to the closest facility where
an employee may find showers and lockers.:

o

Other

Co-Located CTR Plan
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There may be other amenities available to employees at the worksite, such as daycare,
ATMs, cafeterias, cleaners, etc. that can be included as a supporting element in the CTR
program.
PARKING
Parking is a key element of any CTR prograJil. When there is an abundance of employee
parking and where there is no charge for parking, employees tend to drive alone to work.

Describe in detail the parking situation at the worksite, including parking for carpools and
vanpools. Is there a formal parking management plan or program? If so, describe. Are the
parking stalls assigned - or is it zoned? Is there visitor parking? Is there a charge to
employees for parking? If so, how much and how are the fees used by the worksite?

MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
Management support for CTR programs is vital not only for the CTR Committee and the
employee transportation coordinators (ETC) but also as a means of demonstrating state
leadership. This section could include a statement that ETCs and the CTR Committee will
receive appropriate support from management. Management support can be demonstrated by
giving authorization for employees to serve on the CTR Committee and to perform
committee duties; can use email to distribute CTR information; can brief management on
occasion; and attend networking and training sessions put on by the local jurisdictions.
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION
The CTR Law and local CTR ordinances require that commuting information be distributed to
employees on a regular basis. Changing attitudes and behavior requires consistent, frequent
reinforcement. Current employees need to be exposed, often, to messages reminding them of the
CTR Program, as well as of the benefits of choosing an alternative to driving alone. New
employees need to be informed about the Co-Located CTR Program and individual agency
programs as soon as possible after they are hired.
Each Co-Located CTR Committee will be responsible for producing a flyer or brochure that
summarizes the CTR program. This tool will be distributed (hard copy or e-mail) to employees
at least annually and shall be posted in an accessible site visible to employees. This includes
agency intranet sites.

Effective methods may include:
New Employee Orientation
Orientation sessions for new employees are an opportunity to distribute program information and
explaining the Co-Located CTR program and commute options that stress alternatives to driving
alone. The CTR Committee will develop a CTR element for each agency to use in their new
employee orientation.
Commuter Information Center
The CTR Law requires that affected CTR worksites display a CTR information board. The CTR
Committee will establish and help maintain permanent displays in visible and accessible
locations throughout the building (or as applicable). The displays will contain information on
alternative commute options and promotional material. A summary of the CTR Program and the
names ofthe CTR representative and CTR committee members will be posted.
Co-Located CTR Plan
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--

)
Flyers and Posters
Material posted on bulletin boards or other highly visible sites are valuable in keeping the CTR
Program in front of employees. The CTR Committee will maintain bulletin boards for this
purpose. Material should be posted at least quarterly or as required in local CTR ordinances.
Newsletter Articles
Periodic short articles about alternative commute options in the agency/worksite newsletter are a
good method to communicate to employees about the CTR Program. Articles inform employees
about who to contact for specific information, let employees know about changes that may
impact their commutes, incentives available, upcoming events or feature articles on employees
who use alternative commute options, recognizing their accomplishments.
E-Mail
When available, email may be used to distribute information about alternative commute options
to all the employees in the co-located worksite.
Presentations to Work Groups and Management Teams
Recognizing that the communication methods described above are only partially effective,
agencies within the worksite will emphasize information distribution and communication about
alternative commute options through presentations to small work groups and management teams.
Members of the CTR Committee or other experienced users of the various alternative commute
modes would be asked to do the presentations. In addition, small group presentations are more
effective in trying to educate employees about how to accomplish the desired behavior changes
which is to reduce drive alone trips.
Special Events
Special events provide an opportunity to distribute information and promote the CTR Program in
new and innovative ways. Co-located worksites may participate in the statewide bi-annual
Wheel Options Campaign (March and October). Other events include bicycle commuter
contests (May), incentives on rideshareonline.com, as well as events promoted by local transit
agencies and local jurisdictions.
Recognition
Recognition is an important aspect for a successful CTR program; therefore, it is vitally
important to acknowledge progress and achievement--for the individuals "just trying"
alternatives for the first time, as well as those who are "long time" participants. This can be
done through rewards and incentives, as well as through recognition programs.
The CTR Committee will develop a complex-wide recognition program to acknowledge eligible
employees for using alternatives-new participants, as well as long time participants.
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APPENDIX A
COMMUTE OPTIONS
The Co-Located CTR Program must describe options to drive alone commuting. These include,
carpool, vanpool, taking the bus, ferry or train, walking, bicycling, telework, and flexible work
schedules. Not all options may be available to all employees and some, such as telework and
flexible schedules, may be regulated by agency policy.

Carpooling
Carpooling is one of the most flexible, affordable and convenient ways for employees to
commute.
A carpool is a vehicle occupied by 2 to 6 people sharing the ride to work
and resulting in the reduction of at least one vehicle commute trip. (CTR
Guidelines)
Additional conditions of a carpool:
o Persons under 16 years of age commuting in a carpool do not count as carpool members
because they do not eliminate a vehicle trip.
o Taking children to and from day care or school does not constitute a carpool ifthere is
only one adult in the vehicle because no vehicle trip is eliminated.
o Not all members of the carpool need to be state employees.
o Family members commuting together are a carpool.
o The driver of the carpool vehicle must be a state employee if the vehicle is to be parked
in a state worksite parking lot.
o Agencies may choose to allow different configurations for carpools. However, to qualify
as a carpool on the state CTR survey, more than half the trip has to be made with two (2)
or more persons over the age of 16 in the vehicle.
o Specific building policies may apply, i.e. that all carpoolers must be located in the same
building.

will

The Co-Located CTR Program must specify how carpool parking
be implemented. Ifthere
is paid parking, will the carpoolers receive free or discounted parking? On days when the
members do not carpool, will the vehicle be allowed to park in a carpool/vanpool designated
space? If there is paid parking, will the carpool members be provided vouchers for a specified
number of days to park when they must drive alone?
Example 1: In order to qualify to park in the designated carpool/vanpool spaces, each carpool
must have a minimum of two employees assigned to the worksite and must commute together for
at least 51 % of their commute distance.
Example 2: Carpool partners do not have to work in the same building to qualify as a carpool or
to park in a carpool/vanpool reserved space. However, if the carpool vehicle is to be parked in a
carpool space, the driver must be employed at the worksite and must carpool on the days the
vehicle is parked in a carpoollvanpool reserved space. Note: Two-person carpool arrangements
do not have to have reserved parking. They could be required to park in the employee's general
parking areas.
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Example 3: Capitol Campus: Carpools must register through the Department of General
Administration's Office of Parking Services. The cost for parking for a two-person carpool will
be split between the employees through payroll deduction. A three or more person carpool may
park free of charge in a reserved carpool/vanpool space. Employees may purchase $1 day
parking passes to use on days they must drive alone. All employees in the carpool must be
employed on the Capitol Campus. Agencies may choose to provide daily parking passes for
employees who used an alternative commute mode.

Example 4: Where there are co-located parking programs, regulations for carpool parking will
be noted in the parking plan or program.

Vanpooling
Because they keep more vehicles off the road than carpools, vanpools are an even more efficient
way to commute. Vanpools work best for commute distances of over 10 one-way miles.

A vanpool is a vehicle occupied by 7-15 people sharing the ride to and
from work and resulting in the reduction of a minimum of one vehicle
trip. (CTR Guidelines)
In Washington State vanpool programs are owned and operated by the local transit agency. The
only county in an affected urban growth area currently without a viable vanpool program is
Clark. (Note: C-Tran is currently evaluating the implementation ofa vanpool program.) The
transit agencies supply, insure and maintain the vanpool vehicles for qualified groups of
commuters. The cost of the vanpool is divided among the riders. Typically, the driver(s) do not
pay a fare. Where there is a large pool of employees, vanpooling is a viable commute
alternative.
It is important to specify how vanpool parking will be implemented. The driver of the vanpool
must be employed at the worksite ifthe van is to be parked at the worksite. If there is paid
parking, determine if the vanpool receives free or discounted parking and whether the members
of the vanpool will be provided with a number of days of free or discounted parking, i.e. on the
Capitol Campus vanpools do not pay a parking fee and members may purchase up to eight $1
day passes for days when they are unable to vanpool.

Pu blie Transit
Public transit is an important element of the transportation system in many cities and is a viable
commute option for many employees: Transit can be a vital part of worksite CTR programs in
those areas where transit exists.

Transit is a multiple-occupant vehicle operated on afor-hire, shared
ride basis, including bus, train, ferry, shuttle bus, and vanpool.
Transit is actually a broad array of services and facilities, from fixed
route to demand response to rail and ferry service.
Co-Located CTR Programs must describe the area surrounding the worksite noting the number
of transit stops and their walking distance to the worksite. For example: ABC is located on a
major arterial close to other major and minor arterials and access to the Interstate. Transit
Company X provides regular, frequent bus service to this worksite. There are X number of
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transit stops located within three blocks of the worksite. All X buses have bicycle racks and are
lift-equipped to accommodate individuals with limited mobility.

Public Transit Information Assistance
To facilitate employees trying to ride transit for the first time, most transit agencies will provide
personalized guidance through the assistance of the CTR representatives or current transit riders.
In addition, the CTR Representative or ETC will utilize the services of the public transit agency
to provide personalized "trip plans" for interested employees. The commuter information center
at the worksite will display transit routes and schedules.

Public Transit by County
Clark County - C-Tran: www.c-tran.com.
C-TRAN provides fixed route transit service and innovative transit services (Connectors)
including general purpose dial-a-ride, deviated fixed route, and feeder service. Para transit
service is provided in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). C-TRAN
also offers vanpool options in coordination with Metro, providing another ridesharing alternative
to local employers and their employees. All vehicles in C-TRAN's fleet are lift-equipped. All
fixed route buses have bicycle racks in addition to bike racks and lockers at transit centers.
C-TRAN's service boundary includes the city ofVan~ouver and its urban growth area and the
city limits only of Battle Ground, Camas, La Center, Ridgefield, Washougal, and the Town of
Yacolt. In late 2007 C-TRAN implemented a service re-design that provides service to
additional destinations, new late night service on key urban routes, and the opening of the 99th
Street Transit Center at Stockford Village which includes a 610 space park and ride.
C-TRAN offers monthly passes as well as an Annual Pass program available to local employers.
Pass by Mail and E-Pass programs offer additional convenience in purchasing C-TRAN passes.
Trip planning assistance is available by calling 360-696-4494. Online trip planning is available.

Grays Harbor County: Grays Harbor Transit: www.ghtransit.com
Grays Harbor Transit operates routes throughout Grays Harbor County with connecting routes to
Mason Transit in McCleary and to Intercity Transit in Olympia.
STAR Pass holders are eligible for the Grays Harbor STAR Pass subsidy program. Additional
information can be found at www.ctr.wa.gov/employees/starpass.htm.

King County: King County Metro:
Transportation information: Employees can gain access to up-to-date transportation
information, including information for all transit agencies in the Seattle Metropolitan area and
the Washington State Ferries by checking into http://transit.metrokc.gov. Telephone information
is available by calling (206) 287-8463 or toll free 1-800542-7876.
Ridesharing/commuter vans: www.RideshareOnline.com. Washington State's online ride
matching system provides instant access to interested carpool and vanpool partners. By
telephone call 1-888-814-1300 for direct staff assistance. New vanpool participants may be
eligible for special incentive pricing and rewards.
Employer pass products: Flexpass is an employer-based transit, HOV and non-motorized
commute benefits program designed to provide flexible alternative commute options and
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subsidies to employees. FlexPass includes services from King County Metro and Sound Transit.
Depending on an employer's geographic location, FlexPass may also include services from
Community Transit and Pierce Transit. Washington State Department of Transportation has
purchased a customized Flexpass. Other state agencies are eligible to purchase Area FlexPass at
a reduced cost for their employees. For employer information, call King County Metro's
employer commute assistance line at 206-263-3444, email at
employer.program@kingcounty.gov or visit our website at http://transit.metrokc.gov/FlexPass.

Kitsap County: Kitsap Transit: www.kitsaptransit.org
Kitsap Transit operates 45 total routes, Monday through Friday; 17 of which are commuter hours
only. The agency operates 23 fixed routes on Saturdays and 21 fixed routes on Sundays. All of
Kitsap Transit's buses are equipped with racks for bicycles. Most of the transit centers have
bicycle racks and lockers.
Kitsap Transit operates 120 vanpools and 32 worker/driver buses and operates service at 29 park
and ride lots with a total capacity of2,819 parking spaces and approximately 180 bus shelters.
Kitsap Transit coordinates extensively with the Washington State Ferries (WSF) and provides
service, particularly at peak hours, to all WSF terminals-Southworth, Bremerton, Bainbridge
Island, and Kingston. Kitsap Transit buses, especially at peak hours, meet and wait for ferry
landings.
Kitsap Transit provides service to many ofthe public elementary, middle, and high schools in its
service area, as well as the Olympic Community College in Bremerton and Poulsbo.
Kitsap Transit provides demand response ACCESS (paratransit) services to the elderly and
persons with disabilities. Kitsap Transit also has a program called VanLink service, through
which the agency provides vans to local social service agencies to transport their clients. Kitsap
Transit operates a vanpool program as part of its IRides hare program. There are 116 commuter
vans in the vanpool program, 42 vans in the VanLink program, and the two programs share 12
spares. Kitsap Transit also provides buses for 26 WorkerlDriver subscription commuter routes to
the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard in Bremerton.
Kitsap Transit is the lead agency for commute trip reduction in Kitsap County.
For more information call 360-377-buss (2877) or 1-800-501-7433 or visit the Kitsap Transit
website at www.kitsaptransit.org.

Mason County: Mason Transit: www.masontransit.org
Mason Transit operates a regional system with destinations in adjacent counties making
connections to six transit systems (Kitsap, Jefferson, Clallam, Grays Harbor, Intercity and
Pierce). Dial-a-ride services and eight (8) routes operate from 7:30 am to 8:30 pm Monday
through Saturday.
Mason Transit also provides bus services with four coaches originating in Mason County to
Kitsap County for Puget Sound Naval Shipyard employees under the WorkerlDriver Program.
With the expansion of our vanpool program in 2005, 15 new vanpool vehicles were acquired
with 13 in service at this time. Mason Transit has over 40 vehicles consisting of coaches, body
on chasis, vans with seating capacity ranging from 12 persons up to 45.
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Mason Transit operates fare-free within the County. Out of county fares are $1.00. STAR Pass
holders are eligible for the Mason Transit STAR Pass subsidy program.
See www.ctr.wa.gov/emplovees/starpass.htm

Pierce County: Pierce Transit: www.piercetransit.org
Pierce Transit, Washington's second largest transit agency, serves Pierce County's 775,000
residents in a 414 square mile area. Pierce Transit operates 49 local routes, 6 express routes, and
provides nearly 300 vanpools that serve hundreds of worksites throughout the Puget Sound
region. Pierce Transit also offers customized worksite transportation assistance that provides
effective commute options and benefits for employees.
Pierce Transit serves as a vital link in our regional transportation system by making connections
with: Intercity Transit in Pierce and Thurston Counties; King County Metro in King County;
Pierce County Ferries at Steilacoom; Washington State Ferries at Pt. Defiance; Amtrak at
Downtown Tacoma; and Greyhound. Sound Transit express buses link light rail & Sounder
trains from the Tacoma Dome Station.
Puget passes can be purchased at not only Pierce Transit's five outlets, but at a variety of Fred
Meyer, Key Bank and other outlets throughout the county. Passes can also be purchased online
at piercetransit.org (click on "E-store" tab). Also, Pierce Transit's Trip Planner instantly creates
a free itinerary for transit trips within the Puget Sound region.
For more information call Customer Services at 253.581.8000 or 800.562.8109.

Snohomish County - Community Transit: www.communitytransit.org
Community Transit operates 33 local bus routes throughout Snohomish County, 31 commuter
routes to downtown Seattle, the University of Washington and the Eastside, and serves 2,100 bus
stops and more than 35,000 passengers a day.
In addition, Community Transit offers DART paratransit service throughout Snohomish County,
carpool matching, has one of the nation's largest vanpool programs and offers travel training to
disabled and senior citizens and those whose native language isn't English.
Earlier this year, Community Transit added a double-decker bus to its commuter service, making
it only the second transit agency in the country to have such a bus in regular service.
Community Transit offers a money-saving PugetPass, good on all Community Transit, Everett
Transit, King County Metro, Pierce Transit and Sound Transit services. There is also a
PugetPass option allowing riders to take designated ferries. An EdPass and U-Pass are available
for rides to Edmonds Community College and the University of Washington, respectively, and
an Edmonds Youth Pass is available for high school students.
Community Transit offers an Employer Outreach program to help individual employers develop
programs that meet specific trip reduction needs as required by state law. These include vanpool
and carpool and parking management.
For more information on Community Transit's programs, call the agency 425-353-RIDE or 800562-1375 (bus information) or 888-814-1300 (carpool and vanpool information) or visit
www.communitytransit.org.
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Everett Transit: http://www .everettwa.org/defau It.aspx?I 0=290
Everett Transit (ET) can take you most anywhere within the City of Everett. ET's fixed-route
and Para Transit buses operate seven days a week including holidays.
Everett Transit connects to the Everett Station, which is home to the ET Customer Service
Center as well as WorkSource, WorkForce, The University Consortium and Espresso
Americano, Amtrak, Greyhound, Northwest Trailways, QuickShuttle, and Sound Transit.
Community Transit provides service from Everett Station.
Spokane County - Spokane Transit: www.spokanetransit.com
Spokane Transit Authority (STA) operates within an area encompassing approximately 372
square miles of Spokane County which includes approximately 387,635 residents or 87 percent
of the county population. STA is governed by a Board of Directors consisting of nine members
appointed by the membership of the elected governing bodies of Spokane County and the six
cities and one town (Airway Heights, Cheney, Liberty Lake, Medical Lake, Millwood, City of
Spokane Valley and City of Spokane) included within its boundaries.
STA's Fixed Route service is comprised of 39 routes operating on published schedules 365 days
a year. Additionally, special eVent service is provided for many community events. The fixedroute fleet consists of 135 vehicles (125 buses; 3 streetcar replicas; and 7 vans) that range in age
from one to twenty years. All buses purchased after August 1990 are either lift or ramp equipped
in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Currently, 100% of the bus fleet
is either liftor ramp equipped. In 2006, STA's fixed route service provided 8,408,678 passenger
trips and operated 402,533 revenue hours while traveling 5,570,692 revenue miles.
The Paratransit Department is responsible for all paratransit service conducted either by STA or
by a private contractor selected by STA. All services provided are in compliance with federal
and state laws for services to people who are disabled. Paratransit service is available the same
days and hours as fixed route service. Spokane Transit's paratransit fleet is comprised of 67
owned vehicles with a capacity for up to 14 passengers each. Contracted/purchased
transportation supplements STA's service as the primary service provider during early mornings,
nights, and weekends and augments capacity during peak service hours. The contracted service
fleet is comprised of31 vehicles. STA's paratransit service provided 493,981 passenger trips
and operated 167,479 revenue hours and 2,549,716 revenue miles in 2006.
The Van pool Program augments STA's public transportation system through the assignment of
passenger vans to vanpool groups. The 74 vans in the program are comprised of 58 14/15passenger vans and 6 8-passenger vans. This program is scheduled to grow to 94 vans in 2007.
A vanpool can be formed by a group of 8 to 15 people whose origin or destination is within the
STA service area. STA's rideshare program transported 163,826 passengers in 2006 while
operating 17,462 revenue hours and 609,385 revenue miles.
Molly Myers, Communications Manager, (509) 325-6000; mmyers@spokanetransit.com
Website:
STA partners with Spokane County's CTR Program, especially with marketing.
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Thurston County - Intercity Transit: www.intercitytransit.com.
Intercity Transit, Thurston County's public transportation provider, serves Olympia, Lacey,
Tumwater, and Yelm. The agency also provides service to Pierce County where passengers can
connect with service to SeaTac, Seattle, and areas to the north.
Other services include: Dial-A-Lift service for people with disabilities that prevent them from
riding regular buses; vanpool and carpool matching programs; free, one-on-one travel training; a
community van program; and a transportation program for Welfare to Work recipients. For
information, contact Customer Service at 360-786-1881 or visit www.intercitytransit.com.
The State Agency Rider (STAR) Pass is provided to employees assigned to a state worksite in
Thurston County through a partnership between the State and Intercity Transit. State employees
in Thurston County can ride without charge on any Intercity Transit route, including the express
service between Tacoma and Olympia. Employees with state photo 10 will receive a sticker that
will identifY them as STAR Pass riders to Intercity Transit drivers. STAR Pass holders who
commute to Thurston County on the Olympia Express Route on Pierce Transit buses are eligible
for a transit subsidy through the State Agency CTR Program at WSDOT. STAR Pass holders
who commute to Thurston County on Mason Transit or Grays Harbor Transit are also eligible for
a transit subsidy through WSDOT.
For more information about the STAR Pass or how to get a STAR Pass, please contact:
www.ctr.wa.gov/employees/starpass.htm.
Whatcom County: Whatcom Transportation Authority: www.ridewta.com.
The Whatcom Transportation Authority (WTA) serves the citizens of Western Whatcom County
with safe, reliable, and friendly public transportation services. Approximately 14,000 times per
weekday, someone boards a WTA Fixed-Route or Specialized Transportation Bus to go to work,
school (Middle School, High School and College), shopping, the doctor, or other destinations.
WTA operates 32 fixed route bus routes, all of which use ADA accessible vehicles and are
equipped with bicycle racks. A concentrated network of bus routes serves the more densely
populated areas of Bellingham with connections between Bellingham and Ferndale, Lynden, the
Lummi Nation Reservation, and Mount Vernon. Flex service is provided in the Everson,
Nooksack, Sumas, Deming, Kendall, Sudden Valley, Blaine, and Birch Bay areas. WTA
operates a vanpool program with 29 vehicles, primarily geared toward commuters. WTA is a
partner in Whatcom Smart Trips, a program that encourages community members to make more
of their trips by walking, bicycling, sharing rides and riding the bus. While many commuters
participate in Smart Trips, the program is open to everyone and focuses on all trips, not just work
trips. WTA operates Emergency Ride Home for WTA pass holders and Smart Trips participants.
WTA passes can be purchased at 17 sales outlets or online at www.ridewta.com. For more
information call Customer Service at 360-676-RIDE (7433).
Yakima County - Yakima Transit http://www.ci.yakima.wa.us/services/transit/
Yakima Transit serves the City of Yakima. In June of2005, limited transit service began to
Selah and Union Gap. The transit system consists of eleven separate bus routes that operate
from 6:00 AM to 7:00 PM Monday through Friday. Saturday and designated holiday schedules
consist of eight bus routes that run on an hourly schedule from 8:45 AM to 6:30 PM. There is
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currently no transit service available on Sunday. The majority ofCTR affected employers are
located adjacent to Yakima Transit bus routes. Unfortunately, due to limited routes and
schedule, many commuters live outside the scheduled bus routes or their commute times fall
outside ofthe bus schedule.
Several projects are planned to enhance public transportation; expanded operating hours; secure
permanent funding for Selah and Union Gap extensions; link services to nearby communities of
Terrace Heights, Moxee, Yakima Training Center, Gleed, Tieton, Cowiche and Naches; offer
regional transit connections to Kittitas County (Ellensburg/CWU Campus).
Yakima Transit currently has twenty vanpools operating. They will soon add an additional ten
vans to their fleet. For vanpool information, contact Karen Allen at kallen@,ci.yakima.wa.us or
by phone at 509-576-6423.

Bicycling and Walking
Bicycling and walking offers several benefits for employees who live reasonable distances from
their worksites. Walking and biking produce no pollution, consumes no fossil fuel, and is an
important travel option for employees. Walking and biking provide access to transit, and may be
an essential link ifbuses do not stop close to the worksite. Bicycling and walking are often
overlooked as commute options. However, they warrant a closer look, because of the benefits
they provide to the organization and to the individual.
Bicycling and walking eliminate a motor vehicle trip.

If applicable, the CTR Committee will communicate to the local jurisdiction the importance of
the development of bicycle lanes adjacent to the major and minor arterials in the area. Most of
the transit buses are equipped with bicycle racks to accommodate bike riders. To accommodate
bicycle commuters, covered bicycle racks, showers and lockers are recommended. Ifthe
worksite has no showers or lockers available, describe what is available for those who bicycle or
walk such as bike racks, cages, etc. or nearby facilities that do have showers and lockers.

Flexible Work Hours:
See Flexible Work Hours Policy Guidelines at www.ctr.wa.gov/employers/guide.htm
There are two types of Flexible Work Hours: flex-time and compressed workweeks.
Flex-Time: Allows employees, subject to agency guidelines, to select their daily starting and
ending times outside of the agency's normal work hours, usually 8:00 to 5:00. Employees are
required to be present during a core period oftime during the day. Allowing flexibility in the
work schedules of eligible employees makes it easier for them to participate in time-sensitive
travel modes such as carpools, vanpools, and public transit.

By allowing employees to select their start times, peak arrival times can be spread out, reducing
local congestion. The key to flex-time is that employees select their own schedule subject to
agency approval.
Compressed Work Week:
See Flexible Work Hours Policy Guidelines at www.ctr.wa.gov/employers/guide.htm.
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A compressed workweek schedule is one of the simplest and most cost-effective ways of
reducing drive-alone trips.
A compressed workweek is an alternative work schedule that reduces
the number of days an employee works within a given period while
working longer hours during the remaining workdays. This option
completely eliminates at least one trip every two weeks
Agencies can implement compressed workweek schedules ifit is suitable to the agency's
mission and the employee's position and work duties. Eligible employees, working with their
supervisor and within agency policy, will select their work schedule. The most common
compressed work week schedules are: 4/40 (four lO-hour days per week) or a 9/80 (80 hours in
9 days, the 10th day off) schedule.
A compressed workweek schedule totally eliminates commute trips. When a compressed
schedule is combined with other alternative modes, significant reductions can be made.

Teleworking:
See Teleworking policy guidelines at www.ctr.wa.gov/employers/guide.htm.
Teleworking allows employees to reduce or eliminate commute trips by working at home or a
satellite office, usually one to two days a week.
Teleworking includes the use of telephones, computers or other
technology that allows an employee to workfrom home or from a
workplace closer to home, reducing the distance traveled in a commute
trip thus reducing a commute trip.
Agencies can implement teleworking arrangements if it is suitable to the agency's mission and
employee's position and work duties. Note: Teleworking does not have to include the use ofa
computer. It may be that not all of the agencies in a Co-Located CTR Program are able to offer
telework to their employees. This should be noted either under "teleworking" or in an appendix.
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APPENDIX B

Definitions
For the purposes of this CTR Plan, the following definitions shall apply:

1. Affected Employee: A full time employee (35 hours or more a week) who is scheduled to
begin hislher regular work day at a single worksite between 6:00 am and 9:00 am (inclusive)
on two or more weekdays for at least twelve (12) continuous months.
2. Affected Employer (State Agency): A state agency located in a designated state worksite
that employs one hundred (100) or more state employees who are scheduled to begin their
regular work day between 6:00 am and 9:00 am (inclusive).
3. Alternative Commute Mode: Any means of commute transportation other than that in
which the single occupant motor vehicle is the dominant mode. Includes carpool, vanpool,
transit (bus, train, ferry), walking, bicycling, telework and compressed work weeks that
result in the reduction of commute trips.
4. Base Year: The time period from which the commute trip reduction goals shall be based.
5. CTR Coordinator (CTRC): Designated by state agencies as the main CTR contact person
to the State Agency CTR Program at WSDOT. The CTRC may also serve as the agency's
employee transportation coordinator (ETC).
6. CTR Guidelines: The official guidelines to the CTR Law developed by the CTR Board
(RCW 70.94.537).
7. CTR Law: The section of the Washington Clean Air Act adopted to accomplish commute
trip reductions (RCW 70.94.521-551).
8. CTR Ordinance: Local city ordinance that regulates and administers the CTR Programs of
affected employers or worksites.
9. CTR Program: An employer's strategies to reduce single occupant vehicle use and vehicle
miles traveled per affected employee.
10. Commute Mode: Means of transportation used by employees, including single occupant
vehicles, carpools, vanpools, transit, ferry, tr~in, bicycling, walking, teleworking or working
a compressed work schedule.
11. Compliance: Fully implementing all provisions of an accepted/approved CTR program or
meeting or exceeding the goals of the CTR Ordinance.
12. Dominant Commute Mode: The mode of travel used for the greatest distance ofa
commute trip.
13. Employee: Anyone who receives financial or other remuneration in exchange for work
provided to an employer
14. Employee Transportation Coordinator or ETC: A designated person who is typically an
employee ofthe affected employer and who is accessible to a worksite's employees in order
to carry out the CTR requirements of the CTR Law and the CTR Ordinance. The ETC also
acts as the employer's liaison with the jurisdiction and other CTR administrators such as
transit agencies and the Department of General Administration.
15. Full Time Employee: A person other than an independent contractor, scheduled to be
employed on a continuous basis for fifty-two (52) weeks for an average of thirty-five (35)
hours a week.
16. Good Faith Effort: An employer has met the minimum requirements identified in RCW
70.94.531 and the CTR Ordinance ofthe relevant local jurisdiction and is working
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collaboratively with the jurisdiction or its agent to continue its existing CTR program or is
developing and implementing modifications 'likely to result in improvements to its CTR
program over an agreed upon length of time.
17. High Occupancy Vehicle or HOV: A motor vehicle (including motorcycles) occupied by
more than one employee for commuting purposes.
18. Interagency CTR Board: Chaired by WSDOT, the Board's mandate is to develop and
adopt CTR policies and guidelines that promote consistency among state agency CTR
programs.
19. Mode: The means of transportation used by employees.
20. Peak Commute Period: The hours between 6:00 am and 9:00 a.m. (inclusive), Monday
through Friday, exclusive of legal holidays.
21. Single Occupant Vehicle or SOV: A motor vehicle, including motorcycles, occupied by
one employee for commute purposes, including a motorcycle.
22. Single Occupant Vehicle Trips: Trips made by employees in SOYs.
23. Single Worksite: A building or group of buildings on physically contiguous parcels ofland
occupied by one or more affected employers.
24. Subsidy for state employees: Financial assistance provided to state employees using
alternative commute modes and as an incentive in CTR program elements. Alternative
commute modes include walking, bicycling, transit, rail, ferry, carpools and vanpools.
Employees are not provided financial assistance (subsidy) for telework or compressed
workweek schedules because these work options are considered incentives in themselves.
25. Vehicle Miles Traveled: The number of miles traveled per person per vehicle. Example: a
single occupant vehicle that travels 10 miles to work has a per-person YMT of 10 miles. If
there are two people in the vehicle, the YMT per rider is 5 miles. (Length of the trip divided
by the number of people in the vehicle.)
26. Vehicle Miles Traveled per Employee or VMT Rate: The sum of individual vehicle
commute trip lengths made by affected employees over a set period oftime divided by the
number of affected employees working at the worksite during that period of time.
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APPENDIXC
Interagency CTR Board: RCW 70.94.551 (1»
The director of the department of general administration may coordinate an interagency board
for the purpose of developing policies or guidelines that promote consistency among state
agency commute trip reduction programs required by RCW 70.94.527 and 70.94.531. The board
shaH include representatives of the departments of transportation, ecology, and community,
trade, and economic development and such other departments and interested groups as the
director of the department of general administration determines to be necessary. Policies and
guidelines shaH be applicable to all state agencies including but not limited to policies and
guidelines regarding parking and parking charges, employee incentives for commuting by other
than single-occupant automobiles, flexible and alternative work schedules, alternative worksites,
and the use of state-owned vehicles for car and van pools and guaranteed rides home. The
policies and guidelines shaH also consider the costs and benefits to state agencies of achieving
commute trip reductions and consider mechanisms for funding state agency commute trip
reduction programs.
Interagency CTR Board Members through June 2011
WSDOT, Chair
Commerce
Ecology
General Administration
Attorney General
Employment Security
Evergreen State College
Fish & Wildlife
Health
Intercity Transit
Labor & Industries
Licensing
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Lottery
Office of Financial Institutions
Natural Resources
Revenue
Retirement Systems
Social and Health Services
State Treasurer
Thurston Regional Planning Council
University of Washington
Washington State University
Washington Federation of State Employees
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LOCATION OF STATE WORKSITES
The relationships among the location of state-owned or leased worksites, transportation
systems, parking supply, sustainability, LEED certification, health initiatives, growth
management, local comprehensive plans, green house gas emissions, and alternative
transportation mode choices is such that none can be addressed alone.
State worksites located within high-density areas, central business districts, business
parks, or in urban growth areas can take advantage of transit services, walking and
cycling, and will reduce vehicle miles traveled. State worksites located in less expensive,
remote areas allow few alternatives to driving alone for employees or customers. The
result is more vehicle miles traveled and less opportunity for employees to commute by
walking, cycling, or riding in high-occupant vehicles such as carpools and vanpools.
State worksites located so employees and customers can walk, bicycle, carpool, vanpool
or take the bus to the worksite add positively to the employee's, public, and community's
quality of life.

LOCATING STATE WORKSITES POLICY
When leasing or building new office space, the state shall consider:

o

Location, Location, Location: Concentrate state owned or leased buildings in
medium-to-high density locations encourages employees and clients to come to the
worksite by bus, carpools, vanpool, walking or cycling.

o

Building orientation: Locating buildings close to the main thoroughfare where there
are sidewalks and with parking located behind or to the side of the building provides
transportation options for employees and·clients that travel to the site. Design the site
so that safe and convenient passage is available to bicyclists and pedestrians to and
through the site.

o

Co-location and consolidation of agencies: Leasing or building larger work sites or
grouping mUltiple sites and agencies is an efficient use of state resources and will
provide transportation options for employees and clients.

o
o

LEED: Lease or build facilities that meet LEED silver or higher requirements.

o

Transit friendly design: Good street geometries, intersection design and bus stop
placement will facilitate transit use. When building a new worksite, work with the
local transit agency and site developers to ensure adequate transit circulation.
Locating parking behind the building permits convenient access between the bus stop
and the building entrance. If there is not a waiting area within the building, provide
covered bus waiting areas with benches and lighting.
Pedestrian friendly design: Sidewalks provide a safer environment for walking.
Ensure that there is convenient pedestrian access to the building from the parking lots
and neighboring streets.
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o

Bicycle friendly design: Provide secure, covered, well-lit bicycle racks or lockers
within the building for employees and covered racks close to building entrances for
bicycling clients. Showers and clothing lockers encourage bicycling and walking.

o

Electrical Outlets in Parking Areas: Where feasible, provide electrical outlets in
HOV parking areas to allow recharging of cars, Segways and electrically driven or
assisted bicycles and scooters.
RCW 43.01.250: "It is in the state's interest and to the benefit of the people of the
state to encourage the use of electrical vehicles in order to reduce emissions and
provide the public with cleaner air. This section expressly authorizes the purchase of
power at state expense to recharge privately and publicly owned plug-in electrical
vehicles at state office locations where the vehicles are used for state business, are
commute vehicles, or where the vehicles are at the state location for the purpose of
conducting business with the state."

o

Parking: Unlimited and free parking do little to encourage alternative transportation
modes. State agencies may not lease parking for their employees beyond what is
required in local ordinances. CRCW 43.01.240). Agencies must limit free parking
supply and consider parking charges and CTR incentives. Consider the goals for
CTR and the public service and business requirements of the specific state agency.
Refer to the parking guidelines at: www.ctr.wa.gov/employers/guide.htm .
./' Build parking at the minimum level possible. Request reduced parking below the
minimum where it can be shown effective CTR programs will be implemented .
./' Determine if nearby properties with different peak times for parking demand can
share parking spaces as a means of reducing unnecessary supply .
./' Ensure employee parking is designed and located for direct, convenient, and safe
access for pedestrians, including provisions for persons with disabilities and
transit riders between streets and building entrances. Where feasible, provide
covered walkways .
./' Reserve the closest and best parking spaces for carpools and vanpools at office
and industrial sites to encourage high-occupant vehicle commuting.

o

Cost of parking: When leasing a building, separate the lease costs so parking is
itemized and not rolled into the total lease cost. This enables visibility of the true cost
of parking.

BACKGROUND
Washington Statutes
RCW 36.70A The Growth Management Act CGMA): The GMA requires communities to
encourage urban density, avoid sprawl, and consider urban planning approaches to
promoting physical activity. Locating state facilities within designated higher density
centers and corridors encourages active modes of commuting and allows more employees
to walk or bicycle to adjacent services.
State Government CTR Plan
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RCW 47.80.23-030 Regional Transportation Planning Organizations (RTPO): This
statute requires RTPOs to develop regional transportation strategies that address
alternative transportation modes and transportation demand management measurers in
regional corridors. Among the strategies is concentrating economic activity, promoting
residential density, and developments that promote pedestrians and non-motorized
transportation.

State Master Plan
Principle Three in the 2006 Master Plan/or the Capitola/the State a/Washington
includes policies for preferred development and leasing areas, transportation demand
management, and environmental stewardship. While the document refers to Thurston
County, its principles apply elsewhere.
• Policy 3.1 - Preferred Development and Leasing Areas. "The state shall concentrate
state offices in medium-to-high density locations that are well served by public
transportation."
• Policy 3.2 - Transportation Demand Management. "The state shall locate, develop,
and manage its owned and leased properties to achieve local and state transportation
demand management policies, while meeting the business needs of state agencies."
• Policy 3.3 - Environmental Stewardship. "The state shall, in the process of
developing, redeveloping and maintaining its real estate assets, be a model to the
citizens of the state by employing the highest standards of environmental protection."

Thurston County Lease and Space Planning, Report #7, Final Report to the
Legislature - Recommended 10-Year Facility Development Program, March 2001
(Chapter 3, page 3-12, Transportation Demand Management)
29. Integrate TDM plans with facility site planning in conjunction with cities and
property owners.
30. Adopt TDM and parking performance standards for new owned and leased facilities.
31. Adopt building design standards that encourage the most intensive use of public
transportation and other alternative transportation modes .
. 32. Require shared zone parking and a singl~ Commute Trip Reduction (CTR) program at
all new multi-agency state-owned and leased works sites in Thurston County.
Sustain ability Executive Order 05-01
Sustainability means meeting the needs of current generations without impairing the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs, and is an important strategy for the long-term health
ofthe state's environment, economy, and citizens." Towards that end, state facilities will be
located in already developed urban areas with established infrastructure to conserve resources and
to consolidate services.
Healthy Washington Initiative
Governor Gregoire's health initiative of2006 strives to have Washington be one of the
top ten healthiest states. Health care is central to the initiative. Providing access to
walking and cycling as a commute choice, and locating buildings that enable employees
to walk to lunch, meetings, or recreational facilities assist the wellness initiative.
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Washington Climate Change Challenge Executive Order 07-02
The EO targets technical fixes and the construction of high performance green buildings
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. While the order does not target reducing automobile
travel as a way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, reducing automobile use is one of the
goals of the CTR Law: reducing air pollution.
Co-Location RCW 43.82.010 (5)
"It is the policy of the state to encourage the co-location and consolidation of state
services into single or adjacent facilities, whenever appropriate, to improve public service
delivery, minimize duplication of facilities, increase efficiency of operations, and
promote sound growth management planning."
LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)
The State of Washington embraces sustainability and uses the US Green Building
Councils sustainable LEED program as the template for delivering sustainable facilities.
Gross Substitute Senate Bill 5509 requires new owned facilities over 5,000 square feet
and extensive remodels to be LEED Silver (obtain 33 points in the rating system).
Privately owned Leased Facilities are required to include LEED and Sustainable
elements. Buildings over 50,000 square feet are required to be LEED Certified with
conditions. A facility (building) obtains a LEED certification by meeting performance
sustainability criteria including the placement of electrical outlets for the purpose of
recharging electric vehicle batteries.
An additional point is give for alternative transportation including:
• Public transportation access - two bus lines or bus and light rail within a half mile
• Bicycle storage and changing rooms
• Low emitting and fuel efficient vehicles
• Parking capacity - reducing parking at or below zoning requirements
• Electrical outlets in parking lots

Parking
RCW 43.01.240(3) states that "in order to reduce the state's subsidization of employee
parking, agencies shall not enter into leases for employee parking in excess of zoning
code requirements, except as authorized by the Director of General Administration."
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GMAP Reporting Guidelines for CTR Programs at State Worksites
Background
RCW 70.94.551 (4) Each state agency implementing a commute trip reduction plan shall report
at least once per year to its agency director on the performance of the agency's commute trip
reduction program as part of the agency's quality management, accountability, and performance
system as defined by RCW 43.17.385. The reports shall assess the performance of the program,
progress toward stated goals and recommendations for improving the program.
GMAP stands for "Government Management, Accountability and Performance." The RCW
requires agencies to use the GMAP process to "improve the public services it provides." The
intent ofGMAP is that agencies will base their decisions on data that accurately reflects what's
working what's not. Agency management teams meet in "GMAP forums" to evaluate the results
their agencies are delivering. The forums provide an opportunity for candid conversations about
what is working, what is not, and how to improve results.
Agencies must have at least quarterly GMAP forums. The number of forums in agencies varies
from weekly to monthly to quarterly. When performance is not meeting intended objectives,
then regular problem-solving sessions to develop and implement a plan for addressing the gap
are to be held.
RCW 70.94.551 (5) mandates the Department of Transportation (WSDOT) to review the GMAP
performance reports from each CTR affected agency and to submit a biennial report to the
Governor. The report is also to be included in the biennial report from the CTR Board to the
Legislature. The report is to include an evaluation of the most recent measurement results,
progress towards state goals, and recommendations for improving the performance of state
agency commute trip reduction programs. The first report was due December 1,2009.
Because the objectives of Commute Trip Reduction and Sustainability are closely linked, it
makes sense for agencies to report on these two programs at the same GMAP forum.

State Agency CTR Program Performance Reports
The following must be included in the agency's GMAP report:
Performance of the program: Evaluation of the most recent measurement results, i.e. the
employee CTR surveys. Include the current drive alone and VMT rates, mode splits, i.e. the
percent of employees using each of the modes, whether goal was met, and response rate.
o Progress toward stated goals: The survey results will show progress - or not - from the
previous survey and progress from the base year program and other survey years. What are
the current goals? What is the trend for the agency? Has the local jurisdiction required any
changes to the agency's CTR program? If so, were the changes made and are they showing
any results?
o Recommendations for improving the agency's program. Does the agency need to provide
(or increase) subsidies? Preferential parking? Reduced the parking supply? Telework or
compressed workweeks? Bus passes? Use of state vehicles for emergency ride home or
ridesharing? Other? Recommendations to the management would be derived from
suggestions made by local jurisdictions' review of annual reports and the agency's CTR
committee.

o
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Optional Information:
How the worksite/agency compares to worksites/agencies located close by.
The mode split for the county or state and how it compares to the worksite or agency.
Highlight agency's program - what works and what does not work?
Analyze your agency's successes or challenges to success.
How the program compliments the agency's sustainability plan.

o
o
o
o
o

Agencies with worksites in more than one county
Several agencies have CTR worksites in several or all CTR counties. Some agencies offer their
CTR program to their employees whether or not the worksite(s) are in a CTR county or are
affected by the CTR law.
Agencies with more than one worksite need to show data for the agency as a whole plus a break
out of worksites by county. If the worksite or county data is diverse, talk about what elements a
successful program has versus one that was not as successful. Provide an analysis of the
agency's program successes or challenges to success. Highlight the differences in the agency's
worksite locations, i.e. transit service, amenities, etc. that may allow one worksite to be more
successful than one in another location.

When and what should agencies emphasize in their GMAP Forums?

o
o

Survey years: results from the most recent employee surveys. Examples: Was there
progress from the last survey? Ifnot, discuss changes that could be made to increase the
likelihood of progress in the next survey. Discuss the top elements employees say will
encourage them to use an alternative commute mode. Are they realistic?
Non-survey years: Examples: Discuss the agency's CTR program and any changes that have
been implemented over the last year. Review of annual report(s) if before it is being sent.
Provide ideas for promotions or recommendations for new program elements for the coming
year. Have some star commuters or mentors recognized.

Reports to WSDOT
Agency reports to WSDOT will be captured on a WSDOT form so that data from all agencies
can be reported in the same manner. The form will capture data for the report to the Governor
and Legislature. Per the law, the report will capture:
o Evaluation of the most recent measurement results.
o Progress toward stated goals.
o Recommendations for improving the performance of state agency commute trip reduction
programs.
In addition, WSDOT's report will capture data (usage and costs) from the STAR Pass program
and the emergency ride home program paid for by the State. Other topics could include a list of
subsidies offered by agencies, mode split information by county, and other data gleamed from
WSDOT such as how well the state sites compare to private employers.
Agency reports will be due to WSDOT in the fall of evenly numbered years or as requested.
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EMERGENCY RIDE HOME PROGRAM
One of the most common reasons that employees express for commuting in their personal
vehicle is that there might be an emergency during the workday and a personal vehicle would be
needed. The emergency ride home (ERH) program alleviates that fear by providing the
employee an option for getting home in case of a family or other emergency. EHR programs can
be thought of as a "smart commuting insurance policy."
State employees assigned to worksites in Thurston, Pierce, King, Snohomish, and Spokane
counties are eligible for free taxi rides through ERH contracts held by the CTR program at the
Department of Transportation (WSDOT). Funding is allocated by the Legislature.
State employees located at CTR affected worksites in Clark, Kitsap, Whatcom, and Yakima
counties are covered through programs in those counties. Details for each county are listed
below.
Agencies with worksite in counties not affected by the CTR law are encouraged to adopt ERH
policies for their employees. Methods include a policy to reimburse employees for taxi rides
taken, using state vehicles, having other employees take them home in either their own or state
vehicles, or using rental vehicles. (Specific details below)

Other Methods to Provide an ERH

o

State Vehicles may be used for the ERH!fa vehicle is available and the employee is able to
return the vehicle before it is needed by the agency. The employee must be physically able
to drive, i.e. not too sick or distraught, and must have a valid driver's license. The employee
would have to take leave. Non-state personnel are not permitted to ride in state vehicles
unless on state business. Therefore, the emergency may not include picking up a sick child or
a family member who is not a state employee. (SAAM 12.20.55, 7/1/07)

o

Allowing another employee to drive the person home using an agency vehicle or their
privately owned vehicle (POV). The employee who is the driver would not be required to
take leave for the duration of the emergency trip. The employee with the emergency would
be required to take leave. Because the driver is not required to take leave, the driver is
considered to be on state business. Therefore, within·an agency's POV policy, the employee
may request reimbursement from the agency for the POV miles.

o

Rental Vehicle: another option would be for the agency to rent a vehicle from a local car
rental agency such as Alamo, A vis, Budget, Enterprise, Hertz, National, etc. Before using a
rental vehicle option can be used, it must be included in the agency's CTR policy and clearly
identify who is responsible for payment, i.e. totally by the agency, a split with the employee,
etc. and the circumstances for which a rental vehicle would be utilized. If the agency is
paying the cost, the vehicle is considered a state vehicle and no non-state employees will be
permitted to ride in the vehicle.

Emergency Ride Home Programs in CTR Counties
Thurston and Pierce Counties
The State Agency Free Emergency (SAFE) Ride Program is available to all state employees in
Thurston and Pierce counties who ride the bus, train, or ferry, drive or ride in a carpool or
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vanpool, walk, or bicycle to work. State employees in non-CTR worksites are included as long
as the agency has an overall CTR program or is a participating CTR agency. WSDOT contracts
directly with taxi companies for the service.
Eligibility
To be eligible, an employee must have commuted to work that day by means other than a single
occupant vehicle and have an emergency that occurs during their work hours. The SAFE-Ride
program pays for up to 65 one-way miles, excluding gratuity. Employees may use the program
up to eight (8) trips per year with no more than fO,ur (4) for unexpected overtime.

Emergencies include, but are not limited to, illness of self or a family member, unexpected
overtime (employee is asked/told that day they must work overtime), a missed ride home due to
the emergency of another, or other emergency situations. In the case when the driver of a
carpool or vanpoolleft early because of an emergency leaving more than one employee behind,
the remaining employees must share the taxi ride.
The program cannot be used for personal errands, pre-scheduled appointments or overtime, trips
to the hospital in place of ambulance service, business related travel, injury while on the job,
weather including snow and other acts of nature, or worksite disruptions (power outage, leaky
pipes, etc.) that may cause the early closing of a building.
If the emergency requires an additional stop before going home (for example to pick up a sick
child at school or daycare or to pick up a prescription) SAFE-Ride will stop there first and then
take both home or to their vehicle in a park and ride lot. The intermediate stop must be preapproved by the worksite's SAFE-Ride Coordinator.
Ifthe SAFE-Ride is for unexpected overtime, the coordinator can reserve the ride with the taxi
company with the understanding that the employee will call the taxi about twenty minutes before
s/he are ready to be picked up.
Criteria
The employee must have come to work that day by bus, train, ferry, carpool, vanpool,
walking, or bicycle. He/she does not have to be enrolled in the agency's CTR program.
o The SAFE-Ride trip must begin at the employee's worksite and end at home or other location
such as a park and ride lot, hospital, etc. Note: if the emergency requires the employee to be
dropped off at a hospital or other site, the taxi's commitment under SAFE-Ride is ended and
the employee is then responsible for the remainder oftheir trip.
o Emergency-related interim stops are permitted ONLY if requested and approved by the
SAFE-Ride Coordinator prior to the ride.
o If the trip includes a ferry ride, the taxi will go only as far as the ferry terminal.
o Employees are allowed up to eight (8) trips per year, with no more than four (4) trips due to
unexpectedly working late.
o SAFE-Ride will pay the first 65 one-way miles of the trip. Employees (or their agencies)
must agree to reimburse WSDOT for any additional miles.
o Gratuities are not included and are up to the discretion of the rider. Neither WSDOT nor the
employ¢e's agency will reimburse a gratuity.
o Unauthorized or inappropriate use of the program will result in termination of the employee's
SAFE-Ride priVileges.

o
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o

WSDOT has contracted with local taxi companies for this service and therefore, neither the
employee's agency nor WSDOT are responsible for actual services provided and have no
liability in the provision of such service.

King County (Home Free Guarantee)
The State Agency CTR Program has a contract with King County Metro to provide emergency
taxi rides to all state employees assigned to a worksite in King County. To be eligible, an
employee must have commuted to work that day by bus, train, ferry, vanpool, carpool, walking
or bicycling and have an emergency that occurs during their work hours. Note: employees in
non-CTR worksites are included as long as the agency has an overall CTR program and the
worksite is registered with the State Agency CTR Program at WSDOT and with King County
Metro.
The employee must meet the same criteria as for the SAFE-Ride Program described above.

Spokane County (Guaranteed Ride Home)
The State Agency CTR Program has a contract with Spokane County to provide emergency taxi
rides to all state employees assigned to a worksite in Spokane County. To be eligible, an
employee must have commuted to work that day by bus, vanpool, carpool, walking or bicycling
and have an emergency that occurs during hislher work hours. Note: employees in non-CTR
worksites are included as long as the agency has an overall CTR program and the worksite is
registered with the State Agency CTR Program at WSDOT and with Spokane County.
The employee must meet the same criteria as for the SAFE-Ride Program described above.

Clark County
The program is provided free to CTR affected employers. It is administered by the City of
Vancouver under the auspices of the Clark County CTR Program.

Eligibility
Employee of a CTR affected employer.
Commuted by carpool, vanpool, bus, bicycle, or walking on the day the ride is needed.

o
o

Usage
o Up to six times per year and up to 50 miles.
o Allows an intermediate stop to pick up child at school, stop at pharmacy, etc.
o Employer is provided vouchers that are given to the participant as needed.
o Covers most emergencies, i.e. illness of employee or family member, driver emergency, or
working late.

Kitsap County
Kitsap Transit will pay for the entire cost of an Emergency Ride Home trip that originates in
Kitsap County, including the portion ofthe trip into Jefferson, Mason, or Pierce County. Kitsap
Transit will not pay for the cost ofa ferry ride or any portion ofa trip into King County. Tips are
discretionary and will not be paid by Kitsap Transit. Employees needing a ride must contact
their ETC who authorizes the trip and provides a voucher.
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Eligibility
Employer must be registered in Kitsap Transit's GRH Program, and
The employee must be a Smart Commuter. A Smart Commuter walks, bicycles, carpools,
vanpools, or takes the bus to work at least three times a week, and
The employee must be pre-registered with their Employee Transportation Coordinator
(ETC).

o
o

o

Usage:
Illness of self or family member.
Unexpectedly asked to work past normal quitting time at the request of a supervisor.
Missed regular ride due to an unexpected change in employee's work schedule.
Other, similar, emergency and the ride is approved by the employee's ETC.

o
o
o
o

Non-eligible trips:
o Personal errands.
o Prescheduled overtime or appointments.
o Pre-planned medical appointments.
o Business-related travel.
o Working late with at least one day's prior notice.
o Working late without a supervisor's request.
o Trips to the hospital in place of ambulance service (for injury or illness).
o Trips to a doctors or hospital resulting from an on-the-job injury.
o Non-emergency side trips.
o Major area disaster.

Snohomish County
The State Agency CTR Program has a contract with Snohomish County to provide emergency
taxi rides to all state employees assigned to a worksite in Snohomish County. Vouchers are
provided to the ETCs who give them to employees requiring emergency transportation as
payment for the taxi ride.
Eligibility:
o Employees at a CTR affected or voluntary site.
o Must have commuted via non-SOV.
o Emergencies include their own or a family member's illness, other family emergency, the
driver had an emergency and left early, or working unexpected overtime.
o Participants allowed up to six trips per year.
o Trips length limited to 65 miles one-way.

Whatcom County - Smart Trips
Eligibility:
o Current WTA bus pass holder.
o Registered Smart Trips participant.
o Arrived at work that day by bus, vanpool, carpool, bicycling or walking.
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Usage:
o Illness of employee or family member.
o Unexpected overtime, i.e. requested that day.
o Carpool or vanpool driver had an emergency and left early.
o 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
o Allowable one brief stop between worksite and final destination.
Non eligible trips:
o Personal errands.
o Scheduled medical or other appointments.
o Transit delays.
o Rain or inclement weather.
o Expected or foreseeable overtime.

Yakima County
The program is administered by the worksite ETC who verifies the commute mode. The rides
are provided free as a community service by A-I Tri City Taxi. The vouchers are returned to
Yakima Transit that monitors the program usage.
Criteria:
o Any employee ofa CTR affected employer (includes state employees) may utilize the
program.
o There is currently no limitation on number of times an employee can use the program.
o Miles are limited to within the county.
Usage:
o Employee or family member becomes ill.
o Employee unexpectedly needs to work past hislher normal quitting time at the request of the
employer.
o Employee has another similar type of circumstance.
o Employee's carpool driver experiences any ofthe above situations leaving his riders without
a way home.

ERH
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USE OF PUBLIC FUNDS IN STATE AGENCY CTR PROGRAMS
The following guidelines are supplemental to the August 21, 1996 Informal Opinion regarding
the use of public funds for state agency commute trip reduction (CTR) programs. They are
designed to provide clarity to the informal opinion and have been verified as to their accuracy by
the authors of the Informal Opinion: Mary Ellen Combo, Assistant Attorney General for the
Department of General Administration; and Mary Jo Diaz, Assistant Attorney General for the
Office of the State Auditor.
Agencies are reminded that an informal opinion is not a formal opinion from the Office of the
Attorney General. Therefore, agencies are advised to review the opinion with their own
Assistant Attorney General or Auditor. Agencies that receive different advice from their
respective Assistant Attorney General or Auditor are asked to forward the information to Ellen
Combo at (360) 753-0864, and/or Mary Jo Diaz at (360) 753-7815; or Joan Cullen, State Agency
CTR Program Manager at (360) 902-7318.

Background
RCW 43.01.230 authorizes state agencies to use public funds to "financially assist agencyapproved incentives for alternative commute modes, including but not limited to carpools,
vanpools, purchase of transit and ferry passes, and guaranteed ride home programs, if the
financial assistance is an element of the agency's commute trip reduction program as required
under RCW 70.94.521 through 70.94.551." Agencies are also required to comply with IRS
codes.
.
Specific sources of funding for State Agency CTR programs are:

o

State Agency Parking Account - Fund 277 (RCW 43.01.240): Agencies are authorized to
establish parking fees or increase parking fees where already imposed, including a
surcharge on fees paid to the Department of General Administration at state owned
facilities (i.e. on the Capitol Campus). Funds may be used to support the agencies' CTR
programs, parking programs, and parking facilities. Funds from the State Agency
Parking Account are allocated back to the contributing agencies through the Office of
Financial Management.

o

Internalfunds: Agencies are allowed to use other public funds for statutorily designated
CTR subsidies/incentives.

Allowable expenditures for CTR programs are set forth in RCW 70.94.531 (2)( d) (attachment A)
and include measures to achieve CTR goals. The list includes items the Legislature determined
would be appropriate measures to help reduce single-occupancy vehicle use. The language "may
include but are not limited to" does not set limitations on appropriate measures, but allows
inclusion of other measures that may not be specifically listed.
To determine the legislative intent and to assess whether other measures that are not specifically
enumerated in the stature are appropriate, the legislative history ofthe CTR statute was
researched, including legislative hearing tapes, archives, etc. According to the legislative
history, the intent ofthe CTR statute is to:
Use of Public Funds Guidelines
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o

Reduce the number of commute trips by single-occupancy vehicles to reduce air pollution,
traffic congestion, and energy use.

o
o

Reduce the number of vehicle miles traveled.

o

Allow state agencies to use public funds for programs that encourage employees to use
carpools, vanpools, public transit, etc.
Create an Interagency Task Force to recommend policies that would encourage state
employees to walk, bike, or use other alternative commute modes.

Rules of Statutory Construction
To determine what other types of subsidies/incentives are appropriate, the ejusdem generis
theory is used. "Ejusdem generis" means "of the same kind, class, or nature." In this case,
additional CTR measures that are allowed must be of the same kind, class, or nature as those
specifically listed in RCW 70.94.531 (d). (Attachment A)

Clarifications Regarding the Informal Opinion (From public discussion held with the
Assistant Attorneys General on October 16, 1996.)

1. Are parkingfees collected by state agencies under RCW 43.01.225 consideredpublicfunds
once collected by the agency?
Yes. Parking fees collected at state-owned or leased buildings are public funds and are
subject to allocation by the Office of Financial Management. Because they are public
funds, they are subject to the same restrictions as other public funds, and must be used for
statutory purposes.

2. Can CTR or other public funds be used to purchase CTR promotional items?
Yes, as long as the item:
Is of minimal value; AND,
Can be "directly connected" to a commute mode; OR,
Contains a CTR logo and/or slogan that "directly spreads the word" about the
CTR program.

o
o
o

Agencies have powers that are expressly given to them by the legislature and, in some
circumstances, an implied authority as a result of a statute or legislation. In this case,
agencies are required to develop and implement effective CTR programs. Inherent in the
authority to develop programs is the authority to advertise the existence ofthose
programs. Therefore, agencies must have the ability to advertise and promote the
existence of their CTR program to their employees.
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3. What are the tax implications associated with CTR incentives and subsidies?
The federal government (IRS rules) allows qualified transportationjringe benefits
(something that employers can give to employees that does not have to be included as
part of their gross income). They include:
a) Transportation in a commuter highway vehicle (vanpool) between the employee's
residence and place of employment or providing transit passes for rail, bus, or,
ferry. The allowable tax-free subsidy for certified vanpools, transit passes (rail,
bus or ferry) is $105 per employee per month (1/1/06). If the subsidy provided is
for more than $105 a month, any amount over $105 is taxable to the employee.
Note: Subsidies for carpooling, walking, and bicycling are not considered a fringe
benefit exemption and are taxable to the employee.
b) Qualified parking at or near an employer's business, or at a location where an
employee can connect to public transportation (i.e., Park-and-Ride lots). The
allowable tax-free parking equivalent is $205 per month (1/1/06). Note: Ifthe
value of an employee's parking is valued at more than $205 per month and
provided free to the employee, any amount over $205 is taxable to the employee.

The IRS code provides an exemption for "de minimus fringe benefits" defined as "any
property or service whose value is so small that accounting for it is unreasonable or
administratively impracticable." Items of minimal value that are provided as promotional
tools for CTR programs would fall under this exclusion. Promotional items of minimal
value would be too costly and cumbersome for an agency to track, thus fall under a deminimus fringe benefit and would not be taxable to the employee.

4. What kinds ofCTRpromotional items are allowable?
Items designed to make the program known to employees such as pencils, coffee mugs,
inexpensive T-shirts, or magnets that hav~ a CTR-type logo imprinted on them; written
materials for distribution; or other items that make employees aware of CTR programs
that are available to them. All items must be of minimal value.
Certain items such as bicycle racks, rideshare parking signs, CTR tracking software, and
commuter information boards are definitely linked to encouraging and creating
opportunities for people to commute using alternative modes and are an appropriate use
of CTR funds. A Guaranteed Ride Home Program is another example of an appropriate
use of CTR funds and is an element listed in Attachment A.
Promotional items (such as a gift certificate for a dinner or a latte) that are not associated
directly with "spreading the word" about the CTR program or connected directly to a
commute mode are not appropriate promotional items. Donated items may be used
because agency funds are not used to purchase them.
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5. "In my opinion, a certificate for a $2latte does more to promote the CTRprogram than a
pencil with a message about CTR imprinted on it. Word ofmouth is a highly-effective way to
spread the word about CTR. Employees will tell others that they received afree latte.
Others will then want to know how they can get one. 'I got my free latte because I
participated in Wheel Options.' This helps to encourage others to give alternative
commuting a try. Why is this unacceptable?"

The kinds of promotional items that are allowed under the CTR statute must be
considered as advertisement for the program. To give an employee something that is
unconnected to the program to encourage them to be part of the program is not a
promotional item in the true sense. A certificate for a latte does not fall under the
traditional definition of a promotional item. The CTR statute provides a list of program
elements considered by the Legislature to be employee subsidies or incentives. The
Legislature did not anticipate having to attract people with prizes. However, it is implied
that agencies' ability to create CTR programs allows the agency the ability to advertise
the availability of the program and provide promotional items that are connected to the
program. Otherwise agencies have no statutory authority to give gifts to employees.
Gifts of public funds without statutory authority are specifically prohibited by the State
Constitution.
6. How can we determine when it is allowable to give promotional items to employel!s?

Drawings are allowable as long as the prizes are items that directly promote the CTR
program, are connected to or seen as benefiting an alternative commute mode, and are of
minimal value.
In addition, some criteria needs to be met by the employee, such as filling out a rideshare
form; completing the CTR survey; or using an alternate commute mode a specific
number of times a week, month, or length of a specific promotion such as Wheel Options.
To remain a de minimus benefit, drawings must be random so that the same employee is
not the winner each month.

7. Can promotional items be used as prizes in drawings, or do they need to be given to
everybody? Can public funds be used to purchase prizes to encourage employees to attend a
presentation about commute trip reduction or as an encouragement to try alternative
commuting? Are drawings for prizes allowable?
Promotional items can be given to all employees (such as a pencil to fill out the CTR
surveyor to attend a CTR presentation) or as awards to individuals who have met certain
criteria for a drawing. Prizes should not be given at random, but rather as a reward to
someone who has met some criteria for participating in the CTR program or attendance at
a CTR promotional event.
Note: If prizes are only given to the top performers in a category, (as the criteria)
the same people could be winning every month and the "prize" (reward) could
then be considered a subsidy. This practice may also discourage other employees
from participating in the program.
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An effective way to promote the CTR program and encourage employees to try
alternative commuting is to hold drawings for those that participate. This is an
acceptable method if employees are eligible for the drawing only if they have met criteria
established for a minimum amount of participation in alternate commuting. For example,
only those employees that use an alternative commute mode at least once a week, or once
a month, or during a promotional event are eligible for the drawing.
Prizes used for drawings must directly promote the program (i.e. a CTR logo or message
imprinted on them) and/or be a type of item that can be utilized in alternative commute
modes, and must be of minimal value. Types of prizes that ARE NOT allowable include
weekend trips, dinner for two, televisions, etc. (even if embossed with a CTR logo).
Refer to the list of items allowed in RCW 70.94.531 (Attachment A) and the list of
subsidies/incentives allowed in RCW 43.01.230. Additionally, if you follow the ejusdem
generis theory, any additional items must be of the same kind, nature, or class as those in
the list.

8. How can we determine what types of "prizes" are allowable?
Begin by thinking of them as "promotional items." If it is something that directly
promotes your CTR program, then it is probably allowable. The following general
guidelines can be used to assist in determining what promotional items are allowable:

o

Does the item have a minimal value?' All allowable promotional items must have a
minimal value.

o

Does the item directly promote or advertise the CTR program? Allowable
promotional items must:
•

Advertise the CTR program (i.e., include a logo or imprint about the CTR
program or promote a specific alternate commute mode); OR

•

Be an item that can be utilized by the employee using an alternative mode of
transportation.

10. "Is it allowable to give gift certificates to state employees? "
Gift certificates that are donated to the agency are allowable. Gift certificates purchased
by the agency, unless of minimal value and directly connected to an alternate commute
mode, cannot be purchased with CTR funds. Gift certificates are a taxable item even if
no public funds are used to purchase them. (They have a cash value and could be traded
for cash). Again, the de minimus rule for taxes may apply in this situation.

11. Is a gift certificate/voucher for a bike shop an acceptable prize?
Yes, because the gift certificate would be used to purchase something to assist the
employee in using an alternative commute mode. However, it would be taxable unless
the de minimus rule applies.
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12. Can light refreshments be purchased as part of a promotional event?
It depends on the source of funds used to pay for the refreshments. Under OFM
regulations, coffee and light refreshments can be purchased, as long as they are integral
to the program or promotional event. If it falls within the parameters of OFM
regulations, it is appropriate to use public funds for light refreshments. However, funds
specifically earmarked for CTR purposes can not be used for this purpose. Agencies
need to use other available funding sourc~s for light refreshments at CTR events.

13. How can an agency determine whether serving light refreshments at a CTR promotional
event is authorized?

According to OFM regulations, the refreshments must be an integral part ofthe function;
in other words, the function or event could not successfully happen without the
refreshments. It could depend upon the time of day or the size of the function.
14. "Our agency has a drawing each monthfor those employees that submit their CTR Track
calendars. To be eligible for the drawing, employees must use an alternative commute mode
at least 25% during the month. Is this acceptable?"

Yes, because employees must meet minimum criteria to be eligible, and because the
prizes are directly related to alternative commuting and have a minimal value. Prizes
must be directly connected to an alternate commute mode and/or directly promote CTR
and be of minimal value.
15. "Our agency is planning to implement a CTR incentive program. Employees would earn
points for using alternative commute modes and would receive gift certificates for gas
purchases at specific gas stations. The certificates have no cash value; they must be used to
purchase X number ofgallons ofgas, with no cash back. Is this allowable? "

CTR funds can be used to purchase these, certificates since gas is connected to an
alternate commute mode (carpooling). Gift certificates are considered a cash equivalent
and are taxable. If given in a drawing and are of minimal value and directly connected to
a commute mode they may be allowable as a de minimus benefit. However, if the
"certificates" or vouchers are given to the same people every month, it would then be
considered an incentive/subsidy, and the employee would be required to pay taxes on its
value (unless the voucher can only be redeemed for a transit or vanpool pass valued at
$100 or less).
16. Can an agency use RCW 41.60.150 (Recognition Award Provision) as a basis of authority to
use public monies to provide recognition to alternate commute mode users?

Yes, "if': Agencies, through their recognition program, could recognize CTR
achievements providing that other agency funds (not CTR funds) are utilized to purchase
the awards.
RCW 41.60.150 authorizes agencies to recognize employees for accomplishments
including outstanding achievement, safety performance, and longevity. Agencies are
authorized to provide awards that do not exceed $100, and the statute includes a list of
the kinds of items that can be given to employees as incentive awards. CTR
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achievements could be included as an outstanding achievement. For example, the agency
could present an award to the person who logged the most bicycle miles, and use agency
general funds to purchase the award.
CTR-identified funds can only be used for subsidies/incentives that are like those listed
in RCW 70.94.531. This does not mean that agencies can not use other available funds to
acknowledge and recognize CTR as an achievement by employees and give awards like
those mentioned in RCW 41.60.150.

Adopted by the Interagency Task Force for Commute Trip Reduction, January 15, 1997
Affirmed by the Interagency CTR Board, January 11,2007
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Attachment A
Use of Public Funds for CTR Purposes
RCW 70.94.531 (2):
A commute trip reduction program shall consist of, at a minimum ... (d) implementation of a set
of measures designed to achieve the applicable commute trip reduction goals adopted by the
jurisdiction. Such measures may include but are not limited to:
(i)

Provision of preferential parking or reduced parking charges, or both, for high-occupancy
vehicles;

(ii)

Instituting or increasing parking charges for single-occupant vehicles;

(iii)

Provision of commuter ridematching services to facilitate employee ridesharing for
commute trips;

(iv)

Provision of subsidies for transit fares;

(v)

Provision of vans for vanpools;

(vi)

Provision of subsidies for carpooling or vanpooling;

(vii)

Permitting the use of the employer's vehicles for carpooling or vanpooling;

(viii)

Permitting flexible work schedules to facilitate employee's use of transit, carpools, or
vanpools;

(ix)

Cooperation with transportation providers to provide additional regular or express service
to the worksite;

(x)

Construction of special loading and unloading facilities for transit, carpool, and vanpool
users;

(xi)

Provision of bicycle parking facilities, lockers, changing areas, and showers for
employees who bicycle or walk to work;

(xii)

Provision of a program of parking incentives such as a rebate for employees who do not
use the parking facility;

(xiii)

Establishment of a program to permit employees to work part or full time at home or at
an alternative worksite closer to their homes;

(xiv)

Establishment of a program of alternative work schedules such as compressed work week
schedules which reduce commuting;

(xv)

Implementation of other measures designed to facilitate the use of high-occupancy
vehicles such as on-site day care facilities and emergency taxi services.
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EMPLOYEE SUBSIDY TRACKING GUIDELINES

Introduction
The Employee Subsidy Tracking Guidelines are supplemental to the Use of Public Funds in State
Agency CTR Programs guidelines adopted by the Interagency Task Force (ITF), January 1997.
These guidelines are designed to provide a process for agencies to follow when they offer CTR
subsidies to their employees.

Background
RCW 43.01.230 authorizes state agencies to use public funds to "financially assist agencyapproved incentives for alternative commute modes, including but not limited to carpools,
vanpools, purchase of transit and ferry passes, and guaranteed ride home programs, if the
financial assistance is an element of the agency's commute trip reduction program as required
under RCW 70.94.521 through 70.94.551." Agencies are required to comply with IRS rules.
The Washington State Constitution (Article 8, Section 5) does not allow the State to give or lend
credit to individuals, associations, companies or corporations. Giving an employee a subsidy
before the employee has met the requirements of the agency's CTR program would be
considered a loan of the state's credit. To avoid any questions, agencies must adopt a policy of
reimbursement to the employee rather than a policy for pre-payment.
Because state agencies use public funds to support CTR subsidies and incentives, agencies must
provide documentation that the public funds are used prudently as well as effectively. Agencies
must be able to document to an auditor that the funds were used legally and that care is taken so
that the subsidy program does not abuse the principle of the lending of public credit.
For auditing purposes, agencies must be able to provide documentation that the employees
receiving subsidies for using an alternative commute mode did indeed use the alternative
commute mode prior to receiving the subsidy.

Definitions
o Subsidy: Financial assistance given by one person or government to another. (Webster)
Subsidize: To support or assist with a subsidy. (Webster)
Subsidies and CTR: Financial assistance provided to state employees using alternative
commute modes and as an incentive in CTR program elements. Alternative commute modes
include walking, bicycling, bus, rail, ferry, carpools and vanpools. Subsidies are not
provided for telework or alternative schedules (compressed workweek) because these work
options are considered incentives in themselves.
o Incentive: Elements of a CTR strategy designed to motivate or encourage employees to use
alternative commute modes. Examples: promotional items used to promote participating in a
commuter campaign and preferential parking for high occupant vehicles (carpools/vanpools).
o Electric Vehicle Commuting: In June 2006, the State Ethics Board passed a ruling that a
state employee can use state-supplied electricity to charge batteries in privately owned
vehicles while at work. The use of state provided electrical outlets for the purpose of
recharging electric vehicle batteries as a commute incentive must be included in the agency's
CTR program. Electric vehicles include cars, Segways and electrically driven or assisted
bicycles and scooters.
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In 2008 RCW 43.01.250 was passed by the Legislature: "It is in the state's interest and to the
benefit of the people of the state to encourage the use of electrical vehicles in order to reduce
emissions and provide the public with cleaner air. This section expressly authorizes the
purchase of power at state expense to recharge privately and publicly owned plug-in
electrical vehicles at state office locations where the vehicles are used for state business, are
commute vehicles, or where the vehicles are at the state location for the purpose of
conducting business with the state."

IRS Rules:
Subsidies for bus, vanpool, rail, and/or ferry are not taxable to the employee if the subsidy is
at or below the rate established in federal regulations. IRS rules (Section a32 (t)(2)(A) state
that the employer may provide cash reimbursement if a "voucher or similar item that may be
exchanged only for a transit (bus, vanpool, ferry) pass is not readily available for direct
distribution to the employee." In other words, if vouchers or transit passes are not available
from transit agencies. In Washington, vouchers and passes are readily available to
employers, therefore must be used if the employee is to receive a non-taxable subsidy.
Note: If the amount of subsidy provided to an employee for bus/vanpool/ferry exceeds the
actual cost of the fare, the amount above fare cost is taxable to the employee. For example if
the cost of a bus pass is $20/month and the agency pays the employee $30 to use the bus, $10
ofthe subsidy would be taxable to the employee.
o Subsidies for carpool, walking, and/or bicycling are considered cash and are taxable income.
Note: motorcycles are not an alternative commute mode unless there are two people on the
motorcycle as the aim of CTR is to eliminate commute trips, i.e. takes at least one vehicle off
the roadway. One person on a motorcycle does not take another vehicle off the roadway.
o Incentives and promotional items given randomly or as promotional items are considered de
minimis (not significant) and are not taxable to the employee unless given to the same
employee on a regular basis.
o Parking is considered a Qualified Transportation Benefit to the employee by IRS, Section
132(f)(2)(B). If the value of an employee's parking space is valued at more than the amount
allowed in the IRS Rules and is provided free to the employee, any amount over the
allowable rate is taxable to the employee.
Note: Updates on the Qualified Transportation Benefit levels will be provided to state agencies
when the allowable rates change.

o

o

Commuter Vouchers: Vouchers for various dollar denominations can be purchased from
private vendors. Vouchers cannot be redeemable for cash but may be used as cash to
purchase or to offset the purchase of bus, rail, train, ferry passes, or vanpool fares. Vouchers
are nontaxable to the employee if given in an amount at or below the rate established in
federal regulations. Vouchers may be used at all transit agencies in Washington.
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Subsidies are taxable when paid in cash for any of the following commute modes:
o Carpool
0 Vanpool
o Walking
0 Ferry
o Bicycling
0 Train and light rail
o Bus
Subsidies are not taxable if paid with vouchers, transit passes including smart cards such as the
ORCA Card and for only the following transit modes:
o Bus
0 Ferry
o Vanpool
0 Train and light rail

Subsidy Payments
Agencies that choose to provide financial subsidies to employees must ensure that the program
usage is well documented. The subsidies provided to the employee must be a reimbursement
(reward) for using an alternative commute mode rather than a pre-paid subsidy or incentive for
commute trips not yet taken.

Documentation
Commute Trip Reduction Coordinators or Employee Transportation Coordinators who have
been given the authority to verify employees' commute modes and provide approval for subsidy
payment must be able to provide documentation that the employee has met the agency's CTR
policy criteria for alternative commute mode use and therefore entitled to the subsidy.
A "policy of reimbursement" means that the employee must pay the cost for his/her first
month's alternative commute and then request the subsidy as a reimbursement.
Example 1: Tom decided to commute by bus beginning in January and his agency provides up to
$20 a month subsidy towards a bus pass. Tom buys a monthly bus pass from his local transit
agency and keeps his receipt. At the end of January, Tom takes his receipt and signed calendar
to his ETC and requests his reimbursement. The ETC gets Tom's signature acknowledging that
he has met the agency's CTR criteria and gives him a commuter bonus voucher (which Tom also
signs) worth $20. Tom takes the voucher to the transit agency and uses it to purchase a monthly
pass for February. This same process would hold true for vanpools and ferries. One-year later,
Tom leaves the agency. He may receive his last month's bus subsidy as a tax-free cash
reimbursement on his last payroll check. Note: None of the subsidies (for bus, vanpool or ferry)
are taxable to the employee if the subsidy is at or below the rate established in IRS Rules.
Example 2: Sally commutes three to four times a week by bicycle, Roger walks daily, and Sue
and John are in carpools. The agency's CTR program provides a taxable $25/month cash
subsidy for these modes. At the end of the first month, each employee submits a signed calendar
showing the days they commuted in an alternative mode. At the end of each quarter, the ETC
provides the names and amount of taxable subsidy to the payroll office. The subsidy amount is
added to the employees' paycheck and the proper taxes are withheld.

One Regional Card for All (ORCA)
An option available to state worksites in Snohomish, King, Kitsap, and Pierce counties is the
ORCA card. The ORCA card is like a computer, containing a processor, operating system, data
memory, communication port and power supply - all in a plastic card the size of a credit card.
Subsidy Tracking Guidelines
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The ORCA card is a contact-free smart card and is valid on Community Transit, Everett Transit,
King County Metro, Kitsap Transit, Pierce Transit, Sound Transit and the Washington State
Ferries.
State agencies may contract for an ORCA card for their employees who commute on transit or in
a vanpool. The first year's cost to the agency/worksite is based on the level of ridership
determined by a survey (either the most recent employee CTR surveyor one conducted by the
local transit agency). The second year's contract will be based on the actual usage of the ORCA
card from data gathered when the cards are used. Agencies may charge the employee up to half
the cost ofthe ORCA card.
Another option is the E-Purse where up to $300 can be stored. The E-purse can be used for
transit, train, and ferry fares. Employees who purchase an E-Purse can put the value of CTR
vouchers paid by their agency on their card.
For information on the ORCA card see: http://www.orcacard.com/

State Agency Rider (STAR) Pass Program
All state employees assigned to a worksite in Thurston County are eligible to receive a STAR
Pass enabling them to utilize - without charge - any Intercity Transit route, at any time and for
any purpose, including the Olympia Express route between Pierce and Thurston counties. The
STAR Pass is not valid on Pierce Transit buses. However, employees commuting from Pierce
County to their assigned worksite in Thurston County are eligible for a small subsidy for each
trip taken on the Olympia Express in a Pierce Transit bus (Routes 601 and 603A). The STAR
Pass subsidy is also available to state employees who live in Mason or Grays Harbor counties.
See www.ctr.wa.gov/employees/starpass.htm for details.
The STAR Pass is pre-paid by the State. Employees wanting a STAR Pass are required to signup for the program through their agencies.
Employees who have State picture identification (ID) receive a validating STAR Pass sticker for
their ID card that identifies them as a state employee to the Intercity Transit bus drivers. Those
without an agency picture ID card receive a STAR Pass card with picture ID. The validating
STAR Pass sticker enables them to ride the transit system.
Note: Employees in agencies that offer a per trip cash subsidy for using any alternative mode,
may collect the taxable cash subsidy from their agency for any trips taken using their STAR
Pass.

Agency Subsidy Policies
Agencies providing CTR subsidies must adopt and make available to their employees a CTR
subsidy reimbursement policy. This is crucial, especially if employees are receiving cash,
because the employee may use the cash for any purpose. The policy must outline how
employees will provide the documentation that they have met the agency's minimum CTR
requirements. Bus, vanpool and ferry subsidies at or below the rate established in federal
regulations are not taxable to the employee. All subsidies for carpooling, walking, and bicycling
are taxable to the employee.

o

Documentation must be kept by the agency for each general accounting period.
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o

Employees must submit a signed calendar (or similar documentation) stating that the
conditions of the agency's CTR subsidy program have been met. Sample monthly nontaxable and quarterly taxable subsidy tracking calendars can be found and downloaded at
www.ctr.wa.gov/employers/guide.htm.

o

Documentation must have an original signature. Faxed signed statements are acceptable.
Agencies may set up a process for accepting electronic calendars and signatures.
Examples of documentation may include:
• Signed monthly calendars
• Signed receipts from purchased bus or ferry passes or vanpool fares

•
•
•

Signed vouchers
Signed state A-19 forms (only in areas where vouchers are not available)
Other signed documentation method that has been approved by the agency

Requirements for Subsidy Policies
Note: Agencies must submit their subsidy policies to WSDOT for review before they can receive
the CTR cash subsidy code from OFM.

o

Agency policy shall determine the minimum times per week/month/quarter an employee
must use an alternative commute mode to be eligible for a CTR subsidy. An employee's
scheduled work days may exclude sickness, annual leave, extensive work related travel, or
other reasons determined by the agency.

o

Employees must travel using the mode for which they are receiving the subsidy for more
than half oftheir commute distance. If it is truly a 50/50 split, the agency must make the
determination for the mode subsidy, but in no case shall an employee receive a subsidy for
more than one mode. Ifan employee uses more than two modes, the agency must determine
which mode(s) will be included. Example: an employee carpools three miles to the ferry,
crosses the bay, and uses transit or walks the last mile to the worksite. The agency could
provide the subsidy for the carpool (taxable) or the ferry and the bus (non-taxable) but not
both. Walking in this instance would not meet the longest distance mode.

o

Subsidies may be set up on daily or trip use basis (i.e. $.50/day or $lItrip). Agency policy
shall determine the minimum number of one-way trips needed to qualify for a subsidy. Cash
subsidies are taxable to the employee.

Payment Methods:

o

Transit (bus, rail, vanpool, ferry) subsidies, per IRS rules, must be paid with a voucher that
can be exchanged only for a bus/ferry/rail pass or vanpool fare. Transit passes or smart cards
(such as the ORCA card) may be provided in lieu of a voucher.

o

Subsidies for non-transit modes (carpool, walking, bicycling) are taxable and should be paid
at least quarterly. The most convenient method would be through payroll deduction since
income tax must be withheld.

o

Subsidies may be set on a per-use system. For example, 50 cents per each day carpooling or
$lItrip (up to $2/day.) Once the employee has reached the agency's threshold for
participation for the month (for example 50%+) the full subsidy could be received. Note: A
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per trip program is preferable over a per day program because there may be times when an
employee carpools to work and takes a state vehicle home or goes home in some other mode.
If you pay by the day, you need to be clear about whether the employee must use the mode
for both of their trips or just one.

o

Parking Reimbursement: Ifan agency's CTR Program's carpool incentive includes
reimbursement for parking already paid by the employee, the agency may reimburse the
employee no more than the actual cost of the parking fee. Example: Agency A's carpool
policy offers free parking to two-person or more carpools and the cost per person to park is
$15/month. Agency A may reimburse the employee the $15.00 monthly parking fee as part
of their carpool incentive policy. The reimbursement may be requested on the employee's
travel voucher. Documentation of payment (i.e. payroll deduction) must be presented.

Note: if an employee were to receive more than their actual parking fee, the additional
amount provided would become a cash subsidy and would be subject to the IRS rules.
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PARKING PROGRAM GUIDELINES FOR STATE AGENCIES

Introduction: Parking and Parking Charges
The Commute Trip Reduction Law of 1991 was designed to improve Washington's quality of
life through the reduction of drive alone commuting. Reducing the number of drive alone
vehicles will reduce traffic congestion, improve air quality, and decrease dependency on
petroleum products.
In 1995, the Washington State Legislature passed the State Agency Commute Trip Reduction
Law giving state agencies the flexibility to use internal funds to support their commute trip
reduction (CTR) programs, the authority to implement parking fees at worksites as an element of
their commute trip reduction programs, and direction on how the state will reduce its
subsidization and allocation of employee parking.
The 1995 State Agency Commute Trip Reduction Program Law applies to all state agencies, not
just those affected by the 1991 Commute Trip Reduction Law. All state agencies must review
the parking situation at each of its worksites and, where needed, develop parking programs to
meet the intent ofRCW 43.01.240.
The Parking Program Guidelines for State Agencies were first adopted by the Interagency Task
Force for Commute Trip Reduction in 1995 and are designed to assist state agencies to
implement the parking elements ofRCW 43.01.240 and RCW 43.01.225.
The directives of the RCWs include: (Note: The language below isfrom the RCWs.)

Agencies'Responsibilities
•
•

•

•

The Department of General Administration (GA) shall continue to establish and collect
parking fees on the Capitol Campus. (RCW 46.08.172)
To reduce the state's subsidization of employee parking, after July 1997 agencies shall
not enter into leases for employee parking in excess of building (zoning) code
requirements, unless authorized by the director of the Department of General
Administration. (RCW 43.01.240 (3)) Note: Institutions of Higher Education are
exempted from this RCW.
In situations where there are fewer parking spaces than employees at a worksite, parking
shall be equitably allocated, with no special preference given to managers.
(RCW 43.01.240 (3))
Agencies must establish a committee to advise the agency heads on the parking fee. The
committee must, at a minimum, include representation from management, administrative
staff, production workers, and state employee bargaining units. (RCW 43.01.240 (2))
(Note: Guidance on committee formation and the allocation of parking are provided
in this document.)
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Agencies'Rights
•

•

•

•

CTR funds for state agencies no longer have to be appropriated by the Legislature.
Agencies may use internal funds and/or parking fee revenues to support their CTR
programs. (RCW 43.01.230)
Agencies off the Capitol Campus may, as an element of their CTR programs, impose
parking fees. The fees may only be used to support the agencies': a) CTR program; b)
parking program; or c) lease or ownership costs for parking. (RCW 43.01.240 (2))
Note: Article 25.3 for Collective Bargaining states, "During the term of this Agreement,
agency-administered parking rates charged to employees who work at facilities located
off the Capitol Campus will not be increased from the facility parking rates in existence
as of June 30,2005."
Agencies located on the Capitol Campus may impose a surcharge on the parking fees
established by GA and may use those fees as described for agencies off the campus.
(RCW 43.01.240 (1))
Colleges and Universities: See RCW 28B.130.005-040 for Parking Fees and
Transportation Demand Management authority.

DEFINITIONS
Parking Management: Parking management is an approach that makes optimal use of available
parking resources through the implementation of strategies such as preferential parking for
carpools and vanpools, shared parking and zoned parking (instead of individually assigned
parking spaces) reserved areas to meet specific needs, and a registration and enforcement
program. Parking management strategies can change costs, supply, or demand to improve traffic
flow, ease congestion, and save agencies money. Many ofthese strategies work best when they
are part of an integrated trip reduction program or combined with transportation demand
management strategies, such as carpooling, vanpooling and ride matching that reduce the use of
single occupant vehicles.
Preferential Parking: Reserved and conveniently located parking spaces generally close to the
building entrance for carpools and vanpools. This program element requires that a system be
established to register carpool and vanpool vehicles, drivers and riders; that special spaces be
designated; and that a monitoring system be implemented. This program element acts as an
incentive by providing easy and highly visible recognition to carpools and vanpools.
Shared Parking: At multi-agency worksites, it is in the interest of the agencies and employees
to "pool" the parking and establish one parking program for the entire complex. By instituting
zoned parking at the same time, capacity is significantly increased for all participating agencies,
regardless of the amount of parking specified in each lease.

Shared parking may include sharing with tenants other than state agencies or be based on time of
day or uses. For example, agencies may pursue shared parking arrangements with churches,
schools and other nearby businesses that use the parking facility at different times ofthe day or
with a reduced need to use all of their available parking.
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Zoned Parking: Rather than an assigned space for each individual, the parking area is open to
all employees with no assigned spaces. Zoned parking areas can increase the actual capacity for
parking between 20% and 40%. Such an approach allows more employees to park in an area
because, on a daily basis, there are always employees who do not come to the worksite for a
variety of reasons. Depending upon the size of the parking area, this program element may
require thata system be established to register vehicles and drivers. It may also be necessary to
develop a monitoring and enforcement system.

Parking Program Policies
The following have policy implications and must be included in an agency's CTR and parking
programs.
1. Carpool defined: A motor vehicle occupied by two (2) to six (6) people traveling together
for their commute trip that results in the reduction of a minimum of one motor vehicle trip.
Persons under 16 years of age commuting in a carpool do not count as carpool members
because they do not eliminate a vehicle trip.
• Taking children to and from day care or school does not constitute a carpool because
no vehicle trip is eliminated.
• Not all members of the carpool need to be state employees.
• Family members commuting together are a carpool.
• The driver of the carpool vehicle must be a state employee if the vehicle is to be
parked in a state worksite parking lot.
• Agencies may choose to allow different configurations for carpools. However, to
qualify as a carpool on the state CTR survey, more than half the trip has to be made
with two (2) or more persons over the age of 16 in the vehicle.
2. Eligibility defined
• Employees (full time, part time, project, etc.)
• Required number of times a week/month/quarter an employee must use an alternate
commute mode to qualify for either CTR program subsidies for transit,vanpools,
carpools, walking or biking or parking incentives such as preferential parking.
• Required number oftimes an employee who uses an alternate commute mode can
park free where there are parking fees, or in the preferred area where there are no
parking fees.

Parking Program Guidance
Background
Because parking and commute options are related, it is important that the two programs are
compatible. While it is possible to have parking without a commute trip reduction program, it is
impossible to have an effective commute trip reduction program without a parking program.
When parking is plentiful and free, there are few incentives for employees to use alternate
commute modes. When parking is limited or costly, more employees will want assistance with
commute options.
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RCW 43.01.240 affects agency parking programs as follows:
•
•
•
•

Parking spaces are to be allocated with no special preference given to managers;
Agencies off the Capitol Campus may impose parking fees as part of their CTR
program;
Agencies shall have committees to advise directors on parking fees;
Agencies shall not enter into leases for employee parking in excess of building code
requirements.

Parking Programs Off the Capitol Campus
Note: The parking program for employees of agencies on the Capitol Campus is addressed
through a campus parking committee convened by the Department of General Administration.

Agencies with more than one worksite must develop an overall parking policy that provides
guidelines for parking at all of their worksites. The guidelines are to include permissibility to
charge for parking, the amount to be charged, the definition of what constitutes a carpool,
distribution of parking spaces, eligibility for preferential parking, and other issues as determined
by the agency. Once an agency's overall parking program is developed, each worksite would
have the flexibility to develop individual parking programs within the limitations or conditions
of the agency's overall parking policy.
Agencies with multiple worksites (in one or more counties) are advised to set up a system with a
committee responsible for developing the agency's overall parking policies, plus committees at
each worksite or group of worksites.
Ideally agencies will use their CTR committee as their parking committee. If using the agency's
existing CTR committee, assess the membership to ensure that all the categories of employees
are represented.

Parking Program Elements
1. Appoint a Parking Program Coordinator
The role of the agency parking coordinator is to ensure that there is an overall agency
parking program for all of the agency's worksites. The parking and the CTR program
coordinators need to ensure that the two programs support and complement each other.

2. Appoint a Parking Committee
The role of the agency's parking committee is to develop the agency's parking program, even
if the agency will not be imposing parking fees. The parking program must address all the
directives in the parking RCW and be compatible with the agency's commute trip reduction
program. While each agency must determine the makeup of the committee, the law directs
that the membership if considering parking fees include at least:
• Management
• Administrative staff
• Production workers; and
• State employee bargaining units
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Ways to establish a parking committee:
• One committee doing both CTR and parking
• "Umbrella" committee with subcommittees in regions or worksites (this is
recommended for agencies with mUltiple worksites in one or more county)
• A subcommittee of the agency's CTR committee;
• Two separate committees. Note: establish a process for coordination.
It is important that the role and authority ofthe committee members be clearly defined by the
agency. It must be understood that the committee could, after careful deliberation, come to a
conclusion that differs from the direction given by the director or management team. Since
the committee is advisory only, agencies must allow the committee to be able to make
recommendations that may differ from those established by the agency.

3. Survey existing parking
Before developing a worksite specific parking program, agencies off the Capitol Campus
must assess the parking situation at each worksite to determine ifthere are fewer parking
spaces than employees. Ifit is determined that there are fewer parking spaces than
employees, a parking program must be developed.
Assessing the parking situation:

Employees
• Total number of employees at the worksite.
• Number of employees who have job-related requirements using their own car and
need parking.
Parking spaces available
• Total number of parking spaces available. (Number of spaces included in the
building lease plus any additional spaces.).
• Number of spaces currently zoned. What is the overbooking policy for zoned
parking?
• If in a co-located worksite, what is the total.number of spaces allocated to your
agency?
Current parking allocated for:
• ADA (includes employees and visitors).
• Agency vehicles.
• Visitors - both short and long term.
• Employees.
• Ridesharing (carpools/vanpools, bicyclists, walkers, etc.). Can be determined by the
number of alternate commute mode users registered in the agency's CTR program,
including drop-offs and flextime.
• Bicycle spaces: bicycle racks (covered, uncovered) and bicycle lockers.
• Other uses.
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Existing situation for surrounding parking
• Is the worksite located in or near a neighborhood? Shopping center? Church? Park
and Ride? etc.
• Are there meters for parking around the worksite?
• Are there parking restrictions imposed by the local jurisdiction? (example: I-hr
parking signs)
• Where would employees park if not in the worksite lot?
• Other worksite/neighborhood demographics.
• Are there any existing issues with the surrounding parking?
Parking costs to agency
• If charging employees for parking: (Note: All funds collected off the Capitol Campus
must be deposited into the State Agency Parking Account, Fund 277, to be allocated
back by OFM.)
o What is the cost to employees?
o How much is collected monthly? Yearly?
o What is the cost to the agency?
o How are the funds used?
•

If not charging employees for parking:
o Current cost of parking in current building lease (if known).
o Current cost to the agency for leasing extra spaces for employees.
o Current cost for employee reimbursement for parking.

4. Parking allocations
In situations where there are fewer parking spaces than employees at a worksite, parking
must be allocated equitably, with no special preference given to managers. RCW 43.01.240
(3) Note: Applies to agencies both on and off the Capitol Campus.
• "Allocated equitably," means all employees who want parking have equal access to a
parking space.
• To ensure equal access to parking, allocate the parking in the following priority
A. Visitors. Note: When calculating, consider the following:
o Special needs of the worksite, i.e. services the worksite provides to the public
- customer needs
o Are visits usually short or long? (Turnover rate)
o Service vehicles, vendors
o Training facility?
o Other visitor needs
B. ADA requirements: number of parking spaces that must be set aside and assigned
to vehicles with legal disability parking permits.
C. Agency vehicles. Note: Ask the following questions:
o How many vehicles are in the space all day?
o Could the space be utilized during the day for other parking uses?
D. Registered alternate commute mode users, i.e. carpoolers, vanpoolers.
E. Employees who have a special need for parking. Note: To help determine the
number, ask the following:
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o
o
o
o
o

Is the employee required to have a personal vehicle for work assignments? If
so, what percentage ofthe time? How many employees?
Does the employee's work require them to be "in and out" for business?
Are there other options available? Service such as Capital Courier? Shuttle?
Agency vehicle? Taxi? Teleconferencing? Phone conference? Other?
If there is an agency CTR program, is the employee exempt from being
officially affected by the local jurisdiction?
Other circumstances as determined by the agency.

F. All other employees who want parking would have equal access to the remaining
parking spaces. To ensure that managers are not given special parking
preference, parking allocations may be allotted on sonority - either by length of
time in state service or in the agency.
If the parking allotment is not by seniority, then parking allotments must be
selected randomly. Processes for random selection include:
o Percentages by managers/employees;
o Percentages by divisions;
o Percentages by beginning start times;
o All employees included;
o As decided by the agency.
o A selection cycle:
• Not less than quarterly, nor more than yearly;
• All employee names in category F would be eligible for each random
selection.
• Establish waiting list procedures. Select a percentage of extra employee
names to make up the waiting list.
• Establish an appeals process for employees.
• Ifparking fees are in place, establish payroll deduction for employee parking.
• Establish a system for employee parking records.
5. When
a)
b)
c)

to Permit
If parking fees will be imposed.
If there are fewer parking spaces than there are employees.
Ifthere will be preferential parking for alternate commute modes.

6. Enforcement of Parking Rules
• Enforcement is key to the success of any parking program. Enforcement protects the
rights of employees who are registered, paying for parking, on a waiting list or where
the parking is limited or subject to unauthorized use such as in congested areas, or
when many visitors are expected, etc.
• If enforcement is determined to be necessary, there must be a credible, visible
enforcement program outlining the consequences for non-compliance. Consequences
may include provisions for the suspension or revocation of parking privileges up to
the impoundment of vehicles. Before posting towing signs at leased facilities,
permission must be obtained from the landlord and employees must be made award
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•

•

of the parking program. Note: At most worksites imposing fees for noncompliance
is not a feasible option because they are difficult to collect.
Include provisions for hearing rights by employees related to impoundment,
suspension or revocation of parking privileges or to fees. The enforcement plan must
include an appeals process to review the circumstances surrounding any citation.
Both the parker and the enforcing authority are to be given adequate time to comment
before a final determination is made.
Parking enforcement is not to include any formal disciplinary action.

Zoned Parking
Zoned parking can provide at least 25 percent more parking because there are always absent
employees. Rather than an assigned space for each individual, the lot is open to all registered
parkers. Zoned, shared parking is required by General Administration at all newly leased CDlocated sites and recommended at single agency sites.
Implementing zoned parking:
• Survey existing parking: count how many empty spaces there are over at least a threeweek period. Spaces should be counted several times a week and at least twice each
day. Note the total number of spaces routinely empty. Determine what percent that
is of the parking area and add that number of employees to the parking pool.
• Collect testimonials from agencies where zoned parking works, such as the Capitol
Campus, Department of Health, Lacey Center, Point Plaza (east and west), and
Capitol Court.
• Can establish more than one zone - preferential, "in and out", shifts, etc.
• Start with a zoned parking pilot - three to six months.
• Start slowly - start with only five percent overbooking and work up every quarter.

Shared Parking Programs
At multi-agency worksites it is in the best interests of employees to "pool" the parking and have
one parking program for the entire compound or area.
• Agencies housed together in a facility are encouraged to work together.
• Shared, zoned parking means more parking for everyone.
• If unable to work together, each agency must clearly mark its own parking spaces.

Charging for Parking
RCW 43.01.240 (2) states: "An agency may, as an element of the agency's commute trip
reduction program impose parking rental fees at state-owned and leased properties. Each agency
shall establish a committee to advise the agency director on parking rental fees, taking into
account the market rate of comparable, privately owned rental parking in each region." Note for
leased and state-owned facilities off the Capitol campus, collective bargaining contracts restricts
the parking fee rate to those established at facilities prior to June 30, 2005.
Voluntary parking fees: An agency is not restricted from implementing a voluntary parking fee
program. An example is the Department of Ecology in Lacey that has implemented a voluntary
parking fee program for employees who choose to pay to park in the covered garage close to the
building. An employee can choose to not pay for parking and is provided a parking area outside
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the garage. Agencies off campus may choose to implement a voluntary parking program that
offers an amenity for those volunteering to pay for parking, such as being able to park closer to
the building or in a covered garage.
Establishing Parking Fees:
• To determine how much to charge.
o Budget approach:
~ Determine annual budget for CTR, parking, or parking lease costs.
~ Determine internal funds identified by the agency for CTR program.
~ Determine ifthere is a deficit between the budget and available funds.
~ Determine number of parking spaces available.
~ Determine number of parkers who will pay fee (could be higher than the actual
number of parking spaces ifusing zoned parking).
~ Divide the budget amount by the number of parkers by 12 months to determine
the approximate monthly parking fee needed for programs.
o Charge must be equal or lower than privately or publicly owned parking lots that may
be located nearby.
o Other as determined by the agency.
• Agency direction given to the committee established by the director or management
team. Long-term goals (for CTR and parking) should be defined.
• Management support is essential and needs to be demonstrated.
• The agency's CTR and Parking programs need to complement each other.
• When considering parking rates:
o What are the market rates within walking distance? Within a zone? Within a certain
mileage? Private and public? Leased lots?
o What are the agency's long-term goals:
~ Target certain worksites?
~ Meet drive alone goals at CTR affected worksites?
~ Raise money for subsidies or other CTR incentives?
~ Reduce parking supply or demand?
~ Other?
o What is the demand for parking at the worksite?
o What other parking is available?
o Are there safety concerns around the worksite?
o Are there shift workers?
o Ifnot voluntary, will fees be charged to all employees?
o Will there be exemptions? If yes, what criteria will be considered?
o Will the fee be cost-effective for the agency/worksite?
o How will the fees be used?
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•

•

If offering reduced or free parking for alternate commute mode, agencies must:
o Establish eligibility criteria (definitions, number of times used, etc.) for all modes
(carpool, vanpool, walkers, bicycling, compressed workweek, telecommuting, and
public transit).
o Establish a registration system.
o Establish a parking pass program and define how many times a month an alternate
commute mode user may park for free in the preferential parking area.
If it is decided that parking fees (voluntary or not) will be imposed, develop a
communication plan to inform employees ofthe charges and how they will be used.
Remember:
o Keep employees informed as to why fees are being imposed.
o Let employees know what will be offered with the fees that are collected, including
any incentives. Incentives include bus and/or vanpool subsidies, preferential parking,
reduced or free parking up to a determined number oftimes a month, incentives for
non-motorized commuters, or any other action that encourages alternate mode use.
o Point out the positives - environmental and social benefits.
o Provide a process to address employee concerns.
o Inform employees of the agency's parking enforcement plan.
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TELEWORK POLICY GUIDELINES
Telework programs allow employees to perform a portion of their assigned duties at an alternate
worksite, such as the employee's home, a satellite office, or a telework center. Telework mayor
may not include the use oftelecommunications or computer technologies.
Telework is an effective business strategy for agencies to reduce costs, increase efficiencies, and
to include in their emergency, sustainability and commute trip reduction plans. Telework is a
cost effective tool agencies can implement to assist in reducing the number of commute trips to
the worksite and a strategy to use during disasters caused by weather, fire, earthquakes, damaged
buildings due to pipes breaking, etc. or terrorist attacks. Telework may be a short-term solution
for accommodating an employee who is temporarily unable to come to the main worksite, but is
capable of working. This arrangement also allows agencies to keep valuable assets in key
positions and maintain productivity.
Executive Order 01-03 directs agencies to take a leadership role by adopting and implementing
telework policies. The policy shall require the agency to consider an employee's request to
telework in relation to the objectives of the Executive Order and the agency's operating, business
and customer needs.
Offering state employees the opportunity to telework is a management option and employees
must follow the policies establ ished by their agency. The goals and objectives of any telework
program must be clearly communicated by management to ensure that telework does not affect
the level of service provided to the public. A written agreement between the teleworker and
supervisor ensures accountability for both the teleworker and the agency.
Benefits for Agencies
Studies indicate that businesses benefit by:
o Reduced office and parking space requirements
o Ensured continuity of operations
o Expanded technology skills and use
o Increased ability to attract and keep valued employees
o Expanded access to new labor markets including the people with disabilities, part-time and
semi-retired people
o Enhanced employee job performance (productivity and work quality)
o Improved employee morale and job satisfaction
o Reduced hiring and training costs
o Reduced sick leave and absenteeism
o Improved corporate image
o Increased ability to meet air quality, commute trip reduction, and sustainability and climate
change requirements
Benefits for Employees
Improved work environment
Enhanced job performance (productivity and work quality)
Improved morale and job satisfaction
Greater degree of responsibility
o Greater lifestyle flexibility

o
o
o
o
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o
o
o

Decreased commuting time and stress
Reduced transportation costs (i.e. gas, vehicl~ wear and tear, insurance costs)
Improved safety during inclement weather

Benefits for the Community
Reduced traffic congestion
Reduced parking needs
Reduced gasoline consumption
Fewer vehicle emissions
Increased opportunities for people with disabilities, part-time, and semi-retired people
o Increased number and types of jobs in rural areas
o Expanded opportunities for community involvement
o Improved security in neighborhoods

o
o
o
o
o

ELEMENTS OF TELEWORKING

o
o
o
o
o

Teleworking is not an employee entitlement. The Executive Order requires agencies to
develop a telework policy, but does not give individual employees a legal right to telework.
Employees' salaries, benefits, worker's compensation, and other employer insurance
coverage do not change for the teleworker.
Teleworkers' work hours, overtime compensation, and the use of vacation and sick leave
must conform to state and federal laws and regulations and agency rules and policies.
Teleworkers' official work station designation does not change to the telework site. Any
required travel to the official workstation is not compensated.
Home telework sites must not be used to meet customers in an official capacity.

AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Require a written telework agreement. (See "Agreements" at end of document)
The agency's mission and the level or quality of service provided to the public is not to be
negatively affected by an agency's telework policy.
Develop procedures to ensure that effective communications and workflow is maintained
among clients, coworkers, and management.
Develop procedures to show how the agency or employee can end a telework arrangement
and include reasonable advance notice requirements.
Instruct teleworkers to use the most cost effective means for work-related long distance
phone calls.
Agencies remain liable for state-owned equipment located at the employee's telework
location and assume the risks associated with the equipment.
All equipment and supplies furnished to teleworkers by their agency remain the property of
the agency and are to be used only by authorized persons for state business .
./' Office supplies for use by teleworkers at their alternate worksites should be provided by
the state and should be obtained during the teleworkers' in-office work time .
./' Include "check-in" procedure for equipment, supplies, work product(s), etc. for when the
employee leaves the agency or state service.
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o

Consider designating a telework coordinator who is able to act as the key contact for
questions and coordination activities. Depending on the agency's size and lines of business,
other duties the coordinator could assume include:
./' Develop a telework strategic plan including outcomes, targets, and metrics .
./' Develop templates for telework applications, agreements, telework terminations, etc. for
use throughout the agency
./' Secure training for supervisors and employees on teleworking
./' Maintain copies oftelework agreements
./' Incorporate telework results into planning and reporting for other agency initiatives such
as Continuity of Operations, Commute Trip Reduction, Sustainability and Climate
Change, work life balance, facility and technology decisions.

EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITIES

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Have a written agreement outlining the employee and agency's responsibilities and
expectations. (See "Agreements" at end of document)
A teleworking employee is to be "seamless" to his/her customers, i.e. they are reachable by
e-mail or phone so the customer is not aware that the employee is not at his/her desk.
Work hours and phone coverage and other expectations of the employee must be outlined in
the agreement signed by the employee and supervisor.
When the alternate worksite is in the employee's home, the employee shall be responsible for
maintaining a designated workspace in a safe, healthy, professional, and secure manner.
All services furnished to teleworkers by their agency are to be used only by authorized
persons for legitimate state purposes .
./' Out-of-pocket expenses for services, such as an additional phone line or DSL connection,
may be reimbursed according to agency policy.
Employees are expected to use the same high standard of care for state-owned equipment at
telework sites as they would for equipment in their office.
The teleworker has the same reporting requirements for identifying workplace safety issues
and timely reporting of injuries or illnesses that may arise while teleworking.
Unless there is an advance written agreement between agency management and the employee
that specifies otherwise, the state assumes no liability for loss, damage, or wear of any
employee-owned equipment or facilities used while teleworking.
Teleworkers shall make necessary arrangements for their dependents during agreed upon
work hours to ensure the successful completion of the teleworkers' assigned work duties.
Teleworkers remain responsible for the security and handling of confidential information.
Teleworkers are ultimately responsible for following agency procedures for maintaining
communications with managers, peers and clients. Staff should understand how to make
contact as needed.

TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT

Telework technology and equipment requirements include hardware, software and security.
Each agency's telework policy must address technology and equipment, keeping in mind the
continual changes in availability and use.
For example, teleworkers who use their own equipment might be made responsible for its
service, maintenance, and the installation of up-to-date anti-virus software to ensure work-related
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documents are protected against malicious software that can compromise the security of data as
well as the functionality of their equipment. The use offirewalls should also be considered.
Agency information must not be downloaded to, saved to, or stored on non-agency administered
computers, devices, or removable media.
Agencies should determine whether it will reimburse an employee for home communication lines
as part of the telework program.
Agencies must determine what state security policies, standards, and guidelines are to be
followed in order to appropriately protect state information accessed over the network. This must
be completed before the teleworker assignment begins.
Agency policies must address issues raised when employees must use restricted-access or
confidential information while teleworking.
Considerations:
o While most telework arrangements will rely on the use of a computer or other
telecommunication equipment, telework is not dependent upon them.
o Telework purchases must be made from existing agency allocations.
o If providing a state-owned computer, consider the best option for the position and the agency.
This may include using surplus equipment, loaners or mobile technology such as laptops or
tablet.
o Conduct a risk assessment to determine if the use of employee owned equipment is
acceptable.
o Set up a virtual desktop to minimize security .concerns.
o Ensure the internet connection is secure. .
o Provide telecommunications equipment or set up VoIP (voice over internet protocol)
connections so home based teleworkers can stay in touch with clients without exposing their
home phone number to caller ID.
o Determine printing requirements for home based teleworkers. Printing and storing of
confidential information at the home worksite is discouraged.
PROCESS GUIDELINES
A. Ensure that all relevant institutional policy, payroll, personnel, labor relations, information
technology, and risk management considerations are addressed in the agency's telework
.
policy.

B. Develop/adopt a telework policy and procedures that include, but are not be limited to:
1. Statement that the adoption of a telework program will not diminish the agency's ability
to meet its obligations or service to the public.
2. Criteria and procedures that will be used to evaluate the feasibility oftelework.
3. An explanation of how telework is approved, including forms that the agency or unit
requires to be completed, including a signed agreement.
4. Statement on notification requirements for termination by either the employee or
supervisor.
5. Address security issues. Telework arrangements must comply with relevant state security
policies, standards and guidelines.
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6. Address the use of personal equipment to ensure data security requirements are met.
Ensure that agency data is not stored on personal computers or printed on personal
equipment.
7. Statement that teleworkers using state-provided computer software shall adhere to the
manufacturer's licensing agreements, including the prohibition against unauthorized
duplication.
8. Statement that when the alternate worksite is in the employee's home, the employee shall
be responsible for maintaining a designated workspace in a safe, healthy, professional
and secure manner.
9. Statement on expected work schedule of the teleworker. Be clear that any hours worked
outside ofthe agreed to work schedule or changes in the agreed to work hours (including
working hours beyond what has been agreed to) must be pre-approved in writing by the
employee's supervisor.
10. Statement of how the teleworker and supervisor will ensure that effective work flow and
communications are maintained among clients, coworkers, and management.
11. Statement that the teleworker will use the state's SCAN system to place work-related
long distance phone calls. Long distance call charges using other carriers will be
reimbursed according to existing agency procedures.
12. Statement of employee's responsibility for the return of equipment ifthe telework
assignment ends or the employee leaves the agency or state government.
C. Send a draft of the agency's telework policy to the state agency CTR program at the
Department of Transportation (WSDOT) for review prior to adopting. Send a copy of the
adopted policy to WSDOT. WSDOT will provide a report to the Department of Personnel on
the adopted telework policies for their use and records.
AGREEMENTS

Best Practices and Risk Management support individualized written and signed agreements or an
approval request form with their employees who telework. On-line versions and electronic
signatures per agency practices are acceptable. A copy of the agreement or approval request
form should be kept in the employee's file or database as determined by agency practices.
The agreement must not be so cumbersome as to be a disincentive for an employee to telework.
Elements to indude in an agreement:

o

o
o
o
-0

Work schedule, i.e. number oftimes per week/month, hours, specific day(s), etc. Include
a statement that any hours worked outside of the agreed to work schedule or changes in
the agreed to work hours (including working additional hours) must be pre-approved in
writing.
Statement that when the alternate worksite is in the employee's home, the employee shall
be responsible for maintaining a designated workspace in a safe, healthy, professional
and secure manner. The agreement could include a description of the workspace and/or a
safety check list.
Brief description ofthe work activities involved and performance measures, including a
notation of specific assigned deliverables by the employee.
Communications procedures with the agency and with customers.
What equipment and supplies (including computer hardware/software configurations)
will be used and who will provide them.

Interagency Task Force
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o
o
o

Applicable data security procedures.
Date the agreement goes into effect, when it expires or needs to be renewed, and where a
copy(s) will be filed.
The process and requirements (for both the agency and employee) that an employee or
agency uses to terminate a telework agreement.
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FLEXIBLE WORK HOURS POLICY GUIDELINES
"Flexible work hours" include compressed work week schedule~ and flex-time as defined below.
Each offers employees varying times to arrive and depart from work. Flexible work hours can
assist state agencies in meeting commute trip reduction (CTR) goals because they can enable
employees to take advantage oftransit, carpools, and vanpools. Flexing employee work hours is
one of the least costly methods for helping state agencies to meet CTR goals.
Executive Order Number 01-03 directs agencies to take a leadership role by adopting a flexible
work hours policy. The policy shall require the agency to consider an employee's request to
work flexible hours in relation to the objectives of the Executive Order and the agency's
operating, business and customer needs.
The State Legislature supports the Executive Order by acknowledging that flexible work hours
alleviate traffic congestion, decrease fuel consumption, provide employees flexibility for child
care planning or more time with their families, boost morale, and improve productivity. They
specifically state: "Therefore, due to the clear advantages to both agencies and employees, the
legislature finds that flexible-time work schedules should be utilized by agencies to the
maximum extent possible." (RCW 41.04.390)

Definitions

o
o

o

"Flexible work hours" includes both the compressed workweek schedule and flex-time.
"Compressed workweek" means an alternative work schedule that regularly allows a fulltime employee to eliminate at least one work day every two weeks by working longer hours
during the remaining days, resulting in fewer commute trips by the employee .
./ Compressed workweek schedules has the additional benefit of increasing an agency's
accessibility to their customers as well as being a low or no-cost program to implement.
./ The two most popular compressed work week schedules are working four 10-hour days
(typically called "411 Os") and the fifth day off and working 80 hours in nine days
(typically called "9/80") with the tenth day off. Other schedules include seven days in
two weeks and three days a week.
"Flex-time" means work schedules that require fixed core hours of work with starting and
quitting times other than 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. (WAC 356-05-173)
./ Flex-time is allowable under RCW 41.04.390 and assists state government in meeting the
state's CTR goals, because it enables employees to take advantage of schedule dependent
modes such as transit, carpools, and vanpools.

Benefits to Managers

o
o
o
o

o
o

Enhanced retention and recruitment
Extended hours of service without having to pay overtime
Expanded use of equipment
Improved scheduling for peak workloads
Increased employees' job knowledge
Reduced tardiness and absenteeism
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o
o
o
o
o
o

Increased employee morale
Improved employee performance
Promotion of cross training and teamwork producing a more effective workforce
Compliance with federal regulations for emp'loyees with disabilities
Response to natural and unnatural disasters
Assists in meeting Washington's Commute Trip Reduction goals

Elements of Flexible Work Hours

o
o
o
o

o

The agency's mission and the level or quality of service provided to their customers is not to
be negatively affected by an agency's flexible work hours policy.
Flexible work hours are not an employee entitlement. When participation by the employee is
voluntary it may be terminated with reasonable notice by the employee or by the agency.
Note: some positions may have flexible hours that are a condition of employment. In these
cases, unilateral termination of the work schedule is not possible.
Flex days (the days not worked) can be any day of the week and not limited to a Monday or a
Friday. Flex days must take into consideration the work schedules of the working unit.
Employees' salaries, benefits, worker's compensation, and other employer insurance
coverage do not change due to flexible work hours.
Work hours, overtime compensation, and the use of vacation and sick leave for flexible work
hours shall conform to applicable state and federal laws and regulations and agency rules and
policies.

Process Guidelines
The following process must be addressed in an agency's flexible work hours policy and
procedures.
A. Ensure that all relevant institutional policy, payroll, labor relations, information technology,
and risk management considerations are addressed when developing or revising flex-time or
compressed workweek schedule policies.
B. Develop and adopt a flexible work hours policy and procedures that include, but are not
limited to:
1. Statement that the adoption of a flexible work hours program will not diminish the
agency's ability to meet its obligations or service to the public.
2. An explanation of how flex-time or compressed work schedules are established and
approved, including any forms that the agency or unit requires to be completed.
3. A statement of how a flex-time or compressed work schedule may be terminated

Agreements
Agencies are encouraged to have a written, signed, agreement or an approval request form with
their employees on flex-time or on a compressed workweek schedule. On-line versions per
agency practices are acceptable. A copy of the agreement or approval request form should be
kept in the employee's file or database as determined by agency practices.
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The agreement or approval request form should not be so cumbersome as to be a disincentive for
an employee to work flexible hours. Ifthe agency decides to have such a document, it should
include:

o
o
o
o

Compressed workweeks: work hours and days, i.e. 411 O's, 9/80's, 3112's, etc., including
the flex day (day of the week the employee does not work).
Flex-time: schedule for beginning, lunch, and ending times
Date the agreement goes into effect, when it expires or needs to be renewed, and where a
copy(s) will be filed.
Process that an employee or agency uses to terminate a flexible work hours agreement.
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INTRODUCTION
The Commute Trip Reduction (CTR) Efficiency Act, adopted by the Legislature in 2006 requires
the State to assume a leadership role in CTR programs. (RCW 70.94.521-551)
The State Agency Voluntary Commute Trip Reduction Plan (herein referred to as the "CTR
Plan") outlines the basic program elements and supporting strategies that are to be included in
CTR programs located at worksites with voluntary CTR programs. The Voluntary CTR Plan
will provide consistency among state worksites with fewer than 100 employees or located in
areas not affected by the CTR Law.
Any state agency may adopt and implement a CTR Program for their employees, including
offering CTR subsidies. CTR subsidies are allowable by law and must be funded by the agency.
State employees assigned to a worksite in Thurston County are eligible for a State Agency Rider
(STAR) Pass enabling them to ride fare-free on any Intercity Transit bus, on any route and for
any purpose. State employees assigned to a worksite in Thurston, Pierce, King or Spokane
counties are eligible for an Emergency Ride Home on days they do not drive alone to work.
Leadership Role (As adopted by the Interagency CTR Board, 3/07)
The Washington State Legislature, State Agencies, and Institutions of Higher Education
recognize the crucial leadership role they have to develop and implement effective commute trip
reduction (CTR) programs. Successful CTR programs will reduce commute trips, enhance
agency sustainability plans, ensure transportation-friendly location of state worksites, encourage
ridesharing, walking and cycling, and will support the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, the
Governor's Climate Change Initiative and Wellness Initiative for state employees. State
Agencies and Institutions of Higher Education demonstrate their commitment to the goals and
mission of CTR by allocating resources and funding in their budget planning process.
Therefore, state agencies and institutions of higher education shall aggressively develop and
implement substantive CTR programs to reduce commute trips by state employees. These
programs shall be designed to enhance agency sustainability plans, ensure that state facility
locations encourage ridesharing for employees and customers, reduce energy consumption and
congestion in urban areas, and reduce air and water pollution associated with vehicle travel.
Allocation of agency resources and funding to CTR programs during agency budget planning is a
key indicator of an agency's commitment to the goals and mission ofCTR.

CTRPROGRAMSTRUCTURE
1. The Voluntary CTR Program will have an opening statement of why the CTR program has
been developed, i.e. "X agency recognizes the responsibility it has to reduce the number of
drive alone vehicles coming to its worksite and chooses to participate in order to reduce air
pollution, congestion and the use of fossil fuels."
2. The Voluntary CTR Program will have a statement of its intent, i.e. "The CTR Law benefits
our community by protecting the environment, enhancing our resources and maintaining and
improving our quality of life. Each agency in this CTR program is committed to reducing the
number of single occupant vehicles traveling to the worksite by encouraging employees to
use alternatives to driving alone. Alternatives include walking, bicycling, carpooling,
vanpooling, riding the bus, train or ferry, working a compressed work schedule or
teleworking. "
Voluntary eTR Plan
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Note: All state employees at the worksite should be eligible to participate unless there is a
significant reason to not include all of the agency's employees.

3. The Voluntary CTR Program will state the CTR Program Goals:

o
o
o
o

Reduce vehicle-generated air and water pollution.
Reduce vehicle-generated energy consumption.
Reduce traffic congestion.
Optimize the use of existing and future transportation systems, minimize costs and
preserve resources.

4. Program Administration shall be through a structure designated by the agency. One way is
with a CTR Committee that has representation from all levels of the agency. Membership
should include both management and staff.

6. Agency Responsibilities
Note: Voluntary CTR Programs must be submitted to and approved by, the State Agency
CTR Program at the Department of General Administration.

Voluntary programs may choose to register with the local jurisdiction and be eligible for CTR
support from the local transit agency as well as the local jurisdiction. If registered with the
local jurisdiction, the agency may participate in employee surveys and be required to submit
an annual report.

o

Program Reports (if applicable): The agency will be required to provide a CTR
Program Report to the local jurisdiction on a form designated by the jurisdiction. Each
jurisdiction determines if the report is to be annual or every two years.

o

Employee Surveys (if applicable): Conducted every two years or as directed by the local
jurisdiction. To be valid, agencies must achieve a seventy percent response rate. The
agency will receive a survey report showing the mode splits of their employees. CTR

o

Event Planning: Plan and implement participation in Wheel Options campaigns, bicycle
commuter contests, worksite commuter fairs, etc.

o

Information Sharing: A process to provide alternative commuting information to all
employees at least yearly.

o

Signature Page: Recognition of approval by the agency head.

CTR PROGRAM ELEMENTS
Each Voluntary CTR Program (if registered with the local jurisdiction) must contain the
following requirements of the law: (If not registered with the local jurisdiction, all but numbers
three and five must be included in the voluntary CTR program.)
1. Designation of a transportation coordinator and the display of the name, location, and
telephone number in a prominent manner. The Voluntary worksite display must list a
contact for each of the agencies.
2. Regular distribution of information to employees regarding alternatives to drive alone
commuting. The CTR committee will have this responsibility.
3. Survey employees every two years and submit a CTR report to the local jurisdiction.

Voluntary CTR Plan
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4. Implement a set of measurers designed to achieve the applicable CTR goals adopted by
the local jurisdiction.
Program measurers may include, but are not limited to: RCW 70.94.631 (3)
o Provision of preferential parking or reduced parking charges, or both, for high
occupancy vehicles.
o Instituting or increasing parking charges for single-occupant vehicles. (Note: see
RCW 41.80 regarding collective bargaining agreements on parking charges.)
o Provision of commuter ride matching services to facilitate employee ridesharing for
commute trips.
o Provision of subsidies for transit fares.
o Permitting the use of the employer's vehicles for carpooling or vanpooling.
o Permitting flexible work schedules to facilitate employees' use oftransit, carpools, or
vanpools
o Cooperation with transportation providers to provide additional regular or express
service to the worksite.
o Construction of special loading and unloading facilities for transit, carpool, and
vanpool users.
o Provision of bicycle parking facilities, lockers, changing areas, and showers for
employees who bicycle or walk to work.
o Provision for program of parking incentives such as a rebate for employees who do
not use the parking facility.
o Establishment of a program to permit employees to work part or full time at home or
at an alternative worksite closer to their homes.
o Establishment of a program of alternative work schedules, such as compressed work
week schedules, which reduce commuting.
o Implementation of other measures designed to facilitate the use of high-occupancy
vehicles such as on-site day care facilities and emergency taxi services.
5. Make a good faith effort towards achievement of the goals. This includes:
o Meeting the minimum requirements (l - 4 above).
o Notifying the jurisdiction of its intent to substantially change or modify its program
and has either received the approval ofthe jurisdiction to do so or has acknowledged
that its program may not be approved without additional modifications.
o Providing adequate information and documentation of implementation when
requested by the jurisdiction.
o Working collaboratively with its jurisdiction to continue its existing program or is
developing and implementing program modifications likely to result in improvements
to the program over an agreed upon length of time.
o Other elements contained in local ordinances."

COMMUTE OPTIONS
The Voluntary CTR Program must describe options to drive alone commuting. These include,
carpool, vanpool, taking the bus, ferry or train, walking, bicycling, telework, and flexible work
schedules. Not all options may be available to all employees and some, such as telework and
flexible schedules, may be regulated by agency policy. (See Appendix)

Voluntary CTR Plan
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CTR PROGRAM SUPPORTING ELEMENTS
To be effective, commute options must be supported by agency management, local jurisdictions
and transit agencies, the worksite CTR Committee and the following:

CTR Subsidies
State law (RCW 43.01.230) allows agencies to offer CTR subsidies to employees who use
alternative commute modes. Each agency must provide the funding for the CTR subsidies it may
offer using either internal funds or parking fees collected at leased facilities. Agencies may
develop and implement a financial subsidy program that encourages significant trip reductions
among its employees. The Voluntary CTR Program must provide agency-specific subsidy
information that follows the Subsidy Tracking Guidelines adopted by the Interagency CTR
Board. See: ww\v.ga.wa.gov/CTR/guide.htm.
There are two types of subsidies an agency may offer: a non-taxable transit subsidy (bus,
vanpool, train, or ferry) and a taxable cash subsidy (carpool, walking, bicycling). In order to be
non-taxable, the subsidy must be provided via voucher, monthly transit pass or ticket books.
The Voluntary CTR Program must list the subsidies provided within the body of the program.

Ride Matching Assistance - RideshareOnline.com
Ride matching assistance is an important asset to an effective commute trip reduction program.
RideshareOnline.com provides free, comprehensive ride match assistance to anyone who lives or
works in Washington State. Its database contains commuters from the entire state, providing the
user a wide range of potential carpools or vanpools.
CTR representatives are encouraged to use this service instead of establishing an in-house
database that they must maintain themselves. RideshareOnline.com can provide complex, state
wide matches. Individuals can enter their information and receive matches on their own or, if
preferred, the CTR representative can limit the ride match search to employees just at his or her
worksite. The CTR representatives can personal1ize Rideshareonline.com to include employer
promotions and incentives. The large pool of individuals in the state ride match database
provides additional support for internal efforts.
For more information visit the Ride Share website - www.rideshareonline.com.

Emergency Ride Home Program (ERH)
See Emergency Ride Home Program Guidelines www.ga.wa.gov/CTR/guide.htm
A common objection employees have to using alternative commute options is that in the event of
a personal emergency during the workday - with themselves or their families - a personal vehicle
would be needed. An emergency ride home program can be thought of as a "smart commuting
insurance policy." ERH is available in all ofthe CTR affected counties.
Typically, ERH provides a free taxi ride to state employees in emergency situations or when
unplanned overtime is required. The ride may be to the employee's home, child's school,
doctor's office or a park and ride lot. Secondary stops are allowed (i.e. to pick up a sick child or
a prescription), but only if pre-approved by the agency. An employee is eligible ifhe/she has
taken the bus, carpooled, vanpooled, bicycled or walked to work that day. The number of
emergency ride home trips is limited to between four and eight rides per employee per year with
only half allowed due to unscheduled overtime. Subject to agency approval, state vehicles may
be used as long as the emergency does not include picking up a non-state employee, such as a
sick child or spouse, and the employee is not too sick or distraught to drive.
Voluntary CTR Plan
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The Voluntary Worksite's CTR Program must outline how the ERH will be implemented, i.e.
what process an employee would follow in the case of an emergency.
The State Agency CTR Program at the Department of General Administration provides an
emergency ride home program to all state employees in Thurston, Pierce, King and Spokane
counties. For information contact Joan Cullen, Program Manager at icullen@ga.wa.gov.

AMENITIES AT THE WORKSITE

o

Bike racks or bike cages
Bicycle racks or bike cages - preferably covered - provide a place for the bicycle commuter
to park or store a bicycle. The worksite CTR program should describe the facility options
available to bicycle commuters, including, if allowed, inside the building - and where.

o

Showers/Lockers
Showers and lockers offer walkers and bicyclists a place to change clothes before reporting to
work. If none are located in the worksite, provide information to the closest facility where an
employee may find showers and lockers.

o

Other
There may be other amenities available to employees at the worksite, such as daycare, A TMs,
cafeterias, cleaners, etc. that can be included as a supporting element in the CTR program.

PARKING
Parking is a key element of any CTR program. When there is an abundance of employee parking
and where there is no charge for parking, employees tend to drive alone to work.
Describe in detail Hie parking situation at the wo;ksite, including parking for carpools and
vanpools. Is there a formal parking management plan or program? If so, describe. Are the
parking stalls assigned - or is it zoned? Is there visitor parking? Is there a charge to employees
for parking? If so, how much and how are the fees used by the worksite?

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION
The CTR Law and local CTR ordinances require that commuting information be distributed to
employees on a regular basis. Changing attitudes and behavior requires consistent, frequent
reinforcement. Current employees need to be exposed, often, to messages reminding them of the
CTR Program, as well as of the benefits of choosing an alternative to driving alone. New
employees need to be informed about the Voluntary CTR Program and individual agency
programs as soon as possible after they are hired.
Each Voluntary CTR Committee will be responsible for producing a flyer or brochure that
summarizes the CTR program. This tool will be distributed (hard copy or e-mail) to employees
at least annually and shall be posted in an accessible site visible to employees. This includes
agency intranet sites.

Effective methods may include:
New Employee Orientation
Orientation sessions for new employees are an opportunity to distribute program information and
explaining the Voluntary CTR program and commute options that stress alternatives to driving
alone. The CTR Committee will develop a CTR element for each agency to use in their new
employee orientation.
Voluntary CTR Plan
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Commuter Information Center
The CTR Law requires that affected CTR worksites display a CTR information board. It is
advisable that a voluntary site designate an area for travel information. Local transit agencies can
provide alternative commuting materials. A display should contain information on alternative
commute options and promotional material.
Flyers and Posters
Material posted on bulletin boards or other highly visible sites are valuable in keeping the CTR
Program in front of employees. The CTR Committee will maintain bulletin boards for this
purpose. Material should be posted at least quarterly or as required in local CTR ordinances.
Newsletter Articles
Periodic short articles about alternative commute options in the agency/worksite newsletter are a
good method to communicate to employees about the CTR Program. Articles inform employees
about who to contact for specific information, let employees know about changes that may
impact their commutes, incentives available, upcoming events or feature articles on employees
who use alternative commute options, recognizing their accomplishments.
E-Mail
When available, email may be used to distribute information about alternative commute options
to all the employees in the Voluntary worksite.
Presentations to Work Groups and Management Teams
Recognizing that the communication methods described above are only partially effective,
agencies within the worksite will emphasize information distribution and communication about
alternative commute options through presentations to small work groups and management teams.
Members of the CTR Committee or other experienced users ofthe various alternative commute
modes would be asked to do the presentations. In addition, small group presentations are more
effective in trying to educate employees about how to accomplish the desired behavior changes
which is to reduce drive alone trips.
Special Events
Special events provide an opportunity to distribute information and promote the CTR Program in
new and innovative ways. Voluntary worksites may participate in the statewide bi-annual Wheel
Options Campaign (March and October). Other events include bicycle commuter contests
(May), incentives on rideshareonline.com, as well as events promoted by local transit agencies
and local jurisdictions.
Recognition
Recognition is an important aspect for a successful CTR program; therefore, it is vitally
important to acknowledge progress and achievement--for the individuals "just trying"
alternatives for the first time, as well as those who are "long time" participants. This can be done
through rewards and incentives, as well as through recognition programs.
The CTR Committee will develop a complex-wide recognition program to acknowledge eligible
employees for using alternatives-new participants, as well as long time participants.

Voluntary CTR Plan
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APPENDIX
COMMUTE OPTIONS
The Voluntary CTR Program must describe options to drive alone commuting. These include,
carpool, vanpool, taking the bus, ferry or train, walking, bicycling, telework, and flexible work
schedules. Not all options may be available to all employees and some, such as telework and
flexible schedules, may be regulated by agency policy.

Carpooling
Carpooling is one of the most flexible, affordable and convenient ways for employees to
commute.
A carpool is a vehicle occupied by 2 to 6 people sharing the ride to work
and resulting in the reduction of at least one vehicle commute trip. (CTR
Guidelines)

Additional conditions of a carpool:
o Persons under 16 years of age commuting in a carpool do not count as carpool members
because they do not eliminate a vehicle trip.
o Taking children to and from day care or school does not constitute a carpool ifthere is
only one adult in the vehicle because no vehicle trip is eliminated.
o Not all members ofthe carpool need to be state employees.
o Family members commuting together are a carpool.
o The driver of the carpool vehicle must be a state employee if the vehicle is to be parked in
a state worksite parking lot.
o Agencies may choose to allow different configurations for carpools. However, to qualify
as a carpool on the state CTR survey, more than half the trip has to be made with two (2)
or more persons over the age of 16 in the vehicle.
o One person taking another to work and returning home does not constitute a carpool.
o Specific building policies may apply, i.e. that all carpoolers must be located in the same
building.
The Voluntary CTR Program must specify how carpool parkiQg will be implemented. If there is
paid parking, will the carpoolers receive free or discounted parking? On days when the members
do not carpool, will the vehicle be allowed to park in a carpool/vanpool designated space? If
there is paid parking, will the. carpool members be provided vouchers for a specified number of
days to park when they must drive alone?
Example 1: In order to qualify to park in the designated carpool/vanpool spaces, each carpool
must have a minimum of two employees assigned to the worksite and must commute together for
at least 51 % of their commute distance.
Example 2: Carpool partners do not have to work in the same building to qualify as a carpool or
to park in a carpool/vanpool reserved space. However, if the carpool vehicle is to be parked in a
carpool space, the driver must be employed at the worksite and must carpool on the days the
vehicle is parked in a carpool/vanpool reserved space. Note: Two-person carpool arrangements
do not have to have reserved parking. They could be required to park in the employee's general
parking areas.

Voluntary CTR Plan
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Example 3: Capitol Campus: Carpools must register through the Department of General
Administration's Office of Parking Services. The cost for parking for a two-person carpool will
be split between the employees through payroll deduction. A three or more person carpool may
park free of charge in a reserved carpool/vanpool space. Employees may purchase $1 day
parking passes to use on days they must drive alone. All employees in the carpool must be
employed on the Capitol Campus. Agencies may choose to provide daily parking passes for
employees who used an alternative commute mode.
Example 4: Where there are Voluntary parking programs, regulations for carpool parking will be
noted in the parking plan or program.

Vanpooling
Because they keep more vehicles off the road than carpools, vanpools are an even more efficient
way to commute. Vanpools work best for commute distances of over 10 one-way miles.

A vanpool is a vehicle occupied by 7-15 people sharing the ride to and
from work and resulting in the reduction of a minimum of one vehicle
trip. (CTR Guidelines)
In Washington State vanpool programs are owned and operated by the local transit agency. The
only county in an affected urban growth area currently without a viable vanpool program is
Clark. (Note: C-Tran is currently evaluating the implementation of a vanpool program.) The
transit agencies supply, insure and maintain the vanpool vehicles for qualified groups of
commuters. The cost of the vanpool is divided among the riders. Typically, the driver(s) do not
pay a fare. Where there is a large pool of employees, vanpooling is a viable commute alternative.
It is important to specify how vanpool parking will be implemented. The driver of the vanpool
must be employed at the worksite if the van is to be parked at the worksite. Ifthere is paid
parking, determine if the vanpool receives free or discounted parking and whether the members
of the vanpool wiII be provided with a number of days of free or discounted parking, i.e. on the
Capitol Campus vanpools do not pay a parking fee and members may purchase up to eight $1 day
passes for days when they are unable to vanpool.

Public Transit
Public transit is an important element of the transportation system in many cities and is a viable
commute option for many employees. Transit can be a vital part of worksite CTR programs in
those areas where transit exists.

Transit is a multiple-occupant vehicle operated on afor-hire, shared
ride basis, including bus, train, ferry, shuttle bus, and vanpool.
Transit is actually a broad array of services and facilities, from fixed
route to demand response to rail andferry service.
Voluntary CTR Programs must describe the area surrounding the worksite noting the number of
transit stops and their walking distance to the worksite. For example: ABC is located on a major
arterial close to other major and minor arterials and access to the Interstate. Transit Company X
provides regular, frequent bus service to this worksite. There are X number oftransit stops
located within three blocks ofthe worksite. All X buses have bicycle racks and are lift-equipped
to accommodate individuals with limited mobility.
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Public Transit Information Assistance
To facilitate employees trying to ride transit for the first time, most transit agencies will provide
personalized guidance through the assistance of the CTR representatives or current transit riders.
In addition, the CTR Representative or ETC will utilize the services of the public transit agency
to provide personalized "trip plans" for interested employees. The commuter information center
at the worksite will display transit routes and schedules.

Public Transit by County
Clark County - C-Tran: www.c-tran.com.
C-TRAN provides fixed route transit service and innovative transit services (Connectors)
including general purpose dial-a-ride, deviated fixed route, and feeder service. Para transit
service is provided in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). C-TRAN
also offers vanpool options in coordination with Metro, providing another ridesharing alternative
to local employers and their employees. All vehicles in C-TRAN's fleet are lift-equipped. All
fixed route buses have bicycle racks in addition to bike racks and lockers at transit centers.
C-TRAN's service boundary includes the city of Vancouver and its urban growth area and the
city limits only of Battle Ground, Camas, La Center, Ridgefield, Washougal, and the Town of
Yacolt. In late 2007 C-TRAN implemented a service re-design that provides service to
additional destinations, new late night service on key urban routes, and the opening of the 99th
Street Transit Center at Stockford Village which includes a 610 space park and ride.
C-TRAN offers monthly passes as well as an Annual Pass program available to local employers.
Pass by Mail and E-Pass programs offer additional convenience in purchasing C-TRAN passes.
Trip planning assistance is available by calling 360-696-4494. Online trip planning is available.

Grays Harbor County: Grays Harbor Transit: www.ghtransit.com
Grays Harbor Transit operates routes throughout Grays Harbor County with connecting routes to
Mason Transit in McCleary and to Intercity Transit in Olympia.
STAR Pass holders are eligible for the Grays Harbor STAR Pass subsidy program. Additional
information can be found at www.ga.wa.gov/CTRlstarpass.htm.

King County: King County Metro:
Transportation information: Employees can gain access to up-to-date transportation
information, including information for all transit agencies in the Seattle Metropolitan area and
the Washington State Ferries by checking into http://transit.metrokc.gov. Telephone information
is available by calling (206) 287-8463 or toll free' 1-800542-7876.

Ridesharing/commuter vans: www.RideshareOnline.com. Washington State's online ride
matching system provides instant access to interested carpool and vanpool partners. By
telephone call 1-888-814-1300 for direct staff assistance. New vanpool participants may be
eligible for special incentive pricing and rewards.

Employer pass products: Flexpass is an employer-based transit, HOV and non-motorized
commute benefits program designed to provide flexible alternative commute options and
subsidies to employees. FlexPass includes services from King County Metro and Sound Transit.
Depending on an employer's geographic location, FlexPass may also include services from
Community Transit and Pierce Transit. Washington State Department of Transportation has
purchased a customized Flexpass. Other state agencies are eligible to purchase Area FlexPass at
Voluntary CTR Plan
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a reduced cost for their employees. For employer information, call King County Metro's
employer commute assistance line at 206-263-3444, email at employer.progral11la2kingcountv.gov
or visit our website at http://transit.metrokc.gov/FlexPass.

Kitsap County: Kitsap Transit: www.kitsaptransit.org
Kitsap Transit operates 45 total routes, Monday through Friday; 17 of which are commuter hours
only. The agency operates 23 fixed routes on Saturdays and 21 fixed routes on Sundays. All of
Kitsap Transit's buses are equipped with racks for bicycles. Most of the transit centers have
bicycle racks and lockers.
Kitsap Transit operates 120 vanpools and 32 worker/driver buses and operates service at 29 park
and ride lots with a total capacity of 2,819 parking spaces and approximately 180 bus shelters.
Kitsap Transit coordinates extensively with the Washington State Ferries (WSF) and provides
service, particularly at peak hours, to all WSF terminals-Southworth, Bremerton, Bainbridge
Island, and Kingston. Kitsap Transit buses, especially at peak hours, meet and wait for ferry
landings.
Kitsap Transit provides service to many ofthe public elementary, middle, and high schools in its
service area, as well as the Olympic Community College in Bremerton and Pou"lsbo.
Kitsap Transit provides demand response ACCESS (paratransit) services to the elderly and
persons with disabilities. Kitsap Transit also has a program called VanLink service, through
which the agency provides vans to local social service agencies to transport their clients. Kitsap
Transit operates a vanpool program as part of its Rideshare program. There are 116 commuter
vans in the vanpool program, 42 vans in the VanLink program, and the two programs share 12
spares. Kitsap Transit also provides buses for 26 WorkerlDriver subscription commuter routes to
the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard in Bremerton.
Kitsap Transit is the lead agency for commute trip reduction in Kitsap County.
For more information call 360-377-buss (2877) or 1-800-501-7433 or visit the Kitsap Transit
website at www.kitsaptransit.org.

Mason County: Mason Transit: www.masontransit.org
Mason Transit operates a regional system with destinations in adjacent counties making
connections to six transit systems (Kitsap, Jefferson, Clallam, Grays Harbor, Intercity and
Pierce). Dial-a-ride services and eight (8) routes operate from 7:30 am to 8:30 pm Monday
through Saturday.
Mason Transit also provides bus services with four coaches originating in Mason County to
Kitsap County for Puget Sound Naval Shipyard employees under the WorkerlDriver Program.
With the expansion of our vanpool program in 2005, 15 new vanpool vehicles were acquired
with 13 in service at this time. Mason Transit has over 40 vehicles consisting of coaches, body
on chasis, vans with seating capacity ranging from 12 persons up to 45.
Mason Transit operates fare-free within the County. Out of county fares are $1.00. STAR Pass
holders are eligible for the Mason Transit STAR Pass subsidy program.
See www.ga.wa.gov/CTRJstarpass.htl11

Pierce County: Pierce Transit: www.piercetransiLorg
Pierce Transit, Washington's second largest transit agency, serves Pierce County's 775,000
residents in a 414 square mile area. Pierce Transit operates 49 local routes, 6 express routes, and
Voluntary CTR Plan
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provides nearly 300 vanpools that serve hundreds of work sites throughout the Puget Sound
region. Pierce Transit also offers customized worksite transportation assistance that provides
effective commute options and benefits for employees.
Pierce Transit serves as a vital link in our regional transportation system by making connections
with: Intercity Transit in Pierce and Thurston Counties; King County Metro in King County;
Pierce County Ferries at Steilacoom; Washington State Ferries at Pt. Defiance; Amtrak at
Downtown Tacoma; and Greyhound. Sound Transit express buses link light rail & Sounder
trains from the Tacoma Dome Station.
Puget passes can be purchased at not only Pierce Transit's five outlets, but at a variety of Fred
Meyer, Key Bank and other outlets throughout the county. Passes can also be purchased online at
piercetransit.org (click on "E-store" tab). Also, Pierce Transit's Trip Planner instantly creates a
free itinerary for transit trips within the Puget Sound region.
For more information call Customer Services at 253.581.8000 or 800.562.8109.

Snohomish County - Community Transit: www.communitytransit.org
Community Transit operates 33 local bus routes throughout Snohomish County, 31 commuter
routes to downtown Seattle, the University of Washington and the Eastside, and serves 2,100 bus
stops and more than 35,000 passengers a day.
In addition, Community Transit offers DART paratransit service throughout Snohomish County,
carpool matching, has one of the nation's largest vanpool programs and offers travel training to
disabled and senior citizens and those whose native language isn't English.
Earlier this year, Community Transit added a double-decker bus to its commuter service, making
it only the second transit agency in the country to have such a bus in regular service.
Community Transit offers a money-saving PugetPass, good on all Community Transit, Everett
Transit, King County Metro, Pierce Transit and Sound Transit services. There is also a PugetPass
option allowing riders to take designated ferries. An EdPass and U-Pass are available for rides to
Edmonds Community College and the University of Washington, respectively, and an Edmonds
Youth Pass is available for high school students.
Community Transit offers an Employer Outreach program to help individual employers develop
programs that meet specific trip reduction needs as required by state law. These include vanpool
and carpool and parking management.
For more information on Community Transit's programs, call the agency 425-353-RIDE or 800562-1375 (bus information) or 888-814-1300 (carpool and vanpool information) or visit
www.communitvtransiLorg.

Everett Transit: http://www .everettwa.org/defaul Laspx ?1D=290
Everett Transit (ET) can take you most anywhere within the City of Everett. Ers fixed-route and
Para Transit buses operate seven days a week including holidays.
Everett Transit connects to the Everett Station, which is home to the ET Customer Service
Center as well as WorkSource, WorkForce, The University Consortium and Espresso
Americano, Amtrak, Greyhound, Northwest Trailways, QuickShuttle, and Sound Transit.
Community Transit provides service from Everett Station.
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Spokane County - Spokane Transit: www.spokanetransit.com
Spokane Transit Authority (STA) operates within an area encompassing approximately 372
square miles of Spokane County which includes approximately 387,635 residents or 87 percent
of the county population. STA is governed by a Board of Directors consisting of nine members
appointed by the membership of the elected governing bodies of Spokane County and the six
cities and one town (Airway Heights, Cheney, Liberty Lake, Medical Lake, Millwood, City of
Spokane Valley and City of Spokane) included within its boundaries.
STA's Fixed Route service is comprised of39 routes operating on published schedules 365 days
a year. Additionally, special event service is provided for many community events. The fixedroute fleet consists of 135 vehicles (125 buses; 3 streetcar replicas; and 7 vans) that range in age
from one to twenty years. All buses purchased after August 1990 are either lift or ramp equipped
in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Currently, 100% of the bus fleet
is either lift or ramp equipped. In 2006, STA's fixed route service provided 8,408,678 passenger
trips and operated 402,533 revenue hours while traveling 5,570,692 revenue miles.
The Paratransit Department is responsible for all paratransit service conducted either by STA or
by a private contractor selected by STA. All services provided are in compliance with federal and
state laws for services to people who are disabled. Paratransit service is available the same days
and hours as fixed route service. Spokane Transit's paratransit fleet is comprised of 67 owned
vehicles with a capacity for up to 14 passengers each. Contracted/purchased transportation
supplements STA's service as the primary service provider during early mornings, nights, and
weekends and augments capacity during peak service hours. The contracted service fleet is
comprised of31 vehicles. STA's paratransit service provided 493,981 passenger trips and
operated 167,479 revenue hours and 2,549,716 revenue mpes in 2006.
The Vanpool Program augments STA's public transportation system through the assignment of
passenger vans to vanpool groups. The 74 vans in the program are comprised of 58 14/15passenger vans and 6 8-passenger vans. This program is scheduled to grow to 94 vans in 2007. A
vanpool can be formed by a group of 8 to 15 people whose origin or destination is within the
STA service area. STA's rideshare program transported 163,826 passengers in 2006 while
operating 17,462 revenue hours and 609,385 revenue miles.
Molly Myers, Communications Manager, (509) 325-6000; mmvers((l)spokanetransit.com
Website:
STA partners with Spokane County's CTR Program, especially with marketing.
Thurston County - Intercity Transit: www.intercitvtransit.com.
Intercity Transit, Thurston County's public transportation provider, serves Olympia, Lacey,
Tumwater, and Yelm. The agency also provides service to Pierce County where passengers can
connect with service to SeaTac, Seattle, and areas to the north.
Other services include: Dial-A-Lift service for people with disabilities that prevent them from
riding regular buses; vanpool and carpool matching programs; free, one-on-one travel training; a
community van program; and a transportation program for Welfare to Work recipients. For
information, contact Customer Service at 360-786-1881 or visit www.inlercitvtransit.com.
The State Agency Rider (STAR) Pass is provided to employees assigned to a state worksite in
Thurston County through a partnership between the State and Intercity Transit. State employees
in Thurston County can ride without charge on any Intercity Transit route, including the express
Voluntary CTR Plan
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service between Tacoma and Olympia. Employees with state photo ID will receive a sticker that
will identify them as STAR Pass riders to Intercity Transit drivers. STAR Pass holders who
commute to Thurston County on the Olympia Express Route on Pierce Transit buses are eligible
for a transit subsidy through the State Agency CTR Program at GA. Note: beginning in early
FY -08, STAR Pass holders who commute to Thurston County on Mason Transit or Grays Harbor
Transit will also be eligible for a transit subsidy through GA.
For more information about the STAR Pass m: how to get a STAR Pass, please contact:
www.ga.wa.gov/CfR/starpass.htm or ctrmail!ZVga. wa.gov.

Whatcom County: Whatcom Transportation Authority: www.ridev.rta.com.
The Whatcom Transportation Authority (WTA) serves the citizens of Western Whatcom County
with safe, reliable, and friendly public transportation services. Approximately 14,000 times per
weekday, someone boards a WTA Fixed-Route or Specialized Transportation Bus to go to work,
school (Middle School, High School and College), shopping, the doctor, or other destinations.
WTA operates 32 fixed route bus routes, all of which use ADA accessible vehicles and are
equipped with bicycle racks. A concentrated network of bus routes serves the more densely
populated areas of Bellingham with connections between Bellingham and Ferndale, Lynden, the
Lummi Nation Reservation, and Mount Vernon. Flex service is provided in the Everson,
Nooksack, Sumas, Deming, Kendall, Sudden Valley, Blaine, and Birch Bay areas. WTA
operates a vanpool program with 29 vehicles, primarily geared toward commuters. WTA is a
partner in Whatcom Smart Trips, a program that encourages community members to make more
of their trips by walking, bicycling, sharing rides and riding the bus. While many commuters
participate in Smart Trips, the program is open to everyone and focuses on all trips, not just work
trips. WTA operates Emergency Ride Home for WTA pass holders and Smart Trips participants.
WTA passes can be purchased at 17 sales outlets or online at www.ride\\rta.com. For more
information call Customer Service at 360-676-RIDE (7433).

Yakima County - Yakima Transit http://www ..ci.yakima.wa.us/services/transit/
Yakima Transit serves the City of Yakima. in June of2005, limited transit service began to
Selah and Union Gap. The transit system consists of eleven separate bus routes that operate from
6:00 AM to 7:00 PM Monday through Friday. Saturday and designated holiday schedules consist
of eight bus routes that run on an hourly schedule from 8:45 AM to 6:30 PM. There is currently
no transit service available on Sunday. The majority ofCTR affected employers are located
adjacent to Yakima Transit bus routes. Unfortunately, due to limited routes and schedule, many
commuters live outside the scheduled bus routes or their commute times fall outside of the bus
schedule.
Several projects are planned to enhance public transportation; expanded operating hours; secure
permanent funding for Selah and Union Gap extensions; link services to nearby communities of
Terrace Heights, Moxee, Yakima Training Center, Gleed, Tieton, Cowiche and Naches; offer
regional transit connections to Kittitas County (Eliensburg/CWU Campus).
Yakima Transit currently has twenty vanpools operating. They will soon add an additional ten
vans to their fleet. For vanpool information, contact Karen Allen at kallenra!ci.yakima.wa.us or
by phone at 509-576-6423.
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Bicycling and Walking
Bicycling and walking offers several benefits for employees who live reasonable distances from
their worksites. Walking and biking produce no pollution, consumes no fossil fuel, and is an
important travel option for employees. Walking and biking provide access to transit, and may be
an essential link ifbuses do not stop close to the worksite. Bicycling and walking are often
overlooked as commute options. However, they warrant a closer look, because of the benefits
they provide to the organization and to the individual.

Bicycling and walking eliminate a motor vehicle trip.
If applicable, the CTR Committee will communicate to the local jurisdiction the importance of
the development of bicycle lanes adjacent to the major and minor arterials in the area. Most of
the transit buses are equipped with bicycle racks to accommodate bike riders. To accommodate
bicycle commuters, covered bicycle racks, showers and lockers are recommended. If the
worksite has no showers or lockers available, describe what is available for those who bicycle or
walk such as bike racks, cages, etc. or nearby facilities that do have showers and lockers.

Flexible Work Hours:
See Flexible Work Hours Policy Guidelines at www.!la.wa.gov/CTR/guide.htm
There are two types of Flexible Work Hours: flex-time and compressed workweeks.

Flex-Time: Allows employees, subject to agency guidelines, to select their daily starting and
ending times outside of the agency's normal work hours, usually 8:00 to 5:00. Employees are
required to be present during a core period of time during the day. Allowing flexibility in the
work schedules of eligible employees makes it easier for them to participate in time-sensitive
travel modes such as carpools, vanpools, and public transit.
By allowing employees to select their start times, peak arrival times can be spread out, reducing
local congestion. The key to flex-time is that employees select their own schedule subject to
agency approval.

Compressed Work Week:
See Flexible Work Hours Policy Guidelines at www.ga.\va.gov/CTR/guide.htm.
A compressed workweek schedule is one of the simplest and most cost-effective ways of
reducing drive-alone trips.

A compressed workweek is an alternative work schedule that reduces
the number of days an employee works within a given period while
working longer hours during the remaining workdays. This option
completely eliminates at least one trip every two weeks
Agencies can implement compressed workweek schedules if it is suitable to the agency's mission
and the employee's position and work duties. Eligible employees, working with their supervisor
and within agency policy, will select their work schedule. The most common compressed work
week schedules are: 4/40 (four 10-hour days per week) or a 9/80 (80 hours in 9 days, the 10th
day off) schedule.
A compressed workweek schedule totally eliminates commute trips. When a compressed
schedule is combined with other alternative modes, significant reductions can be made.
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Teleworking:
See Teleworking policy guidelines at www.ga.wa.gov/CTR/guide.htm.
Teleworking allows employees to reduce or eliminate commute trips by working at home or a
satellite office, usually one to two days a week.

Teleworking includes the use of telephones, computers or other technology
that allows an employee to workfrom home or from a workplace closer to
home, reducing the distance traveled in a commute trip thus reducing a
commute trip.
Agencies can implement teleworking arrangements if it is suitable to the agency's mission and
employee's position and work duties. Note: Teleworking does not have to include the use of a
computer. It may be that not all of the agencies in a Voluntary CTR Program are able to offer
telework to their employees. This should be noted either under "teleworking" or in an appendix.
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Definitions
For the purposes of this CTR Plan, the following definitions shall apply:
1. Affected Employee: A full time employee (35 hours or more a week) who is scheduled to
begin his/her regular work day at a single worksite between 6:00 am and 9:00 am (inclusive)
on two or more weekdays for at least twelve (12) continuous months.
2. Affected Employer (State Agency): A state agency located in a designated state worksite
that employs one hundred (100) or more state employees who are scheduled to begin their
regular work day between 6:00 am and 9:00 am (inclusive).
3. Alternative Commute Mode: Any means of commute transportation other than that in
which the single occupant motor vehicle is the dominant mode. Includes carpool, vanpool,
transit (bus, train, ferry), walking, bicycling, teIework and compressed work weeks that result
in the reduction of commute trips.
4. Base Year: The time period from which the commute trip reduction goals shall be based.
5. CTR Coordinator (CTRC): Designated by state agencies as the main CTR contact person
to the State Agency CTR Program at GA. The CTRC may also serve as the agency's
employee transportation coordinator (ETC).
6. CTR Guidelines: The official guidelines to the CTR Law developed by the CTR Board
(RCW 70.94.537).
7. CTR Law: The section of the Washington Clean Air Act adopted to accomplish commute
trip reductions (RCW 70.94.521-551).
8. CTR Ordinance: Local city ordinance that regulates and administers the CTR Programs of
affected employers or worksites.
9. CTR Program: An employer's strategies to reduce single occupant vehicle use and vehicle
miles traveled per affected employee.
10. Commute Mode: Means of transportation used by employees, including single occupant
vehicles, carpools, vanpools, transit, ferry, train, bicycling, walking, teleworking or working a
compressed work schedule.
11. Compliance: Fully implementing all provisions of an accepted/approved CTR program or
meeting or exceeding the goals of the CTR Ordinance.
12. Dominant Commute Mode: The mode of travel used for the greatest distance ofa commute
trip.
13. Employee: Anyone who receives financial or other remuneration in exchange for work
provided to an employer
14. Employee Transportation Coordinator or ETC: A designated person who is typically an
employee of the affected employer and who is accessible to a worksite's employees in order
to carry out the CTR requirements of the CTR Law and the CTR Ordinance. The ETC also
acts as the employer's liaison with the jurisdiction and other CTR administrators such as
transit agencies and the Department of General Administration.
15. Full Time Employee: A person other than an independent contractor, scheduled to be
employed on a continuous basis for fifty-two (52) weeks for an average of thirty-five (35)
hours a week.
16. Good Faith Effort: An employer has met the minimum requirements identified in RCW
70.94.531 and the CTR Ordinance of the relevant local jurisdiction and is working
collaboratively with the jurisdiction or its agent to continue its existing CTR program or is
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17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.

26.

developing and implementing modifications likely to result in improvements to its CTR
program over an agreed upon length of time.
High Occupancy Vehicle or HOV: A motor vehicle (including motorcycles) occupied by
more than one employee for commuting purposes.
Interagency CTR Board: Chaired by GA, the Board's mandate is to develop and adopt
CTR policies and guidelines that promote consistency among state agency CTR programs.
Mode: The means of transportation used by employees.
Peak Commute Period: The hours between 6:00 am and 9:00 a.m. (inclusive), Monday
through Friday, exclusive of legal holidays.
Single Occupant Vehicle or SOV: A motor vehicle, including motorcycles, occupied by
one employee for commute purposes, including a motorcycle.
Single Occupant Vehicle Trips: Trips made by employees in SOVs.
Single Worksite: A building or group of buildings on physically contiguous parcels of land
occupied by one or more affected employers.
Subsidy for state employees: Financial assistance provided to state employees using
alternative commute modes and as an incentive in CTR program elements. Alternative
commute modes include walking, bicycling, transit, rail, ferry, carpools and vanpools.
Employees are not provided financial assistance (subsidy) for telework or compressed
workweek schedules because these work options are considered incentives in themselves.
Vehicle Miles Traveled: The number of miles traveled per person per vehicle. Example: a
single occupant vehicle that travels 10 miles to work has a per-person VMT of 10 miles. If
there are two people in the vehicle, the VMT perrider is 5 miles. (Length of the trip divided
by the number of people in the vehicle.)
Vehicle Miles Traveled per Employee or VMT Rate: The sum o'findividual vehicle
commute trip lengths made by affected employees over a set period of time divided by the
number of affected employees working at the worksite during that period of time ..
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Interagency CTR Board: RCW 70.94.551 (1»)
The director of the department of general administration may coordinate an interagency board for
the purpose of developing policies or guidelines that promote consistency among state agency
commute trip reduction programs required by RCW 70.94.527 and 70.94.531. The board shall
include representatives of the departments of transportation, ecology, and community, trade, and
economic development and such other departments and interested groups as the director of the
department of general administration determines to be necessary. Policies and guidelines shall be
applicable to all state agencies including but not limited to policies and guidelines regarding
parking and parking charges, employee incentives for commuting by other than single-occupant
automobiles, flexible and alternative work schedules, alternative worksites, and the use of stateowned vehicles for car and van pools and guaranteed rides home. The policies and guidelines
shall also consider the costs and benefits to state agencies of achieving commute trip reductions
and consider mechanisms for funding state agency commute trip reduction programs.
Interagency CTR Board Members July 2006 through June 2008
Labor & Industries
Licensing
Lottery
Office of Financial Institutions
Natural Resources
Revenue
Retirement Systems
Social and Health Services
State Treasurer
Thurston Regional Planning Council
Washington Federation of State Employees

General Administration, Chair
Community Trade & Economic
Development
Ecology
Transportation
Attorney General
Employment Security
Ever:green State College
Fish & Wildlife
Health
Intercity Transit
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eTR Survey Support Policy
January 2011

This Survey Support Policy describes technical support for local survey measurement
processes that WSDOT staff provides through the Commute Trip Reduction (CTR)
program. This policy takes effect on January 7, 2011 and supersedes all previous
communications from WSDOT staff about survey support expectations.
This policy will evolve over time based on lessons learned, changes in statutory
requirements, survey support demands and resources, feedback from our local
partners, and development of new tools, processes and requirements. We will
periodically issue draft policy updates for review and discussion.
Purpose of this policy
The purpose of this policy is to establish and maintain shared expectations of the level
of technical support that WSDOT is able to provide to our local partners. Although with
sufficient additional resources we would very much welcome the opportunity to serve
the growing demand for our technical support, the demand for our resources does not
always match the. supply.
Basic policy principles
With this policy, WSDOT establishes these basic policy principles:
1. We seek to support local implementers in a fair and consistent manner statewide.
2. Our top priority is to support the CTR surveys required for employers affected by
the CTR law.
3. Our second priority is to support surveys of employers that participate voluntarily
in the CTR program or a growth and transportation efficiency center (GTEC)
program.
4. We will support other survey processes as well as we are able to within our
resource constraints.
Supply and demand imbalance of state survey support resources
Data collection, analysis and reporting are essential elements in the CTR program and
other demand management strategies. WSDOT recognizes the value of our technical
support resources and we are interested in supporting, as much as possible, the
measurement and analysis needs of our local partners' demand management activities.
In addition to the CTR surveys required for affected employers every two years,
WSDOT provides our survey resources for voluntary worksites, transportation
management programs (TMPs), Flexpass/ORCA agreements, and other needs. As
broader trends emerge, such as growing community interest in responding to climate
change with demand management strategies, we foresee an even stronger demand for
our measurement resources.
Unfortunately, while demand for our survey assistance resources is growing, our staff
resources are not. At present our resources are overloaded with the demand,
particularly during peak survey periods (typically, the spring of the first year of each
eTR Survey Support Policy - January 2011
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CTR survey cycle). This makes it challenging for us to meet our partners' expectations,
and the expectations we have set for ourselves. To mitigate this imbalance, WSDOT is
responding with several strategies to manage the demand and to increase the supply of
our resources.
Restricting when WSDOT can support surveys not required by the eTR law
WSDOT is restricting the time when we can provide support for surveys that are not
required by the CTR law:
• In the first year of each survey cycle (the odd year), WSDOT will only support
surveys for CTR-affected worksites. Other survey types - including surveys of
worksites that voluntarily participate in CTR, TMP surveys, and Flexpass/ORCA
surveys - will not be supported during the first year of each survey cycle.
• WSDOT will support all survey types, including CTR-affected surveys, in the
second year of each survey cycle (the even year).
• There are two exceptions to this restriction:
o Voluntary worksites that are officially counted as part of local CTR goals,
as indicated by local CTR plans, will be supported during the entire survey
period. (For the 2007-2012 survey period, the voluntary worksites that fall
under this exception are those in unincorporated Snohomish County,
Lacey, Olympia, and Tumwater, Spokane County and its cities, and
Yakima County and its cities. Other voluntary worksites outside of these
areas will not be supported during the first year of each survey cycle.)
o Local jurisdictions that meet certain criteria, including completing WSDOTprovided training, demonstrating an ability to perform local survey set-ups
with minimal support from WSDOT, and accepting that they may not
receive timely assistance for non-CTR surveys, may continue to conduct
other survey types during the first year of each survey cycle. While we
request that you follow our general policy of only CTR surveys during the
first year, if you are able to self-administer your surveys with minimal help
we are willing to allow exceptions. Please contact WSDOT to let us know
if you are interested in this exemption.
• This change in policy may require a shift in the timing of your non-CTR affected
surveys. We recommend that you try to keep your survey within the same
season of the year, even if it is moving from one year to the next.
Request to shift seasonal timing of eTR surveys
We need your help to ease the demand during the peak survey period. We recognize
the impacts that shifts in survey timing can have on your work plans and the
measurement results themselves.
• For jurisdictions with newly affected CTR worksites doing a baseline survey, we
would like to set them up to survey in the fall (for example, fall of 2011), outside
of the spring peak survey period. However, we recognize that local ordinances
require new worksites to take baseline surveys within 90 days of becoming
identified as affected. We will support newly affected worksite surveys anytime
during the survey period, but we hope that jurisdictions can appreciate our
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resource constraints and do whatever is possible do set up new worksites
outside of the spring peak.
We are taking volunteers from jurisdictions that are willing to shift some or all of
their CTR surveys outside of the peak survey period. We will suggest moving
these surveys from the spring of the odd year to the spring of the even year. We
will be following up with individual jurisdictions to explore this possibility.

Expectations of local implementers during survey process
WSDOT seeks to provide a consistent level of service around the state and to efficiently
process requests for support. To do so, we need to have all jurisdictions follow the
same set of procedures and basic expectations so we are not in a position where we
are asked to support some jurisdictions at the expense of others.
• WSDOT will only process requests with complete information. Please use the
forms we provide and fill them out completely before sending your request. We
will return incomplete forms and will not proceed on a request until we have all of
the necessary information. Sample forms are attached.
1. Online survey setup template - This needs to be filled out completely and
accurately before we can set up an online survey.
2. UW packing list - This template should be filled out for every survey that is
sent to UW for scanning. It will be submitted to WSDOT staff prior to the
forms being sent. This template is being used to address problems with
incorrect or incomplete header sheets.
3. New site setup - This form should be filled out with all the necessary
information so that we can set up a new site for surveying and for the
online reporting system. We will fill in the form with the site 10 number and
passwords and return it to you. Please be sure to complete this process in
advance of a worksite surveying for the first time.
• WSDOT's role is to provide you with .the tools and support so that you can
support your ETCs during survey week. Our role is not to directly support ETCs;
when we are asked to do so, it takes away from our ability to support the rest of
the state in a fair and consistent manner. In the case of technical problems, we
will work with you to resolve them, not directly with the ETC. This will help build
your capacity to respond to technical issues. Local implementers should be
available to support local ETCs during survey week; it will not be possible for
WSDOT to provide direct ETC support.
• We are pleased at the interest from some local jurisdictions to administer their
own surveys with minimal support from WSDOT. We will be providing training
and access to jurisdictions so that they can do more on their own. We will also be
exploring other opportunities to provide data and tools directly to local
jurisdictions.
Expectations of WSDOT's technical assistance services
WSDOT's goal is to respond to requests as quickly as possible. We are also pursuing
opportunities to provide jurisdictions with more tools and access to fulfill their own
needs. This policy establishes expectations for the more routine work, but an increase
in requests, mistakes in data collection or errors in the reports can impact these
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expectations. The timeline for special analysis or data requests can vary widely
depending on the complexity of the request and our workload, which will be focused on
the core services. If we cannot meet the goals below due to errors, volume of work or
other reasons, we will contact you and give you
a more accurate turn-around time .
,
.

Our anticipated turnaround times include:
• Survey reports - We intend to run survey reports once a week. All survey results
that we have received up to that point will be processed and the reports will be
posted on the FTP server. For paper surveys, the forms are submitted to UW,
and scanned before we receive a data file. This can take up to a week - longer if
there are mistakes on the header form. In the case of the online survey, you must
send a closeout template and request before we will process the results.
• Online survey set-ups - Please allow three business days for survey set-ups. It's
advisable to send setup templates a week or more in advance so that the ETC
can test the system and we can work out any technical issues before the survey
starts.
• New worksite setups - Three business days for new worksite setups from the
time we receive the completed setup template.
• Survey data requests - Turnaround time varies widely depending on the type of
data being requested and our workload. A simple request for survey data can
usually be filled within two to fourteen days. Some types of data we are planning
on providing on a quarterly basis only, such as jurisdiction-level CTR survey
results and jurisdiction-level data at the individual respondent level.

Special data and analysis requests
WSDOT values your time and effort in obtaining the survey data that is important for the
program and your interest in providing specialized reporting to affected employers.
However, due to our lack of resources, we may not be able to fulfill requests for
customized analysis and reporting, particularly during the peak survey period. An
example of a customized analysis and reporting request would be asking us to combine
data from more than one worksite into one survey report. We will consider requests
according to the following guidelines:
• How much time is needed from WSDOT staff to assist with the special request in
relation to workload?
• Will fulfilling the request take time away from supporting other jurisdictions with
immediate needs?
• Can the information be reasonably derived another way by the local jurisdiction?
• Does the request have a tangible benefit for the jurisdiction and/or employer?
Future measurement resources and tools
WSDOT will continue to evaluate how to meet the demand for demand management
data across the state. Considerations include:
• WSDOT is working on building toois t~rough the new RideshareOnline.com
system that will enable more self-service surveys for non-CTR affected survey
types. These tools will be under development during the 2011-2012 survey cycle.
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Our long-term plan is to shift many non-CTR surveys to that system. We will
engage jurisdictions in the development and testing of new survey tools.
Every four years, WSDOT is required to assess the CTR program and identify
ways it could work better. Data collection, analysis and reporting are part of this
assessment. As part of the assessment due June 30, 2011, we will be looking at
the requirements for eTR measurement and may propose efficiencies for future
program cycles.

For more information
For more information or comments about this policy, please contact Keith Cotton at
cottonk@wsdot.wa.gov or 360.705.7910.
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